A
Acorn
Gules, a squirrel rampant argent and on a base Or a semy of acorns proper [W- Diana
Lockerby, CoA]
Or, an acorn gules [B- Order of Acorn, Roan]
Or, an acorn slipped and leaved proper inverted [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Per bend argent and vert, an oak leaf and an acorn slipped and leaved, all counterchanged
[D- James the Red, Umbr]
Per bend engrailed vert and sable, a wolf’s head erased and three acorns inverted argent
[D- William Ce’Wolf, Espe]
Per bend vert and sable, in bend three acorns Argent [D- William Ce’Wolf, Espe]
Per chevron azure and vert, two acorns and a mushroom argent [E- Barony of MoDuinne,
York]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an acorn Or [B- Order of the Acorn, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an acorn slipped and leaved Argent [B- Order of the
Argent Acorn, Terr]
Per pale gules and sable, an acorn in chief slipped and leaved of three oak leaves Or [BKillian Oakesblood, York]
Sable, a chevron gules between two acorns slipped and leaved and a stags head couped
argent [D- Cerridwyn Emaila Fiend, York]
Sable, a pale vert fimbriated and surmounted by a squirrel sejant maintaining an acorn
argent [D- Robert of Squirrel Forest, Cash]
Sable, an acorn bendwise Or [B- Woodworkers Guild of Cashel, Cash]
Sable, an acorn inverted and slipped and leaved within a bordure wavy Or [E- House
Craigh na Dunn, York]
Vert, a oak tree eradicated and on a chief Or, three acorns proper [D- Marion Leal Durius,
Espe]

Amphibian
Argent, a frog sejant azure [B- Marcus Carey, TyrL]
Azure, a salamander erminois [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Purpure, a salamander passant enflamed erminois within a bordure Or [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a salamander Or enflamed proper and in chief three arched building facades argent
[E- Barony of Salamanca, Some]

Anchor
Argent, an anchor Or [B- Ministry of the Admiralty, Adria]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, in bend an anchor Or [B- Royal Terre Neuvian Navy,
Terr]
Per pale gules and Or, an eagle counterchanged maintaining in chevron inverted an
anchor argent and a sword inverted azure [D- Donovan Foxx, Espe]
Quarterly azure and sable, a anchor within a bordure argent. [D- Royal Navy, Bisq]

Angel

Gules, an angel standing maintaining in dexter a sword and in sinister a scyth, wings
displayed argent. [D- Jaroslav Ilich, CasL]
Per pale argent and sable, an angel counterchanged [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a sword conjoined to a pair of angel wings displayed or.
[D- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]

Annulet
(Fieldless) An ash branch embowed to dexter Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert.
[B- Hospitlar, Mona]
(Fieldless) A caduceus Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Physiker, Mona]
(Fieldless) A corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet purpure [B- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
(Fieldless) A cross flory Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert. [B- Minister of Arms,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A dove essorant argent, beaked & armed Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Minister of Children, Mona]
(Fieldless) A man's head caboshed wearing a cardinals cap per pale argent and azure
conjoined at base with two forks in saltire azure all within and conjoined to a annulet or.
[D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
(Fieldless), A passion cross pattee Or, surmounted by an annulet per pale gules and sable
[B- Ian McDonald of Connaught, Bran]
(Fieldless) A portcullis Or within and conjoined to an an annulet vert [B- Mona]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of three arrows purpure fletched and barbed argen, within and
conjoined to an annulet purpure [B- Thorn Labrith, AuFj]
(Fieldless), A withered tree eradicated within and conjoined to an annulet argent [BAscencia O’Tyne, Some]
(Fieldless)] An open book Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Arts and Science,
Mona]
(Fieldless) An open scroll argent within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Rolls, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two arrows in saltire argent, fletched Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Archery, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two battle-axes in saltire argent, hafted Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Joust and War, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two keys inverted in saltire addorsed Or, within & conjoined to an annulet
vert [B- Steward, Mona]
(Fieldless), Upon a bezant purpure an annulet Or [W- The Sir Nigel Seymour of
Huntington Award, CoA]
Argent, a fox contourney sejant proper between three annulets gules [D- Drakmar
Bristow, Terr]
Argent, an anvil enfiling a sword inverted sable, on a chief vert three annulets Or [DAislynne De Chartier, AuFj]
Argent, three annulets gules conjunct and charged at center with a bezant. [D- Alinor
D’Arcy du Calais, Bisq]
Argent, within an annulet azure a roundel gules [B- Order of the Jaculatus, Terr]
Azure, a flame of fire proper within an annulet nowed at the base of a Staffordshire knot
argent [D- Winfred (Randall) Llewellyn ap Alyson, Albi]
Azure, five annulets interlaced Or between two wings debased argent [E- House

Seraphina, York]
Azure, three annulets interlaced Or [B- Kingdom of Esperance, Espe]
Gules, a snowflake within an annulet of seven roses argent, barbed and seeded proper [DEstrid Ulfbjornsdotter, Some]
Gules, four hammers in cross bases conjoined to an annulet argent [E- House Clan Magni,
Kinc]
Gules, nine mullets of eight points in annulet argent [D- Alhambra Crown Presence, Alha]
Gules, three annulets Or [D- Halldora Egilsdottir, Some]
Per chevron azure and purpure, an annulet argent [B- House (of the) Silver Circle, Alha]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all an annulet Or [B- Chancellor of Terre
Neuve, Terr]
Per pale purpure and azure, a triquetra interlaced by an annulet Or [B- Sapphyre
(Richardson) McCoy, AuFj]
Per pale vert and sable, an annulet enfiled by a scimitar and in chief three decrescents
argent [D- Talian Bran McNeil, Terr]
Purpure, a corbie displayed argent within and conjoined to an annulet Or [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet argent [B- Gabriel Lucien
Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet Or [B- Gabriel Lucien
Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Quarterly azure and or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base
three annulets interlaced one-and-two, all or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly vert and purpure, a dragons head couped guardant within an annulet or [DElena Maria DelOro, Terr]
Sable, an annulet between three shakeforks Or [D- Sebastian McGovern, Umbr]
(Sabastian)
Sable, a heart argent between three annulets Or [D- Amador de la Hoya, Kinc]
Sable, on a pile gules fimbrated an annulet Or enfiled of a sword inverted argent [DSivax WarTongue, Albi]
Vert, a butterfly within and conjoined to an annulet argent surmounted by 14 roses gules
barbed and seeded proper [D- Alexandria Fiend, York] (Rose Fiend)
Vert, a mullet within and conjoined to an annulet Or [D- Cullen of the Seekers, Ches]
Vert, a sealion between three annulets Or [D- Freitag, Albi]
Vert, an oak leaf within three annulets parted and interlaced Or [E- House Oakesblood,
York]

Anvil
Argent, an anvil enfiling a sword inverted sable, on a chief vert three annulets Or [DAislynne de Chartier, AuFj]
Azure, a hammer striking an anvil argent [D- Charles lronchest of Limerick, Umbr]
Azure, an anvil argent between in pale two hammers in saltire argent hafted sable and a
scroll sable bearing a motto argent [D- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Per pale argent and azure, an anvil sable [D- Aodhan MacGowan, Brun]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword counterchanged issuant from a anvil sable [DWorshipful Company of Connacht Smiths, Conn]

Quarterly sable and Or, in two and three a anvil sable. [D- Riddar bohdan Celtbane, Roan]
(Bohdon “the Celtbane” Theodson)

Ape- See Beast, Ape
Arm
Gules, cubit dexter arm argent [D- Patricia Sparr, Cash]
Sable, a winged dexter arm maintaining a sword gules [E- Barony of Badenoch, Umbr]

Arrangement-Creature-Addorsed
(Fieldless) Two keys inverted in saltire addorsed Or, within & conjoined to an annulet
vert [B- Steward, Mona]
Argent, a raven statant on a branch wings addorsed sable, within a bordure gules [EHouse Caer Morrigu, Kinc]
Argent, on a pile inverted Azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe
Or [F- Mid’aen]
Azure flaunched Or, a swan niant contourney wings addorsed Argent. [D- Juliana of
Aelfrethscoombe, Mona]
Azure, a mermaid arms extended and in chief two drakkars addorsed argent [D- Alistrina
Bhallach Amragosso, Espe]
Azure, a mermaid arms extended and on a chief argent two drakkars addorsed sable [DAlistrina Bhallach Amragosso, Espe]
Azure, two dolphins hauriant addorsed and conjoined argent [D-Elain Grae, Albi]
Azure, two griffins addorsed Or and argent [D- Angus MacBrus, Albi]
Per fess gules and sable, a fess rayonny and in base two wyverns erect addorsed Or [DKailene O’Shea, Albi]
Per pale azure and argent, two dragons addorsed counterchanged [E- House Twin
Dragons, Umbi]
Per pall inverted azure gules and Or, two horses rampant and addorsed Or in base a
horseshoe inverted gules. [D- Cadlae O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per pall inverted purpure sable and Or, two wolves heads erased and addorsed argent in
base a shamrock vert. [D- Galen O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per pall vert, argent and Or, two griffins segreant addorsed vert in chief a harp Or [DPatrick, Pemb] (Patrick Morgan)
Purpure, two lions addorsed, tails nowed Or [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria
CoA]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Arrangement-Creature-Combatant
(see also Respectant)
Argent, on a pile inverted between two wolves combatant sable, a stag’s head caboshed
argent [D- Gille (Michael de Selkirk), Roan]
Azure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border embattled
Or [B- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, two unicorns combatant argent and Or armed and langued gules [D- Katriana
McBrus, Albi]

Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable. [B- Bisqaian Wolves (Order of the Crown Guard), Bisq]
Or, two bears combatant sable and in base a heart gules. [D- Richard Corazon del Oso,
Umbr]
Per fess indented argent and gules, in chief two lions combatant gules armed and langued
sable [D- Arthur O’Tyne, Some]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword between two griffins combatant counterchanged [FConnacht]
Per pale gules and argent, two wolves combatant between three pointed latin crosses
counterchanged and in center chief a sheaf of arrows proper fletchings counterchanged
tipped Or [D- Connor O’Riordain, Espe]
Per pale purpure and vert, two stags heads couped fesswise combatant Or [D- Irene
Milbrath, AuFj]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand apaume argent and
in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Purpure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border
embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign of Arms, Espe]
Purpure, two enfields combatant argent. [D- Makenzie, AuFj]
Purpure, two hares combatant Or & argent [D- Treborius, Thin]
Sable, a chevron engrailed between in chief two natural tigers combatant and in base a
trident Or [D- Versus Thorson, Bran]
Sable, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a bordure
embattled Or [B- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Vert, two bears combatant and in chief three wine casks fesswise Or [D- Wilhelmus
Blizce, Some]

Arrangement-Creature-Passant
(see also Trippant)
(Tinctureless) A tyger passant [B- Adria]
(Fieldless) A lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or [E- County of Estrella
Dorada, CasL]
(Fieldless) A tyger passant gorged of a crown Or [B- Tyger Herald, Adria CoA]
Argent, a bend between two dragons passant sable [D- Bruno “Thunderfoot” NoBeard,
Alha]
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Azure, a tyger passant Or [D- Alyssa de Vona, Umbr]
Azure, a wolf passant between three maltese crosses argent [D- Rufus {Guy}, Kinc]
Azure, between 3 fleur-de-lys 2 and 1, a lamb passant argent [B- See of Somerset, ChoA]
Azure, an ass passant and on a chief argent three rats sable. [D- Aelabara, AuFj]
Azure, three lions passant argent [F- Somerset]
Azure, two lions passant respectant argent trussing a dragon Or [D- Cassiopia deAcmd,
Cons]
Barry purpure and Or, a dragon passant vert [E- Barony of Dragons Lair, Umbr]
Gules, a horse passant argent [D- Maji Bavol Ibin Rosalia, Espe]

Gules, a talbot passant Or [B- Order of the Talbot, Adria]
Gules, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer Or [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Or, a bull passant and a chief wavy gules [E- Casa de Vizcaya, York]
Or, a dragon passant sable lampasse gules [D- Luke McGowen, Cons]
Or, a horse passant sable [E- Equinus, Cash]
Or, a wolf passant contourne sable. [B- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di
Genova, Cash]
Or, three wolves passant in pale azure [D- Doom Solig, Roan]
Per bend Or and gules, two winged cats passant bendwise sinister counterchanged [DAriana le Treson, Umbr]
Per chevron azure and Or fleury-counter-fleury, in base a lion passant gardant argent,
armed and langued gules [B- Minister of Archives, Adria]
Per chevron inverted azure and gules, a hippogriff passant argent [E- House Grey, Cast]
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or
[E- County of Estrella Dorada, CasL]
Per fess gules and purpure, a unicorn passant argent [D-Beornia Freolic, Brun]
Per fess gules and purpure, a unicorn passant Or [D- Beornia Freolic, Brun]
Per pale azure and gules, a pegasus passant Or [D- Sunnica Fairfax, Brun]
Per pale Or and gules, a dragon passant counterchanged, on a chief sable three crosses
fluery Or [D- Iorwerth ap Anarawd, Kinc]
Per pale Or and sable, a chevron counterchanged between in chief dexter a wolf passant
sable in chief sinister a wolf passant argent and in base a wolf per pale sable and argent
[D- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per saltire azure and Or, a dragon passant contourny counterchanged [D- Gygantus
Dannada, Stir]
Per saltire sable and gules, a talbot passant argent [E- House Lorraine, York]
Per saltire vert and sable, a horse passant between three plates argent [D- Fyona D’Vall,
Terr]
Purpure, a salamander passant enflamed erminois within a bordure Or [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Purpure, on a pale rayonny Or three dragons passant vert [E- House Winged Dragons,
Umbr]
Quarterly Or and gules, 1st and 4th a dragon passant contourny gules [E- March of
Mercia, Kinc]
Sable, a cat passant argent [E- House (of) Wessex, Kinc]
Sable, on a fess argent a lion passant sable [E- House of Aberffraw, CasL]
Sable, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer gules [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Vert, an alphyn passant and on a chief argent three fructed oak trees eradicated proper [EHouse Gla’ Morn Adel, Terr]
Vert, on a chevron Or a bear passant sable [D- Mathe Brakkewinde, Brun]
Vert, two lions passant in pale argent [F- Isles of Kincora]

Arrangement-Creature-Rampant

(see also Segreant)
(Fieldless) a bear rampant Or [B- Wilhelmus Blazce, Some]
(Fieldless) A lion argent tounged gules maintaining a heart azure [B- Somerset]
(Fieldless) A wolf rampant gules. [B- Company of Wolf Crimson (House), Espe]
(Fieldless) an alphyn rampant argent [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Argent, a bear rampant within a bordure gules. [D- Ann Kemsley, Albi]
Argent, a pale wavy azure between two wolves rampant endorsed sable [F- Bisquaia]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules. [B- Christina Elizabeth
Constable, Conn]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules and a chief embattled azure.
[D- Christina Elizabeth Constable, Conn]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules and a chief embattled per fess
or and sable. [D- Christina Elizabeth Constable, Conn]
Argent, a unicorn rampant sable langued and blooded gules maned Or [E- Barony of
Unicorns Revenge, Abli]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe Or
[F- Mid’aen]
Azure, a chevron argent between three lions rampant argent armed and langued gules [DSomeset]
Azure, a coney rampant supporting an arrow inverted argent [E- House of Cadbury,
Umbr]
Azure, a dragon contourne Or and a wolf rampant argent both maintaining a ship’s wheel
proper [D- Meggan of the Glade, Albi]
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Dragon,
Bisq]
Azure, a fox rampant Or marked argent within a bordure Or semy of shamrocks vert [DJames of Bloodstone, Espe]
Azure, a goat rampant contourne Or and a chief gules fimbriated argent [D- Bonny Anne
Morgan, York]
Azure, a lion rampant between three Latin crosses pointed argent [B- Coda Wolfram von
Seiken ((Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a pale argent and overall a winged panther rampant and reguardant sable, langued
gules. [D- Mary Champernowne, Thin]
Azure, a pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Pegasus, Bisq]
Azure, a scorpion rampant Or [B- Order of Golden Scorpion, Terr]
Azure, a unicorn rampant argent and in chief sinister three arrows in fess or. [D- Jean
Mariq le Treson, Umbr] (Jeannee Marie de Treson)
Azure, a winged lion rampant Or within a bordure dovetailed argent [D- Theodric
Alasdiar, York]
Azure, a wolf rampant Or [D- Thorvald Isblod, Stir]
Azure, a wolf rampant contourné and on a chief argent 3 thistles slipped and leaved
proper [D- Iamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Bendy sinister Or and azure, a lion rampant gules [D- Etienne de Guerre, York]
Ermine, a saltire dovetailed per saltire gules and sable counterchanged quarterly
surmounted by a unicorn rampant or. [D- Ginevra Dell Cascata, Glou]

Gules, a cat rampant and on a chief Or, three talbots rampant sable [D- Dat, AuFj]
Gules, a squirrel rampant argent and on a base Or a semy of acorns proper [W- Diana
Lockerby, Adria CoA]
Or, a unicorn rampant crined gules maintaining a scroll Or between two flaunches argent.
[B- Ministry of Children’s Activities, Adria]
Per bend azure and sable, a panther rampant proper [E- House Netherwood, York]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a wolf rampant contourny counterchanged [D-Cassiopia
deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a chimera rampant contourne argent [E- County of
Chimera, Umbr]
Per bend sinister vert & sable a bend sinister ermine & in chief a wolf rampant contourn
argent [D- Andrew Sinclair, Thin]
Per chevron argent and azure, semy-de-lis and a lion rampant counterchanged [EChateaux Argent Lion, York]
Per chevron purpure and vert, two Jupiter's thunderbolts Or and a wolf rampant argent
[E-House To`irna Ech Mac Ti`re, Kinc]
Per fess azure and purpure, a cat rampant argent armed sable, langued gules maintaining
a bell Or [D- Caitlin Belle O'Connor, Albi]
Per fess Or and gules, a wolf rampant reguardant sable maintaining in its mouth a heart
sable [D- William de Gardner, Bran]
Per pale argent and Or, a dragon rampant contourne sinister wing extended as if in
display and tail nowed between three Latin Crosses pattée fitchy all vert [D- Wolfgang
Timoteo von Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale argent and vert, two bars and a coney rampant within a border counterchanged
[D- Rabbit, Umbr]
Per pale sable and gules, a lion-dragon rampant crowned of a founding viscomital coronet,
in canton an escallop inverted Or and in sinister chief a fleur-de-lis azure [D- Antoine
(de) Burgandy, Camb]
Per pale vert and sable, in dexter a dragon rampant contourny argent [D- Cullen Crombie
of the Berwickshire Gordons, York]
Per saltire gules and argent, a pegasus rampant counterchanged [D- Arthur D’Artanyn,
Stir]
Per pall inverted azure gules and Or, two horses rampant and addorsed Or in base a
horseshoe inverted gules. [D- Cadlae O'Seancain, AuFj]
Quarterly sable and bendy sinister vert and or, a lion rampant argent, langued gules. [DDorin Vlad Dalco, Wolf]
Sable, a bear rampant contourné argent armed, langued and embrued gules, a bordure
compony gules and argent [D- Hamish, Terr]
Sable, a bend lozengy bendwise purpure and argent overall a lion contourne tail queue
forche Or orbed lanqued and armed gules [D- Bella Nicotra, AuFj]
Sable, a bull rampant argent. [D- Bruadar Anvindr (Halfdanen), Umbr]
Sable, a dragon rampant gules and on a chief argent a length of chain gules [D- Jamie the
Red, Espe]
Sable, an oriental dragon rampant contourny or and on a chief argent, a length of chain
gules. [D- Robert “Jestar” de la Fonteyne, Espe]

Sable, a scorpion rampant purpure within a bordure argent [D- Nikolai Belski, Terr]
(Nikolai McClean Belsky Von Hapsburg)
Sable, a tricapitatied wolf rampant argent [E- March of Tartarus, Kinc]
Vert, a brown bear rampant proper and in canton a Latin Celtic cross argent [WMathghamhain Kilshannig, Adria CoA]
Sable, a pegasus rampant and on a chief argent three rose’s purpure barbed and seeded
proper. [D- Karen Martin, Cash]
Vert, a bear rampant within a border argent. [D- Artair Gillechriosd, York]
Vert, a cross or between four fleurs-de-lis or, overall a dragon rampant gules [D- Dragon
Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a coney rampant within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [D- Order of the
Hare, Umbr]
Vert, a leopard rampant sustaining a harp Or [D- Ciaran, Terr]
Vert, a lion maintaining a sword argent [B- Pride of Kincora, Kinc]
Vert, a maneless lion rampant within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order
of Pride of Umbria, Umbr]
Vert, a stag rampant argent [D- Mikcos Douglas, Alha]
Vert, a stag rampant contourne and on a chief Or two crosses flory sable [D- Kara
Cesario, Albi]
Vert, on a lozenge argent a unicorn rampant garduant sable [D- Sapphire Jade, Lanc]

Arrangement-Creature-Respectant
(see also Combatant)
Argent, a battle axe sable maintained between two wyvern displayed respectant with tails
entwined about the shaft purpure [D- Thorn Labrith, AuFj]
Azure, between a chevron embattled Or, two falcons close respectant and a set of scales
in balance argent [D- Vaelen Galimour, Camb]
Azure, two lions passant respectant argent trussing a dragon Or [D- Cassiopia deAcmd,
Cons]
Azure, two serpents entwined respectant argent and in chief two mullets Or [D- Illura
Llywelyn, Kinc]
Gules, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer Or [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Or, a thistle proper, in chief two wolves statant and respectant gules [B- Allistair
CuChainn Halliday, Albi]
Or, chaussé-ployé purpure two wolves sejant respectant sable [D- Sebastian McGovern,
Umbr] (Sabastian)
Or, two lions salient respectant supporting a rose purpure barbed and seeded Or [DIsabella Maria de Magdelena, York]
Per chevron gules and sable, a chevron argent and in chief a helmet in profile and
woman’s bust respectant [E- Gotte Ritter un Schone Frauen, Terre]
Per pale argent and gules, two talbots statant respectant and in chief a rose
counterchanged. [D- Elizabeth Hounds of de Bassetdom, York]
Per pale argent and purpure, two unicorn heads erased respectant counterchanged [DCinderella von Rammstein, Terr] (Brian [Brair] Rose)

Per pale gules and argent, two unicorn’s heads respectant counterchanged [D- Cryssida
Blackwood of Clan McKlaine, Alha]
Per pale purpure and vert, two ravens displayed respectant Or [D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
Per pale sable and argent, two wolf's heads couped respectant counterchanged [D- Dallan
Crombie, MaL]
Per saltire sable and vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess argent [DLylee, Pemb]
Purpure, two seagoats respectant and a chief engrailed Or [D- Madison de Malo, Alb]
Sable, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer gules [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Sable, two wolves statant respectant argent, on a chevron inverted Or surmounted by five
thistles proper [D- Allistair CuChainn Halliday, Albi]

Arrangement-Creature-Salient
Argent, a horse salient sable within a bordure azure [D- Rhonwen Tranton, Umbr]
Azure, an opinicus salient endorsed argent [D- Celestria Martin, Cash]
Gules, a cameleopard salient tail nowed argent within a bordure rayonee gules [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Gules, a unicorn salient argent within a bordure Or [D- Angelina Consuela MacCampbell,
Roan]
Or, a raven salient wings close sable [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Or, two lions salient respectant supporting a rose purpure barbed and seeded Or [DIsabella Maria de Magdelena, York]
Per pale gules and azure, a tiger salient argent in base a crescent argent [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, between a stag salient and an arrow bendwise inverted argent a bend sable
fimbriated argent [D- Gemma Evanelista Borgia, Terr]
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or. [D- Ursus
Domiens, Estate of , Bisq]

Arrangement-Creature-Segreant
(used for griffins & dragons, see Rampant for possible conflicts)
Per chevron argent and vert, a griffin sergeant Or [B- Minister of Arms, Pemb]
Per pall vert, argent and Or, two griffins segreant addorsed vert in chief a harp Or [DPatrick, Pemb] (Patrick Morgan)
Sable, a hippogriff segreant and in base two swords in saltire Or [D- Thomas Daggaric,
Albi]
Sable, a saltire gules, overall a griffin segreant argent [D- Friedrich von Metz de
Coirnoir, Bran]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis or, overall a griffin segreant purpure [DGriffin Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]

Arrangement-Creature-Sejant
Argent, a domestic cat sejant sable, a chief vert [D- Leonora (Dominica Scott) Greyphis,
Lanc]
Argent, three cats sejant affront azure. [D- Rhiannon Roysdotter, Bisq]
Argent, a fox contourney sejant proper between three annulets gules [D- Drakmar
Bristow, Terr]
Argent, a frog sejant azure [B- Marcus Carey, TyrL]

Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two hurts, a wolf sejant uvulant argent
armed and langued gules [D- Elric Silverwolff, Terr]
Gules, a lion sejant Or [B- Order of the Lion, Adria]
Or, a chevron fluery counter fluery azure and in base a lion sejant langued and barbed
gules [B- Archivist, Adria]
Or, chaussé-ployé Purpure two wolves sejant respectant sable [D- Sebastian McGovern,
Umbr] (Sabastian)
Per bend sinister indented vert and argent, in bend a griffin sejant contourny and a griffin
sejant, all counterchanged [E- Barony Lost Griffen, Umbr]
Per bend vert and sable, a winged lion sejant argent haloed Or langued gules [D- Vittoria
Bella Campanario, Some]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a lion sejant argent [B-Order of Champions of Terre
Nueve, Terr]
Per saltire azure and vert, a dragon sejant dexter forepaw raised argent [E- House Ama
Lur, Terr]
Per saltire gules and sable, a leopard sejant grasping a arrow inverted Or [E- House Chats
Tachetes, CasL]
Per saltire sable and vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess argent [DLylee, Pemb]
Purpure, a fleur-de-lis Or, overall a cat sejant guardant ermine [B- Katherine Marshal of
London, Espe]
Purpure, upon a cross throughout Or a wolf sejant ululant sable and in bend sinister two
crosses fitchy gyronny of eight Or and argent [D- Nadine, Terr]
Sable, a coney sejant contourne argent between three hearts Or voided gules [D- Rebecca
Hamilton O’Horan, Bran]
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or. [D- Ursus
Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Arrangement-Creature-Statant
(Fieldless) An elk statant sable [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A tortoise statant vert [B- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Argent, a boar statant gules braced with manacles Or and on a chief sable two spears in
saltire argent [E- House of Crimson Boar, Conn]
Argent, a raven statant on a branch wings addorsed sable, within a bordure gules [EHouse Caer Morrigu, Kinc]
Argent, a tortoise statant within a bordure vert [D- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Argent, a wolf statant sable [W- Lucretia (Mundane), Adria CoA
Azure, a chevron between in chief three scrolls Or and in base a camel statant argent [DKit the Blue, Espe]
Azure, a marten statant contourne guardant within an orle argent [D- Victoria, Glou]
Gules, on a bend vert fimbrated Or between two boars statant argent, a rose Or [DCerridwenrose, Terr]
Gyronny argent and sable, a dragon statant contourny purpure [E- Barony of Coeur
Valiant, York]
Or, a dragon statant contourny gules [D- Ray the Red, Espe]

Or, a chevron azure, in chief two thistles proper and in base a sheaf of tree arrows azure
[D- Elspeth Macaffeith, Kent]
Or, a thistle proper, in chief two wolves statant and respectant gules [B- Allistair
CuChainn Halliday, Albi]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets or and a griffin statant sable. [D- Etaine
Llywelyn, Stir]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a bend sinister sable between a rose gules barbed vert
and seeded Or and a winged cow statant argent [D- Rose of Aberlone, Albi]
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a bend sinister argent between two cats statant
guardant argent [D- Opal McCoy, AuFj]
Per fess vert and sable, a fess rayonny and in chief a bear statant Or [E- Bär Herz, Some]
Per pale argent and gules, two talbots statant respectant and in chief a rose
counterchanged. [D- Elizabeth Hounds of de Bassetdom, York]
Per pale sable and vert, a boar statant contourny argent [D- Rebecca Jean McCanna, Espe]
Quarterly purpure and gules, a wolf statant argent [D- Antonia Lopez, Espe]
Sable, two wolves statant respectant argent, on a chevron inverted Or surmounted by five
thistles proper [D- Allistair CuChainn Halliday, Albi]
Vert, a wolf statant and on a bordure argent a semy of maple leaves gules [D- Babette
(Bryn Corey), Terr]

Arrangement-Creature-Trippant
(used for stags-see also Passant for possible conflicts)
Azure, three dragons cowed trippant argent orbed azure langued gules armed sable and
on a chief embattled argent a flaming arrow fesswise proper armed sable flighted azure
[D- Lysle Anne (Vogel) Niquette Argyl, Espe]
Gules, a cross bottony Or and on a chief sable three stags trippant argent [D- Halcon de la
Cruz, Stir]
Per bend sinister purpure and vert, a stag trippant argent and in chief a crown vallary Or
[H- Duchy of Sangrael, Adria CoA]

Arrangement-In Base
(Fieldless) A celtic cross argent enfiled in base of a serpent nowed vert. [B- Cole O'Lira,
Mona]
Argent, a chevron differencing two marlets volant azure and in base a goutte d'larmes [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two marlets volant gules and in base a goutte d'sang [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two marlets volant vert and in base a goutte d'huile [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a ducal crown purpure and in base a thistle slipped vert and flowered within a
bordure purpure. [D- Dutchess Pressence Banner, Cypr]
Argent, a roundel gules and in base three chevronels braced sable [F- Thinaria]
Argent, masoned sable a heart gules between two sprigs of laurel proper embowed and
crossed in base. [D/F- Auroch's Fjord]
Azure, a chevron between in chief three scrolls Or and in base a camel statant argent [DKit the Blue, Espe]
Azure, a chevron erminois, in base a cross crosslet and in sinister chief a mullet of eight
points argent [D- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]

Azure, a chevron rompu a chief embattled and in base a tankard argent [D- Roibhilin,
Cons]
Azure, a cornish chough volant contourne and in base a trefoil argent [D- Cagar cu Mara,
Espe (Glou)]
Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and
a chief argent [D- Elizabeth, Kinc]
Azure chapé ploye Or, in chief two fleur-de-lis Or, and in base a conifer tree proper [BCambridge] (also: Crescent Moon, Shire of, Adria CoA)
Azure flaunched Argent, in chief two catherine wheels and in base an escallop Or. [FM.V. Good Ship Venus, Adria]
Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]
Azure, in sinister chief a caducesus argent and in base a sea monster. [B- Brigid
Geldenholt (Bridget Guildeforge), Espe]
Gule, a chevron sable fimbriated between in chief two roses barbed vert and in base a
book Or. [D- Lady Rhiannon uerch Hughes, Alha]
Gules, a escallop inverted and in base two leaves of ivy fesswise endorsed Or [DHildegarde Von Nordenfot, Terr]
Gules, a lion’s head caboshed between in chevron enhanced a quill and a paint
brush and in base a needle fesswise all argent [E- La Maison d’ Artisans, Espe]
Gules, a raven sable and in base a founding viscomital coronet Or [D- Isabeau de
Ravenne, MaL]
Gules, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a heart Or [E- House of
Cherubina, York]
Or, a chevron sable and in base a double towered castle azure [E- House of Blue, Espe]
Or, a chevron engrailed azure and in base a swan sans legs wings elevated contourne
gules [D- Elspeth O'Neill, Bran]
Or, a chevron fluery counter fluery azure and in base a lion sejant langued and barbed
gules, [B- Archivist, Adria]
Or, two bears combatant sable and in base a heart gules. [D- Richard Corazon del Oso,
Umbr]
Per chevron argent and azure, in base a hawk's jambe argent belled Or, a chief embattled
azure [D- Patrick McLean, Terr]
Per chevron argent and gules, in base a bow armed and drawn Or [B- Minister of
Archery, Some]
Court Herald, Some]
Per chevron azure and argent, in base a triquetra sable [D- Duncan Wallace, Umbr]
Per chevron azure and gules, in base a scorpion or [D- Xavier Knofzinger, Bran]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a candlestick gules [ B- Minister of Arts and Sciences,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a caduceus gules [B- Physiker, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows gules [B- Minister of Archery,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows sable [B- Range Master, Kent]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a sword gules [B- Minister of Joust and War, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sword sable [B- Field Marshal, Kent]

Per chevron gules and or, in base an open book gules [B- Ministry of Rolls and List, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base three torteau 1 and 2 [B- Steward, Kent]
Per chevron inverted azure and argent, in base on a tree blasted sable a heart argent [DReina of Heartwood, CasL]
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base Three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged. [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a chevron inverted and in base a mullet Or [ECounty of Estrella Dorada, CasL]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted and in base two halberds in saltire
Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Per chevron nebuly gules and sable, in base two lions combattant argent, all within a
bordure Or [D- Klaus van Isbjerg, MaL]
Per chevron rayonny Or and sable in base a tree blasted and eradicated in chief a comet
fesswise gules. [D- Crysanna Bryanne Jonet Clarendon, York]
Per chevron rayonny purpure and argent, on a chief argent three roses azure barbed vert
and in base a phoenix azure [D- Katalyn (Sheehan), Umbr]
Per chevron sable and argent, a chevron between in chief two lions heads caboshed Or
and in base a fleur de lis sable [D- Giovanni, Terr]
Per fess gules and sable, a fess rayonny and in base two wyverns erect addorsed Or [DKailene O’Shea, Albi]
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents and in base a serpent
nowed argent [D- Iowerth Llywelyn, Stir]
Per pale gules and azure, three swords proper pallwise inverted in base a crescent argent
[D- Gabriel Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Per pale gules and azure, a tiger salient argent in base a crescent argent [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Per pale Or and sable, a chevron counterchanged between in chief dexter a wolf passant
sable in chief sinister a wolf passant argent and in base a wolf per pale sable and argent
[D- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per pale purpure and argent, in chevron three mullets pierced and in base a flame all
counterchanged [D- Edelinne d’Orsay, Umbr]
Per pale wavy or and gules, an oakleaf suspended above a tower in base or. [E- Barony of
El Palacio Real, York]
Per pall inverted azure, gules and Or, two horses rampant and addorsed Or in base a
horseshoe inverted gules. [D- Cadlae O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per pall inverted purpure sable and Or, two wolves heads erased and addorsed argent in
base a shamrock vert [D- Galen O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per pall inverted purpure, vert and argent, in one and two; two arrows in saltire inverted
argent and in base a rose gules barbed and seeded proper [D- Enid, York]
Purpure, a chevron argent, in base a pheon Or and on a chief argent three fleur de lis
purpure [D- Milisent de Lilley, Espe]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand apaume argent and
in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Purpure, a mascle Or interlaced with a saltire argent and in base a bear’s head couped Or
armed, langued and orbed argent [D- Emma Bear Palladino-O’Domchadha, Cash]

Purpure, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a trefoil Or [E- Barony of
Trinity, York]
Quarterly azure and Or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base
three annulets interlaced one-and-two, all Or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Sable, a chalice radiant and in base a fleece argent. [E- Anthrax, Cons]
Sable, a chevron engrailed between in chief two natural tigers combatant and in base a
trident or. [D- [Versus] Thorson, Bran]
Sable, a flame gules, in base a stag`s attires vert [B- Order of Saint Bridget, Adria]
Sable, dexter and sinister wings inverted and in base a serpent with tail in mouth argent
[E- County of Ouroboros, York]
Vert, a stag argent lodged at the base of a tree proper, in canton a decrescent argent and in
Vert, in chief two pheons and in base a pheon inverted or. [D- Guildeforge, House of,
Espe]
Vert, two needles in saltire and in base a thimble Or [D- Alezannah Silfvernal, Cypr]
Vert, two wings displayed and conjoined in base a chalice Or. [D- Talen Deschaine, AuFj]

Arrangement-In Bend
(Fieldless)A gauntleted dexter fist palewise Or maintaining a hammer in bend sinister
Proper. [B- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
Argent, a thistle Proper, on a chief Sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister
Argent. [D- Aonghus MacRoss, Some]
Per bend indented Purpure and Or, in sinister a comedy mask Argent. [D- Cassandra
Cesario, AuFj]
Per bend Gules and Or, 2 dragons embowed biting their own tails counterchanged,
overall a bend wavy Pean. [D- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
Per bend sinister indented vert and argent, in bend a griffin sejant contourny and a griffin
sejant, all counterchanged [E- Barony Lost Griffen, Umbr]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, in bend a fleur-de-lis and a patriarchal cross bottony
Or [D- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per bend vert and sable, in bend three acorns argent [D- William Ce’Wolf, Espe]
Per fess embattled Azure and Gules, in bend an anchor Or. [B- Royal Terre Neuvian
Navy, Terr]
Per fess embattled Azure and Gules, in bend an olive branch fructed Or. [B- Order of the
Olive Branch, Terr]
Per fess embattled Azure and Gules, in bend sinister a quill Argent. [B- Order of the Quill,
Terr]
Per pale Azure and Gules, a pale Argent, in bend sinister a gavel (hammer) inverted
Or.[B- Ministry of Justice, Terr]
Purpure, upon a cross throughout Or a wolf sejant ululant sable and in bend sinister two
crosses fitchy gyronny of eight Or and argent [D- Nadine, Terr]
Quarterly azure and argent, in bend sinister two bows armed and drawn contourne gules
[D- Toni Treeslayer, Ches]
Vert, a bend sinister between two wolves heads erased argent upon it a feather in bend
sinister sable [D- Tuatha de Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)
Vert, in bend three bezants [D- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]

Vert, a scroll bendwise argent and upon a chief embattled Or three feathers bendwise vert
[D- Katelyn VonderScheissaus, Roan]

Arrangement-In Canton
Argent, a cross crosslet fitchy in sinister base and on a chief potenty sable a cross crosslet
fitchy argent in canton [D- Dadoo, Umbr]
Azure, a hippogriff sergeant contourne and in canton a twin-towered castle argent [DCanton of Sidhe, CasL]
Per fess gules and vert, a cross throughout and in canton a crown Or [F- Malta]
Per pale argent and Or, a sword inverted and in canton a maltese cross gules [D- Thomas
Weimer, Stir]
Per pale sable and gules, a lion-dragon rampant crowned of a founding viscomital coronet,
in canton an escallop inverted Or and in sinister chief a fleur-de-lis azure [D- Antoine (de)
Burgandy, Camb]
Sable, a cross and in canton a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the Golden Cross, Adria]
Sable, a tower argent upon a demi-hill vert, in canton an increscent argent [E- Barony of
Ard Atha, Terr]
Vert, a brown bear rampant proper and in canton a latin celtic cross argent [WMathghamhain Kilshannig, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross or and in canton a castle argent. [D- Castle Herald, CoA]
Vert, a cross and in canton surmounted by a fleur de lis Or a book argent [B- Codex
Herald, Adria CoA]

Arrangement-In Chevron
Azure, a chevron inverted between a mullet Argent and five mullets in chevron inverted
Or. [D- Harlingston (Canton of), CasL]
Azure, a sea-horse and in chief three crescents in chevron argent [D- Ana Llywelyn, Stir]
Azure, in chevron inverted three cross’s fitchy gyronny Or and argent [D-Callon
Bryn Corey, Terr]
Azure, on a mound with 3 peaks beneath 7 mullets of eight, in chevron a sword inverted
Azure. [H- DunAfton, Shire of, CoA]
Azure, three bezants in chevron [B- Stewards Office, Adria]
Gules, a lion’s head caboshed between in chevron enhanced a quill and a paint brush and
in base a needle fesswise all argent [E- La Maison d’ Artisans, Espe]
Gules, a raven and in chief three estoiles in chevron Or [B- Order of the Celestial Raven,
Adria]
Gules, two swords in chevron and another fesswise argent [D- Draconia (E.) DeVona,
Umbr]
Or, in chevron three roses sable within a bordure embattled gules [D- Dorn das Schwarz
Brause, TyrL]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all in chevron three bezants [B- Steward
Terre Neuve, Terr]
Per pale gules and or, an eagle counterchanged maintaining in chevron inverted an anchor
argent and a sword inverted azure. [D- Donovan Foxx, Espe]
Per pale Or and argent, in chevron three latin crosses pointed azure [B- Coda Wolfram
von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Sable, two gouttes d’or in chevron inverted so as to suggest the eyes of a wolf [BCromar Volfsblot, Espe]

Vert, three pine trees in chevron inverted argent [D- Thomas de los ceverceros de tafalla
el destructor del silla de mathe, Glou]

Arrangement-In Chief
(Fieldless) A bezant within and conjoined to a mascle argent, enfiled in chief of a crown
Or [B- Bezant Herald, Adria CoA]
Argent, a cauldron sable and in chief a heart gules. [D- Alexandra Du Loc, AuFj]
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leafed all proper, in chief three passion nails gules
[E- House (De) Medici, York]
Argent, a fleur-de-lis purpure and in chief three ivy leaves vert [D- Iris of Ivy Brook,
Alha]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated vert and in chief three mullets of eight points Azure
[D- Seraphine MacLaren (of the O’Neill Mor), Roan]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe Or
[F- Mid’aen]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two hurts, a wolf sejant uvulant argent
armed and langued gules [D- Elric Silverwolff, Terr]
Argent, two chevronelles in chief three crescents one and two azure [D- Brude MacAlpin,
MaL]
Azure, a alphyn and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Alphyn, Bisq]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a crown Or [F- Castilles, CasL]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a lamp Or ignited gules [B- Ministry of Arts and
Sciences, CasL]
Azure, a castle argent between three fleur-de-lis argent in chief a crown Or [D- See of
Castilles, CasL]
Azure, a centaur and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Centaur, Bisq]
Azure, a chalice Or and in chief three a bee’s volant en arrière inverted Or [E- Kynligr
Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, a chevron between in chief three scrolls Or and in base a camel statant argent [DKit the Blue, Espe]
Azure, a chevron inverted and in chief a daffodil slipped and leaved Or [E- Barony of
Cambria, CasL]
Azure, a chevron inverted gules and in chief a helm contourny argent [D- Elric Melaidus,
Pemb]
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Dragon,
Bisq]
Azure, a dragon maintaining a battle-axe argent and in chief a plate [D- Santo Cesario,
AuFj]
Azure, a gryphon segeant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Griffin’s Heart, Bisq]
Azure, a mermaid arms extended and in chief two drakkars addorsed argent [D- Allistrina
Bhallach Armagosso, Espe]
Azure, a mermaid in her vanity and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Mermaid, Bisq]
Azure, a pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Pegasus, Bisq]
Azure, a phoenix and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Phoenix, Bisq]

Azure, a sea-horse and in chief three crescents in chevron argent [D- Ana Llywelyn, Stir]
Azure, a sea serpent ondoyant argent finned Or, and in chief a fleur-de-lis Or [E-Ches]
Azure, a unicorn rampant argent and in chief sinister three arrows in fess or. [D- Jean
Mariq le Treson, Umbr] (Jeannee Marie de Treson)
Azure chapé ploye Or, in chief two fleur-de-lis Or, and in base a conifer tree proper [BCambridge]
Azure flaunched Argent, in chief two catherine wheels and in base an escallop Or. [FM.V. Good Ship Venus, Adria]
Azure, two serpents entwined respectant argent and in chief two mullets Or [D- Illura
Llywelyn, Kinc]
Gules, a chevron and in chief a rose argent [D-Edward de la Pole, Bran]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between in chief two roses barbed vert and in base a
book Or. [D- Lady Rhiannon uerch Hughes, Alha]
Gules, a raven and in chief three estoiles in chevron Or [B- Order of the Celestial Raven,
Adria]
Lozengy argent and purpure, a sun in splend Or and in chief three crowns Or [F- Brunico]
Or, a chevron azure, in chief two thistles proper and in base a sheaf of tree arrows azure
[D- Elspeth Macaffeith, Kent]
Or, a thistle proper, in chief 2 wolves statant and respectant gules [B- Allistair CuChainn
Halliday, Albi]
Or, on a pile azure a torch argent fired and charged with a flleur-de-lis Or in chief a
crown argent [B- Cambridge]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure, in chief a fleur-de-lis purpure
[B- See of Malta - Pastoral Presence Banner, ChoA]
Per bend embattled grady sable and gules, in chief sinister a tiger' head caboshed, in
dexter base a serpent nowed argent [E- House Feroce e Saggio, York]
Per bend embattled grady sable and gules, in chief sinister a tiger' head caboshed, in
dexter base a serpent nowed argent [E- House Feroce e Saggio, York]
Per bend Or and argent, an escarbuncle between an increscent and a decrescent fesswise,
and in chief and base a plate all counterchanged [D- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend sinister and per fess gules and argent, in chief dexter a rose argent barbed vert
and seeded Or [D- L'Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend sinister Argent and Gules, a sea-lion counterchanged, in chief three fleur-de-lis
Gules. [D- Julianna, Pemb]
Per bend sinister purpure and vert, a stag trippant argent and in chief a crown vallary Or
[H- Duchy of Sangrael, Adria CoA]
Per bend sinister vert & sable a bend sinister ermine & in chief a wolf rampant contourn
argent [D- Andrew Sinclair, Thin]
Per bend sinister wavy azure & argent, a mermaid Or, finned azure maintaining a sword
in chief argent and a shield azure. [D- Isobel (Ramona) Tecchi, Stir]
Per chevron gules and sable, a chevron argent and in chief a helmet in profile and
woman’s bust respectant [E- Gotte Ritter un Schone Frauen, Terr]
Per chevron inverted Azure and Vert, a chevron inverted and in chief a marten couchant
contourny guardant Or [D- Meira Barca, Terr]
Per chevron inverted or and purpure, a rapier fesswise proper and in chief a mullet sable.
[E- March de Leon, CasL]

Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per chevron rayonee argent and gules, in chief an alerion displayed sable [D- Griffen
Ulfhrafn, Alha]
Per chevron rayonny Or and sable in base a tree blasted and eradicated in chief a comet
fesswise gules. [D- Crysanna Bryanne Jonet Clarendon, York]
Per chevron sable and argent, a chevron between in chief two lions heads caboshed Or
and in base a fleur de lis sable [D- Giovanni, Terr]
Per chevron sable and vert, in chief a mullet of eight points within a border Or [E- House
of Silk Road, Brun]
Per fess indented argent and gules, in chief two lions combatant gules armed and langued
sable [D- Arthur O’Tyne, Some]
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents and in base a serpent
nowed argent [D- Iowerth Llywelyn, Stir]
Per fess sable and gules, two wolves combattant in chief a crescent argent [E- House
Avernus, Kinc]
Per fess sable and vert, a gauntlet argent and in chief three escallops Or [D- Akira Krastel,
Terr] (Luisa)
Per fess vert and sable, a fess rayonny and in chief a bear statant Or [E- Bär Herz, Some]
Per fess wavy Or and azure, in chief a tortoise displayed, tergiant palwise vert [DGeoffrey Maynard, Cons]
Per pale argent and gules, two talbots statant respectant and in chief a rose
counterchanged. [D- Elizabeth Hounds of de Bassetdom, York]
Per pale argent and purpure, a squirrel sejeant erect and in chief three oak leaves all
counterchanged [D- Connor Ravenwood, York]
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a heart
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent
[D-Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]
Per pale Gules and Argent, two wolves combatant and in chief a sheaf of three arrows
proper fletching counterchanged tipped or. [D- Connor O'Riordain, Espe]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Per pale gules and sable, an acorn in chief slipped and leaved of three oak leaves Or [BKillian Oakesblood, York]
Per pale Or and argent, a boar azure in chief a rose gules [D- William Fiend, York]
Per pale Or and argent, a dragon displayed reguardant tail nowed and in chief three latin
crosses pointed azure [D- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale Or and gules, a chevron and in chief two horses combattant counterchanged [ECasa Arenas de San Pedro, York]
Per pale Or and sable, a chevron counterchanged between in chief dexter a wolf passant
sable in chief sinister a wolf passant argent and in base a wolf per pale sable and argent
[D- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per pale purpure and argent, in chevron three mullets pierced and in base a flame all
counterchanged [D- Edelinne d’Orsay, Umbr]
Per pale purpure and sable, a griffin’s head erased between in chief a rod of asclepius and
a mortar and pestle Or [D- Gryphon von Hohenheim, York]

Per pale sable and gules, a death’s head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Per pale sable and gules, three mullets one and two and in chief a scimitar fesswise Or
[E- House Dracon Danika, Umbr]
Per pale vert and azure a chevron inverted rompu and in chief a tapered cross argent. [DCole O'Lira, Mona]
Per pale vert and sable, an annulet enfiled by a scimitar and in chief three decrescents
argent [D- Talian Bran McNeil, Terr]
Per pall argent, gules and vert, in chief a cluster of grape's gules leafed and vined vert [DZabrina de Vine, Stir]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a dragon countourney displayed argent and in chief a bell
azure. [D- Beithar McBowen, Umbr]
Per pall Or, sable and gules, a panther sable incensed gules armed gules and in chief two
battle axes in saltire argent hafted Or [D- Drake Morcar, MaL]
Per pall vert, argent, and or, two griffins segreant addorsed vert in chief a harp or [D- [Sir]
Patrick Morgan, Pemb]
Per saltire sable and gules a death’s head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand appaume argent
and in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Purpure, a cross crosslet and in chief a ducal crown within a bordure Or. [D- Ducal
Presence Banner, Cypr]
Purpure, a lily (slipped and leaved) argent in chief three triquerta within a bordure argent
[D- Lily Douglas, Alha]
Purpure, a mermaid argent maintaining with both hands and peering through a chaplet Or
flowered vert, in chief three stars argent [D- Cait Murphy, Albi]
Purpure, on a pale a torteau and in chief between an increscent and a decrescent a
crescent counterchanged [B- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Purpure, two chalices in saltire argent and in chief a cluster of grapes Or slipped vert [DGiovanni Ceasario, AuFj]
Sable, a chevron engrailed between in chief two natural tigers combatant and in base a
trident or. [D- [Versus] Thorson, Bran]
Sable, a chevron inverted and in chief a pyramid Or [D- Alan Odonnell, Kinc]
Sable, a fork of four prongs and a spoon in saltire in chief a crescent Or. [E- Infiernos
Cocina, Estate of, AuFj]
Sable, an orthodox cross Or and in chief a compass rose gules fimbrated Or [DFrancesco Gaetano Greco de Edessa, Malt]
Sable, a pale Or surmounted by in chief a heart gules [B- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Sable, a pomegranate Or, doubleseeded gules, in chief a Crown Or [D- Bella Nicotra,
AuFj]
Sable, a salamander Or enflamed proper and in chief three arched building facades argent
[E- Barony of Salamanca, Some]
Sable, in chief a mullet Or and on a point pointed argent a two-towered castle vert [E- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Vert, a stag's head caboshed and in chief a mullet within a double tressure flory counter
flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the Starbuck, Umbr]

Vert, in chief two pheons and in base a pheon inverted or. [D- Guildeforge, House of,
Espe]
Vert, two bears combatant and in chief three wine casks fesswise Or [D- Wilhelmus
Blizce, Some]

Arrangement-In Cross
Argent, four fleur-de-lis bases cojoined in cross azure [D- Igelesia de los Soldatos,
Domain Adira]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent between four bezants in cross [DSteward, Albi]
Gules, four hammers in cross bases conjoined to an annulet argent [E- House Clan Magni,
Kinc]
Or, four triquerta in cross gules. [D- Adina Silverhand, Conn]
Per saltire vert and sable, a tower argent between in cross 4 estoiles Or [E- Canton of
Southkeep, Camb]
Quarterly, Azure and Argent four Fleur-de-lis bases conjoined in cross Counterchanged.
[D- Tailan Bran McNeal, Terr]
Quarterly Or and gules, a grenade enflamed in cross counterchanged [D- Tuatha de
Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)
Vert, four oak leaves in cross argent [E- House of Arianedale, Conn]
Vert, upon a bezant a wreath charged with four roses in cross gules. [D- Adelaide
Brianna Hamilton, Umbr]

Arrangement-In Fess
(Fieldless) In fess a quill contourné argent and a quill azure [B- Rosalynne de Sylva, Albi]
(Fieldless) Three triquerta conjoined in fess purpure [B- Lily Douglas, Alha]
Argent, a bow palewise between in fess two arrows palewise within a bordure embattled
sable [D- Ekaterina Marten, Umbr]
Azure, a unicorn rampant argent and in chief sinister three arrows in fess or. [D- Jean
Mariq le Treson, Umbr] (Jeannee Marie de Treson)
Azure, in fess two hammers argent hafted sable [B- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Gules, a pair of scissors inverted handled Or and bladed argent between in fess a thimble
and a needle Or threaded sable [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Gules, in fess two fleur-de-lis sable [D- Antoine (de) Burgandy, Camb]
Gules, two towers in fess argent [D- Captain of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Per fess gules and argent three mullets of eight points in fess counterchanged [DAlhambra]
Per fess sable and Or, in fess a cross potent and a crescent counterchanged [B- Cyprus]
Per pale gules and azure, in fess three estoilles Or [D- Dewey, York]
Per saltire argent and purpure, two keys in fess or within a bordue counterchanged. [DAurora, Brun]
Per pale urdy sable and argent, two decresents in fess within a bordure counterchanged.
[D- Geulach, Estate of, Brun]
Per saltire azure and sable, a trident between in fess 2 laurel wreaths Or [D- Marcus
(Euandros) Eneas, Mona]
Per saltire sable and vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess argent [DLylee, Pemb]

Sable, in fess enhanced a pair of falcons opposed argent [E- Fletcher Glen, House of,
Thin]

Arrangement-In Orle
Argent, a griffin contourne within an orle gules. [D- Edward Blackthorne, Wolf]
Argent, a sword Sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant Gules within an
orle Sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils Vert [D- Allen Maclan
MacMahon, Espe]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated within an orle Vert [H- Melora, Conn]
Azure, a calatrava cross Argent within an orle Or [D- Maridonna Lucia dei Montebuoni,
Espe]
Azure, a marten statant contourne guardant within an orle Argent [D- Cagar cu Mara,
Glou (Espr)
Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure argent an orle of seven
thistles slipped and leaved vert [D- Talliyah Rose Blackhawk, Albi]
Gules, a lion dormant within an orle or [E- Canton of Cheshire, York]
Or, a mullet azure within an orle of hearts gules [D- Felicia the Bold das Schwarz Brause,
TyrL]
Per pale purpure and azure, an open book Or within an oroborus in orle argent [DMarius Solis, Espe]
Purpure, a griffin sergeant Or and upon a bordure argent an orle of ermine spots [FPembroke]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and an orle argent. [E- Barony of Triskelle, York]
Vert, a spider within an orle argent. [D- Paianjeh O’Deaghaidh, Albi]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Arrangement-In Pale
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Argent, three martlets in pale within a bordure gules [D- James Wott, AuFj]
Azure, an anvil argent between in pale two hammers in saltire argent hafted sable and a
scroll sable bearing a motto argent [D- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale argent between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Range Master, Deputy Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale or between flaunches argent masoned
sable [B- Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules, in pale a crown and a sun in splendor Or [H- Kingdom of Aragon, Adria CoA]
Gules, in pale six plates two, two, and two and a chief argent. [D- Victoria, AuFj]
(Victoria Toronado Von Blackstaff)
Gules, three castles in pale argent between flaunches argent masoned sable [B- Chancelor,
Deputy Ministrer of, AuFj]
Gules, three castles in pale or between flaunches argent masoned sable [B- Chancelor,
AuFj]
Or, in pale a crown and a crescent sable [B- Cyprus]
Or, three wolves passant in pale Azure [D- Doom Solig, Roan]

Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per pale sable and argent, three crosses patee in pale countercharged [D- Govannon ap
Gwydion, York]
Sable, in pale a turtle tergiant and a lamp Or. [D- Catarina della Torres, Cash]
Sable, in pale a crown and a cross potent Or [B- Cyprus]
Sable, in pale a spoon bendwise upright and a quill bendwise, and on a pale displaced to
sinister argent a length of chain azure [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, three cross’s patee in pale argent [D- Govannon ap Gwydion, York]
Vert. two lion’s heads erased in pale argent [B- Kincora]
Vert, two lions passant in pale argent [F- Isles of Kincora]

Arrangement-In Saltire
(Fieldless) a Toulouse cross gules surmounted by two staffs in saltire each topped by a
fleur-de-lis argent [B- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two arrows in saltire argent, fletched Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert.[B- Minister of Archery, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two battle-axes in saltire argent, hafted Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Minister of Joust and War, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two hammers in saltire argent [B- Worshipful Company of Connacht Smiths,
Conn]
(Fieldless) Two keys inverted in saltire addorsed Or, within & conjoined to an annulet
vert [B- Steward, Mona]
(Fieldless) A man’s head caboshed wearing a cardinal’s cap per pale argent and azure
conjoined at base with two forks in saltire azure all withn and conjoined to an annulet Or
[D- Corbin La Serre, Conn]
(Fieldless) Two swords in saltire sable, overall a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the
Empress` Guards, Adria]
Argent, a boar statant gules braced with manacles Or and on a chief sable two spears in
saltire argent [E- House of Crimson Boar, Conn]
Argent, a mallet and chisel in saltire gules [B- Woodcarver Guild,Conn]
Argent, upon a saltire gules five bezants in saltire. [D- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, TyrL]
Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and A chief
argent. [D- “Sister” Elizabeth, CasL]
Azure, an anvil argent between in pale two hammers in saltire argent hafted sable and a
scroll sable bearing a motto argent [D- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Azure, two arrows inverted in saltire surmounted by a hammer palewise Or [B- House of
Blackarrow of Boyd, Cypr]
Azure, two swords proper in saltire [D- Minister of Joust and War, CasL]
Gules, a quill bendwise sinister and a arrow point upwards in saltire within a bordure Or
[E- Estate of Delling, Roan]
Gules, a rose argent between four bees in saltire, heads to center, Or [B- Royal Order of
the Bee, York]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale argent between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Range Master, Deputy Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale or between flaunches argent masoned
sable [B- Range Master, Minister of Archery, AuFj]

Gules, a sword Or and an arrow argent in saltire [B- Haus der Bogenschutze, TyrL]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword argent between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Joust and War, Deputy Minister of, AuFj]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword or between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Joust and War, Minister of, AuFj]
Gules, two keys in saltire Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, two pole axes in saltire and overall a sword Or [B- Minister of Joust and War,
Adria]
Or, gouty gules two warhammers in saltire sable [D- Grendel (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure [B- See of Malta]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure, in chief a fleur-de-lis purpure
[B- See of Malta - Pastoral Presence Banner, ChoA]
Per chevron inverted Or and sable, two halberds in saltire Or [E- House Clophill, Kinc]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted and in base two halberds in saltire
Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Per chevron sable and argent, two swords in saltire argent and three gouttes, one and two,
gules [D- Liam Lust, Umbr]
Per fess purpure and azure, two threaded needles in saltire within a bordure Or [D- Mary
of Hillsbend, Alha]
Per pale embattled argent and azure, a mallet and a chisel in saltire, both headed argent
and handled sable [D- Raffe Cunningham, York]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Per pale purpure and gules, two rapiers in saltire argent [Dm- Church of Fools, Adria]
Per pale sable and azure, two axes in saltire argent [D- Caramon Anderson Stormdragon
(four’now) , Umbr]
Per pale vert and sable, a skull enfiled of two arrows inverted in saltire Or. [G- Ship
Angellus, York]
Per pall Or sable and gules, a panther sable incensed gules armed gules and in chief two
battle axes in saltire argent hafted Or [D- Drake Morcar, MaL]
Per pall inverted purpure vert and argent, in one and two; two arrows in saltire inverted
argent and in base a rose gules barbed and seeded proper [D- Enid, York]
Purpure, two chalices in saltire argent and in chief a cluster of grapes Or slipped vert [DGiovanni Ceasario, AuFj]
Quarterly azure & argent, five crosses (in saltire) crosslet counter changed [D- Daniel
Larke of Fletchers Glenn, Thin]
Quarterly azure and gules, two lightening bolts in saltire surmounted by a celtic cross Or
[D- Jason Barca, Terr]
Quarterly azure and Or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base
three annulets interlaced one-and-two, all Or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly azure and sable, two keys inverted in saltire argent. [B- Society of Bisqaian
Guilds, Bisq]
Quarterly gules and sable, in 2 and 3 two rapiers in saltire argent [D- Wot D’ Foque, Kinc]
Quarterly or and argent, in saltire two swords inverted overall a wolf's head caboshed
sable. [D- Logan Gewitterwolf, Espe]

Quarterly sable and azure, two axes in saltire and overall a wolf’s head caboshed argent
[D- Troiano the Strong, Espe]
Quarterly vert and argent, two swords in saltire within a chaplet counterchanged flowered
Or [D- Lyrica Angeline, Espe]
Sable, a flint enflamed between four furisons in saltire Or [D- Juliana (Neuneker) Hivsch
Von Schutzhundheim, Bran]
Sable, a fork of four prongs and a spoon in saltire in chief a crescent Or [E- Estate of
Infiernos Cocina, AuFj]
Sable, a hippogriff segreant and in base two swords in saltire Or [D- Thomas Daggaric,
Albi]
Sable, a lion’s face enfiled of two shin bones in saltire argent [B- Angus MacBrus, Albi]
Sable, in saltire a lightning flash Or and a hammer headed argent and handled proper [EHouse ThunderCloud, Umbr]
Sable, on a bezant a sword and axe in saltire azure [D- Imperial Brotherhood of
Mercenarie, Domain Adira]
Sable, two spears in saltire Or [B- Noble Order of Crown Guards, Adria]
Sable, two swords in saltire argent [B- Ministry of Marshallate, Adria]
Vert, a quill and a trumpet in saltire within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or
[Border of Heralds, Umbr] [x2]
Vert, a compass star pierced azure between in saltire four points conjoined to a bordure
sable [E- House Ragnarok, York]
Vert, a stag's head caboshed and in chief a mullet within a double tressure flory counter
flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the Starbuck, Umbr]
Vert, two arrows in saltire argent [B- Minister of Archery, Adria]
Vert, two arrows in saltire Or. [B- Minister of Archery, Adria]
Vert, two axes in saltire Or [D- Wright Bentwood, York]
Vert, two needles in saltire and in base a thimble Or [D- Alezannah Silfvernal, Cypr]

Arrow
(Tinictureless) A sheaf of arrows [B- Minster of Archery, Adria]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of arrows inverted Or fletched vert [B- Iain Griffen, Cypr]
(Fieldless)A sheaf of arrows argent flighted Or [B- Minister of Archery, Adria]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of three arrows purpure fletched and barbed argen, within and
conjoined to an annulet purpure [B- Thorn Labrith, AuFj]
(Fieldless) An arrow fesswise Or [B- Imperial Order of the Golden Arrrow, Adria]
(Fieldless) Two arrows in saltire argent, fletched Or within and conjoined to an annulet
vert [B- Minister of Archery, Mona]
Argent, a arrow inverted bendwise purpure [B- Margarita DuBois, Cypr]
Argent, a bend sinister purpure surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise purpure [DMargarita DuBois, Cypr]
Argent, a bow palewise between in fess two arrows palewise within a bordure embattled
sable [D- Ekaterina Marten, Umbr]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules. [D- Christina Elizabeth
Constable, Conn]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules and a chief embattled azure.
[D- Christina Elizabeth Constable, Conn]

Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules and a chief embattled per fess
or and sable. [D- Christina Elizabeth Constable, Conn]
Argent, a sheaf of arrows azure [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Argent, on a pomme a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent within a border sable [BOrder of the Silver Arrow, Mona]
Azure, a coney rampant supporting an arrow inverted argent [E- House of Cadbury,
Umbr]
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent on a chief argent three sheafs of arrows azure
[D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Azure, a seahorse and on a chief Argent an arrow fesswise azure [D- Ariana Bella del
Mare, Cash]
Azure, a sheaf of arrows argent and a chief sable [D- Madoc McDonnon, Terr]
Azure, a unicorn rampant argent, and in chief sinister three arrows fesswise points to
dexter Or [D- Jeannee Marie de Treson, Umbr] (Jean Mariq le Treson)
Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]
Azure, three dragons cowed trippant argent orbed azure langued gules armed sable and
on a chief embattled argent a flaming arrow fesswise proper armed sable flighted azure
[D- Lysle Anne (Vogel) Niquette Argyl, Espe]
Azure, two arrows inverted in saltire surmounted by a hammer palewise Or [B- House of
Blackarrow of Boyd, Cypr]
Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable. [B- Bisqaian Wolves (Order of the Crown Guard), Bisq]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale argent between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Range Master, Deputy Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale or between flaunches argent masoned
sable [B- Range Master, Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules, a quill bendwise sinister and a arrow point upwards in saltire within a bordure Or
[E- Estate of Delling, Roan]
Gules, a sword Or and an arrow argent in saltire [B- Haus der Bogenschutze, TyrL]
Or, a arrow bendwise sinister sable [B- House Black Arrow, Cypr]
Or, a chevron azure, in chief two thistles proper and in base a sheaf of tree arrows azure
[D- Elspeth Macaffeith, Kent]
Per bend argent and sable, a bend and in sinister a lion maintaining a sword and two
arrows inverted gules [D- Rhys Krispin, Espe]
Per bend sable and vert, an arrow Or [D- Wynn de Lyte, Cast]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a gauntlet sinister fesswise grasping two arrows argent
[D- Shea Orourke, Kinc]
Per chevron azure and vert, on a chevron fimbriated argent between three swords gules
five arrows argent [E- Haus der Bogenschutze, TyrL]
Per chevron sable and azure, an arrow fesswise argent [E- Battaglia dell`Arte, Espe] [x2]
Per pale azure and sable, a arrow fesswise point to sinister Or within a bordure argent.
[D- Golden Arrow, Order of, Bisq]
Per pale gules and argent, a sheaf of arrows proper flighted gules and argent
counterchanged of the field and armed Or [B- Connor O’Riordain, Espe]

Per pale gules and sable, a bow and upon a chief argent three arrows inverted sable. [DBodvarr, Brun]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows gules [B- Minister of Archery,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows sable [B- Range Master, Kent]
Per pale vert and Or, a bear in full aspect salient and upon a chief embattled a arrow
fesswise contourne' all being counterchanged. [D- Ursus Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Per pale vert and sable, a skull enfiled of two arrows inverted in saltire Or [G- Ship
Angellus, York]
Per pall inverted purpure vert and argent, in one and two; two arrows in saltire inverted
argent and in base a rose gules barbed and seeded proper [D- Enid, York]
Per saltire gules and sable, a leopard sejant grasping a arrow inverted Or [E- House Chats
Tachetes, CasL]
Purpure, a bend sinister argent surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise argent [DMargarita DuBois, Cypr]
Purpure, between a stag salient and an arrow bendwise inverted argent a bend sable
fimbriated argent [D- Gemma Evanelista Borgia, Terr]
Quarterly vert and sable, in 1 and 4 three arrows Or [D- Dracila (Gargoylius), Pemb]
Sable, a pale Or charged with an arrow sable [D- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, a three skulls argent, orbed gules, each enfiled of an arrow, chained and shackled
Or [D- Angules Blackbird, Umbr]
Sable, upon a bend between two bows Or a arrow bendwise sinister sable [D- Ulis
Rowden, Cypr]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted and upon a chief Or three roundles gules [D- Rodrich
von der Harr, Some]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted between two batons sinister Or [D- Iain Griffen, Cypr]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows Or [B- Minister of Archery, Adria]
Vert, two arrows in saltire Or [B- Minister of Archery, Adria]
Vert, two arrows in saltire argent [B- Minister of Archery, Adria]

Arthropod
Argent semy of spiders tergiant azure, a sinister hand sable within a border rayonné gules
[D- Gaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Argent, three crabs gules [H- Duchy of Snowden, Adria CoA]
Azure, a crab and a chief wavy argent [D- Isabella Roemer, Glou]
Azure, a scorpion rampant Or [B- Order of Golden Scorpion, Terr]
Gules, on a fess argent a spider tergiant sable [E- House of Kent, York]
Or, a spider azure [B- Salix Alba Sericea, Conn]
Sable, a scorpion rampant purpure within a bordure argent [D- Nikolai Belski, Terr]
(Nikolai McClean Belsky Von Hapsburg)
Vert, a spider within an orle argent [D- Paianjeh O'Deaghaidh, Albi]

Axe
(Fieldless) Two battle-axes in saltire argent, hafted Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Minister of Joust and War, Mona]

Argent, a battle axe sable maintained between two wyvern displayed respectant with tails
entwined about the shaft purpure [D- Thorn Labrith, AuFj]
Argent, a dragon and on a base sable an battle axe fesswise argent [E- Drag’n Ax, Estate
of, AuFj]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe Or
[F- Mid’aen]
Azure, a dragon maintaining a battle-axe argent and in chief a plate [D- Santo Cesario,
AuFj]
Azure, a wolf's head caped contourne between three saltorels of battle-axes argent [DOolf Grim Blood, Some]
Azure, on a fess between three battle-axes argent, a ship gules [E- House Vikingrimikkil,
Adria]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword argent between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Joust and War, Deputy Minister of, AuFj]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword Or between flaunches argent
masoned sable [B- Joust and War, Deputy Minister of, AuFj]
Gules, two pole axes in saltire and overall a sword Or [B- Minister of Joust and War,
Adria]
Per chevron argent and Or, a battle-axe gules hafted sable [B- Ian McDonald of
Connaught, Bran]
Per chevron azure and vert, 2 axes argent and a garb Or [H- Shire of Thatuna, Adria CoA]
Per pale sable and azure, two axes in saltire argent [D- Caramon Anderson Stormdragon
(four’now) , Umbr]
Per pall Or, sable, and gules, a panther sable incensed gules armed gules and in chief two
battle axes in saltire argent hafted Or [D- Drake Morcar, MaL]
Quarterly azure and Or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base
three annulets interlaced one-and-two, all Or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly sable and azure, two axes in saltire and overall a wolf’s head caboshed argent
[D- Troiano the Strong, Espe]
Sable, a double-bladed battleaxe within a bordure embattled Or [B- David (of) Ramsay,
TyrL]
Sable, on a bezant a sword and axe in saltire azure [Domain- Imperial Brotherhood of
Mercenaries]
Sable, upon a lozenge azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe argent [D- Richard Reven,
Umbr]
Sable, upon a pile inverted azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe inverted argent [DRichard Reven, Umbr]
Vert, two axes in saltire Or [D- Wright Bentwood, York]

B
Balance
Azure, between a chevron embattled Or, two falcons close respectant and a set of scales
in balance argent [D- Vaelen Galimour, Camb]

Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth a hanging
balance Or [D- Minister of Justice, Albi]
Sable, a chevron or between a pair of hanging balances and a kris impaled of a death’s
head argent [D- William Baine, Albi]

Bar-see Fess
Barrel
Base
Argent, a dragon and on a base sable an battle axe fesswise argent. [E- Drag’n Ax, Estate
of, AuFj]
Argent, a quill within and conjoined at base with a wreath of thorn branches Vert, a base
embattled azure charged with a rose argent azure. [D- Bridgett O'Flaherty, CasL]
Azure, on a base argent a triquetra sable. [D- Duncan Wallace, Umbr]
Gules, a squirrel rampant argent and on a base Or a semy of acorns proper [W- Diana
Lockerby, CoA]
Gules, a demi-eagle displayed issuant from base Or breasted gules [B- Sivax Wartongue,
Albi]
Gules, a mountain issuant from base Or. [H- Isenwold, Shire of, CoA, Adria]
Per pale argent and sable, a pair of dragon's wings conjoined counterchanged above a
base purpure [E- House Dragons Spirit, Umbr]

Bat-see Beast-Bat
Baton
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted between two batons sinister Or [D- Iain Griffen, Cypr]

Bear-see Beast-Bear
Bear’s Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Bear
Beast-Alphyn
(Fieldless) An alphyn rampant argent [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja , Espe]
(Fieldless) A alphyn argent [B- Alphyn, Order of (Vice-President BoD Retired), Adria]
(Fieldless) A alphyn or. [B- Alphyn, Order of (President BoD Retired), Adria]
Azure, a alphyn and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Alphyn, Bisq]
Vert, an alphyn passant and on a chief argent three fructed oak trees eradicated
Proper [D- House Gla’ Morn Adel, Terr]

Beast-Ape
Per pale azure and gules, an ape collared and chained Or [D- Juan Oveco de Nunez II,
Kinc]

Beast- Brock
Quarterly gules and savle, on a cross argent throughout a brock quartered sable and gules
[D- Myra Dudley, Umbr]

Beast-Bat
Azure, a bat displayed Or [E- House Villa Vespertillium Lapis, York]
Sable, a bat argent [B- Mobius of York, York]
Sable, a bat Or [E- House Villa Vespertillium Lapis, York]
Sable, a chevron gules between two crescents and a bat Or [D- Mobius of York, York]

Beast-Bear
(Fieldless) A bear rampant Or [B- Wilhelmus Blazce, Some]

Argent, a bear proper dormant upon a mount vert [D- Lawrence Anthony, AuFj]
Argent, a bear rampant within a bordure gules [D- Ann Kemsley, Albi]
Or, a bear erect affronty proper on a mount vert [D- Waldham von Torsvan, Cypr]
Per bend Erminois and sable, in sinister a bear rampant sable armed and orbed gules
maintaining a stein azure. [D- Deitrich Von Lubeck, Terr]
Or, two bears combatant sable and in base a heart gules. [D- Richard Corazon del Oso,
Umbr]
Per fess vert and sable, a fess rayonny and in chief a bear statant Or [E- Bär Herz, Some]
Per pale gules and argent, a bear's head couped gules [D- Orso de Bears, York]
Per pale vert and Or, a bear in full aspect salient and upon a chief embattled a arrow
fesswise contourne' all being counterchanged. [D- Ursus Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Purpure, a mascle Or interlaced with a saltire argent and in base a bear’s head couped Or
armed, langued and orbed argent [D- Emma Bear Palladino-O’Domchadha, Cash]
Sable, a bear rampant contourné argent armed, langued and embrued gules, a bordure
compony gules and argent [D- Hamish, Terr]
Vert, a bear dormant and on a chief argent three sunflowers vert [D- Keera Reeve, Kinc]
Vert, a bear dormant within a bordure Or. [D- Ursus Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Vert, a bear’s gambe erased palewise or. [D- Ursus Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Vert, a bears head couped close between four hearts two and two Or [D- Ursus Domiens,
Estate of, Bisq]
Vert, a bears head couped within a orle of eight pheons points outward Or. [DUrsus Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Vert, a bear rampant within a border argent. [D- Artair Gillechriosd, York]
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or. [D- Ursus
Domiens, Estate of, Bisq]
Vert, a brown bear rampant proper and in canton a Latin Celtic cross argent [WMathghamhain Kilshannig, Adria CoA]
Vert, on a chevron Or a bear passant sable [D- Mathe Brakkewinde, Brun]
Vert, two bears combatant and in chief three wine casks fesswise Or [D- Wilhelmus
Blazce, Some]

Beast-Beaver
Beast-Boar
Argent, a boar gules fettered without chains Or and a point-pointed sable [D- Mizak
Perado, Conn]
Argent, a boar sable and on a chief gules a sinister wing Or [D- House Cinghiale Volante,
Conn]
Argent, a boar statant gules braced with manacles Or and on a chief sable two spears in
saltire argent [E- House of Crimson Boar, Conn]
Argent, a rose proper between three boars heads erased gules [D- Aedh MacCormac,
Malt]
Gules, on a bend vert fimbrated Or between two boars statant argent, a rose Or [DCerridwenrose, Terr]
Or, a chevron azure between three boars heads couped close gules [D- Angus
McCallister, Umbr]
Per pale Or and argent, a boar azure in chief a rose gules [D- William Fiend, York]

Per pale sable and vert, a boar statant contourny argent [D- Rebecca Jean McCanna, Espe]

Beast-Bull
Or, a bull passant and a chief wavy gules [E- Casa de Vizcaya, York]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a bend sinister sable between a rose gules barbed vert
and seeded or and a winged cow statant argent [D- Rose of Aberlone, Albi]
Per bend Vert and Gules, a bull’s horn bendwise sinister Or. [D- Auren Halfdane, Terr]
Per pale Sable and Gules, a bull's head affronté between four Maltese crosses Argent. [DIsobel (Ramona) Tecchi, Stir]
Sable, a bull rampant argent. [D- Bruadar Anvindr (Halfdanen), Umbr]

Beast-Cat-1-Argent
(Fieldless) a lion argent tongued gules maintaining a heart azure. [D- Somerset]
(Fieldless) A tyger passant gorged of a crown or [B- Tyger Herald, CoA, Adria]
(Tinctureless)A tyger passant [B- Empire of Adria]
Azure, a lion rampant between three Latin crosses pointed argent [B- Coda Wolfram von
Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a tricorporate lion argent [B- Pillars of Somerset, Some]
Gules flaunched sable, a lion dormant argent [D- Rose DeWitt ap Rhys, York]
Or, a chevron fluery counter fluery azure and in base a lion sejant langued and barbed
gules [B- Archivist, Ministry of, Adria]
Per bend gules and azure, a lion argent [W- St Brigita of Sweden (Mundane)]
Per bend vert and sable, a winged lion sejant argent haloed Or langued gules [D- Vittoria
Bella Campanario, Some]
Per chevron argent and azure, semy-de-lis and a lion rampant counterchanged [EChateaux Argent Lion, York]
Per chevron azure and Or, fleury-counter-fleury, in base a lion passant guardant argent
armed and langued gules [B- Minister of Archives, Adria]
Per fess azure and purpure, a cat rampant argent armed sable, langued gules maintaining
a bell Or [D- Caitlin Belle, Albi]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a lion sejant argent [B Order of Champions of Terre
Nueve, Terr]
Quarterly sable and bendy sinister vert and or, a lion rampant argent, langued gules. [DDorin Vlad Dalco, Wolf]
Sable, a cat passant argent [E- House of Wessex, Kinc]
Sable, a lion dormant argent within a border ermine [D- Sorche Kyrkeby, Some]
(Sorcha/Margot van Kapelle)
Vert, a lion maintaining a sword argent. [B- Pride of Kincora, Kinc]

Beast-Cat-1-Azure
(Fieldless) a lion rampant azure [B- Somerset]
Or, a lion couchant azure [E- Barony of South Lyon, Cast]

Beast-Cat-1-Ermine
Purpure, a fleur-de-lis Or, overall a cat sejant guardant ermine [B- Katherine Marshal of
London, Espe]

Beast-Cat-1-Gules
(Fieldless) A lion gules maintaining a shield bendy sinister Or and azure [B- Etienne de
Guerre, York]

(Fieldless) A lion rampant gules maintaining a shield bendy sinister Or and azure [BEtienne de Guerre, York]
Argent, a lioness sable inflamed gules [D- Arbella, MaL]
Bendy sinister Or and azure, a lion rampant gules [D- Etienne de Guerre, York]
Or, a lion gules [W- Hector (Mundane)]
Per bend argent and sable, a bend and in sinister a lion maintaining a sword and two
arrows inverted gules [D- Rhys Krispin, Espe]

Beast-Cat-1-Multicolor
Azure, a lion barry argent and gules [W- St. Elisabeth of Hungary (Mundane)]
Per bend sable and Or, a lion counterchanged [W- Gavin Mc Allister, Adria CoA]

Beast-Cat-1-Or
(Fieldless) A lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or [E- County of Estrella
Dorada, Cast]
Azure, a lion Or maintaining a heart gules and a horses head erased argent [E- House of
Couer d’Leon, Espe]
Azure, a winged lion rampant Or within a bordure dovetailed argent [D- Theodric
Alasdiar, York]
Gules, a cat rampant and on a chief Or, three talbots rampant sable [D- Dat, AuFj]
Gules, a lion Or [D- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Gules, a lion dormant within an orle Or [E- Canton of Cheshire, York]
Gules, a lion sejant Or [B- Order of the Lion, Adria]
Per bend sable and gules, a lion reguardant Or [B- Waldham van Torsvan, Cypr]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or
[E- County of Estrella Dorada, Cast]
Per saltire gules and sable, a leopard sejant grasping a arrow inverted Or [E- House Chats
Tachetes, Cast]
Purpure, a lion Or within a bordure embattled Or [B- Lion of Hope Deputy Minister of
Arms, Espe]
Quarterly gules and sable, 1st and 4th a raven contourny sable, 2nd and 3rd a lion
contourny tail nowed gules, maintaining in sinister forepaw a crown Or [D- Philippe
DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Sable, a bend lozengy bendwise purpure and argent overall a lion contourne tail queue
forche or orbed lanqued and armed gules. [D- Bella Nicotra, AuFj]
Sable, a cat in its curiosity contourny Or peering into a cauldron bendwise argent, and on
a chief argent a length of chain azure [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a Germanic panther Or, incensed and armed gules [D- Drachetor]
Vair, a winged lion affrontee Or [D- Ansel de Gace, Some]
Vert, a lion crowned within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [F- Umbria]
Vert, a lion in splendor Or [H- Shire of Lyon, Adria CoA]
Vert, a maneless lion rampant within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order
of Pride of Umbria, Umbr]
Vert, a leopard rampant sustaining a harp Or [D- Ciaran, Terr]

Beast-Cat-1-Proper
Per bend azure and sable, a panther rampant proper [E- House Netherwood, York]

Beast-Cat-1-Sable

Argent, a domestic cat sejant sable, a chief vert [D- Leonora (Dominica Scott) Greyphis,
Lanc]
Per pall Or sable and gules, a panther sable incensed gules armed gules and in chief two
battle axes in saltire argent hafted Or [D- Drake Morcar, MaL]
Sable, on a fess argent a lion passant sable [E- House of Aberffraw, Cast]
Vert, a pale argent, overall a lion maintaining a sword bend sinister wise sable, armed,
langued, and orged argent [D- Caer Leon]

Beast-Cat-2 or More
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Azure, a chevron argent between three lions rampant argent armed and langued gules [DSomerset]
Azure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border embattled
Or [B- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, three lions passant argent [E- Somerset]
Azure, two lions passant respectant argent trussing a dragon Or [D- Cassiopia deAcmd,
Cons]
Or, two lions salient respectant supporting a rose purpure barbed and seeded Or [DIsabella Maria de Magdelena, York]
Per bend or and gules, two winged cats passant bendwise sinister counterchanged [DAriana le Treson, Umbr]
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a bend sinister argent between two cats statant
guardant argent [D- Opal McCoy,AuFj]
Per chevron nebuly gules and sable, in base two lions combattant argent, all within a
bordure Or [D- Klaus van Isbjerg, MaL]
Per fess indented argent and gules, in chief two lions combatant gules armed and langued
sable [D- Arthur O’Tyne, Some]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand apaume argent and
in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Purpure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border
embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign of Arms, Espe]
Purpure, two lions addorsed, tails nowed Or [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria
CoA]
Sable, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a bordure
embattled Or [B- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Vert, two lions passant in pale argent [F- Isles of Kincora]

Beast-Coney-See Rabbit
Beast-Deer
(Fieldless) An elk statant sable [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
Vert, a stag rampant contourne and on a chief Or two crosses flory sable [D- Kara
Cesario, Albi]

Beast-Dog, Wolf, Fox
(Fieldless) A wolf rampant gules. [B- Company of Wolf Crimson [House], Espr]
Argent, a chevron between three talbots sable [E- House Cu Taigh, York]

Argent, a fox contourney sejant proper between three annulets gules [D- Drakmar
Bristow, Terr]
Argent, a fox rampant contourne vert within a bordure dovetailed sable [D- Bronwyn
MacKay, York]
Argent, on a pile inverted between two wolves combatant sable, a stag’s head caboshed
argent [D- Gille (Michael de Selkirk), Roan]
Argent, a wolf statant sable [W- Lucretia (Mundane)]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two hurts, a wolf sejant uvulant srgent
armed and langued gules [D- Elric Silverwolff, Terr]
Azure, a dragon contourne Or and a wolf rampant argent both maintaining a ship’s wheel
proper [D- Meggan of the Glade, Albi]
Azure, a fox rampant Or marked argent within a bordure Or semy of shamrocks vert [DJames of Bloodstone, Espe]
Azure, a wolf passant between three maltese crosses argent [D- Rufus {Guy}, Kinc]
Azure, a wolf rampant Or [D- Thorvald Isblod, Stir]
Azure, a wolf rampant contourné and on a chief argent 3 thistles slipped and leaved
proper [D- Iamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Gules, a cat rampant and on a chief Or, three talbots rampant sable [D- Dat, AuFj]
Gules, a talbot passant Or [B- Order of the Talbot, Adria]
Gules, on a pile argent a wolf rampant sable langued gules [D- House Blackwolf, Wolf]
Or, a wolf passant contourne sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di
Genova, Cash]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a wolf rampant contourny counterchanged [D- Bleyz
McBruce, Stir]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, on a bend sinister agent three wolves rampant sable,
langued gules [D- Zorrvich de Kindre, Wolf]
Per bend sinister vert & sable a bend sinister ermine & in chief a wolf rampant contourne
argent [D- Andrew Sinclair, Thin]
Per chevron purpure and vert, two Jupiter's thunderbolts Or and a wolf rampant argent
[E- House To`irna Ech Mac Ti`re, Kinc]
Per fess gules and vert, a St. Bernard winged argent collared with a barrel and haloed Or
[D- Malta]
Per fess Or and gules, a wolf rampant reguardant sable maintaining in its mouth a
heartsable [D- William de Gardner, Bran]
Per pale argent and gules, two talbots statant respectant and in chief a rose
counterchanged. [D- Elizabeth Hounds of de Bassetdom, York]
Per pale Or and sable, a chevron counterchanged between in chief dexter a wolf passant
sable in chief sinister a wolf passant argent and in base a wolf per pale sable and argent
[D- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per saltire sable and gules, a talbot passant argent [E- House Lorraine, York]
Purpure, upon a cross throughout Or a wolf sejant ululant sable and in bend sinister two
crosses fitchy gyronny of eight Or and argent [D- Nadine, Terr]
Quarterly purpure and gules, a wolf statant argent [D- Antonia Lopez, Espe]
Sable, a fox sejant guardant contourne argent and in chief a mullet of eight Or [D- House
Polaris, Conn]
Sable, a tricapitatied wolf rampant argent [E- March of Tartarus, Kinc]

Vert, a bend sinister cotised argent, overall a wolf courant sable [D- Eiliagh d’Aitzarra,
Bisq]
Vert, a fox sejant argent [D- Wilhelmina von Neukirk, York]
Vert, a wolf statant and on a bordure argent a semy of maple leaves gules [D- Babette
(Bryn Corey), Terr]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Beast-Elephant
Purpure, a elephant argent [D- Lady Shahara, Umbr] (Shahara of Lion’s Court)

Beast-Goat
Azure, a goat rampant contourne Or and a chief gules fimbriated argent [D- Bonny Anne
Morgan, York]

Beast-Hare-See Rabbit
Beast-Hedgehog
Beast-Horse
Argent, a horse rearing contourne azure within a bordure embattled sable [D- Eryn Grace
O’Malley, Espe]
Argent, a horse salient sable within a bordure azure [D- Rhonwen Tranton, Umbr]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe Or
[F- Mid’aen]
Azure, a horse argent [D- Brianna Frasier Delwynn, York]
Azure, a tau cross argent surmounted by a horse rearing gules [D- Robert LaCroix, Albi]
Gules, a horse passant argent [D- Maji Bavol Ibin Rosalia, Espe]
Or, a horse forcene gules. [W- Hippolyta (Mundane), CoA Adria]
Or, a horse passant sable [E- Equinus, Cash]
Gules, a horse rampant argent, on a chief Or three fleur-de-lis gules [D- Kent]
Per pale Or and gules, a chevron and in chief two horses combattant counterchanged [ECasa Arenas de San Pedro, York]
Per pall inverted azure, gules and Or, two horses rampant and addorsed Or in base a
horseshoe inverted gules. [D- Cadlae O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per saltire vert and sable, a horse passant between three plates argent [D- Fyona D’Vall,
Terr]

Beast-Marten
Azure, a marten statant contourne guardant within an orle argent [D- Victoria, Glou]
Per chevron inverted azure and vert, a chevron inverted and in chief a marten couchant
contourny guardant Or [D- Meira Barca, Terr]

Beast-Monkey
Beast-Rabbit
(Fieldless) A hare boltant gules [B- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
Argent, a hare boltant gules within a bordure sable [D- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
Azure, a coney rampant supporting an arrow inverted argent [E- House of Cadbury,
Umbr]
Per pale argent and vert, two bars and a coney rampant within a border counterchanged
[D- Rabbit, Umbr]

Per saltire sable and vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess argent [DLylee, Pemb]
Purpure, two hares combatant Or & argent [D- Treborius, Thin]
Sable, a coney sejant contourne argent between three hearts Or voided gules [D- Rebecca
Hamilton O’Horan, Bran]
Vert, a coney rampant within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [D- Order of the
Hare, Umbr]

Beast-Seahorse-see Monster-Sea
Beast-Sealion
Azure, two bars wavy argent between three estoiles and a sealion Or [E- County of
Lyonnese, York]
Per bend sinister argent and gules, a sea-lion counterchanged, in chief three fleur-de-lis
gules [D- Julianna, Pemb]
Vert, a sealion between three annulets Or [D- Freitag, Albi]

Beast-Squirrel
Gules, a squirrel rampant argent and on a base Or a semy of acorns proper [W- Diana
Lockerby, Adria CoA]
Per pale argent and purpure, a squirrel sejeant erect and in chief three oak leaves all
counterchanged [D- Connor Ravenwood, York]
Sable, a pale vert fimbriated and surmounted by a squirrel sejant maintaining an acorn
argent [D- Robert of Squirrel Forest, Cash]

Beast-Weasel-see Beast-Marten
Bee-see Insect
Beehive
Bell
Per fess azure and purpure, a cat rampant argent armed sable, langued gules maintaining
a bell Or [D- Caitlin Belle, Albi]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a dragon contourney displayed argent and in chief a bell
azure. [D- Beithar McBowen, Umbr]

Belt
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo argent [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo azure [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo gules [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo sable [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo vert [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a belt buckled in annulo Or [B- Order of the Crown
Companion, Terr]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a belt buckled in annulo azure [DBeltazure Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]

Bend-Charged
Argent, a bend sinister purpure surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise purpure [DMargarita DuBois, Cypr]
Argent, on a bend purpure three crosses flory argent [D- Eve Ackiss, York]

Argent, on a bend sinister cotised sable, three fleur-de-lis Or and in dexter chief an ash
branch embowed to dexter vert. [W- Gavin McAllister, CoA Adria]
Argent, on a bend sinister vert 3 cups palewise Or [H- Shire of Silvowitz, Adria CoA]
Argent, upon a bend gules four bezants [D- Salix alba Sericea, Conn]
Azure, a bend gules and over all a sun in splendor Or, all within a border embattled
argent [D- Edmond Nahaniel Denton, Mona]
Azure, a bend gules, overall between on the bend 2 fleurs-de-lys or, a rose argent [HDuchy of Annelynnrose, Adria CoA]
Azure, on a bend argent 3 roses slipped, leaved, barbed and seeded proper [D- Lewana de
Panton, Some]
Azure, on a bend gules, between two fleurs-de-lis palewise or, a rose argent. [E-Rathlin
Isle (Historical Subdivision), CoA Adria]
Azure, on a bend gules fimbrilated, 3 fleur-de-lys palewise argent [H- Viceroyality of
Glaston, Adria CoA]
Azure, on a bend sinister Or, a key wards to base sable, differencing two mullets Or [DEtoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]
Azure, upon a bend sinister argent three mullets of eight points pierced gules [DGaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Azure, upon a bend between two mortar and pestle Or three mandrake vert. [D- Jesikah
Mulloy, Alha]
Barry azure and Or, on a bend gules 4 mullets argent [E- Northwestminster, Alha]
Barry gules and argent, on a bend azure 4 mullets Or [E- Northwestminster, Alha]
Gules, on a bend argent three suns in splendor gules [E- House of Castile del Sol, Some]
Gules, on a bend vert fimbrated Or between two boars statant argent, a rose Or [DCerridwenrose, Terr]
Or, between two crowns a bend raguly purpure surmounted by a corbie displayed argent
[E- Casa Savoia, Cash]
Or, on a bend sinister between two crescents Or, two crosses potent sable [F- Cyprus]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, on a bend sinister agent three wolves rampant sable,
langued gules [D- Zorrvich de Kindre, Wolf]
Purpure, a bend sinister argent surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise argent [DMargarita DuBois, Cypr]
Purpure emined argent, upon a bend cotised Or a crown sable [D- Gabriele Silverhand,
Conn]
Purpure, on a bend sinister argent, a bear's paw print sable [D- Serene, Guardian of the
Circle of Power, Umbr]
Sable, on a bend between two mullets argent three decrescents sable [D- Pandora
(MacLeod), Pemb]
Sable, a double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and on a bend overall
gules, a Toulouse cross Or [D- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Sable, on a bend gules between two unicorn’s heads couped, three oak leaves Or [DJericho Goutté d’Or, York]
Sable, on a bend argent three crosses pattee fitchy sable [D- Skallabjorn Vilkalmr, York]
Sable, on a bend sinister gules between 2 estoiles 3 water-bougets Or [H- Duchy of Neu
Eisenwold, Adria CoA]

Sable, upon a bend between two bows Or a arrow bendwise sinister sable [D- Ulis
Rowden, Cypr]
Sable, upon a bend sinister gules fimbriated Or, 3 crosses barbed palewise between two
crosses barbed argent [D- Vanyev Betzina, Glou]
Vert, a bend sinister between two wolves heads erased argent upon it a feather in bend
sinister sable [D- Tuatha de Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)
Vert, on a bend sinister argent between two oak leaves bendwise Or, three triquetra vert
[D- Kendra Finster McFadyen, Terr]

Bend-Uncharged
(Fieldless) On a heart sable a bend sinister Or within a border argent [B- House Sauvage,
Wolf]
Argent, a bend between two dragons passant sable [D- Bruno “Thunderfoot” NoBeard,
Alha]
Argent, a bend sinister sable [H- Shire of Avernus, Adria CoA]
Argent, a cross throughout gules surmounted by a bend within a bordure sable [B- Patrick
Morgan, Pemb]
Azure, a bend cotised argent, overall a griffin Or [D- Gwyllum ap du Drane, Albi]
Azure, a bend raguly argent [D- Arion Hivsch Von Schutzhundheim, Bran]
Azure, a bend sinister argent between a roundel and a decrescent Or. [D- Jaylyn DuLoc,
AuFj]
Gules, a bend sable [B- Constantinople]
Gules, a bend sable, overall an osprey dechausse’ displayed wings inverted argent [BL’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, a bend sinister between two death’s heads argent. [E- Bloodhaven, Bisq]
Gules, upon a bend flory counter flory Or a bend sable [F- Constantinople]
Or, a bend wavy azure, overall a mermaid argent, finned vert, crined and maintaining a
bow armed or. [D- Agatha, York]
Per bend argent and azure, a bend counterchanged and over all a seahorse sable [DAlistrina Ballach, Espe]
Per bend argent and gules, a bend between two roses seeded Or counterchanged [DGuilianna von Rammstein, Terr] (Giulianna Elizabeta Veronica Johanna de Messina)
Per bend argent and gules a bend counterchanged [B- Giulianna Elizabeta Veronica
Johanna de Messina, Terr]
Per bend argent and sable, a bend and in sinister a lion maintaining a sword and two
arrows inverted gules [D- Rhys Krispin, Espe]
Per bend azure and gules, a bend between an open book argent edged Or and a dexter
gauntlet in benediction argent [D- Katherine Marshal of London, Espe]
Per bend azure and purpure, a bend argent [E- Serene, Umbr]
Per bend gules and Or, 2 dragons embowed biting their own tails counterchanged, overall
a bend wavy pean [D- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a bend sinister sable between a rose gules barbed vert
and seeded Or and a winged cow statant argent [D- Rose of Aberlone, Albi]
Per bend sinister azure and gules, a bend sinister between two mullets of four argent [DGwerith verch Albrecht, Some]
Per bend sinister engrailed azure and Or and a sinister hand within a border counterchanged [D- Mary Elizbeth, Albi]

Per bend sinister purpure and azure, a bend sinister between a rose and a patriarchal cross
bottony Or [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a bend sinister argent between two cats statant
guardant argent [D- Opal McCoy, AuFj]
Per bend sinister purpure and vert, a bend argent [H- Duchy of Sangrael, Adria CoA]
Per bend sinister Or and gules, two phoenix couterchanged [D- Elizabeth, AuFj]
Per bend sinister Sable and Azure, between two chess-rooks on a bend sinister embattled
counter-embattled Argent, three caltrops Sable. [D- Christopher Blackthorne, West]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a bend sinister counterchanged fimbriated Or [DSkisalot, Ches]
Per bend sinister vert & sable a bend sinister ermine & in chief a wolf rampant contourne
argent [D- Andrew Sinclair, Thin]
Per bend vert and azure, a bend beviled between two oak leaves Or [D- Allistrina Ballach
Amargosso, Espe]
Per bend vert and sable, a bend wavy and in dexter a semé of estoiles argent. [ENordrljos, AuFj]
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a heart
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent
[D- Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]
Purpure, a bend Or, overall a stag’s head couped affronté counterchanged [D- Govannon,
York]
Purpure, between a stag salient and an arrow bendwise inverted argent a bend sable
fimbriated argent [D- Gemma Evanelista Borgia, Terr]
Sable, a bend azure fimbrated argent & in sinister chief a Toulouse cross Or [D- Giovanni
Spirona, Mona]
Sable, a bend gules [B- Constantinople]
Sable, a bend lozengy bendwise pupure and argent overall a lion contourne tail queue
forche Or orbed lanqued and armed gules [D- Bella Nicotra, AuFj]
Sable, a bend sinister between a sword bendwise sinister and a key inverted bendwise
sinister argent. [D- Oding Vingoe, AuFj]
Sable, a bend sinister gules fimbriated argent [D- Kalimar Kerr Williamson / Maximus
Angeleo, MaL]
Sable, a bend sinister Or [B- Stefan Belski, MaL]
Sable, upon a bend flory counter flory Or a bend gules [F- Constantinople]
Vert, a bend sinister between a key palewise, wards to sinister base and a goblet argent
[E- Canton of Aquitane, Espe]
Vert, a bend sinister cotised argent, overall a wolf courant sable [D- Eiliagh d’Aitzarra,
Bisq]

Bezant-see Roundel
Bird (not eagle, hawk, etc)
(Fieldless) A corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet purpure [B- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
(Fieldless) A peacock in its pride proper [B- Maniya Rana, Some]
(Fieldless) A peacock feather Vert eyed Or and Azure. [B- Maniya Rana, Some]
(Fieldless) A raven displayed wings inverted and dismembered sable [D- House of
Varangian Guards, Alha]

Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant azure and in base a goutte d'larmes
[D- Corbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant gules and in base a goutte d'sang [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant vert and in base a goutte d'huile [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a raven statant on a branch wings addorsed sable, within a bordure gules [EHouse Caer Morrigu, Kinc]
Argent, on a chevron gules three martlets argent [B- Carolingia] (+Tierra del
Fuego X2)
Argent, surmounted on a bird volant sable a crescent argent [B- Cryspin macMorrigu,
Conn] (X2)
Argent, three corbyn one and two sable [D- Cryspin macMorrigu, Conn]
Argent, three martlets in pale within a bordure gules [D- James Wott, AuFj]
Azure, a Cornish chough volant contourne and in base a trefoil argent [D- Cagar cu Mara,
Glou (Espr)]
Azure, a parrot dexter foot raised Or [D- Derfel (Cadaron), Pemb]
Azure, a pelican in it’s piety Argent distilling blood gules [D- Akria Krastel, Terr] (Luisa)
Azure, a swan and a bordure wavy argent [D- Anastasia McDonnon, Terr]
Azure, a swan proper wings expanded, gorged with a crown [E- Barony of Cantebury,
York]
Azure flaunched Or, a swan niant contourney wings addorsed argent [D- Juliana of
Aelfrethscoombe, Brun]
Gules, a raven and in chief three estoiles in chevron Or [B- Order of Celestial Raven,
Adria]
Gules, a raven sable and in base a founding viscomital coronet Or [D- Isabeau de
Ravenne, MaL]
Gyronny gules and argent, a raven sable [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]
Or, a raven salient wings close sable [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Or, between two crowns a bend raguly purpure surmounted by a corbie displayed argent
[E- Casa Savoia, Cash]
Or, a chevron engrailed azure and in base a swan sans legs wings elevated contourne
gules [D- Elspeth O'Neill, Bran]
Per bend sinister embattled argent and purpure, two swans closed contourne' naiant
within a bordure counterchanged. [D- Eala the Shy, Alha]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a demi swan erect argent. [D- Scarlett Ariandale
(Tsura), Conn]
Per bend vert and Or, a moon decrescent and a raven counterchanged [D- Kathryne
MacKay, Kinc]
Per chevron sable and vert, a bird volant contourny argent [E- House of Kinloch, Kinc]
Per pale azure and sable, a dragon argent supporting a pelican in its piety Or [D-Leofwine
Reeve, Kinc]
Per pale gules and sable, on a chief argent three ravens sable [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]
Per pale purpure and vert, two ravens displayed respectant Or [D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
Per saltire vert and sable, a peacock in its pride or [D- Natasha, Umbr]
Purpure, a cock Or collared sable [D- Courtesan’s Guild of Albion, Albi]

Purpure, a corbie displayed argent within and conjoined to an annulet Or [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet argent [B- Gabriel Lucien
Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet Or [B- Gabriel Lucien
Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Quarterly gules and sable, 1st and 4th a raven contourny sable, 2nd and 3rd a lion
contourny tail nowed gules, maintaining in sinister forepaw a crown Or [D- Philippe
DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Sable, a raven displayed reguardant sable fimbriated gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert,
Umbr]
Vert, a cock close argent [B- The Gnome, Roan]
Vert, a peacock in his pride within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order of
Queen’s Grace, Umbr]
Vert, a saltire engrailed Or between four bezants each charged with a raven sable [DRaven Sovereign of Arms, Terr]

Bird (of Prey)
(Fieldless) A double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and debruised of a
fleur-de-lis gules [B- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
(Fieldless) A double-headed eagle displayed sable debruised of two furisons palewise
handles outward Or [B- Arion Hirsch von Schutzhundheim, Bran]
(Fieldless) A falcon close sable [B- Minister of Arms ( Falcon), Malt]
(Fieldless) An osprey alerion displayed wings inverted Or [B- L’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Argent, a cross potent throughout between four double-headed eagles sable [D- Fredrick
von Lanzenotter, Cypr]
Argent, an eagle displayed gules crowned Or [D- Brandenburg]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure sable [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure vert [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, upon a pile savle a seax argent and upon chief gules three owls argent. [DGiselle Ardnt, Umbr]
Azure, a chevron between three falcons displayed contourne’ Or [D- Frederick Falconer,
Cast]
Azure, a falcon displayed within a border Or [D- House Falco, York]
Azure, a falcon extended contourne bordered Or [D- Frederick Falconer, Cast]
Azure, an owl affronty Or [B- Ministry of Education, Adria]
Azure, between a chevron embattled Or, two falcons close respectant and a set of scales
in balance argent [D- Vaelen Galimour, Camb]
Gules, a bend sable, overall an osprey dechausse’ displayed wings inverted argent [BL’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, a demi-eagle displayed issuant from base Or breasted gules [B- Sivax Wartongue,
Albi]
Gules, a double-headed eagle Or [W- Caesar (Mundane)]
Gules, an eagle displayed Or breasted gules [D- Sivax Wartongue, Albi]
Gules, an Osprey alerion displayed wings inverted argent [D- L’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]

Gules, an owl argent within a wreath of oak leaves Or [D- Josephine Durand, York]
Gyronny of eight purpure and argent, a double headed eagle displayed Or, orbed gules
[E- Silesia, Canton of, Roan]
Gyronny of six or and sable, an eagle displayed vert [D- Aldra Stormdragon, Umbr]
Or, a double-headed eagle sable [W- Charlemagne (Mundane)]
Or, five double headed eagles displayed sable [D- Jordan of Marlborough, Blkw]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an owl in its vigilance argent crowned Or [B- Order
of the Owl, Terr]
Per pale argent and azure, an eagle displayed wings inverted debuised of a cross fleury
counterchanged [D- Archibald Wellenreiter, York]
Per pale azure and vert, a eagle displayed argent [D- Rugar Einzbern [Silverhand], Conn]
Per pale gules and azure, an eagle displayed argent maintaining in its talons 2 wooden
tankard proper frothed argent [D- Karl von Lagerstein, Cash]
Per pale gules and Or, an eagle counterchanged maintaining in chevron inverted an
anchor argent and a sword inverted azure [D- Donovan Foxx, Espe]
Per pale gules and sable, a hawk displayed maintaining in each claw an oak leaf Or [DKillian Oakesblood, York]
Purpure, an eagle striking within a bordure argent [D- Stefan Belski, MaL]
Purpure, an owl contourny argent within a bordure Or [W- Nest Llywelyn, Adria CoA]
Quarterly sable and gules, a hawk striking Or [D- Freyda Valladyr, Kinc]
Quarterly sable and vert, an owl displayed guardant jessed to a falconers glove in sinister
base fesswise all within a bordure Or [D- Ciardha Morrison McKeene, York]
Sable, a double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and on a bend overall
gules, a Toulouse cross Or [D- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Sable, an Osprey dechaussé displayed wings inverted argent [D- L’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Sable, an owl within a double tressure flory counter flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the
Owl, Umbr]
Sable, between a fess 3 owls 2 & 1 Argent [D- Santo Cesario, AuFj]
Sable, in fess enhanced a pair of falcons opposed argent [E- Fletcher Glen, House of,
Thin]
Sable, on a pale Or three double-headed eagles sable [F- Brandenburg]
Vert, a hawk volant within a bordure embattled Or [D- Sergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]

Bird Feather-See Quill
Boar-see Beast-Boar
Boar’s Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Boar
Bones
Sable, a lion’s face enfiled of two shin bones in saltire argent [B- Angus MacBrus, Albi]
Sable, a sheaf of three thigh bones argent [D- E’Xavier de Normandy, Roan]

Book
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth an open book
Or [D- Chancellor, Albi]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between in chief two roses barbed vert and in base a
book Or. [D- Rhiannon uerch Hughes, Alha]
Per bend azure and gules, a bend between an open book argent edged Or and a dexter
gauntlet in benediction argent [D- Katherine Marshal of London, Espe]
Per chevron gules and or, in base an open book gules [B- Rolls and Lists, Kent]

Per pale purpure and azure,an open book Or within an oroborus in orle argent [D- Marius
Solis, Espe]
Vert, a cross and in canton surmounted by a fleur de lis Or a book argent [D- Codex
Herald, Adria CoA]

Bordure-Charged-Plain Line
Argent, a lymphad within a bordure azure bezanty [E- House of Mercury, Some]
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Argent, a tree erradicated sable and on a bordure gules three thistles argent [D- Ashlinn
Tiernan, Albi]
Argent, a weaver’s shuttle within a bordure purpure, charged with an orle argent [DAlinor E’Arcy du Calais, Bisq]
Azure, a fox rampant Or marked argent within a bordure Or semy of shamrocks vert [DJames of Bloodstone, Espe]
Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure argent an orle of seven
thistles slipped and leaved vert [D- Talliyah Rose Blackhawk, Albi]
Azure, two swords and a goblet within a bordure or semy of Celtic crosses azure [DMikcos Douglas, Alha]
Gules, a hawks lure argent caped and strung Or and on a bordure argent a semy of
lozenges vert [D- Valerie Marcus, Terr] (Isabella Cristofori)
Purpure, a griffin sergeant Or and upon a bordure argent an orle of ermine spots [FPembroke]
Quarterly gules and sable, a escallop within a bordure Or charged with a orle sable [DCarpbashark, Espe]
Quarterly gules and sable, a seahorse maintaining a spear within a border Or, charged
with an orle sable [D- Carpbashark, Espe]
Sable, a bear rampant contourné argent armed, langued and embrued gules, a bordure
compony gules and argent [D- Hamish, Terr]
Sable, a cross displaced to dexter chief Or within a border gules [D- Klaus van Isbjerg,
MaL]
Sable, a phoenix argent upon a bordure argent three poppies two and one gules [DAnastasia, Albi]
Sable, a Skull de Mortis within a bordure argent pellet [E- County de Mortis, Albi]
Vert, a wolf statant and on a bordure Argent a semy of maple leaves Gules [D- Babette
(Bryn Corey), Terr]

Bordure-Uncharged-Complex Line
Argent, a bow palewise between in fess two arrows palewise within a bordure embattled
sable [D- Ekaterina Marten, Umbr]
Argent, a dragon within a bordure embattled sable [D- Draconia (E.) DeVona, Umbr]
Argent, a fox rampant contourne vert within a bordure dovetailed sable [D- Bronwyn
MacKay, York]
Argent, a horse rearing contourne azure within a bordure embattled sable [D- Eryn Grace
O’Malley, Espe]
Argent, a pheon inverted within a bordure embattled sable [D- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]

Argent, on a pellet a wolfs head caboshed argent, within a bordure embattled sable [BRazi bint Sabra al Hadi al Shah-din, Espe]
Argent semy of spiders tergiant azure, a sinister hand sable within a border rayonné gules
[D- Gaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Azure, a bend gules and over all a sun in splendor Or, all within a border embattled
argent [D- Edmond Nahaniel Denton, Mona]
Azure, a cross radiant within a bordure embattled argent [F- Imperial Order of the
Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Azure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border embattled
Or [B- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a Maltese cross within a bordure embattled argent [B- Imperial Order of the
Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Azure, a sun in splendor Or, within a border embattled argent [B- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Azure, a sun in its splendor, a bordure vert fimbriated argent [E- Summerisle, House of ,
Stir]
Azure, a swan and a bordure wavy argent [D- Anastasia McDonnon, Terr]
Azure, a winged lion rampant Or within a bordure dovetailed argent [D- Theodric
Alasdiar, York]
Azure, three playing tops within a bordure wavy Or. [B- Office of Children, Cyprus]
Gules, a cameleopard salient tail nowed argent within a bordure rayonee gules [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Gules, a clarion within a bordure engrailed Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, a sun in splendor Or, within a border embattled argent [B- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Or, a maunch azure with a hand argent maintaining a bow contourne within a bordure
engrailed azure. [D- Elizabeth Broad, Terr]
Or, an eagle’s head erased gules within a bordure dovetailed sable [D- Pierre Lasham,
Kinc]
Or, in chevron three roses sable within a bordure embattled gules [D- Dorn das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Per bend Or and argent, a border embattled sable and over all an oak tree eradicated and
inverted proper [D- Ian McDonald of Connaught, Bran]
Per bend purpure and sable, a Pegasus rampant within a border engrailed argent [D- Lana
Felwood, York]
Per pale sable and azure, a celtic cross within a bordure embattled argent [E- Clan
McKlaine, Alha]
Per pale vert and Or, a fleur-de-lis within a bordure embattled all counterchanged [HAlhambra]
Purpure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border
embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign of Arms, Espe]
Purpure, a Fleur-de-Sion within a bordure embattled Or [E- Esperance]
Purpure, a lion Or within a bordure embattled Or [B- Lion of Hope Deputy Minister of
Arms, Espe]
Purpure semy-de-lis Or, a bordure embattled Or [B- Esperance]

Purpure, three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign
of Arms, Espe]
Sable, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a bordure
embattled Or [B- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, a double-bladed battleaxe within a bordure embattled Or [B- David (of) Ramsay,
Tyrl]
Sable, a rose within a border embattled Or [B- Constance Rosewall, Some]
Sable, a wyvern's head couped argent within a bordure embattled Or [B- Alaric Thorne,
Pemb]
Sable, an acorn inverted and slipped and leaved within a bordure wavy Or [E- House
Craigh na Dunn, York]
Sable, on a plate a wolf’s head caboshed sable within a bordure embattled argent [BSergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]
Vert, a Celtic cross within a bordure invected argent [E- Cameron (Kilshannig)
FitzCanon, Umbr]
Vert, a cross crosslet or within a bordure embattled argent [D- Karl Brauer, Espe]
Vert, a hawk volant within a bordure embattled Or [D- Sergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]

Bordure-Uncharged-Plain Line
Per fess engrailed argent and gules, issuant from fess a drakkar vert [D- Olaf the Strong,
Tyrl]
Per fess engrailed argent and gules, issuant from fess a drakkar vert [D- Olaf the Strong,
Tyrl]
(Fieldless) On a heart sable a bend sinister vert, fimbriated Or [B- House Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a beacon sable enflamed proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Beacon,
Mona]
Argent, a bend sinister azure between two demi lozenges ver within a border azure [DEdinborough, Canton of, Tyrl]
Argent, a bear rampant within a bordure gules [D- Ann Kemsley, Albi]
Argent, a columbine purpure slipped vert within a bordure perpale purpure and azure [DChristine Breckenridge, Terr]
Argent, a cross throughout gules surmounted by a bend within a bordure sable [B- Patrick
Morgan, Pemb]
Argent, a dolphin hauriant sable within a bordure azure. [D- Shirlea Fitzedmund de Clare,
Bisq]
Argent, a ducal crown purpure and in base a thistle slipped vert and flowered within a
bordure purpure. [D- Dutchess Pressence Banner, Cypr]
Argent, a flame proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Flame, Mona]
Argent, a fleur de lis gules within a bordure sable [D- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons] (X2)
Argent, a hare boltant gules within a bordure sable [D- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
Argent, a harp vert within a bordure azure [E- Cadwgan (Estate), Cast]
Argent, a horse salient sable within a bordure azure [D- Rhonwen Tranton, Umbr]
Argent, a pale azure and a orle sable within a bordure vert. [D- Field Herald, Bisq]
Argent, a pheon within a bordure sable [D- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a raven statant on a branch wings addorsed sable, within a bordure gules [EHouse Caer Morrigu, Kinc]
Argent, a serpent palewise double nowed within a border sable [D- Ormr Raiser, Conn]

Argent, a torch sable, enflamed proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Torch,
Mona]
Argent, a tortoise statant within a bordure vert [D- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Argent, a wheel within a bordure sable [B- Gataneo Anatolii, Umbr]
Argent, a wolf head caboshed sable within a bordure quarterly azure and sable. [BCrown Badge, Bisq]
Argent, an eagle’s jambe erased sable within a bordure gules [D- James the Red, Umbr]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure sable [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure vert [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, on a pomme a dexter gauntlet argent within a border sable [B- Order of the
Silver Gauntlet, Mona]
Argent, on a pomme a lozenge shaped buckle argent within a border sable [B- Order of
the Silver Buckle, Mona]
Argent, on a pomme a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent within a border sable. [BOrder of the Silver Arrow, Mona]
Argent, three dolphins sable within a bordure azure. [D- Shirlea Fitzedmund de Clare,
Bisq]
Argent, three martlets in pale within a bordure gules [D- James Wott, AuFj]
Argent, two lymphads and a mountain sable, all within a bordure vert [D- David
Davidson of Hillsbend, Alha]
Argent, upon chevron between three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemmed vert
three cross crosslets or within a bordure purpure. [F- Cyprus]
Argent, upon a pale azure an spoon argent within a bordure sable [B- Order of the Silver
Spoon, Bisq]
Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon Or within a bordure sable. [B- Order of the Golden
Spoon, Bisq]
Azure, a bow armed and drawn Or, a bordure argent [B- Archery Champion, Some]
Azure, a chalice within a bordure Or. [E- Kynligr Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, a cluster of grapes slipped and leaved within a bordure argent [F- Brunico]
Azure, a crown within a border Or [B- Order of Crown Guard, Terr]
Azure, a dragons head couped close within a bordure argent [D- Nevaro, York]
Azure, a falcon extended contourne bordered Or [D- Frederick Falconer, Cast]
Azure, a fret and a bordure argent, overall a chief ermine [W- Karl von Katzburg, Adria
CoA]
Azure, a harp within a bordure argent. [D- Caolainn of Ravenspoint, Alha]
Azure, a rose slipped and leaved within a bordure Or [D- Kathryn Kemsley, Albi]
Azure, a thistle Or within a border argent [B- Ana Heinrich, Wolf]
Azure, a wheel within a bordure Or [B- Cocah Anatolii, York]
Azure, three quills conjoined at the tips pallwise inverted Or wihin a border sable
fimbriated Or [D- Melora, Conn]
Gules, a cartwheel between three fleurs-de-lis all within a bordure Or [D- Cocah Anatolii,
York]
Gules, a mullet Or within a bordure argent [B- Cryspen Mac Morrigu, Conn]

Gules, a quill bendwise sinister and a arrow point upwards in saltire within a bordure Or
[E- Estate of Delling, Roan]
Gules, a sunburst proper within a bordure erminois [D- Del Sol Herald, Adria CoA]
Gules, a tower within a border Or [D- House O’Hannan, AuFj]
Gules, a unicorn salient argent within a bordure Or. [D- Angelina Consuela
MacCampbell, Roan]
Lozengy argent and azure, a bordure sable, [D- Valence Prize, AuFj] (Prize Amadeus
Von Blackstaff)
Or, a crequier within a bordure azure [D- Ysabel de Lisieux, Some]
Or, a pheon inverted within a bordure sable. [D- Archery Guild, Bisq]
Or, a rose purpure, stemmed, barbed and leafed proper, seeded or, between four gutte de
sange all within a bordure sable. [D- Rose Thorne d'Kahn, Bisq]
Or, a stag springing within a bordure sable [D- Brient McQuane, Some]
Or, a tree blasted and eradicated sable within a bordure gules [F- Blackwood at Carlisle]
Or, a wolf head erased contourne within a bordure sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael
Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Or, a wyvern displayed sable, engorged of a viscount crown Or, within a border sable [DRuaidhri Silverhand, Conn]
Or, three bars wavy azure and a bordure sable [B- Juliana of Aelfrethscoombe, Brun]
Per bend sinister embattled argent and purpure, two swans closed contourne' naiant
within a bordure counterchanged. [D- Eala the Shy, Alha]
Per bend sinister engrailed azure and Or and a sinister hand within a border counterchanged [D- Mary Elizbeth, Albi]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, three mallets argent and a bordure per bend sinister
sable and gules [D- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per bend sinister vert and azure, a sea-griffin perched on a rock within a bordure Or [DGiacomo di Verona, Stir]
Per chevron Or and gules a bordure sable [F- Carn Mor Dearg]
Per chevron nebuly gules and sable, in base two lions combattant argent, all within a
bordure Or [D- Klaus van Isbjerg, MaL]
Per chevron sable and gules, three suns in their splendour and a fleur-de-lys all within a
bordure Or [H- Shire of Burgandy, Adria CoA]
Per chevron sable and vert, in chief a mullet of eight points within a border Or [E- House
of Silk Road, Brun]
Per fess purpure and azure, two threaded needles in saltire within a bordure Or D- Mary
of Hillsbend, Alha]
Per pale argent and Or, a Ukrainian trident within a bordure sable [B- Canton Samarkand,
Glou]
Per pale azure and sable, a arrow fesswise point to sinister Or within a bordure argent.
[D- Order of Golden Arrow, Bisq]
Per pale argent and vert, a caulderon within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale argent and vert, a spear within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale azure and Or, a lion’s head caboshed within a bordure per pale all
counterchanged [D- Estella, Brun]
Per pale azure and sable, a wheel within a bordure argent [B- Cocah Anatolii, York]

Per pale argent and vert, two bars and a coney rampant within a border counterchanged
[D- Rabbit, Umbr]
Per pale gules and argent, a crescent bendwise sinister enfiled with a sword inverted
within a bordure countercharged [E- House Crescent Blade, Umbr]
Per pale gules and argent, two death’s heads within a bordure counterchanged. [EBloodhaven, Bisq]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Per pale vert and gules, a rose leafed and stemmed Or bendwise within a bordure Or [DEvelyn Taliaferro, Stir]
Per pale vert and sable, a wyvern within a bordure argent [D- Demontion, Umbr]
Per saltire argent and purpure, two keys in fess or within a bordure counterchanged. [DAurora, Brun]
Per pale urdy sable and argent, two decresents in fess within a bordure counterchanged.
[D- Estate of Geulach, Brun]
Purpure, a cross crosslet and in chief a ducal crown within a bordure Or. [D- Ducal
Presence Banner, Cypr]
Purpure, a lily argent in chief three triquerta within a bordure argent [D- Lily Douglas,
Alha]
Purpure, an owl contourny argent within a bordure Or [W- Nest Llywelyn, Adria CoA]
Purpure, a salamander passant enflamed erminois within a bordure Or [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Purpure, an eagle striking within a bordure argent [D- Stefan Belski, MaL]
Purpure bezanty, a bordure Or [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
Quarterly azure and sable, a anchor within a bordure argent. [D- Royal Navy, Bisq]
Quarterly gules and azure, two shacklebolts and chains in saltire surmounted by a death’s
head within a bordure all Argent [E- Greater Company of de Mortis, Barony of, Albi]
Quarterly gules and sable, a cross fluery within a bordure Or [D- Preston Gibson, Cash]
(Kenshin Hanabe)
Quarterly Or and argent, a wheel within a bordure sable [B- Gataneo Anatolii, Umbr]
Quarterly purpure and azure, a candlestick within a bordure argent [E- County
Cambridge, Umbr]
Quarterly sable and azure, in 2 and 3 a thistle all within a border or. [D- Ana
Heinrich,Wolf]
Quarterly sable and azure, two thistles in bend sinister Or within a border argent [D- Ana
Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly sable and vert, an owl displayed guardant jessed to a falconers glove in sinister
base fesswise all within a bordure Or [D- Ciardha Morrison McKeene, York]
Sable, a cross fitchy within a bordure argent [W- Roland of the Icelands, Adria CoA]
Sable, a dragon sergeant within a bordure argent [E- House Draconis de Mortis, Albi]
Sable, a drakkar within a bordure argent [D- Egan Skelly, Terr]
Sable, a forked spearhead within a border Or [D- Henry Goodwynne, Espe]
Sable, a fret within a bordure argent [D- Gar Greywolf, York] (Graywolf)
Sable, a lion dormant argent within a border ermine [D- Sorche Kyrkeby, Some]
(Sorcha/Margot van Kapelle)
Sable, a mullet of eight points within a border argent [B- House Polaris, Conn]

Sable, a phoenix rising within a bordure argent [H- Duchy of Desert Rose, Adria CoA]
(Also Vingulf)
Sable, a scorpion rampant purpure within a bordure argent [D- Nikolai Belski, Terr]
(Nikolai McClean Belsky Von Hapsburg)
Sable, the crown of a Countess Royal between three cartwheels all within a bordure Or
[D- Cocah Anatolii, York]
Vairy sable and Or, a bordure potent [D- Gregor Pent von Schongau, Albi]
Vert, a bear dormant within a bordure Or. [D- Estate of Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bear rampant within a border argent. [D-Artair Gillechriosd, York]
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or. [D- Estate of
Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a Bezant and a border argent [B- Chesapeake]
Vert, a compass star pierced azure between in saltire four points conjoined to a bordure
sable [E- House Ragnarok, York]
Vert, a Maltese cross within a bordure Or [B- Order of Saint Gabriel, Adria]
Vert, a mullet of eight points Or charged with a triquerta sable within a bordure Or [DEmilie Penrose Blackwell, Cash]
Vert, a sun within a bordure Or [D- Aleksandra Von Rothenburg, Bran]
Vert, a tree eradicated within a bordure argent [D- Hawthorne de Talleyrand Perigord,
York]
Vert, a unicorns head erased contourne argent armed within a border Or [D- Red Skelly,
Terr]

Bow
Argent, a bow palewise between in fess two arrows palewise within a bordure embattled
sable [D- Ekaterina Marten, Umbr]
Azure, a bow armed and drawn Or, a bordure argent [B- Archery Champion, Some]
Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure argent an orle of seven
thistles slipped and leaved vert [D- Talliyah Rose Blackhawk, Albi]
Azure, on a plate a bow armed and drawn contourne gules [D- Toni Treeslayer, Ches]
Or, a bend wavy azure, overall a mermaid argent, finned vert, crined and maintaining a
bow armed or. [D- Agatha, York]
Or, a maunch azure with a hand argent maintaining a bow contourne within a bordure
engrailed azure. [D- Elizabeth Broad, Terr]
Per chevron argent and gules, in base a bow armed and drawn Or [B- Minister of
Archery, Some]
Per pale gules and sable, a bow and upon a chief argent three arrows inverted sable. [DBodvarr, Brun]
Quarterly azure and argent, in bend sinister two bows armed and drawn contourne gules
[D- Toni Treeslayer, Ches]
Sable, upon a bend between two bows Or a arrow bendwise sinister sable [D- Ulis
Rowden, Cypr]
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or. [D- Ursus
Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bow fesswise between three pheons within a tressure or. [B- Order of The Bow,
Umbr]

Bugle-see Horn

Bull-see Beast-Bull
Bust-see Head-Human
Butterfly-see Insect

C
Caduceus
(Fieldless) A caduceus Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Physiker, Mona]
Argent, a caduceus gules [B- Ministry of the Physiker, Adria]
Argent, a caduceus gules between three grenades vert [D- Desmond Wallace, AuFj]
Azure, in sinister chief a caduceus argent and in base a sea monster. [B- Brigid
Geldenholt (Bridget Guildeforge), Espe]
Gules, a caduceus argent between flaunches argent masoned sable [B- Deputy Physicar,
AuFj]
Gules, a caduceus or between flaunches argent masoned sable [B- Physicar, AuFj]
Gules, a caduceus Or [B- Imperial Order of the Physickers Round, Adria]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a caduceus gules [B- Physiker, Kent]
Per pale purpure and sable, a griffin’s head erased between in chief a rod of asclepius and
a mortar and pestle Or [D- Gryphon von Hohenheim, York]

Caltrop
Azure, a caltrop argent [B- Order of Caltrop, Glou]
Per bend sinister sable and azure, between two chess-rooks on a bend sinister embattled
counter-embattled argent, three caltrops sable [D- Christopher Blackthorne, West]
Per pale sable and argent a caltrop counterchanged [B- Gloucester]
Per pale sable and gules, a caltrop Or [H- Archduchy of Andorra, Adria CoA] X2
Per pale sable and lozengy argent and sable, in dexter a caltrop argent [F- Gloucester]

Candlestick
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a candlestick gules [ B- Minister of Arts and Sciences,
Kent]
Quarterly purpure and azure, a candlestick within a bordure argent [E- County
Cambridge, Umbr]

Cannon
Canton
Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]

Castle- also see Tower
Argent, a castle and on a chief embattled gules, three mullets of eight points argent [FAlhambra]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a crown Or [F- Castilles]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a lamp Or ignited gules [B- Ministry of Arts and
Sciences, Cast]
Azure, a castle argent between three fleur-de-lis argent in chief a crown Or. [B- See of
Castilles, Cast]
Azure, a cross Or between four castles argent [B- Imperial Ministry of the Chancellery,
Adria]

Azure, a hippogriff sergeant contourne and in canton a twin-towered castle argent [DCanton of Sidhe, Cast]
Gules, three castles in pale argent between flaunches argent masoned sable [B- Deputy
Chancellor, AuFj]
Gules, three castles in pale or between flaunches argent masoned sable [B- Chancellor,
AuFj]
Or, a chevron sable and in base a double towered castle azure [E- House of Blue, Espe]
Per pale azure and vert, a sword inverted argent between a caraval with sails furled and a
triple towered castle Or [D- Rhydderch ap Erwin, IsoC]
Per pale vert and azure, a pale wavy Or, overall a castle argent [H- Duchy of Dunvegan,
Adria CoA]
Sable, a Bezant surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a triple-towered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, a Plate surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a triple-towered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, in chief a mullet Or and on a point pointed argent a two-towered castle vert [E- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Vert, a cross Or and in canton a castle argent [D- Castle Herald, Adria CoA]

Cat-see Beast-Cat
Catherine Wheel-see Wheel
Cauldron
Argent, a cauldron sable and in chief a heart gules. [D- Alexandra Du Loc, AuFj]
Argent, a cauldron sable upon a fire proper. [D- Reyrketill Silverhand, Conn]
Per pale argent and vert, a cauldron within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Sable, a cat in its curiosity contourny Or peering into a cauldron bendwise argent, and on
a chief argent a length of chain azure [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a cauldron within a wreath of thorns Or [D- Cerridwyn (Emalia Fiend), York]

Chain
Quarterly Gules and Azure, two shacklebolts and chains in saltire surmounted by a
death’s head within a bordure all Argent [E- Greater Company of de Mortis, Barony of,
Albi]
Sable, a cat in its curiosity contourny Or peering into a cauldron bendwise argent, and on
a chief argent a length of chain azure [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a dragon rampant gules and on a chief argent a length of chain gules [D- Jamie the
Red, Espe]
Sable, an oriental dragon rampant contourny Or and on a chief argent, a length of chain
gules [D- Robert de la Fonteyne, “Jestar”, Espe]
Sable, in dexter a dragon contourny or and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length
of chain gules [B- Robert de la Fonteyne, “Jestar”, Espe]
Sable, in dexter a dragon gules and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length of chain
gules [B- Jamie the Red, Espe]
Sable, in pale a spoon bendwise upright and a quill bendwise, and on a pale displaced to
sinister argent a length of chain azure [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]

Chalice-see Cup
Chaplet-see Annulet

Chatloup or Calopus-see Monster
Chess Piece
Per bend sinister sable and azure, between two chess-rooks on a bend sinister embattled
counter-embattled argent, three caltrops sable [D- Christopher Blackthorne, West]

Chest
Azure, a chest Or [B- Ministry of the Hospitlar, Adria]

Chevron/Chevron Inverted –Charged
Argent, on a chevron gules three martlets argent [B- Carolingia] (+ H- Tierra del
Fuego X2)
Argent, on a chevron sable a phoenix Or between 3 crescents gules [D- Vitterio Vondale,
Camb]
Argent, semy-de-lis azure, on a chevron inverted sable, a toulouse cross Or [E- Casa de
Estilo, Some]
Ermine, on a chevron vert, three spindles Or [E- House of Devon, Some]
Ermines, upon a chevron enhanced Or a wolf head erased contourne sable [D- Migele
Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Or, between three quatrefoil vert on a chevron sable an Irish harp Or [D- Nolan
O’Connor, CaLe]
Or, on a chevron vert between three dragons gules, a tower argent [D- Patrick Gullidge,
Terr]
Per chevron azure and vert, on a chevron fimbriated argent between three swords gules
five arrows argent [E- Haus der Bogenschutze, TyrL]
Per chevron gules and Or, a pair of shackles chained of the first [B- Kent]
Per pale azure and gules, upon a chevron rompu inverted argent three roses sable leaved
and seeded vert. [D- Halla Johnsdottir, Terr]
Sable, two wolves statant respectant argent, on a chevron inverted Or surmounted by five
thistles proper [D- Allistar CuChlainn Halliday, Albi]
Vert, on a chevron Or a bear passant sable [D- Mathe Brakkewinde, Brun]
Vert, on a chevron sable fimbriated Or between three honeybees proper, three crowns Or
[D- Order of the Workerbee, Umbr]

Chevron/Chevron Inverted-Uncharged
Argent, a chevron between three bugles vert [D- Guinevere Morone de San Filippo, Bran]
Argent, a chevron between three talbots sable [E- House Cu Taigh, York]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant azure and in base a goutte d'larmes
[D- Corbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant gules and in base a goutte d'sang [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant vert and in base a goutte d'huile [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron purpure, and three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemed vert [EHouse Na Gael, Kinc]
Argent, a chevron purpure between 3 peacock feathers vert eyed Or and azure [DManiya Rana, Some]
Azure, a chevron argent between three lions rampant argent armed and langued gules [DSomerset]

Azure, a chevron between in chief three scrolls Or and in base a camel statant argent [DKit the Blue, Espe]
Azure, a chevron between three cross crosslets fitchy argent [D- Drake Highwind, York]
Azure, a chevron between three falcons displayed contourne’ Or [D- Frederick Falconer,
Cast]
Azure, a chevron erminois, in base a cross crosslet and in sinister chief a mullet of eight
points argent [D- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Azure, a chevron inverted and in chief a daffodil slipped and leaved Or [E- Barony of
Cambria, Cast]
Azure, a chevron inverted between a mullet argent and five mullets in chevron inverted
Or [E- Canton of Harlingston, Cast]
Azure, a chevron inverted gules and in chief a helm contourny argent [D- Elric Melaidus,
Pemb]
Azure, a chevron rompu a chief embattled and in base a tankard argent [D- Roibhilin,
Cons]
Azure, between a chevron embattled Or, two falcons close respectant and a set of scales
in balance argent [D- Vaelen Galimour, Camb]
Ermines, a chevron inverted azure fimbriated argent [D- Giovanni Spirona, Mona]
Gules, a chevron and a chevron inverted interlaced argent [B- House deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, a chevron and in chief a rose argent [D- Edward de la Pole, Bran]
Gules, a chevron between a mullet of eight points, an oak leaf, and a tower, all
argent [E- Barony of Dinn-Righ, York]
Gules, a chevron between two chalices and a Maltese cross Or [D- Marcus Blackwell,
Cash]
Gules, a chevron Or [B- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between in chief two roses barbed vert and in base a
book Or. [D- Rhiannon uerch Hughes, Alha]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between three crosses flory Or [D- Clan Olstin de na
Tri Crann Mor (house), Alha]
Or, a chevron azure between three boars heads couped close gules [D- Angus
McCallister, Umbr]
Or, a chevron engrailed azure and in base a swan sans legs wings elevated contourne
gules [D- Elspeth O'Neill, Bran]
Or, a chevron sable and in base a double towered castle azure [E- House of Blue, Espe]
Per chevron azure and vert, a chevron between three mullets of twelve points Or [D- Eric
Svartr, Terr]
Per chevron inverted azure and vert, a chevron inverted and in chief a marten couchant
contourny guardant Or [D- Meira Barca, Terr]
Per chevron inverted Or and vert, a chevron inverted sable between a trefoil vert and a
crescent Or [D- Margaret Clan Gilleran, AuFj]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a chevron inverted and in base a mullet Or [ECounty of Estrella Dorada, Cast]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable. [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted and in base two halberds in saltire
Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]

Per chevron purpure and sable, a chevron between three estoiles argent [D- Rhiannon
(Eleri Elan), Terr]
Per chevron sable and argent, a chevron between in chief two lions heads caboshed Or
and in base a fleur de lis sable [D- Giovanni, Terr]
Per pale Or and gules, a chevron and in chief two horses combatant counterchanged [ECasa Arenas de San Pedro, York]
Per pale Or and sable, a chevron counterchanged between in chief dexter a wolf passant
sable in chief sinister a wolf passant argent and in base a wolf per pale sable and argent
[D- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per pale Or and sable, two crescents inverted and a chevron inverted embattled
counterchanged [E- House of Glimlachen, Espe]
Per pale gules and sable, a chevron counterchanged fimbriated Or [D- Skjeld Karlson,
TyrL]
Per pale vert and azure a chevron inverted rompu and in chief a tapered cross argent. [DCole O'Lira, Mona]
Purpure, a chevron argent, in base a pheon Or and on a chief argent three fleur de lis
purpure [D- Milisent de Lilley, Espe]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand appaume argent
and in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Sable, a chevron engrailed between in chief two natural tigers combatant and in base a
trident Or [D- Versus Thorson, Bran]
Sable, a chevron inverted and in chief a pyramid Or [D- Alan Odonnell, Kinc]
Sable, a chevron gules between two acorns slipped and leaved and a stags head couped
argent [D- Owen ap Rhys, York]
Sable, a chevron gules between two crescents and a bat Or [D- Mobius of York, York]
Sable, a chevron Or between a pair of hanging balances and a kris impaled of a death’s
head argent [D- William Baine, Albi]
Sable, a chevron purpure fimbriated argent between three roses argent each charged with
a rose purpure [D- Feccino Pieta de’Masi, AuFj]
Vert, a chevron between two triquertras and a cross of Jerusalem Or [D- Heath, Bran]
Vert, a chevron inverted argent [D- Daniella Vadim, Ches]
Vert, a chevron Or between three lozenges argent [E- House of Kessler, Kinc]

Chevronel
Argent, a roundel gules and in base three chevronels braced sable [F- Thinaria]
Argent, two chevronelles in chief three crescents one and two azure [D- Brude MacAlpin,
MaL]
Azure, two chevronels between three fleur-de-lys argent [D- See of Alhambra, Alha]
Barry argent and azure, three chevronels inverted gules [W- Wisdom Grey, Adria CoA]
Gules, five chevronels argent [B- House deAcmd, Cons]
Per chevron indented sable and gules, three chevronels braced argent [D- Sergay
Ruslanovich, MaL]
Per pale purpure and argent, three chevronels counterchanged [E- House of Avignon,
Kinc]

Chief-Charged-Complex Line
Argent, a castle and on a chief embattled gules, three mullets of eight points argent [FAlhambra]

Argent, a cross crosslet fitchy in sinister base and on a chief potenty sable a cross crosslet
fitchy argent in canton [D- Dadoo, Umbr]
Argent, a triskelion pierced and on a chief potenty azure three oak leaves Or [E- County
of Contae Duir, York]
Azure, a gauntleted hand and on a chief embattled argent, three grenades sable flamed Or
[D- Stephan Bodeson, York]
Azure, a portcullis Or and a chief invected argent [H- Archduchy of Carolingia, Adria
CoA]
Azure, a tower and on a chief embattled Or three crescents azure. [D- Amon Vonder
Scheisshaus, Roan]
Azure, on a chief wavy argent three dolphins embowed azure [D- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]
Azure, three dragons cowed trippant argent orbed azure langued gules armed sable and
on a chief embattled argent a flaming arrow fesswise proper armed sable flighted azure
[D- Lysle Anne (Vogel) Niquette Argyl, Espe]
Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword proper, on a chief embattled Or, three Maltase
crosses gules [F- Roanoke]
Gules, a dragon contourney and on a chief embattled Or, three crosses pattee gules [WTadgh mac Campbell, Adria]
Gules, a drakkar and on a chief embattled argent, three mullets of eight points, gules [ECanton of Amorium, Conn]
Per pale vert and Or, a bear in full aspect salient and upon a chief embattled a arrow
fesswise contourne' all being counterchanged. [D- Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Quarterly in 1 and 4 pean in 2 and 3 Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword Proper, on a
chief embattled or, three Maltese crosses gules [D- Order of the Ermine, Roan]
Vert, a scroll bendwise argent and upon a chief embattled Or three feathers bendwise vert.
[D- Katelyn VonderScheissaus, Roan]

Chief-Charged-Plain Line
Argent, a boar sable and on a chief gules a sinister wing Or [D- House Cinghiale Volante,
Conn]
Argent, a boar statant gules braced with manacles Or and on a chief sable two spears in
saltire argent [E- House of Crimson Boar, Conn]
Argent, a saltire raguly gules on a chief vert three towers argent [D- Benito Cabrillo de la
Mar, Cons]
Argent, a thistle proper and upon a chief azure a saltire throughout argent. [D- Catherine
d'Ecosse, Umbr]
Argent, a thistle proper, on a chief sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister
argent [D- Aonghus MacRoss, Some]
Argent, an anvil enfiling a sword inverted sable, on a chief vert three annulets Or [DAislynne De Chartier, AuFj]
Azure, a horse head couped and on a chief argent a saltire azure [D- Xela Ulricj, AuFj]
Azure, a latin cross fleury and on a chief Or three compass stars gules [B- Francesco
Gaetano Greco D' Edessa, Malt]
Azure, a mermaid arms extended and on a chief argent two drakkars addorsed sable [DAllistrina Bhallach Armagosso, Espe]
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent on a chief argent three sheafs of arrows azure
[D- Juanramon, Terr]

Azure, a seahorse and on a chief argent an arrow fesswise azure [D- Ariana Bella del
Mare, Cash]
Azure, a wolfs head erased and on a chief argent three crosses fitchy azure [D- Tailltiu
Inghean Oclan, Alha]
Azure, a wolf rampant contourné and on a chief argent 3 thistles slipped and leaved
proper [D- Iamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Azure, an ankh argent, on a chief tierced in three sable, argent, and sable, a sun in
splendor sable between two suns in splendor Or [E- House Treson, Umbr]
Azure, an ass passant and on a chief argent three rats sable. [D- Aelabara, AuFj]
Azure, two swords in saltire and on a chief argent, a dragonfly vert [D- Anne Arwenia
Amidala, Umbr]
Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable. [B- Bisqaian Wolves (Order of the Crown Guard), Bisq]
Gules, a cat rampant and on a chief Or, three talbots rampant sable [D- Dat, AuFj]
Gules, a cross bottony Or and on a chief sable three stags trippant argent [D- Halcon de la
Cruz, Stir]
Gules, a rams head caboshed and on a chief argent three shamrocks vert [D- Shamus,
Brun]
Gules, a thistle and on a chief argent three trees eradicated sable. [E- Barony of Black
Forest, Albi]
Gyronny of eight gules and vert, a phoenix issuant from flames argent and on a chief
sable three gauntleted hands argent [E- Clan of Silverhand, Conn]
Or, a phoenix and on a chief gules five bezants Or [E- Desert Phoenix Rising, AuFj]
Per chevron rayonny purpure and argent, on a chief argent three roses azure barbed vert
and in base a phoenix azure [D- Katalyn (Sheehan), Umbr]
Per pale gules and sable, a bow and upon a chief argent three arrows inverted sable. [DBodvarr, Brun]
Per pale gules and sable, on a chief argent three ravens sable [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]
Per pale Or and gules, a dragon passant counterchanged, on a chief sable three cross’s
fluery Or [D- Iorwerth ap Anarawd, Kinc]
Per pale sable and argent, a griffin segreant counter-changed and in chief a mullet of
eight gules [D- Thadeous, York]
Purpure, a chevron argent, in base a pheon Or and on a chief argent three fleur de lis
purpure [D- Milisent de Lilley, Espe]
Purpure, a unicorn head erased and on a chief argent 3 compass stars purpure [D- Juliana
Christyne Fey, Some]
Sable, a boyer’s knot and on a chief argent three roses proper [D- Polonius Fiend, York]
Sable, a cat in its curiosity contourny Or peering into a cauldron bendwise argent, and on
a chief argent a length of chain azure [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a cross displaced to dexter chief Or within a border gules [D- Klaus van Isbjerg,
MaL]
Sable, a dragon rampant gules and on a chief argent a length of chain gules [D- Jamie the
Red, Espe]
Sable, a fox sejant guardant contourne argent and in chief a mullet of eight Or [D- House
Polaris, Conn]

Sable,a fretted cross and on a chief argent three roses sable barbed and seeded proper [DAodhan McLoughlin, Umbr]
Sable, a Maltese cross argent, on a chief gules four Maltese crosses argent [D- Imperial
Order of the Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Sable, a pegasus rampant and on a chief argent three rose’s purpure barbed and seeded
proper. [D- Karen Martin, Cash]
Sable, a pomegranate Or seeded gules, on a chief Or three roses gules barbed and seeded
proper [D- Barony of Serenity, AuFj]
Sable, an oriental dragon rampant contourny Or and on a chief argent, a length of chain
gules [D- Robert de la Fonteyne, “Jestar”, Espe]
Vert, a bear dormant and on a chief argent three sunflowers vert [D- Keera Reeve, Kinc]
Vert, a cross Or, on a chief argent three fleurs-de-lis Or each enfiled of a crown argent
[D- Fleur-de-Lis Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a gauntlet argent, and on a chief sable an escallop Or [D- Akria Krastel, Terr]
(Luisa)
Vert, a Latin Celtic cross Or, and on a chief argent three harps sable [D- Eleanor de la
Pole, Bran]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted and upon a chief Or three roundles gules [D- Rodrich
von der Harr, Some]
Vert, a stag rampant contourne and on a chief Or two crosses flory sable [D- Kara
Cesario, Albi]
Vert, an oak tree eradicated and on a chief Or, three acorns proper [D- Marion Leal
Durius, Espe]
Vert, an alphyn passant and on a chief argent three fructed oak trees eradicated
proper [D- Gla’ Morn Adel, House, Terr]
Vert, fretty argent, on a chief argent three chaplets vert [D- Anne Bryce of Kincraig, Terr]

Chief-Uncharged-Complex Line
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leaved proper and a chief indented of three large
points gules [E- House of De Medici, York]
Argent, a marrionette courant contourny dependent from a chief embattled sable [EHouse Luidheag Taigh, York]
Azure, a chevron rompu a chief embattled and in base a tankard argent [D- Roibhilin,
Cons]
Azure, a chief potenty Or [D- Elisabeth Grey, Caro]
Azure, a crab and a chief wavy argent [D- Isabella Roener, Glou]
Azure, a mermaid and a chief engrailed argent [B- House of Blue Water, AuFj]
Azure, three tankards and a chief embattled argent [E- Barony of Walburga, Some]
Or, a bull passant and a chief wavy gules [E- Casa de Vizcaya, York]
Gules, a chief embattled Or [B- Elisabeth Grey, Caro]
Gules, a phoenix rising and a chief rayonne Or [E- Order of the Phoenix Rising, Kinc]
Per chevron argent and azure, in base a hawk's jambe argent belled Or, a chief embattled
azure [D- Patrick McLean, Terr]
Purpure, two seagoats respectant and a chief engrailed Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Sable, a chief invected gules and a flame proper [E- House of Firestorm, AuFj]
Sable, a wyvern displayed argent and a chief embattled Or [D- Alaric Thorne, Pemb]
Vert, a chief dancetty argent [H- Duchy of Ekateringorod, Adria CoA]

Vert, a chief indented argent [H- Duchy of Ekateringorod, Adria CoA]

Chief-Uncharged-Plain Line
Argent, a domestic cat sejant sable, a chief vert [D- Leonora (Dominica Scott) Greyphis,
Lanc]
Argent, a tower and a chief sable [E- Schmitt Bailey, Brun]
Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and a chief
argent [D- Elizabeth, Kinc]
Azure, a fret and a bordure argent, overall a chief ermine [W- Karl von Katzburg, Adria
CoA]
Argent, three chevronels sable a chief gules. [E- Barony of Megilindar, CasL]
Azure, a goat rampant contourne Or and a chief gules fimbriated argent [D- Bonny Anne
Morgan, York]
Azure, a sheaf of arrows argent and a chief sable [D- Madoc McDonnon, Terr]
Gules, in pale six plates two, two, and two and a chief argent. [D- Victoria, AuFj]
(Victoria Toronado Von Blackstaff)
Per pale argent and sable, a tree eradicated counterchanged and a chief gules [E- House
Schwarzenwald, Albi]
Per pale sable and gules, a chief Or, and overall an oak tree tructed and eradicated argent
[D- Ansel de Gace, Some]
Per pale sable and gules, a withered tree eradicated and a chief argent [D- Ansel de Gace,
Some]
Sable, a dragon Or and a chief gules [D- Peter Sparrow, Glou]
Sable, a saltire argent and a chief checky Or and vert [D- Camoran FitzCanon, Umbr]
Cameron Kilshannig FitzCanon)

Cinquefoil
Vert, upon a pale wavy argent a cinquefoil vert [D- Andros, York]

Cockatrice-see Monster-Cockatrice
Comb
Per fess wavy argent and azure, a mermaid crined and maintaining a mirror and comb
azure [E- House of Blue Maid, Some]

Comet
Per chevron rayonny Or and sable in base a tree blasted and eradicated in chief a comet
fesswise gules. [D- Crysanna Bryanne Jonet Clarendon, York]
Sable, a comet argent [B- Order of the Comet, Adria]

Compass Star-see Mullet
Coney-see Beast-Rabbit
Cow-see Beast-Bull
Crescent-Decrescent
Argent, a decrescent enfiled in the lower arm of a sword gules [D- Estate of Crescent
Blade, Umbr]
Argent, a pomegranate purpure slipped, leaved & seeded proper between 3 decrescents 2
& 1 azure [D- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Azure, a bend sinister argent between a roundel and a decrescent Or. [D- Jaylyn Dulock,
AuFj]

Per bend Or and argent, an escarbuncle between an increscent and a decrescent fesswise,
and in chief and base a plate all counterchanged [D- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend vert and Or, a moon decrescent and a raven counterchanged [D- Kathryne
MacKay, Kinc]
Per pale vert and sable, an annulet enfiled by a scimitar and in chief three decrescents
argent [D- Tailan Bran McNeil, Terr]
Per pale urdy sable and argent, two decresents in fess within a bordure counterchanged.
[D- Estate of Geulach, Brun]
Purpure, a moon decrescent Or [E- House Glen na Galt, Kinc]
Purpure, on a pale a torteau and in chief between an increscent and a decrescent a
crescent counterchanged [B- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Sable, on a bend between two mullets argent three decrescents sable [D- Pandora
(MacLeod), Pemb]
Sable, on a mullet argent a decrescent sable [B- Pandora (MacLeod), Pemb]
Vert, a decrescent argent [D- Tailan Bran McNeil, Terr]

Crescent-Increscent
Azure, an increscent moon argent [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Per bend Or and argent, an escarbuncle between an increscent and a decrescent fesswise,
and in chief and base a plate all counterchanged [D- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Purpure, on a pale a torteau and in chief between an increscent and a decrescent a
crescent counterchanged [B- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Sable, a tower argent upon a demi-hill vert, in canton an increscent argent [E- Barony of
Ard Atha, Terr]

Crescent-Other Positions
Per pale gules and argent, a crescent bendwise sinister enfiled with a sword inverted
within a bordure countercharged [E- House Crescent Blade, Umbr]
Per pale Or and sable, two crescents inverted and a chevron inverted embattled
counterchanged [E- House of Glimlachen, Espe]

Crescent-Upright
Argent, a heart and in chief a crescent sable [D- Thomas Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, on a chevron sable a phoenix Or between 3 crescents gules [D- Vitterio Vondale,
Camb]
Argent, surmounted on a bird volant sable a crescent argent [B- Cryspin macMorrigu,
Conn] (X2)
Argent, two chevronelles in chief three crescents one and two azure [D- Brude MacAlpin,
MaL]
Azure, a crescent and in chief three mullets of six argent [F-Vitsah, house, Conn]
Azure, a sea-horse and in chief three crescents in chevron argent [D- Ana Llywelyn, Stir]
Azure, a sea-serpent ondoyant winged erect and on a point-in-point argent 3 crescents
azure [E- Dragon Du Loc, AuFj]
Azure, a tower and on a chief embattled Or three crescents azure. [D- Amon Vonder
Scheisshaus, Roan]
Gules, a pall inverted between three crescents Or [D- House Triheurge, York]
Or, in pale a crown and a crescent sable [B- Cyprus]
Or, on a bend sinister between two crescents Or, two crosses potent sable [F- Cyprus]

Per bend sinister Or and azure, in dexter chief a crescent azure [D- Cimindri Delafort,
Umbr]
Per chevron inverted Or and vert, a chevron inverted sable between a trefoil vert and a
crescent Or [D- Margaret Clan Gilleran, AuFj]
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents and in base a serpent
nowed argent [D- Iorwerth Llywelyn, Stir]
Per fess sable and gules, two wolves combattant in chief a crescent argent [E- House
Avernus, Kinc]
Per fess sable and Or, in fess a cross potent and a crescent counterchanged [B- Cyprus]
Per pale gules and azure, a tiger salient argent in base a crescent argent [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Per pale gules and azure, three swords proper pallwise inverted in base a crescent argent
[D- Gabriel Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Purpure, on a pale a torteau and in chief between an increscent and a decrescent a
crescent counterchanged [B- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Sable, a chevron gules between two crescents and a bat Or [D- Mobius of York, York]
Sable, a fork of four prongs and a spoon in saltire in chief a crescent Or [E- Estate of
Infiernos Cocina, AuFj]
Vair, a crescent gules. [D- Jean Paul De'loch, MaL]

Cross-Argent
(Fieldless) A calatrava cross argent enfiled of a crown Or [B- Order of St Catherine,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A celtic cross argent enfiled in base of a serpent nowed vert. [B- Cole O'Lira,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A Maltese cross argent [B- Imperial Order of the Hospital of St. Bella in
Jerusalem, Adria]
Azure, an alphyn and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Alphyn, Bisq]
Azure, a centaur and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Centaur, Bisq]
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Dragon,
Bisq]
Azure, a gryphon segeant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Gryphon’s Heart, Bisq]
Azure, a mermaid in her vanity and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Mermaid, Bisq]
Azure, a pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Pegasus, Bisq]
Azure, a phoenix and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Phoenix, Bisq]
Argent, on a bend purpure three crosses flory argent [D- Eve Ackiss, York]
Azure, a calatrava cross argent within an orle Or [D- Maridonna Lucia dei Montebuoni,
Espe]
Azure, a chevron between three cross crosslets fitchy argent [D- Drake Highwind, York]
Azure, a chevron erminois, in base a cross crosslet and in sinister chief a mullet of eight
points argent [D- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]

Azure, a cross crosslet argent [B- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Azure, a cross fitchy argent [B- James the Red, Umbr]
Azure, a cross radiant within a bordure embattled argent [B- Imperial Order of the
Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Azure, a lion rampant between three Latin crosses pointed argent [B- Coda Wolfram von
Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a Maltese cross within a bordure embattled argent[B- Imperial Order of the
Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Azure, a tau cross argent surmounted by a horse rearing gules [D- Robert LaCroix, Albi]
Azure, a wolf passant between three maltese crosses argent [D- Rufus {Guy}, Kinc]
Gules, a cross between four roses argent [D- Christian Henderson, Tyrl]
Gules, on a pale sable a Maltese cross at honour point argent [E- Krac de Chevalier, Malt]
Gules, on a pale sable overall a Maltese cross argent [D- Imperial Order of the Hospital
of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Per pale gules and azure, a cross pattee argent [B- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Per pale sable and azure, a celtic cross within a bordure embattled argent [E- Clan
McKlaine, Alha]
Per pale sable and gules, a bull's head affronté between four Maltese crosses argent [DIsobel Tecchi, Stir]
Per pale sable and gules, a deaths head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Per pale sable and gules, four Maltese crosses argent [E- House Tecchi, York]
Per pale vert and azure a chevron inverted rompu and in chief a tapered cross argent. [DCole O'Lira, Mona]
Per pale vert and sable, a winged sword inverted between three crosses flory argent [DValiant, York]
Per saltire sable and gules a deaths head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Quarterly gules and azure, a cross pattee argent [B- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly gules and azure, a cross pattee argent [D- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly sable and azure, 1st and 4th a cross formy argent [D- Charles Douglas, Terr]
(Uther von Hopf)
Sable, a cross fitchy within a bordure argent [W- Roland of the Icelands, Adria CoA]
(+James the Red)
Sable, a cross fleury argent [B- Musketeers of York, York]
Sable, a cross gules fimbriated argent, in sinister base an escutcheon argent [E- House
Eternal Faith, Umbr]
Sable,a fretted cross and on a chief argent three roses sable barbed and seeded proper [DAodhan McLoughlin, Umbr]
Sable, a Maltese cross argent, on a chief gules four Maltese crosses argent [D- Imperial
Order of the Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Sable, three cross’s patee in pale argent [D- Govannon ap Gwydion, York]
Sable, upon a bend sinister gules fimbriated Or, 3 crosses barbed palewise between two
crosses barbed argent [D- Vanyev Betzina, Glou]

Sable, on a pale gules overall a Maltese cross argent [Imperial Order of the Hospital of St.
Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Vert, a brown bear rampant proper and in canton a Latin Celtic cross argent [WMathghamhain Kilshannig, Adria CoA]
Vert, a Celtic cross within a bordure invected argent [E- Cameron (Kilshannig)
FitzCanon, Umbr]
Vert, an equal-armed Celtic cross argent [W- Boadicea (Mundane), Adria CoA]

Cross-Azure
Argent, a cross azure between four wolf’s heads caboshed sable. [D- Minister of Arms,
Bisq]
Argent, a cross potent azure surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
beween four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Northeast Adria]
Azure, a wolfs head erased and on a chief argent three crosses fitchy azure [D- Tailltiu
Inghean Oclan, Alha]
Azure, two swords and a goblet within a bordure Or semy of Celtic crosses azure [DMikcos Douglas, Alha]
Gules, on a pile indented Or a pointed latin cross azure [B- Donavan Cadnawon, Espe]
Or, a cross fluery voided azure between four roses proper [B- Order of Croix Flueris,
Adria]
Per pale Or and argent, a dragon displayed reguardant tail nowed and in chief three Latin
crosses pointed azure [D- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale Or and argent, in chevron three Latin crosses pointed azure [B- Coda Wolfram
von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]

Cross-Gules
(Fieldless) A Maltese cross gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
(Fieldless) A Toulouse cross gules surmounted by two staffs in saltire each topped by a
fleur-de-lis argent [B- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Argent, a Cross of Jerusalem gules [W- Godfrey of Bouillon (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Argent, a cross potent gules surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
beween four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- West coast Adria]
Argent, a cross throughout gules surmounted by a bend within a bordure sable [B- Patrick
Morgan, Pemb]
Argent, on a cross gules a lily argent [B- Order of Saint Joan, Adria]
Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword proper, on a chief embattled Or, three Maltase
crosses gules [F- Roanoke]
Gules, a dragon contourney and on a chief embattled Or, three crosses pattee gules [WTadgh mac Campbell, MaL]
Per pale argent and Or, a sword inverted and in canton a Maltese cross gules [D- Thomas
Weimer, Stir]
Per pale Or and argent, a Maltese cross per fess gules and vert between a Bishop’s hat
enhanced tasseled of six on each side 1, 2, 3 vert [D- Canton of Bishop’s Keep, Malt]
Sable, a mullet of six points charged with a cross fitchy gules. [B- Order of the Polar Star,
Roan]
Quarterly in 1 and 4 pean in 2 and 3 Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword Proper, on a
chief embattled or, three Maltese crosses gules [D- Order of the Ermine, Roan]

Quarterly argent and sable, 2nd and 3rd a pentagram argent, overall a cross gules [DCirce-Skye O’Malley, Umbr]

Cross-Multicolor
(Fieldless) A cross patonce per quarter gules and sable [B- Rayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
(Fieldless) A cross per fess gules and vert fimbrated Or [B- Knights of Malta, Malt]
(Fieldless) A patriarchal cross fleury per pale argent and Or [B- Francesco Gaetano
Gréco d’Edessa, Malt]
Argent, a cross crosslet fitchy in sinister base and on a chief potenty sable a cross crosslet
fitchy argent in canton [D- Dadoo, Umbr]
Azure, in chevron inverted three cross’s fitchy gyronny Or and argent [D- Callon Bryn
Corey, Terr]
Azure, three crosses fitchy tierced per gore gyronny Or and Argent [D- Callon Bryn
Corey, Terr]
Per fess sable and Or, in fess a cross potent and a crescent counterchanged [B- Cyprus]
Per pale argent and azure, a eagle displayed wings inverted debuised of a cross fleury
counterchanged [D- Archibald Wellenreiter, York]
Per pale sable and argent, three crosses patee in pale countercharged [D- Govannon ap
Gwydion, York]
Purpure, upon a cross throughout Or a wolf sejant ululant sable and in bend sinister two
crosses fitchy gyronny of eight Or and argent [D- Nadine, Terr]
Quarterly azure & argent, five crosses (in saltire) crosslet counter changed [D- Daniel
Larke of Fletchers Glenn, Thin]
Quarterly azure and Or, four Maltese crosses and over all a Maltese cross counterchanged.
[D- Gilbert Ost Westley, Bisq]
Quarterly sable and argent, a bottony cross counterchanged [D- Marcus (Euandros) Eneas,
Mona]

Cross-Or
(Fieldless) A cross flory Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Minister of Arms,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A passion cross pattee Or, surmounted by an annulet per pale gules and sable
[B- Ian McDonald of Connaught, Bran]
(Fieldless) A Toulouse cross Or [E- Casa de Estilo, Some]
(Fieldless) upon a cross Or, a flame proper [B- Flaming Herald Extraordinary, Adria CoA]
Argent, a cross Or [F- Adria]
Argent, semy-de-lis Azure, on a chevron inverted sable, a Toulouse cross Or [E- Casa de
Estilo, Some]
Argent, upon chevron between three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemmed vert
three cross crosslets or within a bordure purpure. [F- Cyprus]
Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and a chief
argent [D- Elizabeth, Kinc]
Azure, a cross Or between four castles argent [B- Imperial Ministry of the Chancellery,
Adria]
Azure, a latin cross fleury and on a chief Or three compass stars gules [B- Francesco
Gaetano Gréco d'Edessa, Malt]
Azure, a semee of estoiles argent overall a lions head caboshed argent enfiled of a cross
Or [D- Albion Sovereign of Arms, Albi]

Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]
Azure, in dexter a patriarchal Latin cross bottony Or [E- Barony of Vineland, Espe]
Azure, on a cross Or a rose azure barbed and seeded vert [D- Angelique Suave’ (Ce’
Wolfe), Espe]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between three crosses flory Or [D- Clan Olstin de na
Tri Crann Mor (house), Alha]
Gules, a chevron between two chalices and a Maltese cross Or [D- Marcus Blackwell,
Cash]
Gules, a cross between four furisons Or [W- St. Helena (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Gules, a cross bottony Or and on a chief sable three stags trippant argent [D- Halcon de la
Cruz, Stir]
Gules, a sword inverted between a pair of wings Or and on a chief sable three crosses
fleury Or [D- Valiant, York]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, a bend sinister between a rose and a patriarchal cross
bottony Or [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, in bend a fleur-de-lis and a Patriarchal cross bottony
Or [D- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per fess gules and vert, a cross throughout and in canton a crown Or [F- Malta]
Per pale Or and gules, a dragon passant counterchanged, on a chief sable three cross’s
fluery Or [D- Iorwerth ap Anarawd, Kinc]
Purpure, a cross crosslet and in chief a ducal crown within a bordure Or. [D- Ducal
Presence Banner, Cypr]
Purpure, on a cross or a tortoise erect tergiant vert [D- Jolan von Klue, Umbr]
Purpure, a cross Or surmounted by a rose gules [D- Rosa Fiend, York]
Quarterly azure and gules, two lightening bolts in saltire surmounted by a celtic cross Or
[D- Jason Barca, Terr]
Quarterly azure and vert, a cross throughout Or in 1 and 4 and 2 and3 a lions head
caboshed argent jessant de lis Or [D- Albion College of Arms, Albi]
Quarterly gules and sable, a cross fluery within a bordure Or [D- Preston Gibson, Cash]
(Kenshin Hanabe)
Quarterly gules and savle, on a cross argent throughout a brock quartered sable and gules
[D- Myra Dudley, Umbr]
Sable, a bend azure fimbrated argent & in sinister chief a Toulouse cross Or [D- Giovanni
Spirona, Mona]
Sable, a cross and in canton a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the Golden Cross, Adria]
Sable, a cross fleury Or [H- Kingdom of Pembroke, Adria CoA]
Sable, a double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and on a bend overall
gules, a Toulouse cross Or [D- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Sable, in pale a crown and a cross potent Or [B- Cyrpus]
Vert, a Celtic cross pattée Or [D- Waldham van Torsvan, Cypr]
Vert, a chevron between two triquertras and a cross of Jerusalem Or [D- Heath, Bran]
Vert, a cross crosslet Or within a bordure embattled argent [D- Karl Brauer, Espe]
Vert, a cross Or [B-College of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or and in canton a castle argent. [D-Castle Herald, Adria CoA]

Vert, a cross and in canton surmounted by a fleur de lis Or, a book argent. [D-Codex
Herald, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross between four fleurs-de-lis Or [D-College of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a belt buckled in annulo azure [DBeltazure Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a dragon rampant gules [D-Dragon
Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a griffin segreant purpure.[DGriffin Sovereign of Arms, Adrai CoA]
Vert, a cross Or, on a chief argent three fleurs-de-lis Or each enfiled of a crown argent.
[D- Fleur-de-Lis Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a Latin Celtic cross Or, and on a chief argent three harps sable [D- Eleanor de la
Pole, Bran]
Vert, a Maltese cross within a bordure Or. [B-Order of Saint Gabriel, Adria]

Cross-Purpure
Argent, a cross potent purpure surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
beween four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Southeast Adria]

Cross-Sable
Argent, a cross potent throughout between four double-headed eagles sable [D- Fredrick
von Lanzenotter, Cypr]
Or, on a bend sinister between two crescents Or, two crosses potent sable [F- Cyprus]
Per pale dexter purpure sinister Or and argent, cross barbed surmounted by a cross barbed
bendwise voided sable. [ D- Trevelyn, Cons]
Sable, on a bend argent three crosses pattee fitchy sable [D- Skallabjorn Vilkalmr, York]
Vert, a stag rampant contourne and on a chief Or two crosses flory sable [D- Kara
Cesario, Albi]

Cross-Vert
(Fieldless) A pair of wings conjoined argent surmounted by a cross tapered vert. [B- Cole
O'Lira, Mona]
Argent, a cross potent vert surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Northwest Adria]
Azure, a cross vert fimbriated between four fleur-di-lis Or [ D- Isle of Crete]
Gules, a celtic cross vert fimbriated Or [E- Barony of Bloodstone, Espe]
Per chevron inverted argent and vert, a Celtic cross and a stags head couped
counterchanged [D- Boru, Stir]
Per fess gules and argent enhanced, a Latin cross throughout vert [E- Antioch, Cons]
Per pale argent and Or, a dragon rampant contourne sinister wing extended as if in
display and tail nowed between three Latin Crosses pattée fitchy all vert [D- Wolfgang
Timoteo von Rammstein, Terr]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Crown
(Fieldless) A bezant within and conjoined to a mascle argent, enfiled in chief of a crown
Or [B- Bezant Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A calatrava cross argent enfiled of a crown Or [B- Order of St Catherine,
Mona

(Fieldless) A straight trumpet palewise, bell to chief, enfiled of a crown Or. [B-Vox
Coronis Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A tyger passant gorged of a crown Or. [B-Tyger Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) Issuant from within a Sovereign of Arms Crown a miter or ribboned and
embellished argent [B- Mitter King of Arms (personal title), CoA]
Argent, a cross potent azure surmounted by a crown impaled of a chalice argent between
four fleurs-de-lys crosswise Or. [F- Northeast Adria]
Argent, a cross potent gules surmounted by a crown impaled of a chalice argent between
four fleur de lys crosswise Or. [F- West Coast Adria]
Argent, a cross potent purpure surmounted by a crown impaled of a chalice argent
between four fleurs-de-lys crosswise Or. [F- Southeast Adria]
Argent, a cross potent vert surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Northwest Adria]
Argent, a fleur-de-lis Or enfiled of a crown argent. [E- Adria]
Argent, an eagle displayed gules crowned Or [D- Brandenburg]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a crown Or. [F- Castilles]
Azure, a castle argent between three fleur-de-lis argent in chief a crown Or. [D-See of
Castilles, Cast]
Azure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border embattled
Or [B- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a crown within a border Or [B- Order of Crown Guard, Terr]
Azure, a crowned portcullis Or [W- Esther (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis Or surmounted by a lion’s head caboshed crowned argent. [EAlbion]
Azure, a swan proper wings expanded, gorged with a crown [E- Barony of Cantebury,
York]
Azure, three crowns Or. [W- Arthur (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword proper, on a chief embattled Or, three Maltase
crosses gules [F- Roanoke]
Gules, in pale a crown and a sun in splendor Or. [H- Kingdom of Aragon, Adria CoA]
Lozengy argent and purpure, a sun in splendor and in chief three crowns Or [F- Brunico]
Or, between two crowns a bend raguly purpure surmounted by a corbie displayed argent
[E- Casa Savoia, Cash]
Or flaunched gules, a sheaf of seven spears sable braced of a crown argent [D- Tyr~lynn]
Or, in pale a crown and a crescent sable [B- Cyprus]
Or, on a pile azure a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur de lis Or, in chief a crown
argent. [B- Cambridge]
Or, a sheaf of eleven spears sable braced of a crown argent between flaunches gules [FTyr~lynn]
Per bend sinister purpure and vert, a stag trippant argent and in chief a crown vallary Or.
[H- Duchy of Sangrael, Adria CoA]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a crown triumphal Or [B- Order of Laurel Crown,
Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an owl in its vigilance argent crowned Or [B- Order
of (the) Owl, Terr]
Per fess gules and vert, a cross throughout and in canton a crown Or [F- Malta]

Per pale azure and gules on a fess countercharged three crowns Or [D- County of Terre
Amata, Terr]
Per pale gules and azure, a pale argent, overall a crown Or. [F- Terre Neuve]
Per pale sable and gules, a lion-dragon rampant crowned of a founding viscomital coronet,
in canton an escallop inverted or and in sinister chief a fleur-de-lis azure [D- Antoine (de)
Burgandy, Camb]
Purpure, a crown between three oak leaves Or [E- March Tir de Righ, York]
Purpure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border
embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign of Arms, Espe]
Purpure emined argent, upon a bend cotised Or a crown sable [D- Gabriele Silverhand,
Conn]
Sable, a pomegranate Or, doubleseeded gules, in chief a Crown Or [D- Bella Nicotra,
AuFj]
Quarterly gules and sable, 1st and 4th a raven contourny sable, 2nd and 3rd a lion
contourny tail nowed gules, maintaining in sinister forepaw a crown Or [D- Philippe
DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Sable, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a bordure
embattled Or [B- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, in pale a crown and a cross potent Or [B- Cyprus]
Sable, the crown of a Countess Royal between three cartwheels all within a bordure Or
[D- Cocah Anatolii, York]
Vert, a cross Or, on a chief argent three fleurs-de-lis Or each enfiled of a crown argent.
[D-Fleur-de-Lis Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a lion crowned within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [F- Umbria]
Vert, on a chevron sable fimbriated Or between three honeybees proper, three crowns Or
[D- Order of the Workerbee, Umbr]

Cup
Argent, a cross potent azure surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise or [F- North East Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent gules surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise or [F- South West Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent purpure surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise or [F- South East Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent Vert surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the First
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or. [F- North West Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cup Or [B-Order of the Table Round, Adria]
Argent, on a bend sinister vert 3 cups palewise Or [H- Shire of Silvowitz, Adria CoA]
Azure, a chalice within a bordure Or. [E- Kynligr Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, two swords and a goblet, on a bordure Or a semy of Celtic crosses azure. [DMikcos Douglas, Alha]
Gules, a chevron between two chalices and a Maltese cross Or [D- Marcus Blackwell,
Cash]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a cup counterchanged [D- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a heart
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent
[D- Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]

Per pale azure and vert, a chalice or. [D- Isabelle McDonnan, Terr]
Purpure, a chalice Or between 3 roses 2 & 1 Argent barbed Vert and seeded Or. [D- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Purpure, two chalices in saltire argent and in chief a cluster of grapes Or slipped vert. [DDon Giovani Ceasario, AuFj]
Quarterly vert and gules, in 1st and 4th a chalice or. [E- House Aubrey, Umbr]
Sable, a chalice radiant and in base a fleece argent [E- Anthrax, Cons]
Vert, a bend sinister between a key palewise, wards to sinister base and a goblet argent.
[E- Canton of Aquitane, Espe]
Vert, two wings displayed and conjoined in base a chalice Or [D- Talen Deschaine, AuFj]

D
Dagger
Argent, a lions head caboshed enfiled by a kris gules hafted between two flaunches sable?
[E- Leonis deMortis, Some]
Quarterly gules and argent, 1st and 4th, a dagger argent [E- House Silver Dagger, Umbr]
Sable, a chevron Or between a pair of hanging balances and a kris impaled of a death’s
head argent [D- William Baine, Albi]
Sable, a wyvern gules holding a hammer Or and a dagger argent [E- Barony of Red
Wyvern, Umbr]

Death's Head
(Fieldless) A death’s head gules [B- Rayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Argent, a fess between three death’s heads sable [D- Kern Thanatos, Umbr]
Argent, a Skull de Mortis sable [E- House Umbra Mortis, Albi]
Gules, a skull de mortis Or [B- Arthur o’Tyne, Some]
Or, a saltire dovetailed gyronny sable and gules, overall a death's head argent [DKnightHawk le Treson, Lanc]
Per pale gules and sable, a death’s head argent [H- Isle de Morte, Adria CoA]
Per pale sable and argent, a death’s head counterchanged [B- Magnus Hammerhead,
Camb]
Per pale sable and gules, a death’s head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Per pale vert and sable, a skull enfiled of two arrows inverted in saltire Or. [G- Ship
Angellus, York]
Per saltire sable and gules a death’s head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Quarterly Gules and Azure, two shacklebolts and chains in saltire surmounted by a
death’s head within a bordure all Argent [E- Greater Company of de Mortis, Barony of,
Albi]
Sable, a chevron Or between a pair of hanging balances and a kris impaled of a death’s
head argent [D- William Baine, Albi]
Sable, a skull de Mortis Or [B- William Baine, Albi]
Sable, a Skull de Mortis within a bordure argent pellet [E- County de Mortis, Albi]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs between three death’s heads, one-and-two, all argent
[D- Erik the Aweful, Bran] (Erik Erickson)

Delf

Demi-Eagle-see Bird-of prey
Dexter Hand-see Hand
Dolphin-see Fish-Dolphin
Dove-see Bird
Dragon-see Monster-Dragon
Dragonfly-see Insect
Drakkar-see Ship

E
Eagle-see Bird-of prey
Elk-see Beast-Deer
Enfield-see Monster-Enfield
Ermine
(Fieldless) An ermine spot sable [B- Sorcha Kyrkeby, Some] (Sorche/Margot van
Kapelle)
Ermines, a chevron inverted azure fimbriated argent [D- Giovanni Spirona, Mona]
Ermine, a saltire dovetailed per saltire gules and sable counterchanged quarterly
surmounted by a unicorn rampant or. [D- Ginevra Dell Cascata, Glou]
Ermine, on a chevron vert, three spindles Or [E- House of Devon, Some]
Ermine, on a pale azure a quill Or [D- Krista D’Lacey, MaL]
Ermine, on a pale sable a quill argent [D- Krista D’Lacey, MaL]
Erminois, on a pale pean three roses Or barbed and seeded Vert [D- Aoife Traynor, Espe]
Ermines, upon a chevron enhanced Or a wolf head erased contourne sable [D- Migele
Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Casl]
Ermine, upon a pile sable a sun Or [E- Winters Bane, Albi]
Erminois, surmounted on a sword inverted purpure, a heart gules [D- Megan Galbraith of
Blackmoor, Albi]

Escallop
(Fieldless) An escallop argent [B- Order of the Escallop, Adria]
Azure flaunched Argent, in chief two Catherine wheels and in base an escallop Or. [FM.V. Good Ship Venus, Adria]
Gules, an escallop inverted and in base two leaves of ivy fesswise endorsed Or [DHildegardeVon Nordenfot, Terr]
Per bend purpure and sable, an escallop argent [D- Jocelyn Heliane Desjardin, Terr]
Per fess sable and vert, a gauntlet argent and in chief three escallops Or [D- Akira Krastel,
Terr] (Luisa)
Per fess sable and vert, an escallop Or [B- Akira Krastel, Terr] (Luisa)
Per pale sable and gules, a Lion-Dragon rampant Or crowned with a Viscount Crown
proper in dexter chief an escallop reversed argent and in sinister chief a Fleur-de-lis azure.
[D-Antoine de Burgandy, Camb]
Per saltire azure and argent, four escallops inverted counterchanged [E- Canton of
Yorkshore, Cast]
Quarterly gules and sable, a escallop within a bordure Or charged with a orle sable [DCarpbashark, Espe]

Vert, a gauntlet argent, and on a chief sable an escallop Or [D- Akira Krastel, Terr]
(Luisa)

Escarbuncle
Per bend Or and argent, an escarbuncle between an increscent and a decrescent fesswise,
and in chief and base a plate all counterchanged [D-Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Vert, an escarbuncle within a double tressure flory counter flory argent. [B- Royal Order
of the Blue Nose, Umbr]

Escutcheon
(Fieldless) A demi-escutcheon palewise contourné sable [B- Sinister Pursuivant
Extraordinary, Adria CoA]
Quarterly argent and vert, 1st and 4th an escutcheon vert [E- House Emerald Shield,
Umbr]
Sable, a cross gules fimbriated argent, in sinister base an escutcheon argent [E- House
Eternal Faith, Umbr]

Estoile
Azure, a semee of estoiles argent overall a lions head caboshed argent enfiled of a cross
Or [D- Sovereign of Arms of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent between four bezants in cross [DSteward of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth a hanging
balance Or [D- Minister of Justice of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth an open book
Or [D- Chancellor of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed maintaining in its mouth an open scroll
argent [D- Minister of Lists of Albion, Albi]
Azure, two bars wavy argent between three estoiles and a sealion Or [E- County of
Lyonnese, York]
Gules, a raven and in chief three estoiles in chevron Or [B- Order of the Celestial Raven,
Adria]
Gules, an estoile Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Per bend vert and sable, a bend wavy and in dexter a semé of estoiles argent. [E- Estate of
Nordrljos, AuFj]
Per chevron purpure and sable, a chevron between three estoiles argent [D- Rhiannon
(Eleri Elan), Terr]
Per pale gules and azure, in fess three estoilles Or[D- Dewey, York]
Per saltire vert and sable, a tower argent between in cross 4 estoiles Or [E- Canton of
Southkeep, Camb]
Sable, a semy of estoiles in gurges argent [B- Order of the Nebula, Adria]
Sable, on a bend sinister gules between 2 estoiles 3 water-bougets Or [H- Duchy of Neu
Eisenwold, Adria CoA] (X2)

F
Falcon-see Bird-of prey
Feather-see also Quill
(Fieldless) A peacock feather Vert eyed Or and Azure. [B- Maniya Rana, Some]

Argent, a chevron Purpure between 3 peacock feathers Vert eyed Or and Azure. [DManiya Rana, Some]
Argent, three ostrich feathers sable. [D- Merula Cornix, Umbr]
Gules, a raven’s feather bendwise sinister sable fimbriated argent. [B- Isabeau de
Ravenne, MaL]
Gules, three feathers Or [D- Rhiannon MacGregor, York]
Vert, a bend sinister between two wolves heads erased argent upon it a feather in bend
sinister sable. [D- Freya Nicessus (Tuatha de Dannon), Terr]
Vert, a scroll bendwise argent and upon a chief embattled Or three feathers bendwise vert
[D- Katelyn VonderScheissaus, Roan]

Fess-Charged
Argent, on a fess azure three bezants [D- Thomas Barnes, Terr]
Azure, upon a fess argent three roses azure barbed vert [E- Tessa Ciocca, Some]
Per pale azure and gules on a fess countercharged three crowns Or [D- County of Terre
Amata, Terr]
Gules, on a fess argent a spider tergiant sable [E- House of Kent, York]
Sable, on a fess argent a lion passant sable [E- House of Aberffraw, Cast]

Fess-Uncharged
Argent, a fess between three death’s heads sable [D- Kern Thanatos, Umbr]
Azure, a fess argent, overall a mullet of eight points [D- Fyodor Tyrsson, Terr]
Per fess gules and sable, a fess rayonny and in base two wyverns erect addorsed Or [DKailene O’Shea, Albi]
Per fess purpure and vert, a fess embattled argent [D- Juliet de Ramona, Terr]
Per fess vert and sable, a fess rayonny and in chief a bear statant Or [E- Bär Herz, Some]
Per fess abased potenty gules and Or, three mullets 1 and 2 Or [D- Tate Duloc, AuFj]
Sable, a fess embattled counter embattled, between three roses Or [D- Constance
Rosewell, Some]
Sable, a fess between 3 owls 2 & 1 argent [D- Santo Cesario, AuFj]
Vert, a fess between three horseshoes argent [D- Wincello Gluckliche, Some]

Field Division-Barry
Barry argent and azure, three chevronels inverted gules [W- Wisdom Grey, Adria CoA]
Barry azure and Or, on a bend gules 4 mullets argent [E- Northwestminster, Alha]
Barry gules and argent, on a bend azure 4 mullets Or [E- Northwestminster, Alha]
Barry purpure and Or, a dragon passant vert [E- Barony of Dragons Lair, Umbr]
Barry wavy argent and azure per pale counterchanged, a phoenix contourné gules
enflamed proper [F- Cashel]
Barry wavy gules and Or, a seahorse argent [D- Miguel Alonso Garieiadelamar, Some]
Per pale barry-wavy argent and azure, a phoenix gules issuant from flames proper [FCashel]

Field Division-Bendy
Bendy sinister argent and sable. [D- Estate of Blackstaff, Umbr]
Paly bendy sable and gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Bendy sinister Or and azure, a lion rampant gules [D- Etienne de Guerre, York]
Quarterly sable and bendy sinister vert and or, a lion rampant argent, langued gules. [DDorin Vlad Dalco, Wolf]

Field Division-Chap’e acute’-see Per Chevron

Field Division-Chausse-see Per Chevron Inverted
Field Division-Checky
Checky argent and gules, a Leopards head erased affronte Or [D- Annabeth Lorene
Clarendon, York]
Checky sable and gules [B- Waldham van Torsvan, Cypr]
Per bend sinister checky argent and sable and gules. [D- Valence Prize, AuFj] (Prize
Amadeus Von Blackstaff)
Sable, a saltire argent and a chief checky Or and vert [D- Camoran FitzCanon, Umbr]

Field Division-Gyronny
Gyronny argent and sable, a dragon statant contourny purpure [E- Barony of Coeur
Valiant, York]
Gyronny gules and argent, a raven sable [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]
Gyronny of eight argent and azure, each charged with a quill counterchanged [DRosalynne de Silva, Albi]
Gyronny of eight argent and sable, a rose gules barbed vert and seeded argent [DNickademis Fiend, York]
Gyronny of eight gules and vert, a phoenix issuant from flames argent and on a chief
sable three gauntleted hands argent [E- Clan of Silverhand, Conn]
Gyronny of eight purpure and argent, a double headed eagle displayed Or, orbed gules
[E- Silesia, Canton of, Roan]
Gyronny of eight sable and Or, a tressure gules [B- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Gyronny of six or and sable, an eagle displayed vert [D- Aldra Stormdragon, Umbr]

Field Division-Lozengy
Lozengy argent and azure, a bordure sable [D- Valence Prize, AuFj] (Prize Amadeus Von
Blackstaff)
Lozengy argent and purpure, a sun in splendor and in chief three crowns Or [F- Brunico]
Lozengy Or and sable, a bull rampant gules, armed and collared Or [D- William Russell,
Cash]
Lozengy Or and sable, a sword and hammer crossed argent [D- William Russell, Cash]
Lozengy sable and argent, a fleur-de-lis gules [D- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Per pale gules and lozengy Or and gules, in dexter a sun in splendor Or [D- Isabella
Roemer, Glou]
Per pale sable and lozengy argent and sable, in dexter a caltrop argent [F- Gloucester]
Sable lozengy Or, a semy of roses purpure barbed and seeded proper [B- Fionnghualla
Inghean Ruaidhni, York]

Field Division-Paly
Paly bendy sable and gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Paly gules and sable, a unicorn head erased argent [E- Barony of West Haven, Kinc]

Field Division-Per Bend
Per bend argent and azure, a bend counterchanged and over all a seahorse sable [EHouse Sable Seahorse, Espe]
Per bend argent and gules, a bend between two roses seeded Or counterchanged [DGuilianna von Rammstein, Terr] (Giulianna Elizabeta Veronica Johanna de Messina)
Per bend argent and gules a bend counterchanged [B- Giulianna Elizabeta Veronica
Johanna de Messina, Terr]

Per bend argent and sable, a bend and in sinister a lion maintaining a sword and two
arrows inverted gules [D- Rhys Krispin, Espe]
Per bend argent and vert, an oak leaf and an acorn slipped and leaved, all counterchanged
[E- James the Red, Umbr]
Per bend azure and gules, a bend between an open book argent edged Or and a dexter
gauntlet in benediction argent [D- Katherine Marshal of London, Espe]
Per bend azure and gule, a fess counterchanged fimbriated Or [D- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Per bend azure and Or, a harp counterchanged [D- Cormac the Red, Terr]
Per bend azure and purpure, a bend argent [E- Serene, Guardian of the Circle of Power,
Umbr]
Per bend azure and sable, a Celtic knot argent [D- Alyssa Deirdre ap Nudd, York]
Per bend azure and sable, a panther rampant proper [E- House Netherwood, York]
Per bend azure and vert, a drakkar argent [H- Shire of Galloway, Adria CoA]
Per bend embattled grady sable and gules, in chief sinister a tiger' head caboshed, in
dexter base a serpent nowed argent [E- House Feroce e Saggio, York]
Per bend engrailed vert and sable, a wolf’s head erased and three acorns inverted argent
[D- William Ce’Wolf, Espe]
Per bend Erminois and sable, in sinister a bear rampant sable armed and orbed gules
maintaining a stein azure. [D- Deitrich Von Lubeck, Terr]
Per bend gules and azure, a lion argent [W- St Brigita of Sweden (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Per bend gules and Or, 2 dragons embowed biting their own tails counterchanged, overall
a bend wavy pean [D- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
Per bend indented purpure and Or, in sinister a comedy mask argent [D- Cassandra
Cesario, AuFj]
Per bend Or and argent, a border embattled sable and over all an oak tree eradicated and
inverted proper [D- Ian McDonald of Connaught, Bran]
Per bend Or and argent, an escarbuncle between an increscent and a decrescent fesswise,
and in chief and base a plate all counterchanged [D- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend Or and gules, two winged cats passant bendwise sinister counterchanged [DAriana le Treson, Lanc]
Per bend purpure and sable, a Pegasus rampant within a border engrailed argent [D- Lana
Felwood, York]
Per bend purpure and sable, an escallop argent [D- Jocelyn Heliane Desjardin, Terr]
Per bend sable and gules, a lion reguardant Or [B- Waldham van Torsvan, Cypr]
Per bend sable and gules, in sinister base a flame gules fimbrated argent [B- Order of
Rouen, Umbr]
Per bend sable and Or, a lion counterchanged [W- Gavin McAllister, Adria CoA]
Per bend sable and purpure, a scythe bendwise sinister or. [D- Alan, Umbr]
Per bend sable and vert, an arrow Or [D- Wynn de Lyte, Cast]
Per bend vert and azure, a bend beviled between two oak leaves Or [D- Alistrina
Bhallach, Espe]
Per bend vert and sable, a bend wavy and in dexter a semé of estoiles argent. [ENordrljos, AuFj]
Per bend vert and gules, a bull’s horn bendwise sinister Or [D- Awren Halfdane, Terr]

Per bend vert and Or, a moon decrescent and a raven counterchanged [D- Kathryne
MacKay, Kinc]
Per bend vert and Or, a sun in splendor counterchanged [H- Shire of Hanover, Adria CoA]
Per bend vert and sable, a winged lion sejant argent haloed Or langued gules [D- Vittoria
Bella Campanario, Some]
Per bend vert and sable, in bend three acorns argent [D- William Ce’Wolf, Espe]
Per bend wavy azure and sable, in sinister chief a harp Or [E- Barony of Nemeton, York]

Field Division-Per Bend Sinister
Per bend sinister and per fess gules and argent, in chief dexter a rose argent barbed vert
and seeded Or [D- L'Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend sinister argent and gules, a sea-lion counterchanged, in chief three fleur-de-lis
gules [D- Julianna, Pemb]
Per bend sinister Azure and Gules, a bend sinister between two mullets of four Argent
[D- Gwerith verch Albrecht, Some]
Per bend sinister argent and sable, a spearhead counterchanged [D- Bjornson Valladyr,
Kinc]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a bend sinister sable between a rose gules barbed vert
and seeded Or and a winged cow statant argent [D- Rose of Aberlone, Albi]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a cup counterchanged [D- Bleyz McBruce, Stir]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a wolf rampant contourny counterchanged [D- Bleyz
McBruce, Stir]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a wolf's head couped contourny counterchanged [BBleyz McBruce, Stir]
Per bend sinister azure and argent, a key inverted palewise wards to dexter
counterchanged [D- Anna Elizabeth Von Imtraut, Cypr]
Per bend sinister azure and gules, a bend sinister between two mullets of four argent [DGwerith verch Albrecht, Some]
Per bend sinister azure and vert, a tower argent [D- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Per bend sinister checky argent and sable and gules. [D- Valence Prize, AuFj] (Prize
Amadeus Von Blackstaff)
Per bend dancette argent and azure, a tree of life counter-changed [D- Daione Caillte,
Espe]
Per bend sinister enhanced azure and ermine, two bendlets sinister azure [D- Giovanni
Spirona, Mona]
Per bend sinister embattled argent and purpure, two swans closed contourne' naiant
within a bordure counterchanged. [D- Eala the Shy, Alha]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a demi-swan erect argent. [D- Scarlett Ariandale
(Tsura), Conn]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a dexter hand couped bearing a sword argent [E- House
Du Lac, York]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a hammer argent [B- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a mask of comedy argent [D- Giachino Morone Lococo
de San Filippo, Bran]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, three mallets argent and a bordure per bend sinister
sable and gules [D- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]

Per bend sinister gules and vert, a gauntlet argent debruised of a gutée d’azure [DReyrketill Silverhand, Con] (Reyreketill)
Per bend sinister indented vert and argent, in bend a griffin sejant contourny and a griffin
sejant, all counterchanged [E- Barony Lost Griffen, Umbr]
Per bend sinister Or and azure, in dexter chief a crescent azure [D- Cimindri Delafort,
Umbr]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, a bend sinister between a rose and a patriarchal cross
bottony Or [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, a harp Or [D- Shahara Destiny, Umbr] (Shahara of
Lion’s Court)
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, in bend a fleur-de-lis and a Patriarchal cross bottony
Or [D- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a bend sinister argent between two cats statant
guardant argent [D- Opal McCoy, AuFj]
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a chimera rampant contourne argent [E- County of
Chimera, Umbr]
Per bend sinister purpure and vert, a bend argent [H- Duchy of Sangrael, Adria CoA]
Per bend sinister purpure and vert, a stag trippant argent and in chief a crown vallary Or
[H- Duchy of Sangrael, Adria CoA]
Per bend sinister sable and azure, between two chess-rooks on a bend sinister embattled
counter-embattled argent, three caltrops sable [D- Christopher Blackthorne, West]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a bend sinister counterchanged fimbriated Or [DSkisalot, Ches]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a gauntlet sinister fesswise grasping two arrows argent
[D- Shea Orourke, Kinc]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a pair of wings displayed enhanced Or surmounted by a
sword inverted argent [D- Josiah, Pemb]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, on a bend sinister agent three wolves rampant sable,
langued gules [D- Zorrvich de Kindre, Wolf]
Per bend sinister vert and azure, a sea-griffin perched on a rock within a bordure Or [DGiacomo di Verona, Stir]
Per bend sinister vert & sable a bend sinister ermine & in chief a wolf rampant contourne
argent [D- Andrew Sinclair, Thin]
Per bend sinister wavy azure & argent, a mermaid Or, finned azure maintaining a sword
in chief argent and a shield azure. [D- Isobel (Ramona) Tecchi, Stir]

Field Division- Chapé/ Chaussé
Azure chapé gules, a sword enflamed argent [D- Thorin, Pemb]
Azure, a chapé vert a sword inverted Or surmounted by a rose gules barbed vert [DAldric, Stir]
Gules chaussé argent, a bee barry Or and sable winged argent [D- Brejenne Cunningham,
York]
Or chaussé gules, a sun gules [E- House Lasrach, York]
Or, chaussé-ployé purpure two wolves sejant respectant sable [D- Sebastian McGovern,
Umbr] (Sabastian)
Purpure, a chaussé argent [D- Angus Kilshannig, Cypr]

Field Division-Per Chevron

Per chevron argent and azure, in base a hawk's jambe argent belled Or, a chief embattled
azure [D- Patrick McLean, Terr]
Per chevron argent and azure, semy-de-lis and a lion rampant counterchanged [EChateaux Argent Lion, York]
Per chevron argent and gules, in base a bow armed and drawn Or [B- Minister of
Archery, Some]
Per chevron argent and Or, a battle-axe gules hafted sable [B- Ian McDonald of
Connaught, Bran]
Per chevron argent and vert, a griffin sergeant Or [B- Minister of Arms, Pemb]
Court Herald, Some]
Per chevron azure and argent, a base dancetty sable [D- Vlokard Steinberg, Cash]
Per chevron azure and argent, a base dancetty vert [D- Vlokard Steinberg, Cash]
Per chevron azure and argent, in base a triquetra sable [D- Duncan Wallace, Umbr]
Per chevron azure and gules, in base a scorpion or [B- Xavier Knofzinger, Bran]
Per chevron azure and Or, fleury-counter-fleury, in base a lion passant guardant argent
armed and langued gules [B- Minister of Archives, Adria]
Per chevron azure and purpure, an annulet argent [B- House of the Silver Circle, Alha]
Per chevron azure and vert, a chevron between three mullets of twelve points Or [D- Eric
Svartr, Terr]
Per chevron azure and vert, on a chevron fimbriated argent between three swords gules
five arrows argent [E- Haus der Bogenschutze, TyrL]
Per chevron azure and vert, two acorns and a mushroom argent [E- Barony of MoDuinne,
York]
Per chevron azure and vert, 2 axes argent and a garb Or [H- Shire of Thatuna, Adria CoA]
Per chevron enhanced argent and azure, two fleur-de-lis’ and a dragon dormant, all
counterchanged [D- Istalina de Angoumois, Cast (Pemb)]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a candlestick gules [ B- Minister of Arts and Sciences,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a caduceus gules [B- Physiker, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows gules [B- Minister of Archery,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows sable [B- Range Master, Kent]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a sword gules [B- Minister of Joust and War, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sword sable [B- Field Marshal, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base an open book gules [B- Minister of Rolls and Lists,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base three torteau 1 and 2[B- Steward, Kent]
Per chevron indented sable and gules, three chevronels braced argent [D- Sergay
Ruslanovich, MaL]
Per chevron nebuly gules and sable, in base two lions combattant argent, all within a
bordure Or [D- Klaus van Isbjerg, MaL]
Per chevron Or and gules a bordure sable [F- Carn Mor Dearg]
Per chevron Or and sable, 2 laurel wreaths and a tower counterchanged [H- Shire of
Bedegraine, Adria CoA] (X2)
Per chevron purpure and sable, a chevron between three estoiles argent [D- Rhiannon
(Eleri Elan), Terr]

Per chevron purpure and vert, two Jupiter's thunderbolts Or and a wolf rampant argent
[E- House To`irna Ech Mac Ti`re, Kinc]
Per chevron raguly sable and Or, two talbot heads couped collared argent and in base a
eagle with two heads displayed sable [E- Estate of Schutzhundheim, Bran]
Per chevron rayonee argent and gules, in chief an alerion displayed sable [D- Griffen
Ulfhrafn, Alha]
Per chevron rayonny Or and sable in base a tree blasted and eradicated in chief a comet
fesswise gules [D- Crysanna Bryanne Jonet Clarendon, York]
Per chevron rayonny purpure and argent, on a chief argent three roses azure barbed vert
and in base a phoenix azure [D- Katalyn (Sheehan), Umbr]
Per chevron sable and argent, a chevron between in chief two lions heads caboshed Or
and in base a fleur de lis sable [D- Giovanni, Terr]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets and a tree eradicated, all counterchanged [EHouse Fidnemed, Cons]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets Or and a griffin sable [D- Etaine Llywelyn,
Stir]
Per chevron sable and argent, two swords in saltire argent and three gouttes, one and two,
gules [D- Liam Lust, Umbr]
Per chevron sable and azure, an arrow fesswise argent [E- Battaglia dell`Arte, Espe]
Per chevron sable and gules, three suns in their splendour and a fleur-de-lys all within a
bordure Or [H- Shire of Burgandy, Adria CoA]
Per chevron sable and vert, a bird volant contourny argent [E- House of Kinloch, Kinc]
Per chevron sable and vert, in chief a mullet of eight points within a border Or [E- House
of Silk Road, Brun]

Field Division-Per Chevron Inverted
Per chevron inverted argent and azure, a horse head couped argent [D- Velvet of Clophill,
Kinc]
Per chevron inverted argent and vert, a Celtic cross and a stags head couped
counterchanged [D- Boru, Stir]
Per chevron inverted azure and argent, in base on a tree blasted sable a heart argent [DReina of Heartwood, Cast]
Per chevron inverted azure and gules, a hippogriff passant argent [E- House Grey, Cast]
Per chevron inverted azure and sable, a griffin sergeant collared and chained supporting a
rapier argent [D- Colin Tanner, Kinc]
Per chevron inverted azure and vert, a chevron inverted and in chief a marten couchant
contourny guardant Or [D- Meira Barca, Terr]
Per chevron inverted gules and sable, on a tree blasted argent a heart gules [E- House
Heartwood, Cast]
Per chevron inverted Or and purpure, a rapier fesswise proper and in chief a mullet sable
[E- March de Leon, Cast]
Per chevron inverted Or and sable, two halberds in saltire Or [E- House Clophill, Kinc]
Per chevron inverted Or and vert, a chevron inverted sable between a trefoil vert and a
crescent Or [D- Margaret Clan Gilleran, Albi]
Per chevron inverted Or and vert, a phoenix argent issuant from flames Or [E- House of
White Phoenix, Kinc]
Per chevron inverted sable and azure [E- Barony of Granada, Cast]

Per chevron inverted sable and gules [E- Barony of Salamanca, Cast]
Per chevron inverted sable and Or [E- Barony of Valencia, Cast]
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a chevron inverted and in base a mullet Or [ECounty of Estrella Dorada, Cast]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or
[E- County of Estrella Dorada, Cast]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted and in base two halberds in saltire
Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]

Field Division-Per Fess
Per bend azure and gule, a fess counterchanged fimbriated Or [D- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Per bend sinister and per fess gules and argent, in chief dexter a rose argent barbed vert
and seeded Or [D- L'Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Per fess argent and gules, 3 swords fesswise counterchanged [H- Shire of Grenfell, Adria
CoA]
Per fess argent and sable, a tree eradicated and withered counterchanged [E- House
Craobh Taigh, York]
Per fess azure and purpure, a cat rampant argent armed sable, langued gules maintaining
a bell Or [D- Caitlin Belle, Albi]
Per fess azure and vert, on a fess argent three fleam gules [D- George Kobald
Rumberland, Umbr]
Per fess dancetty and fleury-counter-fleury argent and sable [D- Greylond Winter, Bran]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an acorn Or [B- Order of the Acorn, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an acorn slipped and leaved argent [B- Order of the
Argent Acorn, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a belt buckled in annulo Or [B- Order of the Crown
Companion, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a bowen’s knot argent [B- Order of the Eternal
Bowman, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a crosier argent [B- Terre Neuve]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a crown triumphal Or [B- Order of Laurel Crown,
Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a harp Or [B- Order of the Harp, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a lion sejant argent [B-Order of Champions of Terre
Nueve, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a lions head erased Or langued gules [B- Order of the
Lion, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a martlet volant argent [B- Order of Ambassadors,
Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a pa- pipe Or [B- Order of the Pick and Shovel, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a pear slipped and leaved Or [B- Terre Neuve]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a rook Or [ B- Order of Gaston, Terr]

Per fess embattled azure and gules, a talbot (dog) head erased argent langued gules [BOrder of the Talbot, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a tent ensigned with a pennon flowing to dexter
argent [B- Order of the Builders, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a torch argent flamed proper [B- Order of the
Guardians of the Dream, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an oak tree eradicated Or [B- Order of the Oak Tree,
Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an owl in its vigilance argent crowned Or [B- Order
of Owl, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, in bend an anchor Or [B- Royal Terre Neuvian Navy,
Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, in bend an olive branch fructed Or [B- Order of the
Olive Branch, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, in bend sinister a quill argent [B- Order of the Quill,
Terr]
Per fess enarched gules and vert, a San Damiano crucifix argent with character figures
sable [B- Francesco Gaetano Gréco d'Edessa, Malt]
Per fess engrailed argent and gules, issuant from fess a drakkar vert [D- Olaf the Strong,
Tyrl]
Per fess gules and argent, a laurel tree Or trunked natural [D- Santo Cesario, AuFj]
Per fess gules and argent enhanced, a Latin cross throughout vert [E- Antioch, Cons]
Per fess gules and argent three mullets of eight points in fess counterchanged [DAlhambra]
Per fess gules and purpure, a unicorn passant argent [D- Beornia Freolic, Brun]
Per fess gules and purpure, a unicorn passant Or [D- Beornia Freolic, Brun]
Per fess gules and sable, a fess rayonny and in base two wyverns erect addorsed Or [DKailene O’Shea, Albi]
Per fess gules and sable, a hammer argent [B- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per fess gules and sable, a sword between two wings dexter and sinister argent [DHaunsard, Vald]
Per fess gules and sable, two wings dexter and sinister argent [B- Haunsard, Vald]
Per fess gules and vert, a cross throughout and in canton a crown Or [F- Malta]
Per fess gules and vert, a St. Bernard winged argent collared with a barrel and haloed Or
[?-Malta]
Per fess indented argent and gules, in chief two lions combatant gules armed and langued
sable [D- Arthur O’Tyne, Some]
Per fess Or and gules, a wolf rampant reguardant sable maintaining in its mouth a heart
sable [D- William de Gardner, Bran]
Per fess purpure and azure, two threaded needles in saltire within a bordure Or [D- Mary
of Hillsbend, Alha]
Per fess purpure and vert, a fess embattled argent [D- Juliet de Ramona, Terr]
Per fess sable and azure, a sea-wolf erect supporting a trident argent [D- Barony of
Seawulf, Umbr]
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents and in base a serpent
nowed argent [D- Iowerth Llywelyn, Stir]

Per fess sable and gules, two wolves combattant in chief a crescent argent [E- House
Avernus, Kinc]
Per fess sable and Or, in fess a cross potent and a crescent counterchanged [B- Cyprus]
Per fess sable and vert, a gauntlet argent and in chief three escallops Or [D- Akira Krastel,
Terr](Luisa)
Per fess sable and vert, a sun in splendor or. [B- Vallis Solaris, Umbr]
Per fess sable and vert, an escallop Or [B- Akria Krastel, Terr] (Luisa)
Per fess vert and sable, a fess rayonny and in chief a bear statant Or [E- Bär Herz, Some]
Per fess vert and sable, a lozenge argent [E- Barony of Tir Tairngire, Kinc]
Per fess vert and sable, an oak leaf argent [B- Mourngrym-Arawn De Mordington, Umbr]
Per fess wavy argent and azure, a mermaid crined and maintaining a mirror and comb
azure [E- House of Blue Maid, Some]
Per fess wavy argent and purpure, a dragons head couped contourne purpure. [FCatalonia]
Per fess wavy Or and azure, in chief a tortoise displayed, tergiant palewise vert [DGeoffrey Maynard, Cons]

Field Division-Per Pale
Barry wavy argent and azure per pale counterchanged, a phoenix contourné gules
enflamed proper [F- Cashel]
Per pale argent and azure, a butterfly counterchanged [D- Aislynne de Chartier, AuFj]
Per pale argent and azure, an eagle displayed wings inverted debuised of a cross fleury
counterchanged [D- Archibald Wellenreiter, York]
Per pale argent and azure, an anvil sable [D- Aodhan MacGowan, Brun]
Per pale argent and gules, billetty counterchanged [D-Constance rosewall, Some]
Per pale argent and gules, three mullets of eight points counterchanged [B- Alhambra]
Per pale argent and gules, two talbots statant respectant and in chief a rose
counterchanged. [D- Elizabeth Hounds of de Bassetdom, York]
Per pale argent and Or, a dragon rampant contourne sinister wing extended as if in
display and tail nowed between three Latin crosses pattée fitchy all vert [D- Wolfgang
Timoteo von Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale argent and Or, a fleur-de-lis counterchanged [B- Patriarch of Adria, ChoA]
Per pale argent and Or, a sword inverted and in canton a Maltese cross gules [D- Thomas
Weimer, Stir]
Per pale argent and Or, a Ukrainian trident within a bordure sable [B- Canton Samarkand,
Glou]
Per pale argent and purpure, a squirrel sejeant erect and in chief three oak leaves all
counterchanged [D- Connor Ravenwood, York]
Per pale argent and purpure, two unicorn heads erased respectant counterchanged [DCinderella von Rammstein, Espe] (Brian [Briar] Rose)
Per pale argent and sable, a dexter gauntlet counterchanged [D- Galif Runespire, Some]
Per pale argent and sable, a pair of dragon`s wings conjoined counterchanged above a
base purpure [E- House Dragons Spirit, Umbr]
Per pale argent and sable, a tree eradicated counterchanged and a chief gules [E- House
Schwarzenwald, Albi]
Per pale argent and sable, an angel counterchanged [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]

Per pale argent and sable, an oak tree fructed counterchanged [H- Duchy of Kildare,
Adria CoA]
Per pale argent and vert, a caulderon within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale argent and vert, a laurel wreath counterchanged [D- Kalimar Kerr Williamson
/Maximus Angeleo, MaL]
Per pale argent and vert, a spear within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword between two griffins combatant counterchanged [FConnacht]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword counterchanged issuant from an anvil sable [DWorshipful Company of Connacht Smiths, Conn]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale argent and vert, an oak leaf Or [B- Kendra Finster McFadyen, Terr]
Per pale argent and vert, three chevronels braced within a border counter changed [BConnacht]
Per pale argent and vert, two bars and a coney rampant within a border counterchanged
[D- Rabbit, Umbr]
Per pale azure and argent, a mullet counterchanged [H- Shire of Lone Star, Adria CoA]
Per pale azure and argent, three harps counterchanged [D- Scarlett O’Flannabhra, Albi]
Per pale azure and argent, two dragons addorsed counterchanged [E- House Twin
Dragons, Umbr]
Per pale azure and gules, an ape collared and chained Or [D- Juan Oveco de Nunez II,
Kinc]
Per pale azure and gules, a fleur-de-lis argent [D- See of Terre Neuve, ChoA]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all a closed scroll Or [B- Rolls and Lists
of Terre Neuve, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all an annulet Or [B- Chancellor of Terre
Neuve, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all in chevron three Bezants [B- Steward
of Terre Neuve, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent, in bend sinister a gavel (hammer) inverted Or [BMinistry of Justice, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pegasus passant Or [D- Sunnica Fairfax, Brun]
Per pale azure and gules on a fess countercharged three crowns Or [D- County of Terre
Amata, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, upon a chevron rompu inverted argent three roses sable leaved
and seeded vert. [D- Halla Johnsdottir, Terr]
Per pale azure and Or, a lion’s head caboshed within a bordure per pale all
counterchanged [D- Estella, Brun]
Per pale azure and purpure, a thistle argent [D- Kate Macpherson MacIntosh, Umbr]
(Kaitlin)
Per pale azure and sable, a arrow fesswise point to sinister Or within a bordure argent.
[D- Order of Golden Arrow, Bisq]
Per pale azure and sable, a dragon argent supporting a pelican in its piety Or [DLeofwine Reeve, Kinc]
Per pale azure and sable, a wheel within a bordure argent [B- Cocah Anatolii, York]

Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a heart
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent
[D- Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]
Per pale azure and vert, a chalice Or [D- Isabelle McDonnan, Terr]
Per pale azure and vert, an eagle displayed argent [D- Rugar Einzbern (Silverhand), Conn]
Per pale azure and vert, a pile argent overall a tree withered and eradicated sable [DAscencia O’Tyne, Some]
Per pale azure and vert, a sword inverted argent between a caraval with sails furled and a
triple towered castle Or [D- Rhydderch ap Erwin, IsoC]
Per pale barry-wavy argent and azure, a phoenix gules issuant from flames proper [FCashel]
Per pale dexter purpure sinister Or and argent, cross barbed surmounted by a cross barbed
bendwise voided sable. [D- Trevelyn, Cons]
Per pale dovetailed gules and argent [B- Woodworkers guild, Alha]
Per pale embattled argent and azure, a mallet and a chisel in saltire, both headed argent
and handled sable [D- Raffe Cunningham, York]
Per pale gules and argent, a bear's head couped gules [D- Orso de Bears, York]
Per pale gules and argent, a crescent bendwise sinister enfiled with a sword inverted
within a bordure countercharged [E- House Crescent Blade, Umbr]
Per pale gules and argent, a sheaf of arrows proper flighted gules and argent
counterchanged of the field and armed Or [B- Connor O’Riordain, Espe]
Per pale gules and argent, two wolves combatant and in chief a sheaf of three arrows
proper fletching counterchanged tipped or. [D- Connor O’Riordain, Espe]
Per pale gules and argent, a tortoise tergiant counterchanged [D- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Per pale gules and argent, two death’s heads counterchanged. [B- Estate of Bloodhaven,
Bisq]
Per pale gules and argent, two death’s heads within a bordure counterchanged. [B- Estate
of Bloodhaven, Bisq]
Per pale gules and argent, two unicorn heads erased respectant counterchanged [D- Lilly
von Rammstein, Espe]
Per pale gules and argent, two unicorn’s heads respectant counterchanged [D- Cryssida
Blackwood of Clan McKlaine, Alha]
Per pale gules and azure, a cross pattee argent [B- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Per pale gules and azure, a pale argent, overall a crown Or [F- Terre Neuve]
Per pale gules and azure, a stag’s head couped Or [D- James of Kell, MaL]
Per pale gules and azure, a tiger salient argent in base a crescent argent [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Per pale gules and azure, an eagle displayed argent maintaining in its talons 2 wooden
tankard proper frothed argent [D- Karl von Lagerstein, Cash]
Per pale gules and azure, in fess three estoilles Or [D- Dewey, York ]
Per pale gules and azure, on a pile argent a rose sable [D- Ashlinn Tiernan, Albi]
Per pale gules and azure, three swords proper pallwise inverted in base a crescent argent
[D- Gabriel Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, Cash]
Per pale gules and lozengy Or and gules, in dexter a sun in splendor Or [D- Isabella
Roemer, Glou]

Per pale gules and Or, a sun in splendor counterchanged [B- Miguel Alonso Garcia de la
Mar, Some]
Per pale gules and Or, an eagle counterchanged maintaining in chevron inverted an
anchor argent and a sword inverted azure [D- Donovan Foxx, Espe]
Per pale gules and sable, a chevron counterchanged fimbriated Or [D- Skjeld Karlson,
Tyrl]
Per pale gules and sable, a bow and upon a chief argent three arrows inverted sable. [DBodvarr, Brun]
Per pale gules and sable, a deaths head argent [H- Isle de Morte, Adria CoA]
Per pale gules and sable, a hammer argent [B- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per pale gules and sable, a hawk displayed maintaining in each claw an oak leaf Or [DKillian Oakesblood, York]
Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted in saltire and in
chief a crescent all within a bordure argent [E- Mannochmore East, Cons]
Per pale gules and sable, an acorn in chief slipped and leaved of three oak leaves Or [BKillian Oakesblood, York]
Per pale gules and sable, on a chief argent three ravens sable [D- Deidre MaeFaere, York]
Per pale gules and sable, semy of oakleaves Or [D- Rhiannon MacGregor, York]
Per pale gules and sable, two towers argent [D- Deuce, York]
Per pale Or and argent, a boar azure in chief a rose gules [D- William Fiend, York]
Per pale Or and argent, a dragon displayed reguardant tail nowed and in chief three Latin
crosses pointed azure [D- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale Or and argent, in chevron three Latin crosses pointed azure [B- Coda Wolfram
von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale Or and gules, a chevron and in chief two horses combattant counterchanged [ECasa Arenas de San Pedro, York]
Per pale Or and gules, a dragon passant counterchanged, on a chief sable three cross’s
fluery Or [D- Iorwerth ap Anarawd, Kinc]
Per pale Or and gules, a pomegranate slipped and seeded proper [D- Benito de la Mar,
Cons]
Per pale Or and sable, a chevron counterchanged between in chief dexter a wolf passant
sable in chief sinister a wolf passant argent and in base a wolf per pale sable and argent
[D- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per pale Or and sable, a rose counterchanged [E- House of Broken Rose, Umbr]
Per pale Or and sable, two crescents inverted and a chevron inverted embattled
counterchanged [E- House of Glimlachen, Espe]
Per pale purpure and argent, in chevron three mullets pierced and in base a flame all
counterchanged [D- Edelinne d’Orsay, Umbr]
Per pale purpure and argent, three chevronels counterchanged [E- House of Avignon,
Kinc]
Per pale purpure and azure, a triquetra interlaced by an annulet Or [B- Sapphyre
(Richardson) McCoy, AuFj]
Per pale purpure and azure, an open book Or within an oroborus in orle argent [DMarius Solis, Espe]
Per pale purpure and azure, on a vêtu argent, a butterfly sable [D- Amelia Halliday, Albi]
Per pale purpure and gules, two rapiers in saltire argent [Dm- Church of Fools, Adria]

Per pale purpure and sable, a griffin’s head erased between in chief a Rod of Asclepius
and a mortar and pestle Or [D- Gryphon von Hohenheim, York]
Per pale purpure and vert, two ravens displayed respectant Or [D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
Per pale purpure and vert, two stags heads couped fesswise combatant Or [B- Irene
Milbrath, AuFj]
Per pale sable and argent a caltrop counterchanged [B- Gloucester]
Per pale sable and argent, a deaths head counterchanged [B- Magnus Hammerhead,
Camb]
Per pale sable and argent, a griffin segreant counter-changed and in chief a mullet of
eight gules [D- Thadeous, York]
Per pale sable and argent, three crosses patee in pale countercharged [D- Govannon ap
Gwydion, York]
Per pale sable and argent, two wolf's heads couped respectant counterchanged [D- Dallan
Crombie, MaL]
Per pale sable and azure, a celtic cross within a bordure embattled argent [E- Clan
McKlaine, Alha]
Per pale sable and azure, a sun argent [D- Claymore Darkton Lexifer, Stir]
Per pale sable and azure, two axes in saltire argent [D- Caramon Anderson Stormdragon
(four’now), Umbr]
Per pale sable and gules, a bull's head affronté between four Maltese crosses argent [DIsobel Tecchi, Stir]
Per pale sable and gules, a caltrop Or [H- Archduchy of Andorra, Adria CoA] (X2)
Per pale sable and gules, a chief Or, and overall an oak tree tructed and eradicated argent
[D- Ansel de Gace, Some]
Per pale sable and gules, a deaths head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Per pale sable and gules, a dragon Or supporting a sword inverted argent hilted Or [DDagr MacGuiness, Espe]
Per pale sable and gules, a lion-dragon rampant Or crowned with a Viscount crown
proper in dexter chief an escallop reversed argent and in sinister chief a fleur-de-lis azure.
[D- Antoine de Burgandy, Camb]
Per pale sable and gules, a withered tree eradicated and a chief argent [D- Ansel de Gace,
Some]
Per pale sable and gules, four Maltese crosses argent [E- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]
Per pale sable and gules, three mullets one and two and in chief a scimitar fesswise Or
[E- House Dracon Danika, Umbr]
Per pale sable and gules, two hammers conjoined at the handle bend sinister wise or [DOtto von Hammermakker, Bran]
Per pale sable and lozengy argent and sable, in dexter a caltrop argent. [F- Gloucester]
Per pale sable and vert, a boar statant contourny argent [D- Rebecca Jean McCanna, Espe]
Per pale urdy sable and argent, two decresents in fess within a bordure counterchanged.
[D- Estate of Geulach, Brun]
Per pale vert and argent, a sword inverted between five mullets all counterchanged [EHouse MacBruce, Cons]
Per pale vert and argent, a wheel countercharged [D- Silvia (E.) Gustavson, Umbr]

Per pale vert and azure a chevron inverted rompu and in chief a tapered cross argent. [DCole O'Lira, Mona]
Per pale vert and azure, a pale wavy Or, overall a castle argent [H- Duchy of Dunvegan,
Adria CoA]
Per pale vert and azure, a stags attire fixed to the scalp argent [D- Karl Von Rothenburg,
Bran]
Per pale vert and azure, upon a bordure Or a sword sable. [D- Edward DuBois, Bisq] (x2)
Per pale vert and gules, a rose leafed and stemmed Or bendwise within a bordure Or [DEvelyn Taliaferro, Stir]
Per pale vert and gules, on a pale argent a bunch of grapes gules with vine and leaf vert
[D- Zabrina de Vine, Stir]
Per pale vert and Or, a bear in full aspect salient and upon a chief embattled a arrow
fesswise contourne' all being counterchanged. [D- Estate of Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Per pale vert and Or, a fleur-de-lis within a bordure embattled all counterchanged [HAlhambra, Alha]
Per pale vert and Or, two sea horses combattant counterchanged [D- Tristana O`Byrne,
York]
Per pale vert and purpure, a phoenix argent issuant from flames of fire proper [D- Hanzel
(Kilshannig) von Brandenburg, Umbr]
Per pale vert and sable, a pale between two pheons the sinister inverted or. [D- Winifred
Guildeforge, Espe]
Per pale vert and sable, a skull enfiled of two arrows inverted in saltire Or [G- Ship
Angellus, York]
Per pale vert and sable, a winged sword inverted between three crosses flory argent [DValiant, York]
Per pale vert and sable, a wyvern within a bordure argent [D- Demontion, Umbr]
Per pale vert and sable, an annulet enfiled by a scimitar and in chief three decrescents
argent [D- Talian Bran McNeil, Terr]
Per pale vert and sable, in dexter a dragon rampant contourny argent [D- Cullen Crombie
of the Berwickshire Gordons, York]
Per pale wavy Or and gules, an oakleaf suspended above a tower in base Or [E- Barony
of El Palacio Real, York]

Field Division-Per Pall
Per pall argent, gules, and vert, in chief a cluster of grape's gules leafed and vined vert
[D- Zabrina de Vine, Stir]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a dragon contourney displayed argent and in chief a bell
azure. [D- Beithar McBowen, Umbr]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a sword conjoined to a pair of angel wings displayed or.
[D- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Per pall azure, argent, and Or [D- Debra Asgrail, Ches]
Per pall inverted azure, gules and Or, two horses rampant and addorsed Or in base a
horseshoe inverted gules. [D- Cadlae O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per pall inverted purpure, sable and Or, two wolves heads erased and addorsed argent in
base a shamrock vert. [D- Galen O'Seancain, AuFj]
Per pall inverted purpure, vert, and argent, in one and two; two arrows in saltire inverted
argent and in base a rose gules barbed and seeded proper [D- Enid, York]

Per pall Or sable and gules, a panther sable incensed gules armed gules and in chief two
battle axes in saltire argent hafted Or [D- Drake Morcar, MaL]
Per pall vert, argent and Or, two griffins segreant addorsed vert in chief a harp Or [DPatrick, Pemb] (Patrick Morgan)

Field Division-Per Saltire
Per saltire argent and purpure, two keys in fess or within a bordure counterchanged. [DAurora, Brun]
Per saltire argent and sable, a savages head couped contorney gules [D- Keary
Mawhinney, Terr]
Per saltire azure and argent, four escallops inverted counterchanged [E- Canton of
Yorkshore, Cast]
Per saltire azure and Or, a dragon passant contourny counterchanged [D- Gygantus
Dannada, Stir]
Per saltire azure and sable, a trident between in fess 2 laurel wreaths Or [D- Marcus
(Euandros) Eneas, Mona]
Per saltire azure and vert, a dragon sejant dexter forepaw raised argent [E- House of Ama
Lur, Terr]
Per saltire gules and argent, a mullet of eight points, four greater and four lesser
counterchanged [D- Cagar cu Mara, Espr(Glou)]
Per saltire gules and argent, a pegasus rampant counterchanged [D- Arthur D'Artanyn,
Stir]
Per saltire gules and azure, in 2 and 3, lions heads caboshed Or [E- House Dannada, Kinc]
Per saltire gules and Or, a lozenge countercharged [E- Barony of Bismarck, Umbr]
Per saltire gules and sable, a leopard sejant grasping a arrow inverted Or [E- House Chats
Tachetes, Cast]
Per saltire sable and gules a deaths head argent, in chief three crosses patonce argent [DRayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Per saltire sable and gules, a talbot passant argent [E- House Lorraine, York]
Per saltire sable and vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess argent [DLylee, Pemb]
Per saltire sable and vert, a unicorns head couped argent [D- Agatha Cromer, Some]
Per saltire sable and vert, over all throughout a fret Or [D- Wynn of the Wood, York]
Per saltire vert and azure a butterfly argent [D- Natalia von Rothenburg, Bran]
Per saltire vert and sable, a horse passant between three plates argent [D- Fyona D’Vall,
Terr]
Per saltire vert and sable, a peacock in its pride or [D- Natasha, Umbr]
Per saltire vert and sable, a tower argent between in cross 4 estoiles Or [E- Canton of
Southkeep, Camb]

Field Division-Pily Bendy
Field Division-Quarterly
Quarterly argent and sable, in 2 and 3 a stag's head caboshed argent attired Or [D- Bjorn
Valladyr, RaFj]
Quarterly argent and sable, 2nd and 3rd a pentagram argent, overall a cross gules [DCirce-Skye O’Malley, Umbr]
Quarterly argent and vert, 1st and 4th an escutcheon vert [E- House Emerald Shield,
Umbr]

Quarterly azure and argent [D- John Little, Ches]
Quarterly azure and argent four Fleur-de-lis bases conjoined in cross counterchanged [DTailan Bran McNeal, Terr]
Quarterly azure and argent, four wagon wheels counterchanged [D- Darion Kirikas,
Camb]
Quarterly azure and argent, in bend sinister two bows armed and drawn contourne gules
[D- Toni Treeslayer, Ches]
Quarterly azure and argent, five crosses (in saltire) crosslet counter changed [D- Daniel
Larke of Fletchers Glenn, Thin]
Quarterly azure and gules, two lightening bolts in saltire surmounted by a celtic cross Or
[D- Jason Barca, Terr]
Quarterly azure and Or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly azure and Or, a fleur-de-lis counterchanged [?-Cassiopia’s Raiders, Cons]
Quarterly azure and Or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base
three annulets interlaced one-and-two, all Or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly azure and Or, four Maltese crosses and over all a Maltese cross counterchanged.
[D- Gilbert Ost Westley, Bisq]
Quarterly azure and purpure, 1st and 4th a needle palewise argent, 2nd and 3rd a spoon
bendwise sinister Or [D- Joanna Galler, Umbr]
Quarterly azure and sable, a anchor within a bordure argent. [D- Royal Navy, Bisq]
Quarterly azure and sable, a griffin statant argent [B – Order of the Empress’ Grace,
Adria]
Quarterly azure and sable, a tower argent. [B- Order of Bisqaian Estates, Bisq]
Quarterly azure and sable, two keys inverted in saltire argent. [B- Society of Bisqaian
Guilds, Bisq]
Quarterly azure and vert, a cross throughout Or in 1 and 4 and 2 and3 a lions head
caboshed argent jessant de lis Or [D- College of Arms of Albion, Albi]
Quarterly azure and vert, a plate between three mullets of eight points one-and-two argent
[E- House Rasa Vai’Datha, Alha]
Quarterly gules and argent, 1st and 4th, a dagger argent [E- House Silver Dagger, Umbr]
Quarterly gules and azure, a cross pattee argent [B- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly gules and azure, a cross pattee argent [D- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly Gules and Azure, two shacklebolts and chains in saltire surmounted by a
death’s head within a bordure all Argent [E- Greater Company of de Mortis, Barony of,
Albi]
Quarterly gules and pean, 1st and 4th an eagles head erased Or [D- Angus McLean, Terr]
Quarterly gules and sable, a cross fluery within a bordure Or [D- Preston Gibson, Cash]
(Kenshin Hanabe)
Quarterly gules and sable, a escallop within a bordure Or charged with a orle sable [DCarpbashark, Espe]
Quarterly gules and sable, a seahorse maintaining a spear within a border Or, charged
with an orle sable [D- Carpbashark, Espe]
Quarterly gules and sable, 1st and 4th a raven contourny sable, 2nd and 3rd a lion
contourny tail nowed gules, maintaining in sinister forepaw a crown Or [D- Philippe
DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Quarterly gules and sable, in 2 and 3 two rapiers in saltire argent [D- Wot D’Foque, CasL]

Quarterly gules and savle, on a cross argent throughout a brock quartered sable and gules
[D- Myra Dudley, Umbr]
Quarterly 1 and 4: Or, a portcullis gules; 2: Or, a fleur-de-lis Gules; 3: Argent, a fleurdelis Or [H- Duchy of Navarre, Adria CoA]
Quarterly Or and argent, a wheel within a bordure sable [B- Gataneo Anatolii, Umbr]
Quarterly or and argent, in saltire two swords inverted overall a wolf's head caboshed
sable. [D- Logan Gewitterwolf, Espe]
Quarterly Or and azure [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly Or and gules, a grenade enflamed in cross counterchanged [D- Tuatha de
Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)
Quarterly Or and gules, a mullet of eight points counterchanged [D- Amara Vai’Datha,
Glou]
Quarterly Or and gules, 1st and 4th a dragon passant contourny gules [E- March of
Mercia, Kinc]
Quarterly purpure and argent, a mullet of eight points counterchanged [D- Stephen
vai'Datha, Glou]
Quarterly purpure and argent, a wolf-print counterchanged [E- House Pact de Loupes,
Kinc]
Quarterly purpure and azure, a candlestick within a bordure argent [E- County
Cambridge, Umbr]
Quarterly purpure and gules, a fret argent [D- Fiona Roemer, Tyrl]
Quarterly purpure and gules, overall a fret throughout argent [D- Fiona Roemer, Tyrl]
Quarterly purpure and gules, a wolf statant argent [D- Antonia Lopez, Espe]
Quarterly purpure and sable, in 1 and 2 a lions head caboshed argent [E- Barony of Lions
Court, Umbr]
Quarterly sable and argent, a bottony cross counterchanged [D- Marcus (Euandros) Eneas,
Mona]
Quarterly sable and argent, a mullet gules. [D- Whit Duloc, AuFj]
Quarterly sable and argent, a Thor’s hammer gules [D- Magnus McNair, York]
Quarterly sable and azure, 1 st and 4th a cross formy argent [D- Charles Douglas, Terr]
(Uther von Hopf)
Quarterly sable and azure, in 2 and 3 a thistle all within a border or. [D- Ana Heinrich,
Wolf]
Quarterly sable and azure, two axes in saltire and overall a wolf’s head caboshed argent
[D- Troiano the Strong, Espe]
Quarterly sable and azure, two thistles in bend sinister Or within a border argent [D- Ana
Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly sable and bendy sinister vert and or, a lion rampant argent, langued gules. [DDorin Vlad Dalco, Wolf]
Quarterly sable and gules, a dragon countourne displayed argent [D- Elric Irondrake,
Glou]
Quarterly sable and gules, a hawk striking Or [D- Freyda Valladyr, Kinc]
Quarterly sable and Or, 1st and 4th a hammer Or [E- House Golden Hammer, Umbr]
Quarterly sable and Or, in two and three an anvil sable. [D- Riddar bohdan Celtbane,
Roan] (Bohdon “the Celtbane” Theodson)

Quarterly sable and vert, an owl displayed guardant jessed to a falconers glove in sinister
base fesswise all within a bordure Or [D- Ciardha Morrison McKeene, York]
Quarterly vert and argent, two swords in saltire within a chaplet counterchanged flowered
Or [D- Lyrica Angeline, Espe] (X2)
Quarterly vert and gules, in 1st and 4th a chalice Or [E- House Aubrey, Umbr]
Quarterly vert and Or, 1st and 4th a mallet Or [D- House Golden Hammer, Umbr]
Quarterly vert and purpure, a dragons head couped guardant within an annulet Or [DElena Maria DelOro, Terr]
Quarterly vert and sable, in 1 and 4 three arrows Or [D- Dracila (Gargoylius), Pemb]
Quarterly vert and sable, in two and three a scales argent [D- Mourngrym-Arawn De
Mordington, Umbr]
Quarterly vert and sable, in two and three a sword inverted argent [D- MourngrymArawn De Mordington, Umbr]
Field Primary: Argent
Argent, a battle axe sable maintained between to wyvern displayed respectant with tails
entwined about the shaft purpure [D- Thorn Labrith, AuFj]
Argent, a beacon sable enflamed proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Beacon,
Mona]
Argent, a bear proper dormant upon a mount vert. [D- Lawrence Anthony, AuFj]
Argent, a bear rampant within a bordure gules [D- Ann Kemsley, Albi]
Argent, a bend between two dragons passant sable [D- Bruno “Thunderfoot” NoBeard,
Alha]
Argent, a bend sinister azure between two demi lozenges vert within a border azure [DEdinborough, Canton of – Tyrl]
Argent, a bend sinister purpure surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise purpure [DMargarita DuBois, Cypr]
Argent, a bend sinister sable [H- Shire of Avernus, Adria CoA]
Argent, a boar gules fettered without chains Or and a point-pointed sable [D- Mizak
Perado, Conn]
Argent, a boar sable and on a chief gules a sinister wing Or [D- House Cinghiale Volante,
Conn]
Argent, a boar statant gules braced with manacles Or and on a chief sable two spears in
saltire argent [E- House of Crimson Boar, Conn]
Argent, a bow palewise between in fess two arrows palewise within a bordure embattled
sable [D- Ekaterina Marten, Umbr]
Argent, a bugle vert [B- Guinevere Morone de San Filippo, Bran]
Argent, a caduceus gules [B- Ministry of the Physiker, Adria]
Argent, a caduceus gules between three grenades vert [D- Desmond Wallace, AuFj]
Argent, a castle and on a chief embattled gules, three mullets of eight points argent [FAlhambra]
Argent, a cauldron sable and in chief a heart gules. [D- Alexandra Du Loc, AuFj]
Argent, a cauldron sable upon a fire proper. [D- Reyrketill Silverhand, Conn]
Argent, a chevron between three bugles vert [D- Guinevere Morone de San Filippo, Bran]
Argent, a chevron between three talbots sable [E- House Cu Taigh, York]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant azure and in base a goutte d'larmes
[D- Corbet Burd, Umbr]

Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant gules and in base a goutte d'sang [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant vert and in base a goutte d'huile [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron purpure, and three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemed vert [EHouse Na Gael, Kinc]
Argent, a chevron purpure between 3 peacock feathers vert eyed Or and azure [DManiya Rana, Some]
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leafed all proper, in chief three passion nails gules
[E- House De Medici, York]
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leaved proper and a chief indented of three large
points gules [E- House De Medici, York]
Argent, a coffee plant vert [E- House Caffeum, Espe]
Argent, a columbine purpure slipped vert within a bordure perpale purpure and azure [DChristine Breckenridge, Terr]
Argent, a cross azure between four wolf’s heads caboshed sable. [D- Minister of Arms,
Bisq]
Argent, a cross crosslet fitchy in sinister base and on a chief potenty sable a cross crosslet
fitchy argent in canton [D- Dadoo, Umbr]
Argent, a Cross of Jerusalem gules [W- Godfrey of Bouillon (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Argent, a cross Or [F- Adria]
Argent, a cross potent azure surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
beween four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Northeast Adria]
Argent, a cross potent gules surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
beween four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- West Coast Adria]
Argent, a cross potent purpure surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
beween four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Southeast Adria]
Argent, a cross potent throughout between four double-headed eagles sable [D- Fredrick
von Lanzenotter, Cypr]
Argent, a cross potent vert surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the first
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or [F- Northwest Adria]
Argent, a cross throughout gules surmounted by a bend within a bordure sable [B- Patrick
Morgan, Pemb]
Argent, a cup Or [B- Order of the Table Round, Adria]
Argent, a Cyprus tree eradicated proper. [D- Order of the Cypress tree, Cypr]
Argent, a decrescent enfiled in the lower arm of a sword gules [D- Estate of Crescent
Blade, Umbr]
Argent, a dolphin hauriant sable within a bordure azure. [D- Shirlea Fitzedmund de Clare,
Bisq]
Argent, a domestic cat sejant sable, a chief vert [D- Leonora (Dominica Scott) Greyphis,
Lanc]
Argent, a dragon and on a base sable an battle axe fesswise argent. [E- Drag’n Ax, AuFj]
Argent, a dragon gules [W- Judah Maccabee (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Argent, a dragon within a bordure embattled sable [D- Draconia (E.) DeVona, Umbr]
Argent, a dragon’s head erased sable, and on a chief lozengy argent and sable [D- House
of Dark Drake, Conn]

Argent, a drakkar gules a appoint in point azure. [D- Kasper Magnussen, Conn]
Argent, a ducal crown purpure and in base a thistle slipped vert and flowered within a
bordure purpure. [D- Dutchess Pressence Banner, Cypr]
Argent, an eagle displayed gules crowned Or [D- Brandenburg]
Argent, a fess between three death’s heads sable [D- Kern Thanatos, Umbr]
Argent, a flame proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Flame, Mona]
Argent, a fleur de lis gules within a bordure sable [D- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
Argent, a fleur de lis gules within a bordure sable [B- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
Argent, a fleur-de-lis Or enfiled of a crown argent [E- Adria]
Argent, a fleur-de-lis purpure and in chief three ivy leaves vert [D- Iris of Ivy Brook,
Alha]
Argent, a fox contourney sejant proper between three annulets gules [D- Drakmar
Bristow, Terr]
Argent, a fox rampant contourne vert within a bordure dovetailed sable [D- Bronwyn
MacKay, York]
Argent, a frog sejant azure [B- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a griffin contourne within an orle gules. [D- Edward Blackthorne, Wolf]
Argent, a gurges gules [D- Rayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Argent, a hare boltant gules within a bordure sable [D- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
Argent, a harp vert within a bordure azure [E- Cadwgan (Estate), Cast]
Argent, a hawks head erased sable [D- Ivan Blackawk, Albi]
Argent, a heart and a label sable [D- Piers Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a heart and in chief a crescent sable [D- Thomas Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a heart and in chief a mullet sable [D- Gabriel Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a horse rearing contourne azure within a bordure embattled sable [D- Eryn Grace
O’Malley, Espe]
Argent, a horse salient sable within a bordure azure [D- Rhonwen Tranton, Umbr]
Argent, a jester's hat per pale purpure and gules, garnished Or [Dom- Church of Fools,
Adria]
Argent, a lioness sable inflamed gules [D- Arbella, MaL]
Argent, a lions head caboshed enfiled by a kris gules hafted between two flaunches sable
[E- Leonis deMortis, Some]
Argent, a lymphad within a bordure azure bezanty [E- House of Mercury, Some]
Argent, a mallet and chisel in saltire gules [B- Woodcarver Guild,Conn]
Argent, a marrionette courant contourny dependent from a chief embattled sable [EHouse Luidheag Taigh, York]
Argent, a mullet between flaunches azure [B- Order of Polaris, Glou]
Argent, a mullet of six points voided and interlaced azure [W- David (Mundane), Adria
CoA]
Argent, a mullet Or [B- Order of the Royal Star, Adria]
Argent, a needle threaded gules [G- Guild of the Scarlet Needle, Albi]
Argent, a pale azure and a orle sable within a bordure vert. [D- Field Herald, Bisq]
Argent, a pale wavy azure between two wolves rampant endorsed sable [F- Bisqaia]
Argent, a pall between a butterfly, hand sinister, and hand dexter purpure [D- Carol Ann
Mackay, Cast]

Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules. [B- Christina Elizabeth
Constable, Conn]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules and a chief embattled azure.
[D- Christina Elizabeth Constable, Conn]
Argent, a panther rampant maintaining three arrows gules and a chief embattled per fess
or and sable. [D- Christina Elizabeth Constable, Conn]
Argent, a pheon inverted within a bordure embattled sable [D- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a pheon azure [B- Order of the Azure Pheon, Tyrl]
Argent, a pheon sable [B- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a pheon within a bordure sable [D- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a pile couped and inverted gules [D- Order of St. Bella, Adria]
Argent, a pomegranate purpure slipped, leaved & seeded proper between 3 decrescents 2
& 1 azure [D- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, a quill within and conjoined at base with a wreath of thorn branches Vert, a base
embattled azure charged with a rose argent azure. [D- Bridgett O'Flaherty, York]
Argent, a raven statant on a branch wings addorsed sable, within a bordure gules [EHouse Caer Morrigu, Kinc]
Argent, a rose azure barbed and seeded gules [B- Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche
Alyson, Abli]
Argent, a rose gules barbed and seeded proper within a wreath of thorns vert [D- Enid,
York]
Argent, a rose gules barbed vert seeded Or between double cottises palewise gules [FLancaster]
Argent, a rose proper between three boars heads erased gules [D- Aedh MacCormac,
Malt]
Argent, a rose proper within a double tressure flory counter flory sable. [D- Josaphine De
Jardin, Mona]
Argent, a rose purpure seeded Or, slipped & leaved vert between three fluer-de-lis azure
[D- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, a rose purpure slipped, leaved and barbed proper surmounted by a rose argent
barbed and seeded proper between three fleurs-de-lis 2 & 1 purpure [D- (Al Sayyida Al
Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, a rose quarterly gules and azure barbed and seeded proper surmounted by a rose
counterchanged [D- Order of the Terre Neuvian Rose, Terr]
Argent, a roundel gules and in base three chevronels braced sable [F- Thinaria]
Argent, a saltire raguly gules on a chief vert three towers argent. [D- Benito Cabrillo de la
Mar, Cons]
Argent, a semy of pine trees proper and over all two bendlets azure [D- Shaun of the
Forrest, Cypr]
Argent, a serpent involved contourne azure[B- Gregor Pent vonSchongau, Albi]
Argent, a serpent involved contourne point in point azure fusilly bendwise argent [DGregor Pent vonSchongau, Albi]
Argent, a serpent palewise double nowed within a border sable [D- Ormr Raizer, Conn]
Argent, a sheaf of arrows azure [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Argent, a Skull de Mortis sable [E- House Umbra Mortis, Albi]
Argent, a sun sable. [D- Vincent Croft, Umbr]

Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Argent, a thistle proper and upon a chief azure a saltire throughout argent. [D- Catherine
d'Ecosse, Umbr]
Argent, a thistle proper, on a chief sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister
argent [D- Aonghus MacRoss, Some]
Argent, a torch sable, enflamed proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Torch,
Mona]
Argent, a tortoise statant within a bordure vert [D- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Argent, a tower and a chief sable [E- Schmitt Bailey, Brun]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated vert and in chief three mullets of eight points azure
[D- Seraphine MacLaren (of the O’Neill Mor), Roan]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated within an orle vert [D- Melora, Conn]
Argent, a tree erradicated sable and on a bordure gules three thistles argent [D- Ashlinn
Tiernan, Albi]
Argent, a tree eradicated vert between three triquetra sable [E- House Saint Brides, BlkC]
Argent, a triskelion pierced and on a chief potenty azure three oak leaves Or [E- County
of Contae Duir, York]
Argent, a vine pole sable entwined of a vine with leaves and fruit proper between three
mugs sable [D- Bisqaian Guild of Brewers & Vintners, Bisq]
Argent, a weaver’s shuttle within a bordure purpure, charged with an orle argent [DAlinor E’Arcy du Calais, Bisq]
Argent, a wheel within a bordure sable [B- Gataneo Anatolii, Umbr]
Argent, a wolf statant sable [W- Lucretia (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Argent, a wolf’s head caboshed sable orbed Or [D- Cromar Volfsblot, Espe]
Argent, a wolf head caboshed sable within a bordure quarterly azure and sable. [BCrown Badge, Bisq]
Argent, an anchor Or [B- Ministry of the Admiralty, Adria]
Argent, an anvil enfiling a sword inverted sable, on a chief vert three annulets Or [DAislynne De Chartier, AuFj]
Argent, an arrow inverted bendwise purpure [B- Margarita DuBois, Cypr]
Argent, an eagle’s jambe erased sable within a bordure gules [D- James the Red, Umbr]
Argent, an hourglass sable [D- Vyncent Martin, Cash]
Argent, between on a saltire azure surmounted by a wolf’s head couped Or 4 thistles
proper [D- Allistair CuChainn Halliday, Albi]
Argent, four fleur-de-lis bases cojoined in cross azure [D- Igelesia de los Soldatos, Adria]
Argent, four serpents involved gules [B- Ministry of Archery, Albi]
Argent, masoned sable a heart gules between two sprigs of laurel proper embowed and
crossed in base [D- Archduchy of Aurochs Ford, Adria]
Argent, on a bend purpure three crosses flory argent [D- Eve Ackiss, York]
Argent, on a bend sinister cotised sable, three fleur-de-lis Or and in dexter chief an ash
branch embowed to dexter vert. [F- Territory of Monaco]
Argent, on a bend sinister vert 3 cups palewise Or [H- Shire of Silvowitz, Adria CoA]
Argent, on a chevron gules three martlets argent [B- Carolingia] (+Tierra del FuegoX2)

Argent, on a chevron sable a phoenix Or between 3 crescents gules [D- Vitterio Vondale,
Camb]
Argent, on a cross gules a lily argent [B- Order of Saint Joan, Adria]
Argent, on a fess azure three bezants [D- Thomas Barnes, Terr]
Argent, on a pellet a wolfs head caboshed argent, within a bordure embattled sable [BRazi bint Sabra al Hadi al Shah-din, Espe]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure sable [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure vert [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe Or
[F- Mid’aen]
Argent, on a pile inverted between two wolves combatant sable, a stag’s head caboshed
argent [D- Gille (Michael de Selkirk), Roan]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two hurts, a wolf sejant uvulant argent
armed and langued gules [D- Elric Silverwolff, Terr]
Argent, on a pomme a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent within a border sable. [BOrder of the Silver Arrow, Mona]
Argent, semy-de-lis azure, on a chevron inverted sable, a Toulouse cross Or [E- Casa de
Estilo, Some]
Argent semy-de-lis Or [B- Adria (Imperial Government)]
Argent semy of spiders tergiant azure, a sinister hand sable within a border rayonné gules
[D- Gaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Argent, surmounted on a bird volant sable a crescent argent [B- Cryspin macMorrigu,
Conn] (X2)
Argent, three bendlets gules [D- Ansel de Gace, Some]
Argent, three cats sejant affront azure. [D- Rhiannon Roysdotter, Bisq]
Argent, three corbyn one and two sable [D- Cryspin macMorrigu, Conn]
Argent, three crabs gules [H- Duchy of Snowden, Adria CoA]
Argent, three martlets in pale within a bordure gules [D- James Wott, AuFj]
Argent, three dolphins sable within a bordure azure. [D-Shirlea Fitzedmund de Clare,
Bisq]
Argent, three pallets gules [B- L’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Argent, three towers gules [D- James the Red, Umbr]
Argent, two chevronelles in chief three crescents one and two azure [D- Brude MacAlpin,
MaL]
Argent, two lymphads and a mountain sable, all within a bordure vert [D- David
Davidson of Hillsbend, Alha]
Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable. [B- Bisqaian Wolves (Order of the Crown Guard), Bisq]
Argent, upon a bend gules four bezants [D- Salix alba Sericea, Conn]
Argent, upon chevron between three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemmed vert
three cross crosslets or within a bordure purpure. [F- Cyprus]
Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon Or within a bordure sable. [B- Order of the Golden
Spoon, Bisq]

Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon argent within a bordure sable [B- Order of the Silver
Spoon, Bisq]
Argent, upon a pile savle a seax argent and upon chief gules three owls argent. [DGiselle Ardnt, Umbr]
Argent, upon a saltire gules five bezants in saltire. [D- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, TyrL]
Argent, wings cojoined abased sable [E- House of Umbra Angeli, Espe]
Argent, within an annulet azure a roundel gules [E- Order of the Jaculatus, Terr]
Field Primary: Azure
Azure, a bat displayed Or [E- House Villae Vespertillium Lapis, York]
Azure, a bee volant en arrière inverted Or. [E- Kynligr Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, a bend cotised argent, overall a griffin Or [D- Gwyllum ap du Drane, Albi]
Azure, a bend gules and over all a sun in splendor Or, all within a border embattled
argent [D- Edmond Nahaniel Denton, Mona]
Azure, a bend gules, overall between on the bend 2 fleurs-de-lys Or, a rose arg ent [HDuchy of Annelynnrose, Adria CoA]
Azure, a bend sinister argent between a roundel and a decrescent Or. [D- Jaylyn Dulock,
AuFj]
Azure, a bow armed and drawn Or, a bordure argent [B- Archery Champion, Some]
Azure, a calatrava cross argent within an orle Or [D- Maridonna Lucia dei Montebuoni,
Espe]
Azure, a caltrop argent [B- Order of Caltrop, Glou]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a crown Or [F- Castilles]
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a lamp Or ignited gules [B- Arts and Sciences, Cast]
Azure, a castle argent between three fleur-de-lis argent in chief a crown Or [See of
Castellon de Leon, Cast]
Azure, a centaur and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Centaur, Bisq]
Azure, a chalice Or and in chief three a bee’s volant en arrière inverted Or [E- Kynligr
Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, a chalice within a bordure Or. [E- Kynligr Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, a chapé vert a sword inverted Or surmounted by a rose gules barbed vert [DAldric, Stir]
Azure, a chest Or [B- Ministry of the Hospitlar, Adria]
Azure, a chevron argent between three lions rampant argent armed and langued gules [DSomerset]
Azure, a chevron between in chief three scrolls Or and in base a camel statant argent [DKit the Blue, Espe]
Azure, a chevron between three cross crosslets fitchy argent [D- Drake Highwind, York]
Azure, a chevron between three falcons displayed contourne’ Or [D- Falconer, Cast]
Azure, a chevron erminois, in base a cross crosslet and in sinister chief a mullet of eight
points argent [D- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Azure, a chevron inverted and in chief a daffodil slipped and leaved Or [E- Barony of
Cambria, Cast]
Azure, a chevron inverted between a mullet Argent and five mullets in chevron inverted
Or [E- Canton of Harlingston, Cast]
Azure, a chevron inverted gules and in chief a helm contourny argent [D- Elric Melaidus,
Pemb]

Azure, a chevron rompu a chief embattled and in base a tankard argent [D- Roibhilin,
Cons]
Azure, a chief potenty Or [D- Elisabeth Grey, Caro]
Azure, a cluster of grapes slipped and leaved within a bordure argent [F- Brunico]
Azure, a coney rampant supporting an arrow inverted argent [E- House of Cadbury,
Umbr]
Azure, a Cornish chough volant contourne and in base a trefoil argent [D- Cagar cu Mara,
Espe(Glou)]
Azure, a crab and a chief wavy argent [D- Isabella Roener, Glou]
Azure, a crescent and in chief three mullets of six argent [F-Vitsah, house, Conn]
Azure, a cross crosslet argent [B- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and a chief
argent [D- Elizabeth, Kinc]
Azure, a cross fitchy argent [B- James the Red, Umbr]
Azure, a cross Or between four castles argent [B- Imperial Ministry of the Chancellery,
Adria]
Azure, a cross radiant within a bordure embattled argent [F- Imperial Order of the
Hospital of St. Bella In Jerusalem (Domain of), Adria]
Azure, a cross vert fimbriated between four fleur-di-lis Or [ D- Isle of Crete]
Azure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border embattled
Or [B- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a crown within a border Or [B- Order of Crown Guard, Terr]
Azure, a crowned portcullis Or [W- Esther (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Azure, a dolphin argent finned Or within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [DOrder of the Dolphin, Umbr]
Azure, a dragon contourne Or and a wolf rampant argent both maintaining a ship’s wheel
proper [D- Meggan of the Glade, Albi]
Azure, a dragon maintaining a battle-axe Argent and in chief a plate [D- Santo Cesario,
AuFj]
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Dragon,
Bisq]
Azure, a dragon’s head couped close within a bordure argent [D- Nevaro, York]
Azure, a falcon extended contourne bordered Or [D- Falconer, Cast]
Azure, a fess argent, overall a mullet of eight points [D- Fyodor Tyrsson, Terr]
Azure, a flame of fire proper within an annulet nowed at the base of a Staffordshire knot
argent [D- Winfred (Randall) Llewellyn ap Alyson, Albi]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Royal Order of Queen`s Guard, Adria]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis Or surmounted by a lion’s head caboshed crowned argent [E- Albion]
Azure, a fox rampant Or marked argent within a bordure Or semy of shamrocks vert [DJames of Bloodstone, Espe]
Azure, a fret and a bordure argent, overall a chief ermine [W- Karl von Katzburg, Adria
CoA]
Azure, a gauntleted hand and on a chief embattled argent, three grenades sable flamed Or
[D- Stephan Bodeson, York]

Azure, a goat rampant contourne Or and a chief gules fimbriated argent [D- Bonny Anne
Morgan, York]
Azure, a gryphon segeant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Griffins Heart, Bisq]
Azure, a hammer striking an anvil argent [D- Charles lronchest of Limerick, Umbr]
Azure, a harp within a bordure argent. [D- Caolainn of Ravenspoint, Alha]
Azure, a hawk’s lure argent capped and leashed Or [B- Patrick McLean, Terr]
Azure, a hippogriff sergeant contourne and in canton a twin-towered castle argent [DCanton of Sidhe, Cast]
Azure, a horse argent [D- Brianna Frasier Delwynn, York]
Azure, a horse head couped and on a chief argent a saltire azure [D- Xela Ulricj, AuFj]
Azure, a latin cross fleury and on a chief Or three compass stars gules [B- Francesco
Greco de Edessa, Malt]
Azure, a lion barry argent and gules [W- St. Elisabeth of Hungary (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Azure, a lion Or maintaining a heart gules and a horses head erased argent [E- House of
Couer d’Leon, Espe]
Azure, a lion rampant between three Latin crosses pointed argent [B- Coda Wolfram von
Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Azure, a lozenge Or surmounted by a heart gules [B- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Azure, a Maltese cross within a bordure embattled argent [B- Imperial Order of the
Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Azure, a marten statant contourne guardant within an orle argent [D- Victoria, Glou]
Azure, a mermaid and a chief engrailed argent [B- House of Blue Water, AuFj]
Azure, a mermaid in her vanity and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Mermaid, Bisq]
Azure, a pair of shears argent [D- Alabara, AuFj]
Azure, a pale argent and overall a winged panther rampant and reguardant sable, langued
gules. [D- Mary Champernowne, Thin]
Azure, a pallium ermine between three fleur-de-lis argent [D- See of Somerset, ChoA]
Azure, a parrot dexter foot raised Or [D- Derfel (Cadaron), Pemb]
Azure, a pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Pegasus, Bisq]
Azure, a pelican in it’s piety argent distilling blood gules [D- Akria Krastel, Terr] (Luisa)
Azure, a phoenix and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Phoenix, Bisq]
Azure, a playing top within a orle Or. [B- Childrens Badge, Cypr]
Azure, a portcullis Or and a chief invected argent [H- Archduchy of Carolingia, Adria
CoA]
Azure, a rapier bendwise sinister Or [B- Campeo’n del Estoque, Cast]
Azure, a rose barbed vert seeded Or between three scales argent [D- Ariana (Rudd Catha)
Neville, Camb]
Azure, a rose slipped and leaved within a bordure Or [D- Kathryn Kemsley, Albi]
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent on a chief argent three sheafs of arrows azure
[D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Azure, a salamander erminois [D- Maedb Hawkins(of the) Drakonja, Espe]

Azure, a scorpion rampant Or [B- Order of Golden Scorpion, Terr]
Azure, a scroll Or [B- Minister of Rolls, Adria]
Azure, a sea-horse and in chief three crescents in chevron argent [D- Ana Llywelyn, Stir]
Azure, a seahorse and on a chief argent an arrow fesswise azure [D- Ariana Bella del
Mare, Cash]
Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure argent an orle of seven
thistles slipped and leaved vert [D- Talliyah Rose Blackhawk, Albi]
Azure, a sea serpent ondoyant argent finned Or, and in chief a fleur-de-lis Or [EChesapeake]
Azure, a sea-serpent ondoyant winged erect and on a point-in-point argent 3 crescents
azure [E- Dragon Du Loc, AuFj]
Azure, a semee of estoiles argent overall a lions head caboshed argent enfiled of a cross
Or [D- Sovereign of Arms of Albion, Albi]
Azure, a serpent in gurges Or [H- Shire of Galanache Dragun, Adria CoA] (X2)
Azure, a sheaf of arrows argent and a chief sable [D- Madoc McDonnon, Terr]
Azure, a sinister gauntlet in benediction argent [B- Katherine Marshal of London, Espe]
Azure, a sprig of 4 oak leaves bendwise sinister Or [D- Kendra mcGowan
Haunsard, Kinc ]
Azure, a swan and a bordure wavy argent [D- Anastasia McDonnon, Terr]
Azure, a swan proper wings expanded, gorged with a crown [E- Barony of Cantebury,
York]
Azure, a sun in splendor Or, within a border embattled argent [B- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Azure, a sun in its splendor, a bordure vert fimbriated argent [E- Summerisle, House of ,
Stir]
Azure, a talbots head couped argent langued gules collared Or [D- Egan Skelly, Terr]
Azure, a tau cross argent surmounted by a horse rearing gules [D- Robert LaCroix, Albi]
Azure, a thistle Or within a border argent [B- Ana Heinrich, Wolf]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Cambridge]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or between three fleur-de-lis
argent [D- See of Cambridge, Camb]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a mullet Or, between three fleur de lis Or
[D- Cambridge]
Azure, a tower and on a chief embattled Or three crescents azure. [D- Amon Vonder
Scheisshaus, Roan]
Azure, a tree of life argent and a chief sable fimbriated argent [D- Daione Caillte, Espe]
Azure, a tricorporate lion argent [B- Pillars of Somerset, Some]
Azure, a trumpet bendwise inverted Or [D- Castilles Court Herald, Cast]
Azure, a unicorn argent, and in sinister chief three arrows fesswise points to dexter Or
[D- Jeannee Marie de Treson, Umbr] (Jean Mariq le Treson)
Azure, a winged lion rampant Or within a bordure dovetailed argent [D- Theodric
Alasdiar, York]
Azure, a wheel within a bordure Or [B- Cocah Anatolii, York]
Azure, a wolf passant between three maltese crosses argent [D- Rufus {Guy}, Kinc]
Azure, a wolf rampant contourné and on a chief argent 3 thistles slipped and leaved
proper [D- Iamys M’Tamhais, Some]

Azure, a wolf rampant Or [D- Thorvald Isblod, Stir]
Azure, a wolf's head caped contourne between three saltorels of battle-axes argent [DOolf Grim Blood, Some]
Azure, a wolfs head erased and on a chief argent three crosses fitchy azure [D- Tailltiu
Inghean Oclan, Alha]
Azure, a wyvern displayed contourne Or [D- (Lady) Q, Stir]
Azure, an ankh argent, on a chief tierced in three sable, argent, and sable, a sun in
splendor sable between two suns in splendor Or [E- House Treson, Umbr]
Azure, an anvil argent between in pale two hammers in saltire argent hafted sable and a
scroll sable bearing a motto argent [D- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Azure, an ass passant and on a chief argent three rats sable. [D- Aelabara, AuFj]
Azure, an escallop inverted within a double tressure argent [D- Maud de Clayton, Caro]
Azure, an increscent moon argent [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Azure, an opinicus salient endorsed argent [D- Celestria Martin, Cash]
Azure, an owl affronty Or [B- Ministry of Education, Adria]
Azure, between a chevron embattled Or, two falcons close respectant and a set of scales
in balance argent [D- Vaelen Galimour, Camb]
Azure, between 3 fleur-de-lys 2 and 1, a lamb passant argent [D- See of Somerset, ChoA]
Azure chape’ gules, a sword enflamed argent [D- Thorin, Pemb]
Azure chapé ploye Or, in chief two fleur-de-lis Or, and in base a conifer tree proper [BCambridge] (+Crescent Moon, Shire of)
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent between four bezants in cross [DSteward of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth a hanging
balance Or [D- Minister of Justice of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth an open book
Or [B- Chancellor of Albion, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed maintaining in its mouth a open scroll argent
[D- Minister of Lists of Albion, Albi]
Azure, five annulets interlaced Or between two wings debased argent [E- House
Seraphina, York]
Azure flaunched Or, a swan niant contourney wings addorsed argent [D- Juliana of
Aelfrethscoombe, Brun]
Azure fretty argent [D- Burton Soth (Burton of York), York]
Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]
Azure, in chevron inverted three cross’s fitchy gyronny Or and argent [D- Callon Bryn
Corey, Terr]
Azure, in dexter a patriarchal Latin cross bottony Or [E- Barony of Vineland, Espe]
Azure, in fess two hammers argent hafted sable [B- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Azure, on a base argent a triquetra sable [D- Duncan Wallace, Umbr]
Azure, on a bend argent 3 roses slipped, leaved, barbed and seeded proper [D- Lewana de
Panton, Some]
Azure, on a bend gules, between two fleurs-de-lis palewise Or, a rose argent [E- Rathlin
Isle (Historical Subdivision), Adria CoA]

Azure, on a bend gules fimbrilated, 3 fleur-de-lys palewise argent [H- Viceroyality of
Glaston, Adria CoA]
Azure, on a bend sinister Or, a key wards to base sable, differencing two mullets Or [DEtoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]
Azure, on a chief wavy argent three dolphins embowed azure [D- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]
Azure, on a cross Or a rose azure barbed and seeded vert [D- Angelique Suave’(Ce’
Wolfe), Espe]
Azure, on a lozenge argent a flame proper [B- Cambridge]
Azure, on a mound with 3 peaks beneath 7 mullets of eight, in chevron a sword inverted
azure [H- Shire of DunAfton, Adria CoA]
Azure, on a pale argent a serpent palewise nowed sable [D- Ormr Raizer, Conn]
Azure, on a pale Or, a key inverted wards to sinister sable, differencing two mullets Or
[D- Etoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]
Azure, on a pile sable fimbriated Or, a torch argent [E- House Anferwol, Cast]
Azure, on a plate a bow armed and drawn contourne gules [D- Toni Treeslayer, Ches]
Azure, three annulets interlaced Or [B- Esperance]
Azure, three bezants in chevron [B- Imperial Ministry of the Steward, Adira]
Azure, three bull’s heads caboshed argent [W- Joshua (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Azure, three crosses fitchy tierced per gore gyronny Or and argent [D- Callon Bryn
Corey, Terr]
Azure, three crowns Or [W- Arthur (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Azure, three dragons cowed trippant argent orbed azure langued gules armed sable and
on a chief embattled argent a flaming arrow fesswise proper armed sable flighted azure
[D- Lysle Anne (Vogel) Niquette Argyl, Espe]
Azure, three lions passant argent [E- Somerset]
Azure, three playing tops within a bordure wavy Or. [B- Office of Children, Cypr]
Azure, three quills conjoined at the tips pallwise inverted Or wihin a border sable
fimbriated Or [D- Melora, Conn]
Azure, three rolls of parchment argent, tied gules and sealed Or [E- House Papyrus, Kinc]
Azure, three tankards and a chief embattled argent [E- Barony of Walburga, Some]
Azure, two arrows inverted in saltire surmounted by a hammer palewise Or [B- House of
Blackarrow of Boyd, Cypr]
Azure, two bars wavy argent between three estoiles and a sealion Or [E- County of
Lyonnese, York]
Azure, two bendlets sinister argent [B- Arion Hirsch von Schutzhundheim, Bran]
Azure, two bendlets sinister argent differencing two furisons Or [B- Juliana Neuneker
Hirsch von Schutzhundeim, Bran]
Azure, two chevronels between three fleur-de-lys argent [D- See of Alhambra, Alha]
Azure, two dolphins hauriant addorsed and conjoined argent [D- Elain Grae, Albi]
Azure, two griffins addorsed Or and argent [D- Angus MacBrus, Albi]
Azure, two lions passant respectant argent trussing a dragon Or [D- Cassiopia deAcmd,
Cons]
Azure, two serpents entwined respectant argent and in chief two mullets Or [D- Illura
Llywelyn, Kinc]
Azure, two swords and a goblet within a bordure Or semy of Celtic crosses azure [DMikcos Douglas, Alha]

Azure, two swords in saltire and on a chief argent, a dragonfly vert [D- Anne Arwenia
Amidala, Umbr]
Azure, two swords proper in saltire [D- Castilles Minister of Joust and War, Cast]
Azure, two unicorns combatant argent and Or armed and langued gules [D- Katriana
McBrus, Albi]
Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable. [B- Bisqaian Wolves (Order of the Crown Guard), Bisq]
Azure, upon a bend between two mortar and pestle Or three mandrake vert. [D- Jesikah
Mulloy, Alha]
Azure, upon a bend sinister argent three mullets of eight points pierced gules [D- Gaetano
Anatolii, Umbi]
Azure, upon a fess argent three roses azure barbed vert [E- Tessa Ciocca, Some]
Field Primary: Gules
Gules, a bee volant Or [B- Order of the Golden Bee, Tyrl]
Gules, a bend sable [B- Constantinople]
Gules, a bend sable, overall an osprey dechausse’ displayed wings inverted argent [BL’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, a bend sinister between two death’s heads argent. [E- Bloodhaven, Bisq]
Gules, a caduceus argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Physicar,
AuFj]
Gules, a caduceus Or [B- Imperial Order of the Physickers Round, Adria]
Gules, a caduceus or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Physciar, AuFj]
Gules, a cameleopard salient tail nowed argent within a bordure rayonee gules [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Gules, a cartwheel between three fleurs-de-lis all within a bordure Or [D- Cocah Anatolii,
York]
Gules, a cat rampant and on a chief Or, three talbots rampant sable [D- Dat, AuFj]
Gules, a celtic cross vert fimbriated Or [E- Barony of Bloodstone, Espe]
Gules, a chief embattled Or [B- Elisabeth Grey, Caro]
Gules, a chevron and a chevron inverted interlaced argent [B- House deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, a chevron and in chief a rose argent [D- Edward de la Pole, Bran]
Gules, a chevron between a mullet of eight points, an oak leaf, and a tower, all argent [EBarony of Dinn-Righ, York]
Gules, a chevron between two chalices and a Maltese cross Or [D- Marcus Blackwell,
Cash]
Gules, a chevron Or [B- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between in chief two roses barbed vert and in base a
book Or. [D- Lady Rhiannon uerch Hughes, Alha]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between three crosses flory Or [D- Clan Olstin de na
Tri Crann Mor (house), Alha]
Gules, a clarion within a bordure engrailed Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, a cockatrice between a scimitar and a scimitar reversed Or [D- Canton of
Portsmouth, York]
Gules, a cross between four furisons Or [W- St. Helena (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Gules, a cross between four roses argent [D- Christian Henderson, Tyrl]

Gules, a cross bottony Or and on a chief sable three stags trippant argent [D- Halcon de la
Cruz, Stir]
Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword proper, on a chief embattled Or, three Maltase
crosses gules [F- Roanoke]
Gules, a demi-eagle displayed issuant from base Or breasted gules [B- Sivax Wartongue,
Albi]
Gules, a demi-wyvern displayed Or conjoined to a rose argent barbed and seeded proper
[B- White Rose Sovereign of Arms, York]
Gules, a double-headed eagle Or [W- Caesar (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Gules, a dragon contourney and on a chief embattled Or, three crosses pattee gules [WTadgh mac Campbell, MaL]
Gules, a drakkar and on a chief embattled argent, three mullets of eight points, gules [ECanton of Amorium, Conn]
Gules, a drakkar Or [E- House Tordonvar, Umbr]
Gules, a escallop inverted and in base two leaves of ivy fesswise endorsed Or [DHildegarde Von Nordenfot, Terr]
Gules, a estoile Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, a fret Or [B- Toiresa McBride, York]
Gules, a griffin sable [B- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Gules, a harp Or [B- Order of the Harp, Adria]
Gules, a hawks lure argent caped and strung Or and on a bordure argent a semy of
lozenges vert [D- Valerie Marcus, Terr] (Isabella Cristofori)
Gules, a horse passant argent [D- Maji Bavol Ibin Rosalia, Espe]
Gules, a horse rampant argent, on a chief Or three fleur-de-lis gules [D- Kent]
Gules, a key fesswise, wards to dexter, Or [B- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, a lion dormant within an orle Or [E- Canton of Cheshire, York]
Gules, a lion Or [D- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Gules, a lion sejant Or [B- Order of the Lion, adria]
Gules, a lion’s head caboshed between in chevron enhanced a quill and a paintbrush and
in base a needle fesswise all argent [E- La Maison d’ Artisans, Espe]
Gules, a Lucy knot argent [B- Ambassadors Award, Tyrl]
Gules, a mountain issuant from base Or [H- Shire of Isenwold, Adria CoA]
Gules, a mullet Or within a bordure argent [B- Cryspen Mac Morrigu, Conn]
Gules, a pair of scissors inverted handled or and bladed argent between in fess a thimble
and a needle Or threaded sable [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Gules, a pale dovetailed argent [D- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Gules, a pall inverted between three crescents Or [D- House Triheurge, York]
Gules, a pheon Or [B- Order of the Golden Pheon, Tyrl]
Gules, a phoenix rising and a chief rayonne Or [E- Order of the Phoenix Rising, Kinc]
Gules, a quatrefoil knot saltirewise Or [B- Burton Soth (Burton of York), York]
Gules, a quill bendwise sinister and a arrow point upwards in saltire within a bordure Or
[E- Estate of Delling, Roan]
Gules, a quill bendwise Or [B- Order of the Quill, Adria]
Gules, a rams head caboshed and on a chief argent three shamrocks vert [D- Shamus,
Brun]

Gules, a ram's head caboshed Or [D- Valance Prize, AuFj] (Prize Amadeus Von
Blackstaff)
Gules, a rapier argent [Dom- Church of Fools, Adria]
Gules, a raven and in chief three estoiles in chevron Or [B- Order of Celestial Raven,
Adria]
Gules, a raven sable and in base a founding viscomital coronet Or [D- Isabeau de
Ravenne, MaL]
Gules, a raven’s feather bendwise sinister sable fimbriated argent [B- Isabeau de
Ravenne, MaL]
Gules, a rose argent between four bees in saltire, heads to center, Or [B- Royal Order of
the Bee, York]
Gules, a rose argent, slipped and leaved vert [E- Canton of Lancaster, York]
Gules, a rose azure charged with a heart argent within a wreath of thorns sable [E- House
Couer de Rose, Espe]
Gules, a scale argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of
Justice, AuFj]
Gules, a scale Or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Justice,
AuFj]
Gules, a scroll argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of
Rolls, AuFj]
Gules, a scroll Or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Rolls, AuFj]
Gules, a sea-goat Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale argent between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of Archery (Range Master), AuFj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale Or between flaunches argent masoned
in sable [D- Minister of Archery (Range Master), AuFj]
Gules, a skull de mortis Or [B- Arthur o’Tyne, Some]
Gules, a semy of mullets Or [D- Cryspin macMorrigu, Conn] (X2)
Gules, a snowflake within an annulet of seven roses argent, barbed and seeded proper [DEstrid Ulfbjornsdotter, Some]
Gules, a squirrel rampant argent and on a base Or a semy of acorns proper [W- Diana
Lockerby, Adria CoA]
Gules, a squirrel rampant proper, a base Or semy of acorns proper [D- Waldham von
Torsvan, Cypr]
Gules, a stag at gaze within a orle argent [D- Toiresa McBride, York]
Gules, a sun in splendor Or [F- Aragon (Historical Subdivision), Adria CoA]
Gules, a sun in splendor Or, within a border embattled argent [B- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Gules, a sunburst proper within a bordure erminois [D- Del Sol Herald, Adria CoA]
Gules, a sword inverted argent [B- Dagr MacGuiness, Espe]
Gules, a sword inverted between a pair of wings Or and on a chief sable three crosses
fleury Or [D- Valiant, York]
Gules, a sword Or and an arrow argent in saltire [B- Haus der Bogenschutze, Tyrl]
Gules, a talbot passant Or [B- Order of the Talbot, Adria]
Gules, a thistle and on a chief argent three trees eradicated sable. [E- Barony of Black
Forest, Albi]

Gules, a tierce argent [E- House deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, a tower argent [D- Companion of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Gules, a tower within a border Or [D- House O’Hannan, AuFj]
Gules, a trumpet bendwise sinister between two wyverns displayed wings inverted Or [DYork Court Herald, York]
Gules, a unicorn salient argent within a bordure Or. [D- Angelina Consuela
MacCampbell, Roan]
Gules, a unicorn’s head couped sable between three oak leaves Or [B- Jericho Goutté
d’Or, York]
Gules, a wild man’s head transfixed by a sword argent [W- Judith (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Gules, a winged sword Or [B- Order of the Sword, Tyrl]
Gules, a wolf’s head caboshed proper maintaining in its mouth a rose reversed azure
slipped and leaved vert, all within a wreath of thorns sable [D- Thomas Fitzshokes
Paciafex, Espe]
Gules, a wyvern displayed Or [E- York]
Gules, an eagle displayed Or breasted gules [D- Sivax Wartongue, Albi]
Gules, an oak leaf Or [B- Order of Oak, Roan]
Gules, an Osprey alerion displayed wings inverted argent [D- L'Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Gules, an owl argent within a wreath of oak leaves Or [D- Josephine Durand, York]
Gules chaussé argent, a bee barry Or and sable winged argent [D- Brejenne Cunningham,
York]
Gules, comedy mask argent [B- Giachino Morone Lococo de San Filippo, Bran]
Gules, cubit dexter arm argent [D- Patricia Sparr, Cash]
Gules, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a heart Or [E- House of
Cherubina, York]
Gules, five chevronels argent [B- House deAcmd, Cons]
Gules flaunched sable, a lion dormant argent [D- Rose DeWitt ap Rhys, York]
Gules, four hammers in cross bases conjoined to an annulet argent [E- House Clan Magni,
Kinc]
Gules, four pallets argent, two ramvens displayed addorsed sable [E- Raven’s Fjord]
Gules, in fess two fleur-de-lis sable [D- Antoine (de) Burgandy, Camb]
Gules, in pale a crown and a sun in splendor Or [H- Kingdom of Aragon, Adria CoA]
Gules, in pale six plates two, two, and two and a chief argent. [D- Victoria, AuFj]
(Victoria Toronado Von Blackstaff)
Gules, nine mullets of eight points in annulet argent [D- Alhambra Crown Presence, Alha]
Gules, on a bend argent three suns in splendor gules [E- House of Castile del Sol, Some]
Gules, on a bend sable, a sword bendwise Or and in bend sinister five swords bendwise
sinister inverted argent [D- Madoc Traushirglan, Malt]
Gules, on a bend vert fimbrated Or between two boars statant argent, a rose Or [DCerridwenrose, Terr]
Gules, on a fess argent a spider tergiant sable [E- House of Kent, York]
Gules, on a lozenge argent a fleur-de-lis gules [B- Istalina de Angoumois, Pemb (Cast)]
Gules, on a pale Or a thistle proper [E- House Thistledown, York]
Gules, on a pale sable a Maltese cross at honour point argent [E- Krac de Chevalier, Malt]
Gules, on a pale sable overall a Maltese cross argent [D- Imperial Order of the Hospital
of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adira]

Gules, on a pile argent a wolf rampant sable langued gules [D- House Blackwolf, Wolf]
Gules, on a pile indented Or a pointed latin cross Azure [B- Donavan Cadnawon, Espe]
Gules semy-de-lis argent [B- Bishop of Constantinople, Cons]
Gules, three annulets Or [D- Halldora Egilsdottir, Some]
Gules, three bezants between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Steward, AuFj]
Gules, three castles in pale argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy
Chancelor, AuFj]
Gules, three castles in pale or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Chancelor,
AuFj]
Gules, three feathers Or [D- Rhiannon MacGregor, York]
Gules, three fleurs-de-lis Or [D- Emperor of Adria]
Gules, three plates between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Steward, AuFj]
Gules, three roses azure, each charged with a rose Or [B- Empress of Adria]
Gules, three towers one and two argent [D- Commander of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword argent between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of Joust and War, AuFj]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword Or between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [D- Minister of Joust and War, AuFj]
Gules, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer Or [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Gules, two keys in saltire Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, two pole axes in saltire and overall a sword Or [B- Minister of Joust and War,
Adria]
Gules, two swords in chevron and another fesswise argent [D- Draconia (E.) DeVona,
Umbr]
Gules, two towers in fess argent [D- Captain of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Gules, two winged spurs Or [D- Canton of Pembroke, York]
Gules, upon a bend flory counter flory Or a bend sable [F- Constantinople]
Field Primary: Or
Or, a bear erect affronty proper on a mount vert [D- Waldham von Torsvan, Cypr]
Or, a bend wavy azure, overall a mermaid argent, finned vert, crined and maintaining a
bow armed or. [D- Agatha, York]
Or, between three quatrefoil vert on a chevron sable an Irish harp Or [D- Nolan O'
Or, a bull passant and a chief wavy gules [E- Casa de Vizcaya, York]
Or, a chevron azure between three boars heads couped close gules [D- Angus
McCallister, Umbr]
Or, a chevron azure, in chief two thistles proper and in base a sheaf of tree arrows azure
[D- Elspeth Macaffeith, Kent]
Or, a chevron engrailed azure and in base a swan sans legs wings elevated contourne
gules [D- Elspeth O'Neill, Bran]
Or, a chevron fluery counter fluery azure and in base a lion sejant langued and barbed
gules [D- Archivist, Adria]
Or, a chevron sable and in base a double towered castle azure [E- House of Blue, Espe]
Or, a compass star purpure between three pellets [E- Estate of Twisted Fate, Umbr]
Or, a crequier within a bordure azure [D- Ysabel de Lisieux, Some]

Or, a cross fluery voided azure between four roses proper [B- Order of Croix Flueris,
Adria]
Or, a double-headed eagle sable [W- Charlemagne (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Or, a dragon head erased sable lampasse gules [B- Luke McGowen, Cons]
Or, a dragon passant sable lampasse gules [D- Luke McGowen, Cons]
Or, a dragon statant contourny gules [D- Ray the Red, Espe]
Or, a fleur-de-lis argent [D- Church of Adria]
Or, a fleur-de-lis vert [B- Umbria]
Or, a heart vert surmounted by a lion’s head erased Or orbed argent and langued gules
[B- Order of Heart of the lion, Umbr]
Or, a horse passant sable [E- Equinus, Cash]
Or, a lion couchant azure E- Barony of South Lyon, Cast]
Or, a lion gules [W- Hector (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Or, a maunch azure with a hand argent maintaining a bow contourne within a bordure
engrailed azure. [D- Elizabeth Broad, Terr]
Or, a mullet azure within an orle of hearts gules [D- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Or, a pheon inverted within a bordure sable. [D- Archery Guild, Bisq]
Or, a phoenix and on a chief gules five bezants Or [E- Estate of Desert Phoenix Rising,
AuFj]
Or, a phoenix gules [E- County of Phoenix, Kinc]
Or, a phoenix sable issuant from flames gules [D- Drew Manoah Imran, Some]
Or, a quill bendwise sable [B- Salix alba Sericea, Conn]
Or, a raven salient wings close sable [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Or, a rose purpure, stemmed, barbed and leafed proper, seeded or, between four gutte de
sange all within a bordure sable. [D- Rose Thorne d'Kahn, Bisq]
Or, a saltire dovetailed gyronny sable and gules, overall a death's head argent [DKnightHawk le Treson, Umbr]
Or, a saltire gyronny sable and gules [B- KnightHawk le Treson, Umbr]
Or, a serpent nowed sable [D- Gregor Pent von Shongau, Albi]
Or, a sheaf of eleven spears sable braced of a crown argent between flaunches gules [FTyr-Lynn]
Or, a spider azure. [B- Salix Alba Sericea, Conn]
Or, a stag springing within a bordure sable [D- Brient mcQuane, Some]
Or, a thistle proper, in chief 2 wolves statant and respectant gules [B- Allistair CuChainn
Halliday, Albi]
Or, a tree blasted and eradicated sable within a bordure gules [F- Blackwood at Carlisle]
Or, a tree blasted vert [B- Kyra Evaine, Thin]
Or, a triquerta parted and interlaced vert [D- Moira Pritani, Albi]
Or, a unicorn rampant crined gules maintaining a scroll Or between two flaunches argent.
[B- Ministry of Children’s Activities, Adria]
Or, a wolf head erases contourne sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero
di Genova, Cash]
Or, a wolf head erased contourne within a bordure sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael
Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]

Or, a wolf passant contourne sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di
Genova, Cash]
Or, a wyvern displayed sable, engorged of a viscount crown Or, within a border sable [DRuaidhri Silverhand, Conn]
Or, an acorn gules [B- Order of Acorn, Roan]
Or, an acorn slipped and leaved proper inverted [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Or, an arrow bendwise sinister sable [B- House Black Arrow, Cypr]
Or, an eagle’s head erased gules within a bordure dovetailed sable [D- Pierre Lasham,
Kinc]
Or, between two crowns a bend raguly purpure surmounted by a corbie displayed argent
[E- Casa Savoia, Cash]
Or chaussé gules, a sun gules [E- House Lasrach, York]
Or, chaussé-ployé purpure two wolves sejant respectant sable [D- Sebastian McGovern,
Umbr] (Sabastian)
Or, five double headed eagles displayed sable [D- Jordan of Marlborough, BlwC]
Or flaunched gules [D- Dragon’s fire, Tyrl]
Or flaunched gules, a sheaf of seven spears sable braced of a crown argent [D- Tyr-Lynn]
Or, four roses in a cross sable. [D- Dances in Shadows, Umbr]
Or, four triquerta in cross gules. [D- Adina Silverhand, Conn]
Or, gouty gules two warhammers in saltire sable [D- Grendel (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Or, in chevron three roses sable within a bordure embattled gules [D- Dorn das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Or, in pale a crown and a crescent sable [B- Cyprus]
Or, on a bend sinister between two crescents Or, two crosses potent sable [F- Cyprus]
Or, on a chevron vert between three dragons gules, a tower argent [D- Patrick Gullidge,
Terr]
Or, on a pale azure a cockatrice Or [E- County Concord, Umbr]
Or, on a pile azure a torch argent fired and charged with a flleur-de-lis Or in chief a
crown argent [B- Cambridge]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure [D- See of Malta, ChoA]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure, in chief a fleur-de-lis purpure
[D- See of Malta Pastoral Presence, ChoA]
Or, semy-de-lis sable [E- Chateaux la Guerre, York]
Or, three bars wavy azure and a bordure sable [B- Juliana of Aelfrethscoombe, Brun]
Or, three bendlets wavy gules displaced to sinister [E- Casa Alcazaba, York]
Or, three wolves passant in pale azure [D- Doom Solig, Roan]
Or, two bears combatant sable and in base a heart gules. [D- Richard Corazon del Oso,
Umbr]
Or, two lions salient respectant supporting a rose purpure barbed and seeded Or [DIsabella Maria de Magdelena, York]
Field Primary: Purpure
Purpure, a bend Or, overall a stag’s head couped affronté counterchanged [D- Govannon
ap Gwydion, York]
Purpure, a bend sinister argent surmounted by an arrow inverted bendwise argent [DMargarita DuBois, Cypr]

Purpure, a chalice Or between 3 roses 2 & 1 argent barbed vert and seeded Or [D- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Purpure, a chaussé argent [D- Angus Kilshannig, Cypr]
Purpure, a chevron argent, in base a pheon Or and on a chief argent three fleur de lis
purpure [D- Milisent de Lilley, Espe]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand appaume argent
and in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Purpure, a cock Or collared sable [D- Bella Nicotra, AuFj]
Purpure, a corbie displayed argent within and conjoined to an annulet Or [D- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet argent [B- Gabriel Lucien
Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet Or[B- Gabriel Lucien
Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Purpure, a cross crosslet and in chief a ducal crown within a bordure Or. [D- Ducal
Presence Banner, Cypr]
Purpure, a cross Or surmounted by a rose gules [D- Rosa Fiend, York]
Purpure, a crown between three oakleaves Or [E- March Tir de Righ, York]
Purpure, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a border
embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign of Arms, Espe]
Purpure, a elephant argent [D- Lady Shara, Umbr] (Shahara)
Purpure, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Purpure, a fleur-de-lis Or, overall a cat sejant guardant ermine [B- Katherine Marshal of
London, Espe]
Purpure, a Fleur-de-Sion within a bordure embattled Or [E- Esperance]
Purpure, a griffin sergeant Or and upon a bordure argent an orle of ermine spots [FPembroke]
Purpure, a lily argent in chief three triquerta within a bordure argent [D- Lily Douglas,
Alha]
Purpure, a lion Or within a bordure embattled Or [B- Lion of Hope Deputy Minister of
Arms, Espe]
Purpure, a mascle Or interlaced with a saltire argent and in base a bear’s head couped Or
armed, langued and orbed argent [D- Emma Bear Palladino-O’Domchadha, Cash]
Purpure, a maunch erminois [B- Royal Order of the Maunch, York]
Purpure, a mermaid argent maintaining with both hands and peering through a chaplet Or
flowered vert, in chief three stars argent [D- Cait Murphy, Albi]
Purpure, a moon decrescent Or [E- House Glen na Galt, Kinc]
Purpure, a mullet of 16 points argent [B- Constable Deputy of Esperance, Espe]
Purpure, a mullet of 16 points Or [B- Constable of Esperance, Espe]
Purpure, a pale and chief argent overall a vine with leaves palewise vert. [D- Cait de La
Roche, Cons]
Purpure, a plate [D- House Dragon Tears, Umbr]
Purpure, a pretzel Or [Dn- Imperial Culinary Guild, Adria]
Purpure, a rapier argent [B- Church of Fools, Adria]
Purpure, a salamander passant enflamed erminois within a bordure Or [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]

Purpure, a stag’s head erased between three pheons inverted argent [D- Brient McQuane,
Camb (Some)]
Purpure, a unicorn head erased and on a chief argent 3 compass stars purpure [D- Juliana
Christyne Fey, Some]
Purpure, a wolf's head caboshed argent [D- Finnian McLeod, Stir]
Purpure, a wyvern displayed Or [D- York]
Purpure, an eagle striking within a bordure argent [D- Stefan Belski, MaL]
Purpure, an oil lamp Or [B- Minister of Arts and Sciences, Adria]
Purpure, an owl contourny argent within a bordure Or [W- Nest Llywelyn, Adria CoA]
Purpure, between a stag salient and an arrow bendwise inverted argent a bend sable
fimbriated argent [D- Gemma Evanelista Borgia, Terr]
Purpure bezanty, a bordure Or [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
Purpure, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a trefoil Or [E- Barony of
Trinity, York]
Purpure emined argent, upon a bend cotised Or a crown sable [D- Gabriele Silverhand,
Conn]
Purpure, on a bend sinister argent, a bear's paw print sable [D- Serene, Guardian of the
Circle of Power, Umbr]
Purpure, on a cross or a tortoise erect tergiant vert [D- Jolan von Klue, Umbr]
Purpure, on a lozenge argent a triskel sable between two hurts and a pomme [D- Adelina,
Albi]
Purpure, on a pale argent a roundel purpure and in chief between an increscent and a
decrescent a crescent counterchanged [B- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Purpure, on a pale rayonny Or three dragons passant vert [E- House Winged Dragons,
Umbr]
Purpure, on a pile Or a key sable [B- Draconia (E.) DeVona, Umbr]
Purpure semy-de-lis Or, a bordure embattled Or [B- Esperance]
Purpure, semy of oak leaves Or [H- Shire of Lowenburg, Adria CoA]
Purpure, three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign
of Arms, Espe]
Purpure, two chalices in saltire argent and in chief a cluster of grapes Or slipped vert [DGiovanni Ceasario, AuFj]
Purpure, two enfields combatant argent. [D- Makenzie, AuFj]
Purpure, two hares combatant Or & argent [D- Treborius, Thin]
Purpure, two lions addorsed, nowed Or [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
Purpure, two seagoats respectant and a chief engrailed Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Purpure, upon a cross throughout Or a wolf sejant ululant sable and in bend sinister two
crosses fitchy gyronny of eight Or and argent [D- Nadine, Terr]
Purpure, upon a lozenge argent a butterfly purpure. [D- Cassiopia Rhiannon, Umbr]
Field Primary: Sable
Sable, a bat argent [B- Mobius of York, York]
Sable, a bat Or [E- House Villa Vespertillium Lapis, York]
Sable, a bear rampant contourné argent armed, langued and embrued gules, a bordure
compony gules and argent [D- Hamish, Terr]
Sable, a bend azure fimbrated argent & in sinister chief a Toulouse cross Or [D- Giovanni
Spirona, Mona]

Sable, a bend gules [B- Constantinople]
Sable, a bend purpure fimbriated Or and overall a phoenix argent [D- Alvin Rousseau,
Mona]
Sable, a bend sinister between a sword bendwise sinister and a key inverted bendwise
sinister argent. [D- Oding Vingoe, AuFj]
Sable, a bend sinister gules fimbriated argent [D- Kalimar Kerr Williamson / Maximus
Angeleo, MaL]
Sable, a bend sinister Or [B- Stefan Belski, MaL]
Sable, a bend lozengy bendwise pupure and argent overall a lion contourne tail queue
forche Or orbed lanqued and armed gules [D- Bella Nicotra, AuFj]
Sable, a Bengal tiger argent marked sable maintaining a sword bendwise sinister Or [DAerindane McLorie, Ches] (Bishop Rhys McLorie)
Sable, a bezant surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a triple-towered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, a Bourchier’s knot and on a chief argent three roses proper [D- Polonius Fiend,
York]
Sable, a bull rampant argent. [D- Bruadar Anvindr (Halfdanen), Umbr]
Sable, a cat in its curiosity contourny Or peering into a cauldron bendwise argent, and on
a chief argent a length of chain azure [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a cat passant argent [E- House of Wessex, Kinc]
Sable, a cauldron within a wreath of thorns Or [D- Cerridwyn (Emalia Fiend), York]
Sable, a chalice radiant and in base a fleece argent [E- Anthrax, Cons]
Sable, a chevron engrailed between in chief two natural tigers combatant and in base a
trident Or [D- Versus Thorson, Bran]
Sable, a chevron gules between two acorns slipped and leaved and a stags head couped
argent [D- Owen ap Rhys, York]
Sable, a chevron gules between two crescents and a bat Or [D- Mobius of York, York]
Sable, a chevron inverted and in chief a pyramid Or [D- Alan Odonnell, Kinc]
Sable, a chevron Or between a pair of hanging balances and a kris impaled of a death’s
head argent [D- William Baine, Albi]
Sable, a chevron purpure fimbriated argent between three roses argent each charged with
a rose purpure [D- Feccino Pieta de’Masi, AuFj]
Sable, a chief invected gules and a flame proper [E- House of Firestorm, AuFj]
Sable, a comet argent [B- Order of the Comet, Adria]
Sable, a coney sejant contourne argent between three hearts Or voided gules [D- Rebecca
Hamilton O’Horan, Bran]
Sable, a cross and in canton a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the Golden Cross, Adria]
Sable, a cross displaced to dexter chief Or within a border gules [D- Klaus van Isbjerg,
MaL]
Sable, a cross fitchy within a bordure argent [W- Roland of the Icelands, Adria CoA]
(+James the Red)
Sable, a cross fleury argent [B- Musketeers of York, York]
Sable, a cross fleury Or [H- Kingdom of Pembroke, Adria CoA]
Sable, a cross gules fimbriated argent, in sinister base an escutcheon argent [E- House
Eternal Faith, Umbr]
Sable, a crown enhanced and sustained by two lions combatant within a bordure

embattled Or [B- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, a double-bladed battleaxe within a bordure embattled Or [B- David (of) Ramsay,
Tyrl]
Sable, a double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and on a bend overall
gules, a Toulouse cross Or [D- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Sable, a dragon Or and a chief gules [D- Peter Sparrow, Glou]
Sable, a dragon rampant gules and on a chief argent a length of chain gules [D- Jamie the
Red, Espe]
Sable, a dragon sergeant within a bordure argent [E- House Draconis de Mortis, Albi]
Sable, a drakkar within a bordure argent [D- Egan Skelly, Terr]
Sable, a fess between 3 owls 2 & 1 argent [D- Santo Cesario, AuFj]
Sable, a fess embattled counter embattled, between three roses Or [D- Constance
Rosewell, Some]
Sable, a flame gules, in base a stag`s attires vert [B- Order of Saint Bridget, Adria]
Sable, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Sable, a fleur-de-lis Or between three roses argent [D- Kingdom of York (King
Presence)]
Sable, a fork of four prongs and a spoon in saltire in chief a crescent Or [E- Estate of
Infiernos Cocina, AuFj]
Sable, a forked spearhead within a border Or [D- Henry Goodwynne, Espe]
Sable, a fox sejant guardant contourne argent and in chief a mullet of eight Or [D- House
Polaris, Conn]
Sable, a fret within a bordure argent [D- Gar Greywolf, York] (Graywolf)
Sable,a fretted cross and on a chief argent three roses sable barbed and seeded proper [DAodhan McLoughlin, Umbr]
Sable, a Germanic panther Or, incensed and armed gules [D- Drachetor]
Sable, a griffin Or [W- Alexander the Great (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Sable, a heart argent between three annulets Or [D- Amador de la Hoya, Kinc]
Sable, a hippogriff segreant and in base two swords in saltire Or [D- Thomas Daggaric,
Albi]
Sable, a lion dormant argent within a border ermine [D- Sorche Kyrkeby, Some]
(Sorcha/Margot van Kapelle)
Sable, a lion’s face enfiled of two shin bones in saltire argent [B- Angus MacBrus, Albi]
Sable, a lion's head caboshed Or [E- House Giovanni, Cast]
Sable, a lozenge argent surmounted by a tree eradicated gules [W- Rowan del Marco,
Adria CoA]
Sable, a lozenge Or, overall a rose purpure barbed and seeded proper [B- Fionnghualla
Inghean Ruaidhni, York]
Sable, a Maltese cross argent, on a chief gules four Maltese crosses argent [D- Imperial
Order of the Hospital of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Sable, a mace argent [B- Sheriff of Alhambra, Alha]
Sable, a mullet of eight points within a border argent [B- House Polaris, Conn]
Sable, a mullet of six points charged with a cross fitchy gules [B- Order of the Polar Star,
Roan]
Sable, a mullet Or [H- Duchy of Brittany, Adria CoA]
Sable, a pale argent [D- Frie Companies von Lagersuufer, Adria]

Sable, a pale Or [B- Brandenburg]
Sable, a pale or charged with an arrow sable [D- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, a pale Or surmounted by in chief a heart gules [B- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Sable, a pale vert fimbriated and surmounted by a squirrel sejant maintaining an acorn
argent [D- Robert of Squirrel Forest, Cash]
Sable, a pallium vert fimbrated & tasseled between three fleur de lis argent [D- See of
Monaco, ChoA]
Sable, a pegasus rampant and on a chief argent three rose’s purpure barbed and seeded
proper. [D- Karen Martin, Cash]
Sable, a phoenix argent upon a bordure argent three poppies two and one gules [DAnastasia, Albi]
Sable, a phoenix Or issuant from flames of fire proper [E- House Phoenix, Albi]
Sable, a phoenix rising within a bordure argent [H- Duchy of Desert Rose, Adria CoA]
(+Vingulf)
Sable, a plate surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a tripletowered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, a pomegranate Or, doubleseeded gules, in chief a Crown Or [D- Bella Nicotra,
AuFj]
Sable, a pomegranate Or seeded gules, on a chief Or three roses gules barbed and seeded
proper [D- Barony of Serenity, AuFj]
Sable, a raven displayed reguardant sable fimbriated gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert,
Umbr]
Sable, a rose argent [B- Isabeau de Ravenne, MaL]
Sable, a rose argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or [D- Kingdom of York (Queen
Presence)]
Sable, a rose within a border embattled Or [B- Constance Rosewall, Some]
Sable, a salamander Or enflamed proper and in chief three arched building facades argent
[E- Barony of Salamanca, Some]
Sable, a saltire argent and a chief checky Or and vert [D- Camoran FitzCanon, Umbr]
(Cameron Kilshannig FitzCanon)
Sable, a saltire gules, overall a griffin segreant argent [D- Friedrich von Metz de
Coirnoir, Bran]
Sable, a semy of estoiles in gurges argent [B- Order of the Nebula, Adria]
Sable, a scorpion rampant purpure within a bordure argent [D- Nikolai Belski, Terr]
(Nikolai McClean Belsky Von Hapsburg)
Sable, a sheaf of three thigh bones argent [D- E’Xavier de Normandy, Roan]
Sable, a sinister gauntlet gules between three mullets of eight points argent [E- House
Numenor, York]
Sable, a sinister hand appaumy argent [B- Michael Sinestro, Umbr]
Sable, a skull de Mortis Or [B- William Baine, Albi]
Sable, a Skull de Mortis within a bordure argent pellet [E- County de Mortis, Albi]
Sable, a stag's head caboshed argent attired Or [D- Bjorn Valladyr, RaFj]
Sable, a star argent surmounted by a capital letter “K” azure [D- Kristoffe K. Ramsey,
Umbr]
Sable, a sun in splendor Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Sable, a trefoil argent [D- Angylique Mack, Lanc]

Sable, a three skulls argent, orbed gules, each enfiled of an arrow, chained and shackled
Or [D- Angules Blackbird, Umbr]
Sable, a tongue palewise forked at its lower end gules [D- Tremain Kilshannig
O’Doherty, Umbr]
Sable, a tower argent upon a demi-hill vert, in canton an increscent argent [E- Barony of
Ard Atha, Terr]
Sable, a tricapitatied wolf rampant argent [E- March of Tartarus, Kinc]
Sable, a triquerta argent [D- Anne McAlystre, BkwC]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and an orle argent [E- Barony of Triskelle, York]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs between three death’s heads, one-and-two, all argent
[D- Erik the Aweful, Bran] (Erik Erickson)
Sable, a wheel argent. [E- Nadastati Kumpania Domain, Adria]
Sable, a winged dexter arm maintaining a sword gules [E- Barony of Badenoch, Umbr]
Sable, a wyvern displayed argent and a chief embattled Or [D- Alaric Thorne, Pemb]
Sable, a wyvern displayed Or [D- York]
Sable, a wyvern gules holding a hammer Or and a dagger argent [E- Barony of Red
Wyvern, Umbr]
Sable, a wyvern's head couped argent within a bordure embattled Or [B- Alaric Thorne,
Pemb]
Sable, an acorn bendwise Or [B- Woodworkers Guild of Cashel, Cash]
Sable, an acorn inverted and slipped and leaved within a bordure wavy Or [E- House
Craigh na Dunn, York]
Sable, an annulet between three shakeforks Or [D- Sebastian McGovern, Umbr]
(Sabastian)
Sable, an oriental dragon rampant contourny Or and on a chief argent, a length of chain
gules [D- Robert de la Fonteyne, Albi]
Sable, an Osprey dechaussé displayed wings inverted argent [D- L’Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Sable, an owl within a double tressure flory counter flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the
Owl, Umbr]
Sable chapé Or, a torch enflamed sable [E- House Logi Av Frami, Kinc]
Sable, dexter and sinister wings inverted and in base a serpent with tail in mouth argent
[E- County of Ouroboros, York]
Sable, five swords mulletwise inverted argent [D- Elric Irondrake, Glou]
Sable flaunched argent, a triquetra Or [B- Kathleen Carey, Tyrl]
Sable, in chief a mullet Or and on a point pointed argent a two-towered castle vert [E- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, in dexter a dragon contourny Or and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length
of chain gules [B- Robert de la Fonteyne, Albi]
Sable, in dexter a dragon gules and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length of chain
gules [B- Jamie the Red, Espe]
Sable, in pale a crown and a cross potent Or [B- Cyprus]
Sable, in pale a spoon bendwise upright and a quill bendwise, and on a pale displaced to
sinister argent a length of chain azure [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, in saltire a lightning flash Or and a hammer headed argent and handled proper [EHouse ThunderCloud, Umbr]

Sable lozengy Or, a semy of roses purpure barbed and seeded proper [B- Fionnghualla
Inghean Ruaidhni, York]
Sable, on a bend argent three crosses pattee fitchy sable [D- Skallabjorn Vilkalmr, York]
Sable, on a bend between two mullets argent three decrescents sable [D- Pandora
(MacLeod), Pemb]
Sable, on a bend gules between two unicorn’s heads couped, three oak leaves Or [DJericho Goutté d’Or, York]
Sable, on a bend sinister gules between 2 estoiles 3 water-bougets Or [H- Duchy of Neu
Eisenwold, Adria CoA] (X2)
Sable, on a bezant a sword and axe in saltire azure [Dom- Imperial Brotherhood of
Mercenaries, Adria]
Sable, on a fess argent a lion passant sable [E- House of Aberffraw, Cast]
Sable, on a mullet argent a decrescent sable [B- Pandora (MacLeod), Pemb]
Sable, on a pale gules overall a Maltese cross argent [D- Imperial Order of the Hospital
of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Sable, on a pale Or three double-headed eagles sable [F- Brandenburg]
Sable, on a pale purpure fimbriated argent, between two lightning bolts a spiked mace
argent [D- Puck, Umbr]
Sable, on a pall argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or; four fleurs-de-lis sable [DWestmoreland]
Sable, on a pile gules fimbrated an annulet Or enfiled of a sword inverted argent [DSivax WarTongue, Albi]
Sable, on a plate a wolfs head caboshed sable within a bordure embattled argent [BSergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]
Sable, on a sun argent a pellet [D- John Greyshade, Terr]
Sable, on a sun Or a Torteau [B- Asa Lokabrenna, AuFj]
Sable, the crown of a Countess Royal between three cartwheels all within a bordure Or
[D- Cocah Anatolii, York]
Sable, three bars Or [D- Serene, Umbr]
Sable, three cross’s patee in pale argent [D- Govannon, York]
Sable, three hand lamps flammant Or [D- Serene, Guardian of the Circle of Power, Umbr]
Sable, three suns Or each eclipsed by a Torteau [D- Asa Lokabrenna, AuFj]
Sable, two dragons combattant argent [D- Logan du Draconis, Espe]
Sable, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer gules [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Sable, two gouttes d’Or in chevron inverted so as to suggest the eyes of a wolf [BCromar Volfsblot, Espe]
Sable, two spears in saltire Or [B- Noble Order of Crown Guards, Adria]
Sable, two swords in saltire argent [B- Ministry of Marshallate, Adria]
Sable, two wolves statant respectant argent, on a chevron inverted Or surmounted by five
thistles proper [D- Allistar CuChlainn Halliday, Albi]
Sable, upon a bend between two bows Or a arrow bendwise sinister sable [D- Ulis
Rowden, Cypr]
Sable, upon a bend flory counter flory Or a bend gules [F- Constantinople]
Sable, upon a bend sinister gules fimbriated Or, 3 crosses barbed palewise between two
crosses barbed argent [D- Vanyev Betzina, Glou]

Sable, upon a demi sun radiant a horse head couped sable [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]
Sable, upon a demi sun radiant between three mullets of eight points argent a horse head
couped sable [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]
Sable, upon a lozenge azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe argent [D- Richard Reven,
Umbr]
Sable, upon a pale vert fimbriated three suns in splendor or [D- Vallis Solaris, Umbr]
Sable, upon a pile inverted azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe inverted argent [DRichard Reven, Umbr]
Sable, upon a pile dovetailed Or a wolfs paw print sable [D- Dyr Ulvson, Pemb]
Field Primary: Vert
Vert, a bear dormant and on a chief argent three sunflowers vert [D- Keera Reeve, Kinc]
Vert, a bear rampant within a border argent. [D- Artair Gillechriosd, York]
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or. [D- Estate of
Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bear’s gambe erased palewise or. [D- Estate of Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bear's head couped close between four hearts two and two Or. [D- Estate of Ursus
Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bear's head couped within a orle of eight pheons points outward Or. [D- Estate of
Ursus Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bend sinister between a key palewise, wards to sinister base and a goblet argent
[E- Canton of Aquitane, Espe]
Vert, a bend sinister between two wolves heads erased argent upon it a feather in bend
sinister sable [D- Tuatha de Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)
Vert, a bend sinister cotised argent, overall a wolf courant sable [D- Eiliagh d’Aitzarra,
Bisq]
Vert, a bezant [B- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Vert, a Bezant and a border argent [B- Chesapeake]
Vert, a bow fesswise between three pheons within a tressure or. [B- Order of the Bow,
Umbr]
Vert, a bowen’s knot bendwise argent [D- Silvia (E.) Gustavson, Umbr]
Vert, a brown bear rampant proper and in canton a Latin Celtic cross argent [WMathghamhain Kilshannig, Adria CoA]
Vert, a butterfly argent [D- Aileen Bristow, Terr]
Vert, a butterfly within and conjoined to an annulet argent surmounted by 14 roses gules
barbed and seeded proper [D- Alexandria Fiend, York] (Rose Fiend)
Vert, a Celtic cross pattée Or [D- Waldham van Torsvan, Cypr]
Vert, a Celtic cross within a bordure invected argent [E- Cameron (Kilshannig)
FitzCanon, Umbr]
Vert, a chevron between two triquertras and a cross of Jerusalem Or [D- Heath, Bran]
Vert, a chevron inverted argent [D- Daniella Vadim, Ches]
Vert, a chevron Or between three lozenges argent [E- House of Kessler, Kinc]
Vert, a chief dancetty argent [H- Duchy of Ekaterinegorod, Adria CoA]
Vert, a chief indented argent [H- Duchy of Ekateringorod, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cock close argent [B- The Gnome, Roan]
Vert, a compass star pierced azure between in saltire four points conjoined to a bordure
sable [E- House Ragnarok, York]

Vert, a coney rampant within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [D- Order of the
Hare, Umbr]
Vert, a cross and in canton surmounted by a fleur de lis Or a book argent [D- Codex
Herald, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross between four fleurs-de-lis Or [D- College of Arms, Adria]
Vert, a cross crosslet Or within a bordure embattled argent [D- Karl Brauer, Espe]
Vert, a cross Or [B- College of Arms, Adria]
Vert, a cross Or and in canton a castle argent [D- Castle Herald, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a belt buckled in annulo azure [DBeltazure Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a dragon rampant gules [D- Dragon
Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a griffin segreant purpure [DGriffin Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or, on a chief argent three fleurs-de-lis Or each enfiled of a crown argent
[D- Fleur-de-Lis Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a decrescent argent [D- Tailan Bran McNeil, Terr]
Vert, a dragon Or [H- Duchy of Dragons Mist, Adria CoA]
Vert, a fess between three horseshoes argent [D- Wincello Gluckliche, Some]
Vert, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Vert, a fox head caboshed Or. [D- Canton of Firefox, Bisq]
Vert, a fox sejant argent [D- Wilhelmina von Neukirk, York]
Vert, a fret throughout azure fimbrated argent. [D- “Timothy” of Wolfendorf, MaL]
Vert, a garb Or [D- Elizabeth Blizce, Some]
Vert, a gauntlet argent, and on a chief sable an escallop Or [D- Akria Krastel, Terr]
(Luisa)
Vert, a gauntlet grasping a square hammer argent [D- Magnus Hammerhead, Camb]
Vert, a hawk volant within a bordure embattled Or [D- Sergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]
Vert, a Latin Celtic cross Or, and on a chief argent three harps sable [D- Eleanor de la
Pole, Bran]
Vert, a leopard rampant sustaining a harp Or [D- Ciaran, Terr]
Vert, a lion crowned within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [F- Umbria]
Vert, a lion in splendor Or [H- Shire of Lyon, Adria CoA]
Vert, a lion maintaining a sword argent [B- Pride of Kincora, Kinc]
Vert, a lute bendwise Or [D- Gunther the Grey, Terr]
Vert, a mace palewise within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order of Kings
scepter, Umbr]
Vert, a mace within a double tressure flory counter flory or.[B- Royal Order of the King’s
Septer, Umbr]
Vert, a Maltese cross within a bordure Or [B- Order of Saint Gabriel, Adria]
Vert, a maneless lion rampant within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order
of Pride of Umbria, Umbr]
Vert, a Mortar and Pestle argent [D- Spice Guild, Alha]
Vert, a mullet of eight points Or charged with a triquerta sable within a bordure Or [DEmilie Penrose Blackwell, Cash]
Vert, a mullet within and conjoined to an annulet Or [D- Cullen of the Seekers, Ches]

Vert, a pale argent, overall a lion maintaining a sword bend sinister wise sable, armed,
langued, and orged argent [D- Caer Leon]
Vert, a peacock in his pride within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order of
Queen’s Grace, Umbr] (Royal Order of the Queen’s Grace)
Vert, a phoenix argent issuant from flames Or [D- Ciara Forrester, Kinc]
Vert, a phoenix’s head couped argent incensed proper [B- Hanzel (Kilshannig) von
Brandenburg, Umbr]
Vert, a quill and a trumpet in saltire within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [BOrder of Heralds, Umbr] (Royal Order of the Heralds)
Vert, a saltire engrailed Or between four bezants each charged with a raven sable [DRaven Sovereign of Arms, Terr]
Vert, a scroll bendwise argent and upon a chief embattled Or three feathers bendwise vert
[D- Katelyn VonderScheissaus, Roan]
Vert, a sealion between three annulets Or [D- Freitag, Albi]
Vert, a sea-wolf erect argent [E- House Seawulf, Umbr]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted and upon a chief Or three roundles gules [D- Rodrich
von der Harr, Some]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted between two batons sinister Or [D- Iain Griffen, Cypr]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows Or [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]
Vert, a spider within an orle argent [D- Paianjeh O’Deaghaidh, Albi]
Vert, a spindle Or [B- Fiber Arts Guild, Alha]
Vert, a stag's head caboshed and in chief a mullet within a double tressure flory counter
flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the Starbuck, Umbr]
Vert, a stag rampant argent [D- Mikcos Douglas, Alha]
Vert, a stag rampant contourne and on a chief Or two crosses flory sable [D- Kara
Cesario, Albi]
Vert, a standing scale argent [W- Deborah (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Vert, a sun within a bordure Or [D- Aleksandra Von Rothenburg, Bran]
Vert, a tower argent [B- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Vert, a tree blasted Or [D- Kyra Evaine, Thin]
Vert, a tree eradicated within a bordure argent [D- Hawthorn de Talleyrand, York]
Vert, a unicorns head erased contourne argent armed within a border Or [D- Red Skelly,
Terr]
Vert, a wolf statant and on a bordure argent a semy of maple leaves gules [D- Babette
(Bryn Corey), Terr]
Vert, a wyvern displayed Or [D- York]
Vert, an alphyn passant and on a chief argent three fructed oak trees eradicated proper
[D- House Gla’ Morn Adel, Terr]
Vert, an escarbuncle within a double tressure flory counter flory argent. [B- Royal Order
of the Blue Nose, Umbr]
Vert, an equal-armed Celtic cross argent [W- Boadicea (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Vert, an oak leaf within three annulets parted and interlaced Or [E- House Oakesblood,
York]
Vert, an oak tree eradicated and on a chief Or, three acorns proper [D- Marion Leal
Durius, Espe]
Vert, four oak leaves in cross argent [E- House of Arianedale, Conn]

Vert, fretty argent, on a chief argent three chaplets vert [D- Ann Bryce of Kincraig, Terr]
Vert, in bend three bezants [D- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Vert, in chief two pheons and in base a pheon inverted or. [D- House of Guildeforge,
Espr]
Vert, on a bend sinister argent between two oak leaves bendwise Or, three triquetra vert
[D- Kendra Finster McFadyen, Terr]
Vert, on a chevron Or a bear passant sable [D- Mathe Brakkewinde, Brun]
Vert, on a chevron sable fimbriated Or between three honeybees proper, three crowns Or
[D- Order of the Workerbee, Umbr]
Vert, on a lozenge argent a unicorn rampant garduant sable [D- Sapphire Jade, Lanc]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]
Vert, three pine trees in chevron inverted argent [D- Thomas de los ceverceros de tafalla
el destructor del silla de mathe, Glou]
Vert, two arrows in saltire argent [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]
Vert, two arrows in saltire Or [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]
Vert, two axes in saltire Or [D- Wright Bentwood, York]
Vert, two bears combatant and in chief three wine casks fesswise Or [D- Wilhelmus
Blizce, Some]
Vert. two lions’s heads erased in pale argent [B- Kincora]
Vert, two lions passant in pale argent [F- Kincora]
Vert, two needles in saltire and in base a thimble Or [D- Alezannah Silfvernal, Cypr]
Vert, two wings displayed and conjoined in base a chalice Or [D- Talen Deschaine, AuFj]
Vert, upon a bezant a wreath charged with four roses in cross gules. [D- Adelaide
Brianna Hamilton, Umbr]

Fieldless:
(Fieldlless) A alphyn argent. [B- Order of Alphyn (Vice-President BoD Retired), Adria]
(Fieldless) A alphyn or. [B- Order of Alphyn (President BoD Retired), Adria]
(Fieldless) A bear rampant Or [B- Wilhelmus Blazce, Some]
(Fieldless) A bezant within and conjoined to a mascle argent, enfiled in chief of a crown
Or [B- Bezant Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A Bourchier knot argent [B- Polonius Fiend, York]
(Fieldless) A caduceus Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Physiker, Mona]
(Fieldless) A Calatrava cross argent enfiled of a crown Or [B- Order of St. Catherine,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A cartwheel argent [B- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
(Fieldless) A cartwheel Or [B/D- Yoni Rosalia, Cypr]
(Fieldless) a cats head couped azure. [D- Rhiannon Roysdotter, Bisq]
(Fieldless) A Celtic cross argent enfiled in base of a serpent nowed vert. [D- Cole O’Lira,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A chapeau gules turned up Ermine [B- Chapeau Herald Extraordinary, Adria
CoA]
(Fieldless) A chaplet argent leaved vert [D- Anne Bryce of Kincraig, Terr]
(Fieldless) A corbie displayed within and conjoined to an annulet purpure [B- Gabriel
Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, Cash]
(Fieldless) A crequier Azure [B- Ysabel de Lisieux, Some]

(Fieldless) A crequier Or [B- Ysabel de Lisieux, Some]
(Fieldless) A cross flory Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Minister of Arms,
Mona]
(Fieldless) A cross patonce per quarter gules and sable [B- Rayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
(Fieldless) A cross per fess gules and vert fimbrated Or [B- Knights of Malta, Malt]
(Fieldless) A deaths head gules [B- Rayne (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
(Fieldless) A demi-escutcheon palewise contourné sable [B- Sinister Pursuivant
Extraordinary, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A digging spade inverted Or. [B- Order of the Spade, Cypr]
(Fieldless) A double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and debruised of a
fleur-de-lis gules [B- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
(Fieldless) A double-headed eagle displayed sable debruised of two furisons palewise
handles outward Or [B- Arion Hirsch von Schutzhundheim, Bran]
(Fieldless) A dove essorant argent, beaked & armed Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Minister of Children’s Activites, Mona]
(Fieldless) A dragon displayed reguardant tail nowed azure [B- Coda Wolfram von
Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
(Fieldless) a falcon close sable. [B- Minister of Arms (Falcon), Malt]
(Fieldless) A flame gules [B- Arthur O’Tyne, Some]
(Fieldless) A fleam argent [B- Scorche Kyrkeby, Some] (Margot van Kapelle)
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis azure [B- Albion]
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis gules [B- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis Or [B- Empire of Adria]
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis per pale sable and gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
(Fieldless) A fleur de lis sable [B- Giovanni Spirono, Mona]
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis vert [B- Umbria]
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis purpure [B- Francesco Gaetano Greco d’Edessa, Malt]
(Fieldless) A furison inverted Or [B- Juliana (Neuneker) Hirsch von Schutzhundheim,
Bran]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo argent [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo azure [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo gules [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo sable [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A garter buckled in annulo vert [B- Order of Crown Companions, Adria]
(Fieldless) A gauntleted dexter fist palewise Or maintaining a hammer in bend sinister
proper [B- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
(Fieldless) A hammer argent [B- Magnus Hammerhead, Camb]
(Fieldless) A hand purpure [B- Maniya Ronas, Some]
(Fieldless) A hare boltant gules [B- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons]
(Fieldless) A hawk’s lure argent capped and nowed Or [B- Patric Beo McLean, Terr]
(Fieldless) A heart azure charged with bee volant Or [B- Somerset]
(Fieldless) A heart gules [B- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
(Fieldless) A heart gules cojoined to wings inverted and enfiled by a sword Or [B- Ansel
de Gace, Some]
(Fieldless) A key azure [B- Cambridge]

(Fieldless) A key fesswise wards to base Or [B- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
(Fieldless) A laurel wreath Or [B- Marcus (Euandros) Eneas, Mona]
(Fieldless) A lily argent [B- Church of Adria]
(Fieldless) A lion argent tounged gules maintaining a heart azure [B- Somerset]
(Fieldless) A lion gules maintaining a shield bendy sinister Or and azure [B- Etienne de
Guerre, York]
(Fieldless) A lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or [E- County of Estrella
Dorada, Cast]
(Fieldless) A lymphad Or [E- House of Mercury, Some]
(Fieldless) A Maltese cross argent [B- Imperial Order of the Hospital of St. Bella in
Jerusalem, Adria]
(Fieldless) A Maltese cross gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
(Fieldless) A man's head caboshed wearing a cardinals cap per pale argent and azure
conjoined at base with two forks in saltire azure all within and conjoined to a annulet or.
[D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
(Fieldless) A a martlet volant argent maintaining in its beak a rose Or barbed and slipped
vert [B- Constance Rosewall, Some]
(Fieldless) A mermaid in her vanity argent [E- Barony of Blue Maid, Some]
(Fieldless) A mortar and pestle argent [D- Spice Guild, Alha]
(Fieldless) A nesselblatt Or [B- Elizabeth Blizce, Some]
(Fieldless) A nesselblatt vert [B- Elizabeth Blizce, Some]
(Fieldless) A pair of wings conjoined argent surmounted by a cross tapered vert. [D- Cole
O’Lira, Mona]
(Fieldless) A passion cross pattee Or, surmounted by an annulet per pale gules and sable
[B- Ian McDonald of Connaught, Bran]
(Fieldless) A pair of tongs argent [B- Worshipful Company of Connacht Smiths, Conn]
(Fieldless) A patriarchal cross fleury per pale argent and Or [B- Francesco Gaetano
Gréco d’Edessa, Malt]
(Fieldless) A peacock feather vert eyed Or and azure [B- Maniya Rana, Some]
(Fieldless) A peacock in its pride proper [B- Maniya Rana, Some]
(Fieldless) A phoenix issuant from flames sable [B- Drew Manoah Imran, Some]
(Fieldless) A pillar gules bendy Or [B- Order of the Pillar, Tyrl]
(Fieldless) A pine tree argent [B- Thomas de los ceverceros de tafalla el destructor del
silla de mathe, Glou]
(Fieldless) A portcullis Or within and conjoined to an an annulet vert [B- Mona]
(Fieldless) A raven displayed wings inverted and dismembered sable [B- Connacht]
(Fieldless) A rose sable seeded Or [B- Ashlinn Tiernan, Albi]
(Fieldless) A rose stemmed, leaved, barbed, and seeded proper [B- Lewana de Panton,
Some]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of arrows argent flighted Or [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of arrows inverted Or fletched vert [ B- Iain Griffen, Cypr]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of three arrows purpure fletched and barbed argent, within and
conjoined to an annulet purpure [B- Thorn Labrith, AuFj]
(Fieldless) A spade argent [B- Order of the Spade (Argent), Cypr]
(Fieldless) A spade sable [B- Order of the Spade (Sable), Cypr]
(Fieldless) A spearhead per bend sinister sable and argent [B- Bjornson Valladyr, Kinc]

(Fieldless) A spindle Or [B- Fiber Arts Guild, Alha] ( + House of Devon, Some )
(Fieldless) A spoon inverted azure [B- Blue Spoon Award, Some]
(Fieldless) A spoon Or [B- Order of the Golden Spoon, Adria]
(Fieldless) A sprig of sage vert laced argent [B- Order of the Sage, Espe]
(Fieldless) A straight trumpet palewise, bell to chief, enfiled of a crown Or [B- Vox
Coronis Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A sun in splendor argent [E- Order of the Silver Sun, Alha]
(Fieldless) A sun in splendor Or [D- Isabella Roemer, Glou]
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent enfiled of a vine vert at the hilt a flower purpure [BErrand Kuss, Umbr]
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent surmounted by a thistle slipped and leaved proper [BIamys M’Tamhais, Some]
(Fieldless) A tortoise statant vert [B- Gwendolyn, Glou]
(Fieldless) A Toulouse cross azure surmounted by a sheaf of three arrows argent [BGiovanni Spirona, Mona]
(Fieldless) a Toulouse cross Gules surmounted by two staffs in saltire each topped by a
fleur-de-lis argent. [B- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
(Fieldless) A Toulouse cross Or [E- House of Casa de Estilo, Some]
(Fieldless) A tower argent [B- Order of the Sage, Espe]
(Fieldless) A triangle inverted vert [B- Alfred Clophill, Stir]
(Fieldless) A trident Or [B- Marcus (Euandros) Eneas, Mona]
(Fieldless) A tyger passant gorged of a crown Or [B- Tyger Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) A unicorn’s head couped argent [B- Agatha Cromer, Some]
(Fieldless) A withered tree eradicated within and conjoined to an annulet argent [BAscencia O’Tyne, Some]
(Fieldless) A wolf rampant gules. [B- Company of Wolf Crimson, Espe
(Fieldless) An alphyn rampant argent [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
(Fieldless) An arrow fesswise Or [B- Imperial Order of the Golden Arrow, Adria]
(Fieldless) An ash branch embowed to dexter Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert.
[B- Hospitaler, Mona]
(Fieldless) An ash branch embowed to sinister vert [B- Monaco]
(Fieldless) An eagle’s head erased Or langued gules [B- Angus mcLean de mcDonnon,
Terr]
(Fieldless) An elk statant sable [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) An ermine spot sable [B- Sorcha Kyrkeby, Some] (Sorche/Margot van
Kapelle)
(Fieldless) An escallop argent [B- Order of the Escallop, Adria]
(Fieldless) A lion rampant azure [B- Somerset]
(Fieldless) A lion rampant gules maintaining a shield bendy sinister Or and azure [BEtienne de Guerre, York]
(Fieldless) An open book Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Minister of Arts
and Sciences, Mona]
(Fieldless) An open scroll argent within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Minister of
Rolls, Mona]
(Fieldless) An osprey alerion displayed wings inverted Or [B- L'Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
(Fieldless) In fess a quill contourné argent and a quill azure [B- Rosalynne de Sylva, Albi]

(Fieldless) Issuant from within a Sovereign of Arms Crown a miter Or ribboned and
embellished argent [B- Mitter King of Arms (personal title), CoA]
(Fieldless) On a heart sable a bend sinister fimbriated Or [B- Hause Savage, Wolf]
(Fieldless) On a heart sable a bend sinister vert fimbriated Or [B- House Sauvage, Wolf]
(Fieldless) Upon a lozenge purpure a bezant Or [B- Brunico]
(Fieldless) The letter M argent [B- Malta)
(Fieldless) Three pheons in pall inverted points to center argent [B- Brient McQuane,
Some]
(Fieldless) three quills Or issuant from an inkpot sable. [B- Scribal Guild, Conn]
(Fieldless) Three triquerta conjoined in fess purpure [B- Lily Douglas, Alha]
(Fieldless) Two arrows in saltire argent, fletched Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Minister of Archery, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two arrows in saltire gules fletched or within and conjoined to a annulet sable.
[D- Carpbashark, Espe]
(Fieldless) Two ash branches in saltire vert surmounted by a fleur-de-lis Or [ B- Monaco]
(Fieldless) Two battle-axes in saltire argent, hafted Or within & conjoined to an annulet
vert. [B- Minister of Joust and War, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two hammers in saltire argent [B- Worshipful Company of Connacht Smiths,
Conn]
(Fieldless) Two keys inverted in saltire addorsed Or, within & conjoined to an annulet
vert [B- Steward, Mona]
(Fieldless) Two swords in saltire sable, overall a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the
Empress` Guards, Adria]
(Fieldless) Upon a bezant purpure an annulet Or [W- The Sir Nigel Seymour of
Huntington Award, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) Upon a cross Or, a flame proper [B- Flaming Herald Extraordinary, Adria
CoA]

Fish-Dolphin
Argent, a dolphin hauriant sable within a bordure azure. [D- Shirlea Fitzedmund de Clare,
Bisq]
Argent, three dolphins sable within a bordure azure. [D- Shirlea Fitzedmund de Clare,
Bisq]
Azure, a dolphin argent finned Or within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [DOrder of the Dolphin, Umbr]
Azure, on a chief wavy argent three dolphins embowed azure [D- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]
Azure, two dolphins hauriant addorsed and conjoined argent [D- Elain Grae, Albi]

Flail-see Mace
Flame
(Fieldless) A flame gules [B- Arthur O’Tyne, Some]
(Fieldless) Upon a cross Or, a flame proper [B- Flaming Herald Extraordinary, Adria
CoA]
Argent, a flame proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Flame, Mona]
Azure, a flame of fire proper within an annulet nowed at the base of a Staffordshire knot
argent [D- Winfred (Randall) Llewellyn ap Alyson, Albi]
Azure, on a lozenge argent a flame proper [B- Cambridge]

Per bend sable and gules, in sinister base a flame gules fimbrated argent [B- Order of
Rouen, Umbr]
Per pale purpure and argent, in chevron three mullets pierced and in base a flame all
counterchanged [D- Edelinne d’Orsay, Umbr]
Sable, a chief invected gules and a flame proper [E- House of Firestorm, AuFj]
Sable, a flame gules, in base a stag`s attires vert [B- Order of Saint Bridget, Adria]
Vert, a oil lamp within a tressure or flame proper. [B- Order of DaVinci, Umbr]

Flaunches
Argent, a lions head caboshed enfiled by a kris gules hafted between two flaunches sable
[E- Leonis deMortis, Some]
Argent, a mullet between flaunches azure [B- Order of Polaris, Glou]
Azure flaunched Or, a swan niant contourney wings addorsed argent [D- Juliana of
Aelfrethscoombe, Brun]
Gules, a caduceus argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Physicar,
AuFj]
Gules, a caduceus or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Physicar, AuFj]
Gules, a oil lamp argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister
of Arts and Science, AuFj]
Gules, a oil lamp or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Arts and
Science, AuFj]
Gules, a scale argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of
Justice, AuFj]
Gules, a scale or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Justice,
AuFj]
Gules, a scroll argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of
Rolls, AuFj]
Gules, a scroll or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Rolls, AuFj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale argent between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [B- Deputiy Minister of Archery, AuSj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale or between flaunches argent masoned
in sable [D- Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules flaunched sable, a lion dormant argent [D- Rose DeWitt ap Rhys, York]
Gules, three bezants between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Steward, AuFj]
Gules, three castles in pale argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy
Chancelor, AuFj]
Gules, three castles in pale or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Chancelor,
AuFj]
Gules, three plates between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Steward, AuFj]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword argent between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of Joust and War, AuFj]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword or between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [D- Minister of Joust and War, AuFj]
Or, a sheaf of eleven spears sable braced of a crown argent between flaunches gules [FTyr~lynn]
Or, a unicorn rampant crined gules maintaining a scroll Or between two flaunches argent.
[B- Ministry of Children’s Activities, Adria]

Or flaunched gules [D- Dragon’s Fire]
Or flaunched gules, a sheaf of seven spears sable braced of a crown argent [D- Tyr~lynn]
Sable flaunched argent, a triquetra Or [B- Kathleen Carey, Tyrl]

Fleam
(Fieldless) a fleam argent [D- Scorche Kyrkeby, Some]
Per fess azure and vert, on a fess argent three fleam gules [D- George Kobald
Rumberland, Umbr]

Fleur-de-Lys-Argent
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis argent [B-Church of Adria]
(Fieldless) a Toulouse cross Gules surmounted by two staffs in saltire each topped by a
fleur-de-lis Argent. [B- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Azure, a castle argent between three fleur-de-lis argent in chief a crown Or [D- See of
Castilles, Cast]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Azure, a pallium Ermine between three fleur-de-lis argent [D- See of Somerset, ChoA]
Azure, between 3 fleur-de-lys 2 and 1, a lamb passant argent [D- See of Somerset, ChoA]
Azure, on a bend gules fimbrilated, 3 fleur-de-lys palewise argent [H- Viceroyality of
Glaston, Adria CoA]
Azure, two chevronels between three fleur-de-lys argent [D- See of Alhambra, Alha]
Or, a fleur-de-lis argent [D- Church of Adria]
Per pale azure and gules, a fleur-de-lis argent [D- See of Terre Neuve, ChoA]
Purpure, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Sable, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]
Vert, a fleur-de-lis argent [B- Church of Adria]

Fleur-de-Lys-Azure
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis azure [B- Albion]
Argent, a rose purpure seeded Or, slipped & leaved vert between three fluer-de-lis azure
[D- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, four fleur-de-lis bases cojoined in cross azure [Dn- Igelesia de los Soldatos,
Adria]
Per chevron enhanced argent and azure, two fleur-de-lis’ and a dragon dormant, all
counterchanged [D- Istalina de Angoumois, Cast (Pemb)]
Per pale sable and gules, a lion-dragon rampant crowned of a founding viscomital coronet,
in canton an escallop inverted Or and in sinister chief a fleur-de-lis azure [D-Antoine (de)
Burgandy, Camb]

Fleur-de-Lys-Gules
(Fieldless) A double-headed eagle displayed Or, orbed argent, langued and debruised of a
fleur-de-lis gules [B- Sabastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Argent, a fleur de lis gules within a bordure sable [D- Genevieve La Rousse, Cons] (also
as a badge)
Gules, on a lozenge argent a fleur-de-lis gules [B- Istalina de Angoumois, Pemb (Cast)]
Lozengy sable and argent, a fleur-de-lis gules [D- Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Mona]
Per bend sinister argent and gules, a sea-lion counterchanged, in chief three fleur-de-lis
gules [D- Julianna, Pemb]

Fleur-de-Lys-Multicolor

(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis per pale sable and gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or between three fleur-de-lis
argent [D- See of Cambridge, Camb]
Per pale argent and Or, a fleur-de-lis counterchanged [B- Patriarch of Adria, ChoA]
Per pale vert and Or, a fleur-de-lis within a bordure embattled all counterchanged [HArchduchy of Alhambra, Alha]
Quarterly, azure and argent four Fleur-de-lis bases conjoined in cross counterchanged [DTailan Bran McNeal, Terr]
Quarterly azure and Or, a fleur-de-lis counterchanged. [D- Cassiopia’s Raiders, Cons]
Quarterly 1 and 4: Or, a portcullis gules; 2: Or, a fleur-de-lis gules; 3: argent, a fleur-delis
Or [H- Duchy of Navarre, Adria CoA]
Sable, on a pall argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or; four fleurs-de-lis sable [F/DWestmoreland]

Fleur-de-Lys-Or
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis Or [B- Empire of Adria]
(Fieldless) Two ash branches in saltire vert surmounted by a fleur-de-lis Or [ B- Monaco]
(Fieldless) Two swords in saltire sable, overall a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the
Empress` Guards, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent azure surmounted by a crown impaled of a chalice argent between
four fleurs-de-lys crosswise Or. [D- North East Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent purpure surmounted by a crown impaled of a chalice argent
between four fleurs-de-lys crosswise Or. [D- South East Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent gules surmounted by a crown impaled of a chalice argent between
four fleur de lys crosswise Or. [D- West Coast Banner, Adria]
Argent, a cross potent Vert surmounted by a crown enfiled of a chalice of the First
between four fleur-de-lys crosswise Or. [F/B- North West Banner, Adria]
Argent, a fleur-de-lis Or enfiled of a crown argent [E- Empire of Adria]
Azure, a bend gules, overall between on the bend 2 fleurs-de-lys Or, a rose argent [HDuchy of Annelynnrose, Adria CoA] (+Rathlin Isle)
Azure, a fleur-de-lis Or [B-Royal Order of Queen`s Guard, Adria]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis Or surmounted by a lion’s head caboshed crowned argent. [EAlbion]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Cambridge]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a mullet Or, between three fleur de lis Or.
[E- Cambridge]
Azure, a sea serpent ondoyant argent finned Or, and in chief a fleur-de-lis Or [EChesapeake]
Azure chapé ploye Or, in chief two fleur-de-lis Or, and in base a conifer tree proper [BCambridge] (+ Shire of Crescent Moon)
Gules, a cartwheel between three fleurs-de-lis all within a bordure Or [D- Cocah Anatolii,
York]
Gules, a horse rampant argent, on a chief Or three fleur-de-lis gules [D- Kent]
Gules, three fleurs-de-lis Or [D- Emperor of Adria]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, in bend a fleur-de-lis and a Patriarchal cross bottony
Or [D- Willow de Rara, Espe]

Per chevron sable and gules, three suns in their splendour and a fleur-de-lys all within a
bordure Or [H- Shire of Burgandy, Adria CoA]
Purpure, a fleur-de-lis Or, overall a cat sejant guardant ermine [B- Katherine Marshal of
London, Espe]
Purpure, a Fleur-de-Sion within a bordure embattled Or [E- Esperance]
Purpure, three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure embattled Or [B- Embattled Hope Sovereign
of Arms, Espe]
Sable, a cross and in canton a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the Golden Cross, Adria]
Sable, a fleur-de-lis Or between three roses argent [D- Kingdom of York (King
Presence)]
Sable, a rose argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or [D- Kingdom of York (Queen
Presence)]
Vert, a cross and in canton surmounted by a fleur de lis Or, a book argent. [D-Codex
Herald, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross between four fleurs-de-lis Or [D- College of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a belt buckled in annulo azure [DBeltazure Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a dragon rampant gules [D-Dragon
Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a griffin segreant purpure [DGriffin Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]
Vert, a cross Or, on a chief argent three fleurs-de-lis Or each enfiled of a crown argent
[D- Fleur-de-Lis Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]

Fleur-de-Lys-Purpure
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis purpure [B- Francesco Gaetano Greco d’Edessa, Malt]
Argent, a fleur-de-lis purpure and in chief three ivy leaves vert. [D- Iris of Ivy Brook,
Alha]
Argent, a rose purpure slipped, leaved and barbed proper surmounted by a rose argent
barbed and seeded proper between three fleurs-de-lis 2 & 1 purpure [D- (Al Sayyida Al
Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure, in chief a fleur-de-lis purpure
[D- See of Malta Pastoral Presence, ChoA]
Purpure, a chevron argent, in base a pheon Or and on a chief argent three fleur de lis
purpure [D- Milisent de Lilley, Espe]

Fleur-de-Lys-Sable
(Fieldless) A fleur de lis sable [B- Giovanni Spirona, Mona]
Gules, in fess two fleur-de-lis sable [D- Antoine Burgandy, Camb]
Per chevron sable and argent, a chevron between in chief two lions heads caboshed Or
and in base a fleur de lis sable [D- Giovanni, Terr]

Fleur-de-Lys-Vert
(Fieldless) A fleur-de-lis vert [B- Umbria]
Or, a fleur-de-lis vert [B- Umbria]

Flint
Sable, a flint enflamed between four furisons in saltire Or [D- Juliana (Neuneker) Hivsch
Von Schutzhundheim, Bran]

Flower

(Fieldless) A lily argent [B- Church of Adria]
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent enfiled of a vine vert at the hilt a flower purpure [BErrand Kuss, Umbr]
Argent, a columbine purpure slipped vert within a bordure perpale purpure and azure [DChristine Breckenridge, Terr]
Argent, a pomegranate purpure slipped, leaved & seeded proper between 3 decrescents 2
& 1 azure [D- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, on a cross gules a lily argent [B- Order of Saint Joan, Adria]
Per pale Or and Gules, a pomegranate slipped and seeded Proper. [D- Benito de la Mar,
Cons]
Purpure, a lily argent in chief three triquerta within a bordure argent. [Lily Douglas,
Alha]
Vert, a bear dormant and on a chief argent three sunflowers vert [D- Keera Reeve, Kinc]

Flower-Rose
(Tinctureless) A rose [B- Order of the Rose, Adria]
(Fieldless) A a martlet volant argent maintaining in its beak a rose Or barbed and slipped
vert [B- Constance Rosewall, Some]
(Fieldless) A rose sable seeded Or [B- Ashlinn Tiernan, Albi]
(Fieldless) A rose stemmed, leaved, barbed, and seeded proper [B- Lewana de Panton,
Some]
Argent, a quill within and conjoined at base with a wreath of thorn branches Vert, a base
embattled azure charged with a rose argent azure. [D- Bridget O'Flaherty, York]
Argent, a rose azure barbed and seeded gules [B- Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche
Alyson, Abli]
Argent, a rose gules barbed and seeded proper within a wreath of thorns vert [D- Enid,
York]
Argent, a rose gules barbed vert seeded or between double cotises palewise gules. [FLancaster]
Argent, a rose proper between three boars heads erased gules [D- Aedh MacCormac,
Malt]
Argent, a rose proper within a double tressure flory counter flory sable. [D-Josaphine De
Jardin, Mona]
Argent, a rose purpure seeded Or, slipped & leaved vert between three fluer-de-lis azure
[D- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, a rose purpure slipped, leaved and barbed proper surmounted by a rose argent
barbed and seeded proper between three fleurs-de-lis 2 & 1 purpure [D- (Al Sayyida Al
Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Argent, a rose quarterly gules and azure barbed and seeded proper surmounted by a rose
counterchanged [D- Order of the Terre Neuvian Rose, Terr]
Azure, a bend gules, overall between on the bend 2 fleurs-de-lys Or, a rose argent [HDuchy of Annelynnrose, Adria CoA] (+Rathlin Isle)
Azure, a chapé vert a sword inverted Or surmounted by a rose gules barbed vert [DAldric, Stir]
Azure, a rose barbed vert seeded Or between three scales argent [D- Ariana (Rudd Catha)
Neville, Camb]
Azure, a rose slipped and leaved within a bordure Or [D- Kathryn Kemsley, Albi]

Azure, on a bend argent 3 roses slipped, leaved, barbed and seeded proper [D- Lewana de
Panton, Some]
Azure, on a cross Or a rose azure barbed and seeded vert [D- Angelique Suave’ (Ce’
Wolfe), Espe]
Azure, upon a fess argent three roses azure barbed vert [E- Tessa Ciocca, Some]
Erminois, on a pale pean three roses Or barbed and seeded Vert [D- Aoife Traynor, Espe]
Gules, a chevron and in chief a rose argent [D- Edward de la Pole, Bran]
Gules, a chevron sable fimbriated between in chief two roses barbed vert and in base a
book Or. [D- Rhiannon uerch Hughes, Alha]
Gules, a cross between four roses argent [D- Christian Henderson, Tyrl]
Gules, a demi-wyvern displayed Or conjoined to a rose argent barbed and seeded proper
[B- White Rose Sovereign of Arms, York]
Gules, a rose argent between four bees in saltire, heads to center, Or [B- Royal Order of
the Bee, York]
Gules, a rose argent, slipped and leaved vert [E- Canton of Lancaster, York]
Gules, a rose azure charged with a heart argent within a wreath of thorns sable [E- House
Couer de Rose, Espe]
Gules, a snowflake within an annulet of seven roses argent, barbed and seeded proper [DEstrid Ulfbjornsdotter, Some]
Gules, a wolf’s head caboshed proper maintaining in its mouth a rose reversed azure
slipped and leaved vert, all within a wreath of thorns sable [D- Thomas Fitzshokes
Paciafex, Espe]
Gules, on a bend vert fimbrated Or between two boars statant argent, a rose Or [DCerridwenrose, Terr]
Gules, three roses azure, each charged with a rose Or [B- Empress of Adria]
Gyronny of eight argent and sable, a rose gules barbed vert and seeded argent [DNickademis Fiend, York]
Or, a cross fluery voided azure between four roses proper. [B- Order of the Croix Fleuris,
Adria]
Or, four roses in a cross sable. [D- Dances in Shadows, Umbr]
Or, a rose purpure, stemmed, barbed and leafed proper, seeded or, between four gutte de
sange all within a bordure sable. [D- Rose Thorne d'Kahn, Bisq]
Or, in chevron three roses sable within an embattled bordure gules. [D- Dorn das
Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Or, two lions salient respectant supporting a rose purpure barbed and seeded Or [DIsabella Maria de Magdelena, York]
Per bend argent and gules, a bend between two roses seeded Or counterchanged [DGuilianna von Rammstein, Terr] (Giulianna Elizabeta Veronica Johanna de Messina)
Per bend sinister and per fess gules and argent, in chief dexter a rose argent barbed vert
and seeded Or [D- L'Bete’ deAcmd, Cons]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a bend sinister sable between a rose gules barbed vert
and seeded Or and a winged cow statant argent [D- Rose of Aberlone, Albi]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, a bend sinister between a rose and a patriarchal cross
bottony Or [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per chevron rayonny purpure and argent, on a chief argent three roses azure barbed vert
and in base a phoenix azure [D- Katalyn (Sheehan), Umbr]

Per pale argent and gules, two talbots statant respectant and in chief a rose
counterchanged. [D- Elizabeth Hounds of de Bassetdom, York]
Per pale azure and argent a rose counterchanged [E- BlueRose, Albi]
Per pale azure and gules, upon a chevron rompu inverted argent three roses sable leaved
and seeded vert. [D- Halla Johnsdottir, Terr]
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a heart
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent
[D-Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]
Per pale gules and azure, on a pile argent a rose sable [D- Ashlinn Tiernan, Albi]
Per pale Or and argent, a boar azure in chief a rose gules [D- William Fiend, York]
Per pale Or and sable, a rose counterchanged [E- House of Broken Rose, Umbr]
Per pale vert and gules, a rose leafed and stemmed Or bendwise within a bordure Or [DEvelyn Taliaferro, Stir]
Per pall inverted purpure vert and argent, in one and two; two arrows in saltire inverted
argent and in base a rose gules barbed and seeded proper [D- Enid, York]
Purpure, a chalice Or between 3 roses 2 & 1 argent barbed vert and seeded Or [D- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Purpure, a cross Or surmounted by a rose gules [D- Rosa Fiend, York]
Sable, a Bourchier’s knot and on a chief argent three roses proper [D- Polonius Fiend,
York]
Sable, a chevron purpure fimbriated argent between three roses argent each charged with
a rose purpure [D- Feccino Pieta de’Masi, AuFj]
Sable, a fess embattled counter embattled, between three roses Or [D- Constance
Rosewall, Some]
Sable, a fleur-de-lis Or between three roses argent [D- Kingdom of York (King
Presence)]
Sable,a fretted cross and on a chief argent three roses sable barbed and seeded proper [DAodhan McLoughlin, Umbr]
Sable, a lozenge Or, overall a rose purpure barbed and seeded proper. [B- Fionnghualla
Inghean Ruaidhni, York]
Sable, a pegasus rampant and on a chief argent three rose’s purpure barbed and seeded
proper. [D- Karen Martin, Cash]
Sable, a pomegranate Or seeded gules, on a chief Or three roses gules barbed and seeded
proper [D- Barony of Serenity, AuFj]
Sable, a rose argent [B- Isabeau de Ravenne, MaL]
Sable, a rose argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or [D- Kingdom of York (Queen
Presence)
Sable, lozengy Or, each lozenge charged with a rose purpure barbed and seeded proper.
[B- Fionnghualla Inghean Ruaidhni, York]
Sable, a rose within a border embattled Or [B- Constance Rosewall, Some]
Vert, a butterfly within and conjoined to an annulet argent surmounted by 14 roses gules
barbed and seeded proper [D- Alexandria Fiend, York] (Rose Fiend)
Vert, upon a bezant a wreath charged with four roses in cross gules. [D- Adelaide
Brianna Hamilton, Umbr]

Flower-Thistle

(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent surmounted by a thistle slipped and leaved proper [BIamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Argent, a chevron purpure, and three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemed vert [EHouse Na Gael, Kinc]
Argent, a ducal crown purpure and in base a thistle slipped vert and flowered within a
bordure purpure. [D- Dutchess Pressence Banner, Cypr]
Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure argent an orle of seven
thistles slipped and leaved vert [D- Talliyah Rose Blackhawk, Albi]
Argent, a thistle proper, on a chief sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister
argent [D- Aonghus MacRoss, Some]
Argent, a thistle proper and upon a chief azure a saltire throughout argent. [D- Catherine
d'Ecosse, Umbr]
Azure, a thistle Or within a border argent [B- Ana Heinrich, Wolf]
Argent, a tree erradicated sable and on a bordure gules three thistles argent [D- Ashlinn
Tiernan, Albi]
Azure, a wolf rampant contourné and on a chief argent 3 thistles slipped and leaved
proper [D- Iamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Argent, between on a saltire azure surmounted by a wolf’s head couped Or 4 thistles
proper [D- Allistar CuChlainn Halliday, Albi]
Argent, upon chevron between three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemmed vert
three cross crosslets or within a bordure purpure. [F- Cyprus]
Gules, on a pale Or a thistle proper [E- House Thistledown, York]
Or, a thistle proper, in chief 2 wolves statant and respectant gules [B- Allistar CuChlainn
Halliday, Albi]
Per pale azure and purpure, a thistle argent [D- Kate Macpherson MacIntosh, Umbr]
(Kaitlin)
Quarterly sable and azure, in 2 and 3 a thistle all within a border or. [D- Ana Heinrich,
Wolf]
Quarterly sable and azure, two thistles in bend sinister Or within a border argent [D- Ana
Heinrich, Wolf]
Sable, two wolves statant respectant argent, on a chevron inverted Or surmounted by five
thistles proper [D- Allistar CuChlainn Halliday, Albi]

Fox-see -Dog
Fool's Babble
Fork
(Fieldless) A man's head caboshed wearing a cardinals cap per pale argent and azure
conjoined at base with two forks in saltire azure all within and conjoined to a annulet or.
[D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
Sable, a fork of four prongs and a spoon in saltire in chief a crescent Or [E- Estate of
Infiernos Cocina, AuFj]

Fret
Azure, a fret and a bordure argent, overall a chief ermine [W- Karl von Katzburg, Adria
CoA]
Azure fretty argent [D- Burton Soth (Burton of York), York]
Gules, a fret Or [B- Toiresa McBride, York]
Per saltire sable and vert, over all throughout a fret Or. [D-Wynn of the Woods, York]

Quarterly purpure and gules, a fret argent [D- Fiona Roemer, Tyrl]
Quarterly purpure and gules, overall a fret throughout argent [D- Fiona Roemer, Tyrl]
Sable, a fret within a bordure argent [D- Gar Greywolf, York] (Graywolf)
Vert, a fret throughout azure fimbrated argent. [D- "Timothy" of Wolfendorf, MaL]
Vert, fretty argent, on a chief argent three chaplets vert [D- Ann Bryce of Kincraig, Terr]

Frog-see Amphibian
Fruit
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leafed all proper, in chief three passion nails gules
[E- House De Medici, York]
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leaved proper and a chief indented of three large
points gules [E- House of De Medici, York]
Azure, a cluster of grapes slipped and leaved within a bordure argent [F- Brunico]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a pear slipped and leaved Or [B- Terre Neuve]
Per pale vert and gules, on a pale argent a bunch of grapes gules with vine and leaf vert
[D- Zabrina de Vine, Stir]
Per pall argent gules and vert, in chief a cluster of grape's gules leafed and vined vert [DZabrina de Vine, Stir]
Purpure, two chalices in saltire argent and in chief a cluster of grapes Or slipped vert [DGiovanni Ceasario, AuFj]
Sable, a pomegranate Or, doubleseeded gules, in chief a Crown Or [D- Bella Nicotra,
AuFj]
Sable, a pomegranate Or seeded gules, on a chief Or three roses gules barbed and seeded
proper [D- Barony of Serenity, AuFj]

Furison
(Fieldless) A double-headed eagle displayed sable debruised of two furisons palewise
handles outward Or [B- Arion Hirsch von Schutzhundheim, Bran]
(Fieldless) A furison inverted Or [B- Juliana (Neuneker) Hirsch von Schutzhundheim,
Bran]
Azure, two bendlets sinister argent differencing two furisons Or [B- Juliana Neuneker
Hirsch von Schutzhundeim, Bran]
Gules, a cross between four furisons Or. [D- St, Helena (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Sable, a flint enflamed between four furisons in saltire Or [D- Juliana (Neuneker) Hivsch
Von Schutzhundheim, Bran]

G
Garb
Per chevron azure and vert, 2 axes argent and a garb Or [H- Shire of Thatuna, Adria CoA]
Vert, a garb Or [D- Elzsabeth Blizce, Some]

Garter-see Belt
Gauntlet-see Hand
Goblet-see Cup
Gouttes
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant azure and in base a goutte d'larmes
[D- Corbet Burd, Umbr]

Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant gules and in base a goutte d'sang [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Argent, a chevron differencing two martlets volant vert and in base a goutte d'huile [DCorbet Burd, Umbr]
Or, a rose purpure, stemmed, barbed and leafed proper, seeded or, between four gutte de
sange all within a bordure sable. [D- Rose Thorne d'Kahn, Bisq]
Per chevron sable and argent, two swords in saltire argent and three gouttes, one and two,
gules [D- Liam Lust, Umbr]
Sable, two gouttes d’Or in chevron inverted, so as to suggest the eyes of a wolf [BCromar Volfsblot, Espe]

Gouty
Or, gouty gules two warhammers in saltire sable [D- Grendel (of Eagles Roost), Terr]

Grape-see Fruit
Grenade
Argent, a caduceus gules between three grenades vert [D- Desmond Wallace, AuFj]
Azure, a gauntleted hand and on a chief embattled argent, three grenades sable flamed Or
[D- Stephan Bodeson, York]
Quarterly Or and gules, a grenade enflamed in cross counterchanged [D- Tuatha de
Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)

Griffin-see Monster-Griffin
Griffin’s Head/Face-see Head-Monster-Griffin
Gun

H
Halberd
Gules, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer Or [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Or, gouty gules two warhammers in saltire sable [D- Grendel (of Eagles Roost), Terr]
Per chevron inverted Or and sable, two halberds in saltire Or [E- House Clophill, Kinc]
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted and in base two halberds in saltire
Or [D- Alfred of Clophill, Stir]
Sable, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer gules [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]

Hammer
(Fieldless) A gauntleted dexter fist palewise Or maintaining a hammer in bend sinister
proper [B- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
(Fieldless) A hammer argent [B- Magnus Hammerhead, Camb]
(Fieldless) Two hammers in saltire argent [B- Worshipful Company of Connacht Smiths,
Conn]
Argent, a mallet and chisel in saltire gules [B- Woodcarver Guild,Conn]
Azure, a hammer striking an anvil argent [D- Charles lronchest of Limerick, Umbr]
Azure, an anvil argent between in pale two hammers in saltire argent hafted sable and a
scroll sable bearing a motto argent [D- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Azure, in fess two hammers argent hafted sable [B- Olav ye Wight, Stir]

Azure, two arrows inverted in saltire surmounted by a hammer palewise Or [B- House of
Blackarrow of Boyd, Cypr]
Gules, four hammers in cross bases conjoined to an annulet argent [E- House Clan Magni,
Kinc]
Lozengy Or and sable, a sword and hammer crossed argent [D- William Russell, Cash]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a hammer argent [B- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, three mallets argent and a bordure per bend sinister
sable and gules [D- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per fess gules and sable, a hammer argent [B- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent, in bend sinister a gavel (hammer) inverted Or [BMinistry of Justice, Terr]
Per pale embattled argent and azure, a mallet and a chisel in saltire, both headed argent
and handled sable [D- Raffe Cunningham, York]
Per pale gules and sable, a hammer argent [B- Valcoline the Frozen, Terr]
Per pale sable and gules, two hammers conjoined at the handle bend sinister wise or [DOtto von Hammermakker, Bran]
Quarterly sable and argent, a Thor’s hammer gules [D- Magnus McNair, York]
Quarterly sable and Or, 1st and 4th a hammer Or [E- House Golden Hammer, Umbr]
Quarterly vert and Or, 1st and 4th a mallet Or [D- House Golden Hammer, Umbr]
Sable, a wyvern gules holding a hammer Or and a dagger argent [E- Barony of Red
Wyvern, Umbr]
Sable, in saltire a lightning flash Or and a hammer headed argent and handled proper [EHouse ThunderCloud, Umbr]
Vert, a gauntlet grasping a square hammer argent [D- Magnus Hammerhead, Camb]

Hand
(Fieldless) A gauntleted dexter fist palewise Or maintaining a hammer in bend sinister
proper [B- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
(Fieldless) A hand purpure [B- Maniya Ronas, Some]
Argent, a pall between a butterfly, hand sinister, and hand dexter purpure [D- Carol Ann
Mackay, Cast]
Argent, on a pomme a dexter gauntlet argent within a border sable [B- Order of the Silver
Gauntlet, Mona]
Argent semy of spiders tergiant azure, a sinister hand sable within a border rayonné gules
[D- Gaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Azure, a gauntleted hand and on a chief embattled argent, three grenades sable flamed Or
[D- Stephan Bodeson, York]
Azure, a sinister gauntlet in benediction argent [B- Katherine Marshal of London, Espe]
Gyronny of eight gules and vert, a phoenix issuant from flames argent and on a chief
sable three gauntleted hands argent [E- Clan of Silverhand, Conn]
Or, a maunch azure with a hand argent maintaining a bow contourne within a bordure
engrailed azure. [D- Elizabeth Broad, Terr]
Per bend azure and gules, a bend between an open book argent edged Or and a dexter
gauntlet in benediction argent [D- Katherine Marshal of London, Espe]
Per bend sinister engrailed azure and Or and a sinister hand within a border counterchanged [D- Mary Elizbeth, Albi]

Per bend sinister gules and sable, a dexter hand couped bearing a sword argent [E- House
Du Lac, York]
Per bend sinister gules and vert, a gauntlet argent debruised of a gutée d’azure [DReyrketill Silverhand, Conn] (Reyreketill)
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a gauntlet sinister fesswise grasping two arrows argent
[D- Shea Orourke, Kinc]
Per fess sable and vert, a gauntlet argent and in chief three escallops Or [D- Akira Krastel,
Terr] (Luisa)
Per pale argent and sable, a dexter gauntlet counterchanged [D- Galif Runespire, Some]
Purpure, a chevron dancetty counter-dancetty between in base a hand appaume argent
and in chief 2 lions combatant guardant Or [D- Quinlan Moriarty, Albi]
Sable, a sinister gauntlet gules between three mullets of eight points argent [E- House
Numenor, York]
Sable, a sinister hand appaumy argent [B- Michael Sinestro, Umbr]
Vert, a gauntlet argent, and on a chief sable an escallop Or [D- Akria Krastel, Terr]
(Luisa)
Vert, a gauntlet grasping a square hammer argent [D- Magnus Hammerhead, Camb]

Harp
Argent, a harp vert within a bordure azure [E- Cadwgan, Cast]
Azure, a harp within a bordure argent. [D- Caolainn of Ravenspoint, Alha]
Gules, a harp Or. [B- Order of the Harp, Adria]
Or, between three quatrefoil vert on a chevron sable an Irish harp Or [D- Nolan
O’Connor, CaLe]
Per bend azure and Or, a harp counterchanged [E- County of Anwnn, Terr]
Per bend sinister purpure and azure, a harp Or. [D- Shahara Destiny, Umbr] (Shahara of
Lion’s Court)
Per bend wavy azure and sable, in sinister chief a harp Or [E- Barony of Nemeton, York]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a harp Or [B- Order of the Harp, Terr]
Per pale azure and argent, three harps counterchanged [D- Scarlett O’Flannabhra, Albi]
Per pall vert, argent and Or, two griffins segreant addorsed vert in chief a harp Or [DPatrick, Pemb] (Patrick Morgan)
Vert, a Latin Celtic cross Or, and on a chief argent three harps sable [D- Eleanor de la
Pole, Bran]
Vert, a leopard rampant sustaining a harp Or [D- Ciaran, Terr]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Harpy-see Monster, Harpy
Hawk-see Bird-of prey
Hawks Lure, see Lure
Head-Beast-Bear
Per pale gules and argent, a bear's head couped gules [D- Orso de Bears, York]
Purpure, a mascle Or interlaced with a saltire argent and in base a bear’s head couped Or
armed, langued and orbed argent [D- Emma Bear Palladino-O’Domchadha, Cash]
Vert, a bear's head couped close between four hearts two and two Or. [D- Ursus Domiens,
Bisq]

Vert, a bear's head couped within a orle of eight pheons points outward Or. [D- Ursus
Domiens, Bisq]

Head-Beast-Boar
Argent, a rose proper between three boars heads erased gules [D- Aedh MacCormac,
Malt]
Or, a chevron azure between three boars heads couped close gules [D- Angus
McCallister, Umbr]

Head-Beast-Bull
Azure, three bull’s heads caboshed argent. [D- Joshua, MUNDANE]
Per bend vert and cules, a bull’s horn bendwise sinister Or [D- Awren Halfdane, Terr]
Per pale sable and gules, a bull's head affronté between four Maltese crosses argent [DIsobel Tecchi, Stir]

Head-Beast-Cat
Argent, a lion’s head caboshed enfiled by a kris gules hafted between two flaunches sable
[E- Leonis deMortis, Some]
Azure, a fleur-de-lis Or surmounted by a lion’s head caboshed crowned
argent. [E- Albion]
Azure, a semee of estoiles argent overall a lion’s head caboshed argent enfiled of a cross
Or [D- Albion Sovereign of Arms, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent between four bezants in
cross [D- Albion Steward, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth a hanging
balance Or [D- Albion Minister of Justice, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth an open book
Or [D- Albion Chancellor, Albi]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed maintaining in its mouth an open scroll
argent [D- Albion Minister of Lists, Albi]
Checky argent and gules, a leopard’s head erased affronte Or [D- Annabeth Lorene
Clarendon, York]
Per bend embattled grady sable and gules, in chief sinister a tiger's head caboshed, in
dexter base a serpent nowed argent [E- House Feroce e Saggio, York]
Per chevron sable and argent, a chevron between in chief two lions heads caboshed Or
and in base a fleur de lis sable [D- Giovanni, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a lion’s head erased Or langued gules [B- Order of
the Lion, Terr]
Per saltire gules and azure, in 2 and 3, a lion’s heads caboshed Or [E- House Dannada,
Kinc]
Quarterly azure and vert, a cross throughout Or in 1 and 4 and 2 and3 a lion’s head
caboshed argent jessant de lis Or [D- Albion College of Arms, Albi]
Quarterly purpure and sable, in 1 and 2 a lion’s head caboshed argent [E- Barony of
Lions Court, Umbr]
Sable, a lion's head caboshed Or [E- House Giovanni, Cast]

Head-Beast-Deer
Argent, on a pile inverted between two wolves combatant sable, a stag’s head caboshed
argent [D- Gille (Michael de Selkirk), Roan]
Per chevron inverted argent and vert, a Celtic cross and a stags head couped

counterchanged [D- Boru, Stir]
Per pale purpure and vert, two stags heads couped fesswise combatant Or [D- Irene
Milbrath, AuFj]
Per pale vert and azure, a stags attire fixed to the scalp argent [D- Karl Von Rothenburg,
Bran]
Quarterly argent and sable, in 2 and 3 a stag's head caboshed argent attired Or [D- Bjorn
Valladyr, RaFj]
Sable, a chevron gules between two acorns slipped and leaved and a stags head couped
argent [D- Owen ap Rhys, York]
Sable, a stag's head caboshed argent attired Or [D- Bjorn Valladyr, RaFj]
Vert, a stag's head caboshed and in chief a mullet within a double tressure flory counter
flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the Starbuck, Umbr]

Head-Beast-Dog
Argent, a thistle proper, on a chief sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister
argent [D- Aonghus MacRoss, Some]
Azure, a talbot’s head couped argent langued gules collared Or [D- Egan Skelly, Terr]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a talbot (dog) head erased argent langued gules [BOrder of the Talbot, Terr]

Head-Beast-Horse
Azure, a horse head couped and on a chief argent a saltire azure [D- Xela Ulrich, AuFj]
Azure, a lion Or maintaining a heart gules and a horse’s head erased argent [E- House of
Couer d’Leon, Espe]
Per chevron inverted argent and azure, a horse head couped argent [D- Velvet of Clophill,
Kinc]
Sable, upon a demi sun radiant between three mullets of eight points argent a horse head
couped sable. [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]
Sable, upon a demi sun radiant a horse head couped sable. [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]

Head-Bird
(Fieldless) An eagle’s head erased Or langued gules [B- Angus mcLean de mcDonnon,
Terr]
Argent, a hawk’s head erased sable [D- Ivan Blackawk, Albi]
Or, an eagle’s head erased gules within a bordure dovetailed sable [D- Pierre Lasham,
Kinc]
Quarterly gules and pean, 1st and 4th an eagle’s head erased Or [D- Angus McLean, Terr]

Head-Human
(Fieldless) A man's head caboshed wearing a cardinals cap per pale argent and azure
conjoined at base with two forks in saltire azure all within and conjoined to a annulet or.
[D- Corbin La Serre, Cons]
Gules, a wild man’s head transfixed by a sword argent, [D- Judith, (Mundane), Adria
CoA]
Per saltire argent and sable, a savage’s head couped contorney gules [D- Keary
Mawhinney, Terr]

Head-Monster-Dragon
Argent, a dragon’s head erased sable, and on a chief lozengy argent and sable [D- House
of Dark Drake, Conn]
Azure, a dragon's head couped close within a bordure argent [D- Nevaro, York]

Or, a dragon head erased sable lampasse gules [B- Luke McGowen, Cons]
Per fess wavy argent and purpure, a dragon's head couped contourne purpure. [FCatalonia]
Quarterly vert and purpure, a dragon’s head couped guardant within an annulet Or [DElena Maria DelOro, Terr]
Sable, a wyvern's head couped argent within a bordure embattled Or [B- Alaric Thorne,
Pemb]

Head-Monster-Griffin
Per pale purpure and sable, a griffin’s head erased between in chief a Rod of Asclepius
and a mortar and pestle Or [D- Gryphon von Hohenheim, York]

Head-Monster-Phoenix
Vert, a phoenix’s head couped argent incensed proper [B- Hanzel (Kilshannig) von
Brandenburg, Umbr]

Head-Monster-Ram
Gules, a ram's head caboshed Or [D- Valance Prize, AuFj] (Prize Amadeus Von
Blackstaff)
Gules, a rams head caboshed and on a chief argent three shamrocks vert [D- Shamus,
Brun]

Head-Monster-Unicorn
(Fieldless) A unicorn’s head couped argent [B- Agatha Cromer, Some]
Gules, a unicorn’s head couped sable between three oak leaves Or. [B- Jericho Goutt’e
d’Or, York]
Paly gules and sable, a unicorn head erased argent [E- Barony of West Haven, Kinc]
Per pale argent and purpure, two unicorn heads erased respectant counterchanged [DCinderella von Rammstein, Espe] (Brian [Brair] Rose)
Per pale gules and argent, two unicorn’s heads respectant counterchanged. [D-Cryssida
Blackwood of Clan McKlaine, Alha] (2002)
Per Saltire sable and vert, a unicorns head couped argent [D- Agatha Cromer, Some]
Purpure, a unicorn head erased and on a chief argent 3 compass stars purpure [D- Juliana
Christyne Fey, Some]
Sable, on a bend gules between two unicorn’s heads couped, three oak leaves Or [DJericho Goutt’e d’Or, York]
Vert, a unicorns head erased contourne argent armed within a border Or [D- Red Skelly,
Terr]

Head-Beast-Wolf
Argent, a cross azure between four wolf’s heads caboshed sable. [D- Minister of Arms,
Bisq]
Argent, a wolf’s head caboshed sable orbed Or [D- Cromar Volfsblot, Espe]
Argent, a wolf head caboshed sable within a bordure quarterly azure and sable. [BCrown Badge, Bisq]
Argent, between on a saltire azure surmounted by a wolf’s head couped Or 4 thistles
proper [D- Allistair CuChainn Halliday, Albi]
Argent, on a pellet a wolfs head caboshed argent, within a bordure embattled sable
[B-Razi bint Sabra al Hadi al Shah-din, Espe]
Azure, a wolf's head caped contourne between three saltorels of battle-axes argent
[D- Oolf Grim Blood, Some]

Azure, a wolfs head erased and on a chief argent three crosses fitchy azure [D- Tailltiu
Inghean Oclan, Alha]
Ermines, upon a chevron enhanced Or a wolf head erased contourne sable [D- Migele
Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Gules, a wolf’s head caboshed proper maintaining in its mouth a rose reversed azure
slipped and leaved vert, all within a wreath of thorns sable [D- Thomas Fitzshokes
Paciafex, Espe]
Or, a wolf head erases contourne sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael Giovanni il lupo nero
di Genova, Cash]
Or, a wolf head erased contourne within a bordure sable [B- Migele Antonio Rafael
Giovanni il lupo nero di Genova, Cash]
Per bend engrailed vert and sable, a wolf’s head erased and three acorns inverted argent
[D- William Ce’Wolf, Espe]
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a wolf's head couped contourny counterchanged [BCassiopia deAcmd, Conn]
Per pale sable and argent, two wolf's heads couped respectant counterchanged [D- Dallan
Crombie, MaL]
Purpure, a wolf's head caboshed argent [D- Finnian McLeod, Stir]
Quarterly or and argent, in saltire two swords inverted overall a wolf's head caboshed
sable. [D-Logan Gewitterwolf, Espe]
Quarterly sable and azure, two axes in saltire and overall a wolf’s head caboshed argent
[D- Troiano the Strong, Espe]
Sable, on a plate a wolfs head caboshed sable within a bordure embattled argent [BSergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]
Vert, a bend sinister between two wolves heads erased argent upon it a feather in bend
sinister sable [D- Tuatha de Dannon, Terr] (Freya Nicessus)

Heart
(Fieldless) A heart azure charged with bee volant Or [B- Somerset]
(Fieldless) A heart gules [B- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
(Fieldless) A heart gules cojoined to wings inverted and enfiled by a sword Or [B- Ansel
de Gace, Some]
Per fess engrailed argent and gules, issuant from fess a drakkar vert [D- Olaf the Strong,
Tyrl]
(Fieldless) On a heart sable a bend sinister vert fimbriated Or [B- House Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a cauldron sable and in chief a heart gules. [D- Alexandra Du Loc, AuFj]
Argent, a heart and a label sable [D- Piers Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a heart and in chief a crescent sable [D- Thomas Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a heart and in chief a mullet sable [D- Gabriel Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, masoned sable a heart gules between two sprigs of laurel proper embowed and
crossed in base [D- Archduchy of Aurochs Ford, AuFj]
Azure, a lion Or maintaining a heart gules and a horses head erased argent [E- House of
Couer d’Leon, Espe]
Azure, a lozenge Or surmounted by a heart gules [B- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Erminois, surmounted on a sword inverted purpure, a heart gules [D- Megan Galbraith of
Blackmoor, Albi]

Gules, a rose azure charged with a heart argent within a wreath of thorns sable [E- House
Couer de Rose, Espe]
Gules, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a heart Or [E- House of
Cherubina, York]
Or, a heart vert surmounted by a lion’s head erased Or orbed argent and langued gules
[B- Order of Heart of the lion, Umbr]
Or, a mullet azure within an orle of hearts gules. [D- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Or, two bears combatant sable and in base a heart gules. [D- Richard Corazon del Oso,
Umbr]
Per chevron inverted azure and argent, in base on a tree blasted sable a heart argent [DReina of Heartwood, Cast]
Per chevron inverted gules and sable, on a tree blasted argent a heart gules [E- House
Heartwood, Cast]
Per fess Or and gules, a wolf rampant reguardant sable maintaining in its mouth a heart
sable [D- William de Gardner, Bran]
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a hert
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent.
[D- Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]
Sable, a coney sejant contourne argent between three hearts Or voided gules [D- Rebecca
Hamilton O’Horan, Bran]
Sable, a heart argent between three annulets Or [D- Amador de la Hoya, Kinc]
Sable, a pale Or surmounted by in chief a heart gules [B- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Vert, a bear's head couped close between four hearts two and two Or. [D- Ursus Domiens,
Bisq]

Hedgehog-see Beast-Hedgehog
Helm
Azure, a chevron inverted gules and in chief a helm contourny argent [D- Elric Melaidus,
Pemb]
Per chevron gules and sable, a chevron argent and in chief a helmet in profile and
woman’s bust respectant [E- Gotte Ritter un Schone Frauen, Terr]

Hippogriff-see Monster-Griffin
Horn
Horns-Animal
Per bend vert and gules, a bull’s horn bendwise sinister Or [D- Awren Halfdane, Terr]
Sable, a flame gules, in base a stag`s attires vert [B- Order of Saint Bridget, Adria]

Horse-see Beast-Horse
Horse’s Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Horse
Horseshoe
Per pall inverted azure, gules and Or, two horses rampant and addorsed Or in base a
horseshoe inverted gules. [D- Cadlae O'Seancain, AuFj]
Vert, a fess between three horseshoes argent [D- Wincello Gluckliche, Some]

Hourglass
Argent, an hourglass sable [D- Vyncent Martin, Cash]

Hurt-See Roundel

I
Insect
Argent semy of spiders tergiant azure, a sinister hand sable within a border rayonné gules
[D- Gaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Azure, a bee volant en arrière inverted Or. [E- Kynligr Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, a chalice Or and in chief three a bee’s volant en arrière inverted Or [E- Kynligr
Mjoor, Bisq]
Azure, two swords in saltire and on a chief argent, a dragonfly vert [D- Anne Arwenia
Amidala, Umbr]
Argent, a pheon azure [B- Order of the Azure Pheon, Tyrl]
Gules, a rose argent between four bees in saltire, heads to center, Or [B- Royal Order of
the Bee, York]
Gules chaussé argent, a bee barry Or and sable winged argent [D- Brejenne Cunningham,
York]
Gules, on a fess argent a spider tergiant sable [E- House of Kent, York]
Or, a spider azure. [B- Salix Alba Sericea, Conn]
Vert, a butterfly within and conjoined to an annulet argent surmounted by 14 roses gules
barbed and seeded proper [D- Alexandria Fiend, York] (Rose Fiend)
Vert, a spider within an orle argent [D- Paianjeh O’Deaghaidh, Albi]
Vert, on a chevron sable fimbriated Or between three honeybees proper, three crowns Or
[D- Order of the Workerbee, Umbr]

J
Jambe-see Leg-Beast or Leg-Bird
Jester's Hat
Argent, a jester's hat per pale purpure and gules, garnished Or [Dm- Church of Fools,
Adria]

K
Key
(Fieldless) A key azure [B- Cambridge]
(Fieldless) A key fesswise wards to base Or [B- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
(Fieldless) Two keys inverted in saltire addorsed Or, within & conjoined to an annulet
vert [B- Steward, Mona]
Azure, on a bend sinister Or, a key wards to base sable, differencing two mullets Or [DEtoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]
Azure, on a pale Or, a key inverted wards to sinister sable, differencing two mullets Or
[D- Etoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]
Gules, a key fesswise, wards to dexter, Or [B- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Gules, two keys in saltire Or [D- Claire Tønnesdtr, Terr]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure D- See of Malta, ChoA]
Or, semi-de-lis argent, two keys crossed in saltire azure, in chief a fleur-de-lis purpure
[D- See of Malta Pastoral Presence, ChoA]
Per bend sinister azure and argent, a key inverted palewise wards to dexter
counterchanged [D- Anna Elizabeth Von Imtraut, Cypr]

Per saltire argent and purpure, two keys in fess or within a bordure counterchanged. [DAurora, Brun]
Purpure, on a pile Or a key sable [B- Draconia (E.) DeVona, Umbr]
Quarterly azure and sable, two keys inverted in saltire argent. [B- Society of Bisqaian
Guilds, Bisq]
Sable, a bend sinister between a sword bendwise sinister and a key inverted bendwise
sinister argent. [D- Oding Vingoe, AuFj]
Vert, a bend sinister between a key palewise, wards to sinister base and a goblet argent
[E- Canton of Aquitane, Espe]

Knot
(Fieldless) A Bourchier knot argent [B- Polonius Fiend, York]
Azure, a flame of fire proper within an annulet nowed at the base of a Staffordshire knot
argent. [D- Winfred (Randall) Llewellyn ap Alyson, Albi]
Gules, a Lucy knot argent [B- Ambassadors Award, Tyrl]
Gules, a quatrefoil knot saltirewise Or [B- Burton Soth (Burton of York), York]
Or, between three quatrefoil vert on a chevron sable an Irish harp Or [D- Nolan
O’Connor, CaLe]
Per bend azure and sable, a Celtic knot argent [D- Alyssa Deirdre ap Nudd, York]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a bowen’s knot argent [B- Order of the Eternal
Bowman, Terr]
Purpure, a pretzel Or. [E- Imperial Culinary Guild, Adria]
Sable, a boyer’s knot and on a chief argent three roses proper [D- Polonius Fiend, York]
Vert, a bowen’s knot bendwise argent [D- Silvia (E.) Gustavson, Umbr]

L
Label
Argent, a heart and a label sable [D- Piers Sauvage, Wolf]

Lamp
Azure, a castle argent and in chief a lamp Or ignited gules. [B- Ministry of Arts and
Sciences, Cast]
Gules, a oil lamp argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister
of Arts and Science, AuFj]
Gules, a oil lamp or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Arts and
Science, AuFj]
Purpure, an oil lamp Or. [B- Minister of Arts and Sciences, Adria]
Sable, in pale a turtle tergiant and a lamp Or. [D- Catarina della Torres, Cash]
Sable, three hand lamps flammant Or [D- Serene, Guardian of the Circle of Power, Umbr]
Vert, a oil lamp within a tressure or flame proper. [B- Order of DaVinci, Umbr]

Leaf
Argent, a fleur-de-lis purpure and in chief three ivy leaves vert. [D- Iris of Ivy Brook,
Alha]
Argent, a triskelion pierced and on a chief potenty azure three oak leaves Or [E- County
of Contae Duir. York]
Argent, masoned sable a heart gules between two sprigs of laurel proper embowed and
crossed in base [D- Archduchy of Aurochs Ford, AuFj]

Azure, a sprig of 4 oak leaves bendwise sinister Or [D- Kendra mcGowan Haunsard,
Kinc]
Gules, a chevron between a mullet of eight points, an oak leaf, and a tower, all argent [EBarony of Dinn-Righ, York]
Gules, a unicorn’s head couped sable between three oak leaves Or [B- Jericho Goutté
d’Or, York]
Gules, an escallop inverted and in base two leaves of ivy fesswise endorsed Or [DHildegarde Von Nordenfot, Terr]
Gules, an oak leaf Or [B- Order of Oak, Roan]
Gules, an owl argent within a wreath of oak leaves Or [D- Josephine Durand, York]
Per bend argent and vert, an oak leaf and an acorn slipped and leaved, all counterchanged
[E- James the Red, Umbr]
Per bend vert and azure, a bend beviled between two oak leaves Or [D- Allistrina Ballach
Amragosso, Espe]
Per fess vert and sable, an oak leaf argent [B- Mourngrym-Arawn De Mordington, Umbr]
Per pale argent and purpure, a squirrel sejeant erect and in chief three oak leaves all
counterchanged [D- Connor Ravenwood, York]
Per pale argent and vert, an oak leaf Or [B- Kendra Finster McFadyen, Terr]
Per pale gules and sable, an acorn in chief slipped and leaved of three oak leaves Or [BKillian Oakesblood, York]
Per pale gules and sable, a hawk displayed maintaining in each claw an oak leaf Or [DKillian Oakesblood, York]
Per pale gules and sable, semy of oak leaves Or [D- Rhiannon MacGregor, York]
Per pale wavy Or and gules, an oak leaf suspended above a tower in base Or [E- Barony
of El Palacio Real, York]
Purpure, a crown between three oak leaves Or [E- March Tir de Righ, York]
Purpure, a pale and chief argent overall a vine with leaves palewise vert. [D- Cait de La
Roche, Cons]
Purpure, semy of oak leaves Or [H- Shire of Lowenburg, Adria CoA]
Sable, on a bend gules between two unicorn’s heads couped, three oak leaves Or [DJericho Goutté d’Or, York]
Vert, a wolf statant and on a bordure argent a semy of maple leaves gules [D- Babette
(Bryn Corey), Terr]
Vert, an oak leaf within three annulets parted and interlaced Or [E- House Oakesblood,
York]
Vert, four oak leaves in cross argent [E- House of Arianedale, Conn]
Vert, on a bend sinister argent between two oak leaves bendwise Or, three triquetra vert
[D- Kendra Finster McFadyen, Terr]

Leg-Bird
Argent, an eagle’s jambe erased sable within a bordure gules [D- James the Red, Umbr]
Per chevron argent and azure, in base a hawk's jambe argent belled Or, a chief embattled
azure [D- Patrick McLean, Terr]

Leg-Human
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and an orle argent [E- Barony of Triskelle, York]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs between three death’s heads, one-and-two, all argent
[D- Erik the Aweful, Bran] (Erik Erickson)

Lightning
Per chevron purpure and vert, two Jupiter's thunderbolts Or and a wolf rampant argent
[E- House To`irna Ech Mac Ti`re, Kinc]
Quarterly azure and gules, two lightening bolts in saltire surmounted by a celtic cross Or
[D- Jason Barca, Terr]
Sable, in saltire a lightning flash Or and a hammer headed argent and handled proper [EHouse ThunderCloud, Umbr]
Sable, on a pale purpure fimbriated argent, between two lightning bolts a spiked mace
argent [D- Puck, Umbr]

Lion-see Beast-Cat
Lion-dragon – See Monster-Dragon
Lion’s Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Cat
Lozenge
(Fieldless) A bezant within and conjoined to a mascle argent, enfiled in chief of a crown
Or [B- Bezant Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) Upon a lozenge purpure a bezant Or [B- Brunico]
Argent, a bend sinister azure between two demi lozenges vert within a border azure
[Edinborough, Canton of, Tyrl]
Argent, dragon’s head erased sable, and on a chief lozengy argent and sable [D-House of
Dark Drake, Conn]
Argent, on a pomme a lozenge shaped buckle argent within a border sable [B- Order of
the Silver Buckle, Mona]
Azure, a lozenge Or surmounted by a heart gules [B- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Azure, on a lozenge argent a flame proper. [B-Cambridge]
Gules, a hawks lure argent caped and strung Or and on a bordure argent a semy of
lozenges vert [D- Valerie Marcus, Terr] (Isabella Cristofori)
Gules, on a lozenge argent a fleur-de-lis gules [B- Istalina de Angoumois, Pemb (Cast)]
Per fess vert and sable, a lozenge argent [E- Barony of Tir Tairngire, Kinc]
Per saltire gules and Or, a lozenge countercharged [E- Barony of Bismarck, Umbr]
Purpure, a mascle Or interlaced with a saltire argent and in base a bear’s head couped Or
armed, langued and orbed argent [D- Emma Bear Palladino-O’Domchadha, Cash]
Purpure, on a lozenge argent a triskel sable between two hurts and a pomme [D- Adelina,
Albi]
Purpure, upon a lozenge argent a butterfly purpure. [D- Cassiopia Rhiannon, Umbr]
Sable, a lozenge argent surmounted by a tree eradicated gules [W- Rowan del Marco,
Adria CoA]
Sable, a lozenge or, overall a rose purpure barbed and seeded proper. [D- Fionnghualla
Inghean Ruaidhni, York]
Sable, lozengy Or, each lozenge charged with a rose purpure barbed and seeded proper
[B-Fionnghualla Inghean Ruaidhni, York]
Sable, upon a lozenge azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe argent [D- Richard Reven,
Umbr]
Vert, a chevron Or between three lozenges argent [E- House of Kessler, Kinc]
Vert, on a lozenge argent a unicorn rampant garduant sable [D- Sapphire Jade, Lanc]

Lure-Hawks Lure
(Fieldless) A hawk’s lure argent capped and nowed Or [B- Patric Beo McLean, Terr]
Azure, a hawk’s lure argent capped and leashed Or [B- Patrick McLean, Terr]
Gules, a hawks lure argent caped and strung Or and on a bordure argent a semy of
lozenges vert [D- Valerie Marcus, Terr] (Isabella Cristofori)

Lute-see Musical Instrument
Vert, a lute bendwise Or [D- Gunther the Grey, Terr]

Lymphad-see Ship

M
Mace
Sable, a mace argent [B- Sheriff of Alhambra, Alha]
Sable, on a pale purpure fimbriated argent, between two lightning bolts a spiked mace
argent [D- Puck, Umbr]
Vert, a mace palewise within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order of Kings
scepter, Umbr]
Vert, a mace within a double tressure flory counter flory or. [B- Royal Order of the
King’s Septer, Umbr]

Maiden
Mallet-see Hammer
Martlet-see Bird
Mascle-see Lozenge
Mask
Gules, comedy mask argent [B- Giachino Morone Lococo de San Filippo, Bran]
Per bend indented purpure and Or, in sinister a comedy mask argent [D- Cassandra
Cesario, AuFj]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a mask of comedy argent [D- Giachino Morone Lococo
de San Filippo, Bran]

Maunch
Or, a maunch azure with a hand argent maintaining a bow contourne within a bordure
engrailed azure. [D- Elizabeth Broad, Terr]
Purpure, a maunch erminois [B- Royal Order of the Maunch, York]

Mirror
Per fess wavy argent and azure, a mermaid crined and maintaining a mirror and comb
azure [E- House of Blue Maid, Some]

Monster-Cameleopard
Gules, a cameleopard salient tail nowed argent within a bordure rayonee gules [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]

Monster-Chimera-see Sphinx
Monster-Cockatrice
Gules, a cockatrice between a scimitar and a scimitar reversed Or [D- Canton of
Portsmouth, York]
Or, on a pale azure a cockatrice Or [E- County Concord, Umbr]

Monster-Dragon-Argent

Argent, a dragon and on a base sable an battle axe fesswise argent. [E- Drag’n Ax, AuFj]
Azure, a dragon maintaining a battle-axe argent and in chief a plate [D- Santo Cesario,
AuFj]
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Dragon,
Bisq]
Azure, three dragons cowed trippant argent orbed azure langued gules armed sable and
on a chief embattled argent a flaming arrow fesswise proper armed sable flighted azure
[D- Lysle Anne (Vogel) Niquette Argyl, Espe]
Per chevron enhanced argent and azure, two fleur-de-lis’ and a dragon dormant, all
counterchanged [D- Istalina de Angoumois, Cast (Pemb)]
Per pale azure and sable, a dragon argent supporting a pelican in its piety Or [D-Leofwine
Reeve, Kinc]
Per pale vert and sable, in dexter a dragon rampant contourny argent [D- Cullen Crombie
of the Berwickshire Gordons, York]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a dragon contourney displayed argent and in chief a bell
azure. [D- Beithar McBowen, Umbr]
Per saltire azure and vert, a dragon sejant dexter forepaw raised argent [E- House Ama
Lur, Terr]
Sable, a dragon sergeant within a bordure argent [E- House Draconis de Mortis, Albi]
Sable, two dragons combattant argent [D- Logan du Draconis, Espe]
Quarterly sable and gules, a dragon countourne displayed argent [D- Elric Irondrake,
Glou]

Monster-Dragon-Azure
(Fieldless) A dragon displayed reguardant tail nowed azure [B- Coda Wolfram von
Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]
Per pale Or and argent, a dragon displayed reguardant tail nowed and in chief three Latin
crosses pointed azure [D- Coda Wolfram von Seiken (Lord) Rammstein, Terr]

Monster-Dragon-Gules
Argent, a dragon gules [W- Judah Maccabee (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Or, a dragon statant contourny gules [D- Ray the Red, Espe]
Or, on a chevron vert between three dragons gules, a tower argent [D- Patrick Gullidge,
Terr]
Quarterly Or and gules, 1st and 4th a dragon passant contourny gules [E- March of
Mercia, Kinc]
Sable, a dragon rampant gules and on a chief argent a length of chain gules [D- Jamie the
Red, Espe]
Sable, in dexter a dragon gules and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length of chain
gules [B- Jamie the Red, Espe]
Sable, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer gules [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a dragon rampant gules [D- Dragon
Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]

Monster-Dragon-Multicolor
Per bend gules and Or, 2 dragons embowed biting their own tails counterchanged, overall
a bend wavy pean [D- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]

Per pale argent and gules, two dragons combattant counterchanged [B- Legion of
Alhambra, Alha]
Per pale azure and argent, two dragons addorsed counterchanged [E- House Twin
Dragons, Umbr]
Per pale Or and gules, a dragon passant counterchanged, on a chief sable three cross’s
fluery Or [D- Iorwerth ap Anarawd, Kinc]
Per saltire azure and Or, a dragon passant contourny counterchanged [D- Gygantus
Dannada, Stir]

Monster-Dragon-Or
Azure, a dragon contourne Or and a wolf rampant Argent both maintaining a ship’s
wheel proper [D- Meggan of the Glade, Albi]
Azure, a dragon couchant within a bordure embattled Or [E- Na Dragans deSiochaniocht,
Terr] (X2)
Azure, two lions passant respectant argent trussing a dragon Or [D- Cassiopia deAcmd,
Cons]
Gules, a dragon contourney and on a chief embattled Or, three crosses pattee gules [WTadgh mac Campbell, MaL]
Gules, two dragons passant respectant maintaining between them a warhammer Or [DJohan Warhammer, Terr]
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per pale sable and gules, a dragon Or supporting a sword inverted argent hilted Or [DDagr MacGuiness, Espe]
Purpure, a wyvern displayed Or [D- York]
Sable, a dragon Or and a chief gules [D- Peter Sparrow, Glou]
Sable, a wyvern displayed Or [D- York]
Sable, an oriental dragon rampant contourny Or and on a chief argent, a length of chain
gules [D- Robert de la Fonteyne, Albi]
Sable, in dexter a dragon contourny Or and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length
of chain gules [B- Robert de la Fonteyne, Albi]
Vert, a dragon Or [H- Duchy of Dragons Mist, Adria CoA]
Vert, a wyvern displayed Or [D- York]

Monster-Dragon-Purpure
Gyronny argent and sable, a dragon statant contourny purpure [E- Barony of Coeur
Valiant, York]

Monster-Dragon-Sable
Argent, a bend between two dragons passant sable [D- Bruno “Thunderfoot” NoBeard,
Alha]
Argent, a dragon within a bordure embattled sable [D- Draconia (E.) DeVona, Umbr]
Or, a dragon passant sable lampasse gules [D- Luke McGowen, Cons]
Or, a wyvern displayed sable, engorged of a viscount crown Or, within a border sable [DRuaidhri Silverhand, Conn]

Monster-Dragon-Vert
Barry purpure and Or, a dragon passant vert [E- Barony of Dragons Lair, Umbr]

Per pale argent and Or, a dragon rampant contourne sinister wing extended as if in
display and tail nowed between three Latin Crosses pattée fitchy all vert [D- Wolfgang
Timoteo von Rammstein, Terr]
Purpure, on a pale rayonny Or three dragons passant vert [E- House Winged Dragons,
Umbr]

Monster-Griffin/ Hippogriff
Argent, a griffin contourne within an orle gules. [D- Edward Blackthorn, Wolf]
Azure, a bend cotised argent, overall a griffin Or [D- Gwyllum ap du Drane, Albi]
Azure, a hippogriff sergeant contourne and in canton a twin-towered castle argent [DCanton of Sidhe, Cast]
Azure, two griffins addorsed Or and argent [D- Angus MacBrus, Albi]
Gules, a griffin sable [B- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Per bend sinister indented vert and argent, in bend a griffin sejant contourny and a griffin
sejant, all counterchanged [E- Barony Lost Griffen, Umbr]
Per chevron argent and vert, a griffin sergeant Or [B- Minister of Arms, Pemb]
Per chevron inverted azure and gules, a hippogriff passant argent [E- House Grey, Cast]
Per chevron inverted azure and sable, a griffin sergeant collared and chained supporting a
rapier argent [D- Colin Tanner, Kinc]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets Or and a griffin sable [D- Etaine Llywelyn,
Stir]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword between two griffins combatant counterchanged [FConnacht]
Per pale sable and argent, a griffin segreant counter-changed and in chief a mullet of
eight gules [D- Thadeous, York]
Per pall vert, argent and Or, two griffins segreant addorsed vert in chief a harp Or [DPatrick, Pemb] (Patrick Morgan)
Purpure, a griffin sergeant Or and upon a bordure argent an orle of ermine spots [FPembroke]
Quarterly azure and sable, a griffin statant argent [B – Order of the Empress’ Grace,
Adria]
Sable, a griffin Or [W- Alexander the Great (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Sable, a hippogriff sergeant and in base two swords in saltire Or [D- Thomas Daggaric,
Albi]
Sable, a saltire gules, overall a griffin segreant argent [D- Friedrich von Metz de
Coirnoir, Bran]
Vert, a cross Or between four fleurs-de-lis Or, overall a griffin segreant purpure [DGriffin Sovereign of Arms, Adria CoA]

Monster-Harpy
Monster-Mermaid
(Fieldless) A mermaid in her vanity argent [E- Barony of Blue Maid, Some]
Azure, a mermaid and a chief engrailed argent [B- House of Blue Water, AuFj]
Azure, a mermaid in her vanity and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Mermaid, Bisq]
Per bend sinister wavy azure & argent, a mermaid Or, finned azure maintaining a sword
in chief argent and a shield azure. [D- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]

Or, a bend wavy azure, overall a mermaid argent, finned vert, crined and maintaining a
bow armed or. [D- Agatha, York]
Per fess wavy argent and azure, a mermaid crined and maintaining a mirror and comb
azure [E- House of Blue Maid, Some]
Purpure, a mermaid argent maintaining with both hands and peering through a chaplet Or
flowered vert, in chief three stars argent [D- Cait Murphy, Albi]

Monster-Opinicus
Azure, an opinicus salient endorsed argent [D- Celestria Martin, Cash]

Monster-Oroborus
Per bend gules and Or, 2 dragons embowed biting their own tails counterchanged, overall
a bend wavy pean [D- Draco Rivenoak, Albi]
Per pale purpure and azure,an open book Or within an oroborus in orle argent [D- Marius
Solis, Espe]
Sable, dexter and sinister wings inverted and in base a serpent with tail in mouth argent
[E- County of Ouroboros, York]

Monster-Pegasus
Azure, a pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the
Pegasus, Bisq]
Per bend purpure and sable, a Pegasus rampant within a border engrailed argent [D- Lana
Felwood, York]
Per pale azure and gules, a pegasus passant Or [D- Sunnica Fairfax, Brun]
Per saltire gules and argent, a pegasus rampant counterchanged [D- Arthur D’Artanyn,
Stir]
Sable, a pegasus rampant and on a chief argent three rose’s purpure barbed and seeded
proper. [D- Karen Martin, Cash]

Monster-Phoenix
(Fieldless) A phoenix argent issuant from flames of sable and purpure [B- Alvin
Rousseau, Mona]
(Fieldless) A phoenix issuant from flames sable [B- Drew Manoah Imran, Some]
Argent, on a chevron sable a phoenix Or between 3 crescents gules [D- Vitterio Vondale,
Camb]
Azure, a phoenix and in chief three crosses fluery argent. [B- Order of the Phoenix, Bisq]
Barry wavy argent and azure per pale counterchanged, a phoenix contourné gules
enflamed proper [F- Cashel]
Gules, a phoenix rising and a chief rayonne Or [E- Order of the Phoenix Rising, Kinc]
Gyronny of eight gules and vert, a phoenix issuant from flames argent and on a chief
sable three gauntleted hands argent [E- Clan of Silverhand, Conn]
Or, a phoenix and on a chief gules five bezants Or [E- Estate of Desert Phoenix Rising,
AuFj]
Or, a phoenix gules [E- County of Phoenix, Kinc]
Or, a phoenix sable issuant from flames gules [D- Drew Manoah Imran, Some]
Per bend sinister Or and gules, two phoenix couterchanged [D- Elizabeth, AuFj]
Per chevron inverted Or and vert, a phoenix argent issuant from flames Or [E- House of
White Phoenix, Kinc]
Per chevron rayonny purpure and argent, on a chief argent three roses azure barbed vert
and in base a phoenix azure [D- Katalyn (Sheehan), Umbr]

Per pale barry-wavy argent and azure, a phoenix gules issuant from flames proper [FCashel]
Per pale vert and purpure, a phoenix argent issuant from flames of fire proper [D- Hanzel
(Kilshannig) von Brandenburg, Umbr]
Sable, a bend purpure fimbriated Or and overall a phoenix argent [D- Alvin Rousseau,
Mona]
Sable, a phoenix argent upon a bordure argent three poppies two and one gules [DAnastasia, Albi]
Sable, a phoenix Or issuant from flames of fire proper [E- House Phoenix, Albi]
Sable, a phoenix rising within a bordure argent [H- Duchy of Desert Rose, Adria CoA]
(+Vingulf)
Vert, a phoenix argent issuant from flames Or [D- Ciara Forrester, Kinc]

Monster-Sea
Azure, a sea-horse and in chief three crescents in chevron argent [D- Ana Llywelyn, Stir]
Azure, a seahorse and on a chief argent an arrow fesswise azure [D- Ariana Bella del
Mare, Cash]
Barry wavy gules and Or, a seahorse argent [D- Miguel Alonso Garcia de la Mar, Some]
Gules, a sea-goat Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Per bend argent and azure, a bend counterchanged and over all a seahorse sable [BHouse of Sable Seahorse, Espe]
Per bend sinister vert and azure, a sea-griffin perched on a rock within a bordure Or [DGiacomo di Verona, Stir]
Purpure, two seagoats respectant and a chief engrailed Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Quarterly gules and sable, a seahorse maintaining a spear within a border Or, charged
with an orle sable [D- Carpbashark, Espe]

Monster-Sphinx
Per bend sinister purpure and gules, a chimera rampant contourne argent [E- County of
Chimera, Umbr]

Monster-Tyger
(Fieldless) A tyger passant gorged of a crown Or [B- Tyger Herald, Adria CoA]

Monster-Unicorn
Azure, a unicorn argent, and in sinister chief three arrows fesswise points to dexter Or
[D- Jeannee Marie de Treson, Umbr](Jean Mariq le Treson)
Azure, two unicorns combatant argent and Or armed and langued gules [D- Katriana
McBrus, Albi]
Ermine, a saltire dovetailed per saltire gules and sable counterchanged quarterly
surmounted by a unicorn rampant or. [D- Ginevra Dell Cascata, Glou]
Gules, a unicorn salient argent within a bordure Or. [D- Angelina Consuela
MacCampbell, Roan]
Or, a unicorn rampant crined gules maintaining a scroll Or between two flaunches argent.
[B- Minister of Children’s Activities, Adria]
Per fess gules and purpure, a unicorn passant argent [D- Beornia Freolic, Brun]
Per fess gules and purpure, a unicorn passant Or [D- Beornia Freolic, Brun]
Vert, on a lozenge argent a unicorn rampant garduant sable [D- Sapphire Jade, Lanc]

Moon-See Crescent

Morning-Star-see Mace
Mortar and Pestle
(Fieldless) A Mortar and Pestle argent [D- Spice Guild, Alha]
Azure, upon a bend between two mortar and pestle Or three mandrake vert. [D- Jesikah
Mulloy, Alha]
Per pale purpure and sable, a griffin’s head erased between in chief a Rod of Asclepius
and a mortar and pestle Or [D- Gryphon von Hohenheim, York]
Vert, a Mortar and Pestle argent [D- Spice Guild, Alha]

Mount
Argent, a bear proper dormant upon a mount vert [D- Lawrence Anthony, AuFj]
Or, a bear erect affronty proper on a mount vert [D- Waldham von Torsvan, Cypr]
Sable, a Bezant surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a triple-towered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, a Plate surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a tripletowered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]

Mountains
Argent, two lymphads and a mountain sable, all within a bordure vert [D- David
Davidson of Hillsbend, Alha]
Gules, a mountain issuant from base Or [H- Shire of Isenwold, Adria CoA]

Mullet
(Fieldless) A lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or [E- County of Estrella
Dorada, Cast]
Argent, a castle and on a chief embattled gules, three mullets of eight points argent [FAlhambra]
Argent, a heart and in chief a mullet sable [D- Gabriel Sauvage, Wolf]
Argent, a mullet between flaunches azure [B- Order of Polaris, Glou]
Argent, a mullet of six points voided and interlaced azure [W- David (Mundane), Adria
CoA]
Argent, a mullet Or [B- Order of the Royal Star, Adria]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated vert and in chief three mullets of eight points azure
[D- Seraphine MacLaren (of the O’Niell Mor), Roan]
Azure, a chevron erminois, in base a cross crosslet and in sinister chief a mullet of eight
points argent [D- Jehan Alexandre Michel, Espe]
Azure, a chevron inverted between a mullet argent and five mullets in chevron inverted
Or [E- Canton of Harlingston, Cast]
Azure, a crescent and in chief three mullets of six argent [F-Vitsah, house, Conn]
Azure, a fess argent, overall a mullet of eight points [D- Fyodor Tyrsson, Terr]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a mullet Or, between three fleur de lis Or
[D- Cambridge]
Azure, on a bend sinister Or, a key wards to base sable, differencing two mullets Or [DEtoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]
Azure, on a mound with 3 peaks beneath 7 mullets of eight, in chevron a sword inverted
azure [H- Shire of DunAfton, Adria CoA]
Azure, on a pale Or, a key inverted wards to sinister sable, differencing two mullets Or
[D- Etoile de Manchou, AuFj]

Azure, two serpents entwined respectant argent and in chief two mullets Or [D- Illura
Llywelyn, Kinc]
Azure, upon a bend sinister argent three mullets of eight points pierced gules [D- Gaetano
Anatolii, Umbr]
Barry azure and Or, on a bend gules 4 mullets argent [E- Northwestminster, Alha]
Barry gules and argent, on a bend azure 4 mullets Or [E- Northwestminster,Alha]
Gules, a chevron between a mullet of eight points, an oak leaf, and a tower, all argent [EBarony of Dinn-Righ, York]
Gules, a drakkar and on a chief embattled argent, three mullets of eight points, gules [ECanton of Amorium, Conn]
Gules, a mullet Or within a bordure argent [B- Cryspen Mac Morrigu, Conn]
Gules, nine mullets of eight points in annulet argent [D- Alhambra Crown Presence, Alha]
Or, a mullet azure within an orle of hearts gules [D- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Per bend sinister azure and gules, a bend sinister between two mullets of four argent [DGwerith verch Albrecht, Some]
Per chevron azure and vert, a chevron between three mullets of twelve points Or [D- Eric
Svartr, Terr]
Per chevron inverted Or and purpure, a rapier fesswise proper and in chief a mullet sable
[E- March de Leon, Cast]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a chevron inverted and in base a mullet Or [ECounty of Estrella Dorada, Cast]
Per chevron inverted sable and purpure, a lion passant reguardant maintaining a mullet Or
[E- County of Estrella Dorada, Cast]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets and a tree eradicated, all counterchanged [EHouse Fidnemed, Cons]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets Or and a griffin sable [D- Etaine Llywelyn,
Stir]
Per chevron sable and vert, in chief a mullet of eight points within a border Or [E- House
of Silk Road, Brun]
Per fess abased potenty gules and Or, three mullets 1 and 2 Or [D- Tate Duloc, AuFj]
Per fess gules and argent three mullets of eight points in fess counterchanged [DAlhambra]
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents and in base a serpent
nowed argent [D- Iowerth Llywelyn, Stir]
Per pale argent and gules, three mullets of eight points counterchanged [B- Alhambra]
Per pale azure and argent, a mullet counterchanged [H- Shire of Lone Star, Adria CoA]
Per pale purpure and argent, in chevron three mullets pierced and in base a flame all
counterchanged [D- Edelinne d’Orsay, Umbr]
Per pale sable and argent, a griffin segreant counter-changed and in chief a mullet of
eight gules [D- Thadeous, York]
Per pale sable and gules, three mullets one and two and in chief a scimitar fesswise Or
[E- House Dracon Danika, Umbr]
Per pale vert and argent, a sword inverted between five mullets all counterchanged [EHouse MacBruce, Cons]
Per saltire gules and argent, a mullet of eight points, four greater and four lesser

counterchanged [D- Cagar cu Mara, Espe (Glou)]
Purpure, a mullet of 16 points argent [B- Constable Deputy of Esperance, Espe]
Purpure, a mullet of 16 points Or [B- Constable of Esperance, Espe]
Quarterly azure and vert, a plate between three mullets of eight points one-and-two argent
[E- House Rasa Vai’Datha, Alha]
Quarterly Or and gules, a mullet of eight points counterchanged [D- Amara Vai’Datha,
Glou]
Quarterly purpure and argent, a mullet of eight points counterchanged [D- Stephen
vai'Datha, Glou]
Quarterly sable and argent, a mullet gules. [D- Whit Duloc, AuFj]
Sable, a fox sejant guardant contourne argent and in chief a mullet of eight Or [D- House
Polaris, Conn]
Sable, a mullet of eight points within a border argent [B- House Polaris, Conn]
Sable, a mullet of six points charged with a cross fitchy gules [B- Order of the Polar Star,
Roan]
Sable, a mullet Or [H- Duchy of Brittany, Adria CoA]
Sable, a sinister gauntlet gules between three mullets of eight points argent [E- House
Numenor, York]
Sable, in chief a mullet Or and on a point pointed argent a two-towered castle vert [E- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, on a bend between two mullets argent three decrescents sable [D- Pandora
(MacLeod), Pemb]
Sable, on a mullet argent a decrescent sable [B- Pandora (MacLeod), Pemb]
Sable, upon a demi sun radiant between three mullets of eight points argent a horse head
couped sable. [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]
Vert, A mullet of eight points Or charged with a triquerta sable within a bordure Or [DEmilie Penrose Blackwell, Cash]
Vert, a mullet within and conjoined to an annulet Or [D- Cullen of the Seekers, Ches]
Vert, a stag's head caboshed and in chief a mullet within a double tressure flory counter
flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the Starbuck, Bisq]

Mushroom-see Plant
Musical Instrument-see also Horn

N
Needle
Gules, a lion’s head caboshed between in chevron enhanced a quill and a paint brush and
in base a needle fesswise all argent [E- La Maison d’ Artisans, Espe]
Gules, a pair of scissors inverted handled Or and bladed argent between in fess a thimble
and a needle Or threaded sable [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Per fess purpure and azure, two threaded needles in saltire within a bordure Or [D- Mary
of Hillsbend, Alha]
Quarterly azure and purpure, 1st and 4th a needle palewise argent, 2nd and 3rd a spoon
bendwise sinister Or [D- Joanna Galler, Umbr]
Vert, two needles in saltire and in base a thimble Or [D- Alezannah Silfvernal, Cypr]

Nesselblatt
(Fieldless) A nesselblatt Or [B- Elizabeth Blizce, Some]

(Fieldless) A nesselblatt vert [B- Elizabeth Blizce, Some]

O
Opinicus-see Monster-Opinicus
Orle
Argent, a griffin contourne within an orle gules. [D- Edward Blackthorne, Wolf]
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated within an orle vert [D- Melora, Conn]
Argent, a weaver’s shuttle within a bordure purpure, charged with an orle argent [DAlinor E’Arcy du Calais, Bisq]
Azure, a calatrava cross argent within an orle Or [D- Maridonna Lucia dei Montebuoni,
Espe]
Azure, a marten statant contourne guardant within an orle argent [D- Victoria, Glou]
Argent, a pale azure and a orle sable within a bordure vert. [B- Field Herald, Bisq]
Azure, a playing top within a orle Or. [B- Children’s Badge, Cypr]
Gules, a lion dormant within an orle Or [E- Canton of Cheshire, York]
Gules, a stag at gaze within a orle argent [D- Toiresa McBride, York]
Or, a mullet azure within an orle of hearts gules [D- Felicia “the Bold” das Schwarz
Brause, Tyrl]
Per pale purpure and azure,an open book Or within an oroborus in orle argent [D- Marius
Solis, Espe]
Purpure, a griffin sergeant Or and upon a bordure argent an orle of ermine spots [FPembroke]
Quarterly gules and sable, a escallop within a bordure Or charged with a orle sable [DCarpbashark, Espe]
Quarterly gules and sable, a seahorse maintaining a spear within a border Or, charged
with an orle sable [D- Carpbashark, Espe]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and an orle argent [E- Barony of Triskelle, York]
Vert, a bear's head couped within a orle of eight pheons points outward Or. [B- Ursus
Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a spider within an orle argent [D- Paianjeh O’Deaghaidh, Albi]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Oroborus-see Monster-Oroborus
Owl-see Bird

P
Pale-Charged
Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon Or within a bordure sable. [B- Order of the Golden
spoon Badge, Bisq]
Azure, on a pale argent a serpent palewise nowed sable [D- Ormr Raizer, Conn]
Erminois, on a pale pean three roses Or barbed and seeded Vert [D- Aoife Traynor, Espe]
Azure, on a pale Or, a key inverted wards to sinister sable, differencing two mullets Or
[D- Etoile (de) Manchou, AuFj]

Gules, on a pale Or a thistle proper [E- House Thistledown, York]
Gules, on a pale sable a Maltese cross at honour point argent [E- Krac de Chevalier, Malt]
Gules, on a pale sable overall a Maltese cross argent [D- Imperial Order of the Hospital
of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Or, on a pale azure a cockatrice Or [E- County Concord, Umbr]
Per pale vert and gules, on a pale argent a bunch of grapes gules with vine and leaf vert
[D- Zabrina de Vine, Stir]
Purpure, on a pale a torteau and in chief between an increscent and a decrescent a
crescent counterchanged [B- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]
Purpure, on a pale rayonny Or three dragons passant vert [E- House Winged Dragons,
Umbr]
Sable, a pale or charged with an arrow sable [D- Pavo Rosalia, Cypr]
Sable, a pale Or surmounted by in chief a heart gules [B- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Sable, a pale vert fimbriated and surmounted by a squirrel sejant maintaining an acorn
argent [D- Robert of Squirrel Forest, CaLe]
Sable, in dexter a dragon contourny Or and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length
of chain gules [B- Robert de la Fonteyne, Albi]
Sable, in dexter a dragon gules and on a pale displaced to sinister argent a length of chain
gules [B- Jamie the Red, Espe]
Sable, in pale a spoon bendwise upright and a quill bendwise, and on a pale displaced to
sinister argent a length of chain azure [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, on a pale gules overall a Maltese cross argent [D- Imperial Order of the Hospital
of St. Bella in Jerusalem, Adria]
Sable, on a pale Or three double-headed eagles sable [F- Brandenburg]
Sable, on a pale purpure fimbriated argent, between two lightning bolts a spiked mace
argent [D- Puck, Umbr]
Sable, upon a pale vert fimbriated three suns in splendor or [D- Vallis Solaris, Umbr]

Pale-Uncharged
Argent, a pale azure and a orle sable within a bordure vert. [D- Field Herald, Bisq]
Argent, a pale wavy azure between two wolves rampant endorsed sable [F- Bisqaia]
Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]
Gules, a pale dovetailed argent [E- Militis Concordis, Alha]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all a closed scroll Or [B- Rolls and Lists
of Terre Neuve, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all an annulet Or [B- Chancellor of Terre
Neuve, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent, in bend sinister a gavel (hammer) inverted Or [BMinistry of Justice, Terr]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all in chevron three Bezants [B- Steward
Terre Neuve, Terr]
Per pale gules and azure, a pale argent, overall a crown Or [F- Terre Neuve]
Per pale Or and argent, a Maltese cross per fess gules and vert between a Bishop’s hat
enhanced tasseled of six on each side 1, 2, 3 vert [D- Canton of Bishop’s Keep, Malt]
Per pale vert and azure, a pale wavy or, overall a castle argent. [H- Duchy of Dunvegan,
CoA Adria]

Sable, a pale argent [Dn- Frie Companies von Lagersuufer, Adria]
Sable, a pale Or [B- Brandenburg]
Vert, a pale argent, overall a lion maintaining a sword bend sinister wise sable, armed,
langued, and orbed argent [D- Caer Leon]

Pall-Charged
Sable, on a pall argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or; four fleurs-de-lis sable [DWestmoreland]

Pall-Uncharged
Argent, a pall between a butterfly, hand sinister, and hand dexter purpure [D- Carol Ann
Mackay, Cast]
Azure, a pallium Ermine between three fleur-de-lis argent [D- See of Somerset, ChoA]
Gules, a pall inverted between three crescents Or [D- House Triheurge, York]

Paly
Paly bendy sable and gules [B- Philippe DeBois Guilbert, Umbr]
Paly gules and sable, a unicorn head erased argent [E- Barony of West Haven, Kinc]

Panther-see Beast-Cat
Parchment
Azure, three rolls of parchment argent, tied gules and sealed Or [E- House Papyrus, Kinc]

Paw print
Purpure, on a bend sinister argent, a bear's paw print sable [D- Serene, Guardian of the
Circle of Power, Umbr]
Quarterly purpure and argent, a wolf-print counterchanged [E- House Pact de Loupes,
Kinc]
Sable, upon a pile dovetailed Or a wolfs paw print sable [D- Dyr Ulvson, Pemb]

Pear-see Fruit
Pegasus-see Monster-Pegasus
Pelican-see Bird
Pellet-see Roundel
Pheon
(Fieldless) A spearhead per bend sinister sable and argent [B- Bjornson Valladyr, Kinc]
(Fieldless) Three pheons in pall inverted points to center argent [B- Brient McQuane,
Some]
Argent, a pheon inverted within a bordure embattled sable [D- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a pheon azure [B- Order of the Azure Pheon, Tyrl]
Argent, a pheon sable [B- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Argent, a pheon within a bordure sable [D- Marcus Carey, Tyrl]
Gules, a pheon Or [B- Order of the Golden Pheon, Tyrl]
Or, a pheon inverted within a bordure sable. [D- Archery Guild, Bisq]
Per bend sinister argent and sable, a spearhead counterchanged [D- Bjornson Valladyr,
Kinc]
Per pale vert and sable, a pale between two pheons the sinister inverted or. [D- Winifred
Guildeforge, Espe]
Purpure, a chevron argent, in base a pheon Or and on a chief argent three fleur de lis
purpure [D- Milisent de Lilley, Espe]

Purpure, a stag’s head erased between three pheons inverted argent [D- Brient McQuane,
Camb (Some)]
Sable, a forked spearhead within a border Or [D- Henry Goodwynne, Espe]
Vert, a bear's head couped within a orle of eight pheons points outward Or. [B- Ursus
Domiens, Bisq]
Vert, a bow fesswise between three pheons within a tressure or. [B- Order of the Bow,
Umbr]
Vert, in chief two pheons and in base a pheon inverted or. [D- House of Guildeforge,
Espe]

Phoenix-see Monster-Phoenix
Pile
Argent, a pile couped and inverted gules [D- Order of St. Bella, Adria]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two horses rampant addorsed, an axe Or
[F- Mid’aen]
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two hurts, a wolf sejant uvulant argent
armed and langued gules [D- Elric Silverwolff, Terr]
Argent, upon a pile savle a seax argent and upon chief gules three owls argent. [DArgent, on a pile inverted between two wolves combatant sable, a stag’s head caboshed
argent [D- Gille (Michael de Selkirk), Roan]
Azure, on a pile sable fimbriated Or, a torch argent [E- House Anferwol, Cast]
Ermine, upon a pile sable a sun Or [E- Winters Bane, Albi]
Gules, on a pile argent a wolf rampant sable langued gules [D- House Blackwolf, Wolf]
Gules, on a pile indented Or a pointed latin cross azure [B- Donavan Cadnawon, Espe]
Or, on a pile azure a torch argent fired and charged with a flleur-de-lis Or in chief a
crown argent [B- Cambridge]
Per pale azure and vert, a pile argent overall a tree withered and eradicated sable [DAscencia O’Tyne, Some]
Per pale gules and azure, on a pile argent a rose sable [D- Ashlinn Tiernan, Albi]
Purpure, on a pile Or a key sable [B- Draconia (E.) DeVona, Umbr]
Sable, on a pile gules fimbrated an annulet Or enfiled of a sword inverted argent [DSivax WarTongue, Albi]
Sable, upon a pile inverted azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe inverted argent [D-Richard
Reven, Umbr]
Sable, upon a pile dovetailed or a wolfs paw print sable [D- Dyr Ulvson, Pemb]

Plant
(Fieldless) A sprig sage vert laced argent [B- Order of the Sage, Espe]
Argent, within a tressure wavy azure, an otter erect proper maintaining a shamrock vert
[B- Treise (Caoifhlionn) nic Giolla Phadraig, Some]
Azure, a fox rampant or marked argent within a bordure or semy of shamrocks vert. [DJames of Bloodstone, Espe]
Azure, a tree of life argent and a chief sable fimbriated argent [D- Daione Caillte, Espe]
Gules, a rams head caboshed and on a chief argent three shamrocks vert [D- Shamus,
Brun]
Gules, a thistle and on a chief argent three trees eradicated sable. [E- Barony of Black
Forest, Albi]

Per bend dancette argent and azure, a tree of life counter-changed [D- Daione Caillte,
Espe]
Per chevron azure and vert, two acorns and a mushroom argent [E- Barony of MoDuinne,
York]
Per pale argent and sable, a tree eradicated counterchanged and a chief gules [E- House
Schwarzenwald, Albi]
Per pall inverted purpure, sable and Or, two wolves heads erased and addorsed argent in
base a shamrock vert. [D- Galen O'Seancain, AuFj]

Plate-see Roundel
Points
Argent, a boar gules fettered without chains Or and a point-pointed sable [D- Mizak
Perado, Conn]
Argent, a drakkar gules a appoint in point azure. [D- Kasper Magnussen, Conn]
Argent, a serpent involved contourne point in point azure fusilly bendwise argent [DGregor Pent vonSchongau, Albi]
Azure, a sea-serpent ondoyant winged erect and on a point-in-point argent 3 crescents
azure [E- Dragon Du Loc, AuFj]
Sable, in chief a mullet Or and on a point pointed argent a two-towered castle vert [E- (Al
Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]

Pomme- see Roundel
Portcullis
(Fieldless) A portcullis Or within and conjoined to an an annulet vert [B- Mona]
Azure, a crowned portcullis Or [W- Esther (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Azure, a portcullis Or and a chief invected argent [H- Archduchy of Carolingia, Adria
CoA]
Quarterly 1 and 4: Or, a portcullis gules; 2: Or, a fleur-de-lis Gules; 3: Argent, a fleurdelis Or [H- Duchy of Navarre, Adria CoA]

Pretzel-see Knot
Pyramid
Sable, a chevron inverted and in chief a pyramid Or [D- Alan Odonnell, Kinc]

Q
Quatrefoil Knot-see Knot
Quill
(Fieldless) In fess a quill contourné argent and a quill azure [B- Rosalynne de Silva, Albi]
(Fieldless) three quills Or issuant from an inkpot sable. [B- Scribal Guild, Conn]
Argent, a quill within and conjoined at base with a wreath of thorn branches Vert, a base
embattled azure charged with a rose argent azure. [D- Bridget O'Flaherty, York]
Azure, three quills conjoined at the tips pallwise inverted Or wihin a border sable
fimbriated Or [D- Melora, Conn]
Ermine, on a pale azure a quill Or [D- Krista D’Lacey, MaL]
Ermine, on a pale sable a quill argent [D- Krista D’Lacey, MaL]
Ermine, upon a pile sable a sun Or [E- Winters Bane, Albi]
Gules, a lion’s head caboshed between in chevron enhanced a quill and a paint brush and
in base a needle fesswise all argent [E- La Maison d’ Artisans, Espe]

Gules, a quill bendwise sinister and a arrow point upwards in saltire within a bordure Or
[E- Estate of Delling, Roan]
Gules, a quill bendwise Or [B- Order of the Quill, Adria]
Gyronny of eight argent and azure, each charged with a quill counterchanged [DRosalynne de Silva, Albi]
Or, a quill bendwise sable [B- Salix alba Sericea, Conn]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, in bend sinister a quill argent [B- Order of the Quill,
Terr]
Sable, in pale a spoon bendwise upright and a quill bendwise, and on a pale displaced to
sinister argent a length of chain azure [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Vert, a quill and a trumpet in saltire within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [BOrder of Heralds, Umbr] (x2)

R
Ram’s Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Ram
Rapier-also see Sword
Azure, a rapier bendwise sinister Or [B- Campeo’n del Estoque, Cast]
Gules, a rapier argent [Dm- Church of Fools, Adria]
Per chevron inverted azure and sable, a griffin sergeant collared and chained supporting a
rapier argent [D- Colin Tanner, Kinc]
Per chevron inverted Or and purpure, a rapier fesswise proper and in chief a mullet sable
[E- March de Leon, Cast]
Per pale purpure and gules, two rapiers in saltire argent [Dm- Church of Fools, Adria]
Purpure, a rapier argent [Dm- Church of Fools, Adria]
Quarterly gules and sable, in 2 and 3 two rapiers in saltire argent [D- Wot D’ Foque, Kinc]

Raven-see Bird
Reptile-Lizard
Azure, a salamander erminois [D- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Purpure, a salamander passant enflamed erminois within a bordure Or [B- Maedb
Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]
Sable, a salamander Or enflamed proper and in chief three arched building facades argent
[E- Barony of Salamanca, Some]

Reptile-Snake
(Fieldless) A celtic cross argent enfiled in base of a serpent nowed vert. [B- Cole O'Lira,
Mona]
Argent, a serpent involved contourne azure [B- Gregor Pent von Shongau, Albi]
Argent, a serpent involved contourne point in point azure fusilly bendwise argent [DGregor Pent von Shongau, Albi]
Argent, a serpent palewise double nowed within a border sable [D- Ormr Raiser, Conn]
Argent, four serpents involved gules [B- Ministry of Archery, Albi]
Azure, a serpent in gurges Or [H- Shire of Galanache Dragun, Adria CoA] (X2)
Azure, on a pale argent a serpent palewise nowed sable [D- Ormr Raizer, Conn]
Azure, two serpents entwined respectant argent and in chief two mullets Or [D- Illura
Llywelyn, Kinc]
Or, a serpent nowed sable [D- Gregor Pent von Shongau, Albi]

Per bend embattled grady sable and gules, in chief sinister a tiger' head caboshed, in
dexter base a serpent nowed argent [E- House Feroce e Saggio, York]
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents and in base a serpent
nowed argent [D- Iowerth Llywelyn, Stir]
Sable, dexter and sinister wings inverted and in base a serpent with tail in mouth argent
[E- County of Ouroboros, York]

Reptile-Turtle
(Fieldless) A tortoise statant vert [B- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Argent, a tortoise statant within a bordure vert [D- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Per fess wavy Or and azure, in chief a tortoise displayed, tergiant palwise vert. [DGeoffrey Maynard, Cons]
Per pale gules and argent, a tortoise tergiant counterchanged [D- Gwendolyn, Glou]
Purpure, on a cross or a tortoise erect tergiant vert [D- Jolan von Klue, Umbr]

Rock
Per bend sinister vert and azure, a sea-griffin perched on a rock within a bordure Or [DGiacomo di Verona, Stir]

Rod of Asclepius-see Caduceus
Rose-see Flower-Rose
Roundel-Bezant (Or)
(Fieldless) A bezant within and conjoined to a mascle argent, enfiled in chief of a crown
Or [B- Bezant Herald, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) Upon a bezant purpure an annulet Or [W- The Sir Nigel Seymour of
Huntington Award, Adria CoA]
(Fieldless) Upon a lozenge purpure a bezant Or [B- Brunico]
Argent, on a fess azure three bezants [D- Thomas Barnes, Terr]
Argent, three annulets gules conjunct and charged at center with a bezant. [D- Alinor
D’Arcy du Calais, Bisq]
Argent, upon a bend gules four bezants [D- Salix alba Sericea, Conn]
Argent, upon a saltire gules five bezants in saltire. [D- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, TyrL]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent between four bezants in cross [DSteward, Albion]
Azure, three bezants in chevron [B- Imperial Steward –Ministry, Adria]
Gules, three bezants between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Steward, AuFj]
Or, a phoenix and on a chief gules five bezants Or [E- Estate of Desert Phoenix Rising,
AuFj]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all in chevron three bezants [B- Steward
Terre Neuve, Terr]
Purpure bezanty, a bordure Or [W- Nigel Seymour of Huntingdon, Adria CoA]
Sable, a bezant surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a triple-towered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, on a bezant a sword and axe in saltire azure [Dom- Imperial Brotherhood of
Mercenaries, Adria]
Vert, a bezant [B- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Vert, a bezant and a border argent [B- Chesapeake]
Vert, a saltire engrailed Or between four bezants each charged with a raven sable [DRaven Sovereign of Arms, Terr]

Vert, in bend three bezants [D- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Vert, upon a bezant a wreath charged with four roses in cross gules. [D- Adelaide
Brianna Hamilton, Umbr]

Roundel-Hurt (Azure)
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between in chief two hurts, a wolf sejant uvulant argent
armed and langued gules [D- Elric Silverwolff, Terr]
Purpure, on a lozenge argent a triskel sable between two hurts and a pomme [D- Adelina,
Albi]

Roundel-Multicolor
Per bend Or and argent, an escarbuncle between an increscent and a decrescent
fesswise,and in chief and base a plate all counterchanged [D- Cassiopia deAcmd, Cons]

Roundel-Pellet (Sable)
Argent, on a pellet a wolf’s head caboshed argent, within a bordure embattled sable [BRazi bint Sabra al Hadi al Shah-din, Espe]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure sable [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Argent, on a pellet an eagle displayed double-headed Or, a bordure vert [D- Razgriz,
Pemb]
Or, a compass star purpure between three pellets [E- Twisted Fate, Umbr]
Sable, on a sun argent a pellet [D- John Greyshade, Terr]

Roundel-Plate (Argent)
Argent, on a chevron azure between three fleur-de-lis sable, three plates [D- New Exeter]
Azure, a dragon maintaining a battle-axe argent and in chief a plate [D- Santo Cesario,
AuFj]
Azure, on a plate a bow armed and drawn contourne gules [D- Toni Treeslayer, Ches]
Gules, in pale six plates two, two, and two and a chief argent. [D- Victoria, AuFj]
(Victoria Toronado Von Blackstaff)
Gules, three plates between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Steward, AuFj]
Per saltire vert and sable, a horse passant between three plates argent [D- Fyona D’Vall,
Terr]
Purpure, a plate [D- House Dragon Tears, Umbr]
Quarterly azure and vert, a plate between three mullets of eight points one-and-two argent
[E- House Rasa Vai’Datha, Alha]
Sable, a plate surmounted by upon a mount issuant from sinister base a triple-towered
castle sable [E- Barony of Vasaria, Espe]
Sable, on a plate a wolf’s head caboshed sable within a bordure embattled argent [BSergei Borislav Beneshek, Espe]
Vert, on a plate enhanced to chief between two talbots sejant addorsed argent, a cross
couped vert, all within an orle of harps Or [D- Dennis of the Dell, Espe]

Roundel-Pomme (Vert)
Argent, on a pomme a dexter gauntlet argent within a border sable [B- Order of the Silver
Gauntlet, Mona]
Argent, on a pomme a lozenge shaped buckle argent within a border sable [B- Order of
the Silver Buckle, Mona]
Argent, on a pomme a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent within a border sable. [BOrder of the Silver Arrow, Mona]

Purpure, on a lozenge argent a triskel sable between two hurts and a pomme [D- Adelina,
Albi]

Roundel- Torteaux (Gules)
Argent, a roundel gules and in base three chevronels braced sable [F- Thinaria]
Argent, within an annulet azure a roundel gules [E- Order of the Jaculatus, Terr]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted and upon a chief Or three roundles gules [D- Rodrich
von der Harr, Some]

S
Sage-see Plant
Sail
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent on a chief argent three sheafs of arrows azure
[D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Per pale Azure and Vert, a sword inverted Argent between a caraval with sails furled and
a triple towered castle Or [B- Sir Rhydderch ap Erwin, IsoC]

Salamander-see Reptile-Lizard
Saltire
Argent, a saltire raguly gules on a chief vert three towers argent [D- Benito Cabrillo de la
Mar, Cons]
Argent, between on a saltire azure surmounted by a wolf’s head couped Or 4 thistles
proper [D- Allistair CuChainn Halliday, Albi]
Azure, a horse head couped and on a chief argent a saltire azure [D- Xela Ulricj, AuFj]
Ermine, a saltire dovetailed per saltire gules and sable counterchanged quarterly
surmounted by a unicorn rampant or. [D- Ginevra Dell Cascata, Glou]
Or, a saltire dovetailed gyronny sable and gules, overall a death's head argent [DKnightHawk le Treson, Umbr]
Or, a saltire gyronny sable and gules [B- KnightHawk le Treson, Umbr]
Per saltire argent and purpure, two keys in fess or within a bordure counterchanged. [DAurora, Brun]
Per saltire sable and vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess argent [DLylee, Pemb]
Purpure, a mascle Or interlaced with a saltire argent and in base a bear’s head couped Or
armed, langued and orbed argent [D- Emma Bear Palladino-O’Domchadha, Cash]
Sable, a saltire argent and a chief checky Or and vert [D- Camoran FitzCanon, Umbr]
Sable, a saltire gules, overall a griffin segreant argent [D- Friedrich von Metz de
Coirnoir, Bran]
Vert, a saltire engrailed Or between four bezants each charged with a raven sable [DRaven Sovereign of Arms, Terr]

Scale
Azure, a rose barbed vert seeded Or between three scales argent [D- Ariana Rudd Catha,
Camb] (Ariana Neville)
Azure, between a chevron embattled Or, two falcons close respectant and a set of scales
in balance argent [D- Vaelen Galimour, Camb]

Gules, a scale argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of
Justice, AuFj]
Gules, a scale or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Justice,
AuFj]
Quarterly vert and sable, in two and three a scales argent [D- Mourngrym-Arawn De
Mordington, Umbr]
Vert, a standing scale argent [W- Deborah (Mundane), Adria CoA]

Scimitar-see Sword
Scissors/Shears
Azure, a pair of shears argent [D- Alabara, AuFj]
Gules, a pair of scissors inverted handled or and bladed argent between in fess a thimble
and a needle or threaded sable [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]

Scorpion-see Arthropod
Scroll
(Fieldless) An open scroll argent within & conjoined to an annulet vert [B- Minister of
Rolls, Mona]
Azure, a chevron between in chief three scrolls Or and in base a camel statant argent [DKit the Blue, Espe]
Azure, a scroll Or [B- Minister of Rolls, Adria]
Azure, an anvil argent between in pale two hammers in saltire argent hafted sable and a
scroll sable bearing a motto argent [D- Olav ye Wight, Stir]
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed maintaining in its mouth a open scroll argent
[D- Minister of Lists, Albion]
Gules, a scroll argent between flaunches argent masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of
Rolls, AuFj]
Gules, a scroll or between flaunches argent masoned in sable [D- Minister of Rolls, AuFj]
Or, a unicorn rampant crined gules maintaining a scroll Or between two flaunches argent.
[B- Ministry of Children’s Activities, Adria]
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent and over all a closed scroll Or [B- Rolls and Lists
of Terre Neuve, Terr]
Vert, a scroll bendwise argent and upon a chief embattled Or three feathers bendwise vert
[D- Katelyn VonderScheissaus, Roan]

Sea Griffin-see Monster-Sea
Sea Horse-see Monster-Sea
Sea Serpent-see Monster-Sea
Semy
Argent, semy-de-lis azure, on a chevron inverted sable, a Toulouse cross Or [E- Casa de
Estilo, Some]
Argent semy-de-lis Or [B- Empire of Adria (Imperial Government)]
Argent, a semy of pine trees proper and over all two bendlets azure [D- Shaun of the
Forrest, Cypr]
Argent semy of spiders tergiant azure, a sinister hand sable within a border rayonné gules
[D- Gaetano Anatolii, Umbr]
Azure, two swords and a goblet within a bordure or semy of Celtic crosses azure. [DMikcos Douglas, Alha]

Gules semy-de-lis argent [D- Bishop of Constantinople, Cons]
Gules, a semy of mullets Or [D- Cryspin macMorrigu, Conn]
Gules, a squirrel rampant argent and on a base Or a semy of acorns proper [W- Diana
Lockerby, Adria CoA]
Or, semy-de-lis sable [E- Chateaux la Guerre, York]
Per chevron argent and azure, semy-de-lis and a lion rampant counterchanged [EChateaux Argent Lion, York]
Per pale gules and sable, semy of oakleaves Or [D- Rhiannon MacGregor, York]
Purpure semy-de-lis Or, a bordure embattled Or [B- Esperance]
Purpure, semy of oak leaves Or [H- Shire of Lowenburg, Adria CoA]
Sable, a semy of estoiles in gurges argent [B- Order of the Nebula, Adria]
Sable lozengy Or, a semy of roses purpure barbed and seeded proper [B- Fionnghualla
Inghean Ruaidhni, York]

Serpent-see Reptile-Snake
Shakefork
Sable, an annulet between three shakeforks Or [D- Sebastian McGovern, Umbr]
(Sabastian)

Shamrock-see Plant
Sheaf
(Tinctureless) A sheaf of arrows [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of arrows argent flighted Or [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]
(Fieldless) A sheaf of arrows inverted Or fletched vert [B- Iain Griffen, Cypr]
(Fieldless) A Toulouse cross azure surmounted by a sheaf of three arrows argent [BGiovanni Spirona, Mona]
Argent, a sheaf of arrows azure [D- Juan Ramon, Terr]
Argent, on a pomme a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent within a border sable. [BOrder of the Silver Arrow, Mona]
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent on a chief argent three sheafs of arrows azure
[D- Juanramon, Terr]
Azure, a sheaf of arrows argent and a chief sable [D- Madoc McDonnon, Terr]
Azure, in base a sheaf of five arrows inverted surmounted by a cross patee Or and on a
canton per fess sable and Or, a pale counterchanged [D- Morgan O’Leary, Thin]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale argent between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Gules, a sheaf of arrows two in saltire one in pale or between flaunches argent masoned
in sable [D- Minister of Archery, AuFj]
Or, a chevron azure, in chief two thistles proper and in base a sheaf of tree arrows azure
[D- Elspeth Macaffeith, Kent]
Or, a sheaf of eleven spears sable braced of a crown argent between flaunches gules [FTyr-Lynn]
Or flaunched gules, a sheaf of seven spears sable braced of a crown argent [D- Tyr-Lynn]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows gules [B- Minister of Archery,
Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sheaf of three arrows sable [B- Range Master, Kent]
Per pale gules and argent, a sheaf of arrows proper flighted gules and argent
counterchanged of the field and armed Or [B- Connor O’Riordain, Espe]

Per pale gules and argent, two wolves combatant between three pointed latin crosses
counterchanged and in center chief a sheaf of arrows proper fletchings counterchanged
tipped Or [D- Connor O’Riordain, Bran]
Sable, a sheaf of three thigh bones argent [D- E’Xavier de Normandy, Roan]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted and upon a chief Or three roundles gules [D- Rodrich
von der Harr, Some]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows inverted between two batons sinister Or [D- Iain Griffen, Cypr]
Vert, a sheaf of arrows Or [B- Ministry of Archery, Adria]

Sheep-see Beast-Goat
Shield
(Fieldless) A lion gules maintaining a shield bendy sinister Or and azure [B- Etienne de
Guerre, York]
Per bend sinister wavy azure & argent, a mermaid Or, finned azure maintaining a sword
in chief argent and a shield azure. [D- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]

Ship
Argent, a drakkar gules a appoint in point azure. [D- Kasper Magnussen, Conn]
Azure, on a fess between three battle-axes Argent, a ship gules. [E- House Vikingrimikkil,
Adria]
Azure, a mermaid arms extended and in chief two drakkars addorsed argent [D- Allistrina
Bhallach Armagosso, Espe]
Azure, a mermaid arms extended and on a chief argent two drakkars addorsed sable [DAllistrina Bhallach Armagosso, Espe]
Gules, a drakkar and on a chief embattled argent, three mullets of eight points, gules [ECanton of Amorium, Conn]
Gules, a drakkar Or [E- House Tordonvar, Umbr]
Per bend azure and vert, a drakkar argent [H- Shire of Galloway, Adria CoA]
Per fess engrailed argent and gules, issuant from fess a drakkar vert [D- Olaf the Strong,
Tyrl]
Sable, a drakkar within a bordure argent [D- Egan Skelly, Terr]

Sinister Gauntlet-see Hand
Sinister Hand-see Hand
Skull
Per pale vert and sable, a skull enfiled of two arrows inverted in saltire Or [G- Ship
Angellus, York]
Sable, a three skulls argent, orbed gules, each enfiled of an arrow, chained and shackled
Or [D- Angules Blackbird, Umbr]

Skull de Mortis- see Death’s Head
Snake-see Reptile-Snake
Spear
Argent, a boar statant gules braced with manacles Or and on a chief sable two spears in
saltire argent [E- House of Crimson Boar, Conn]
Or, a sheaf of eleven spears sable braced of a crown argent between flaunches gules [FTyr-Lynn]
Or flaunched gules, a sheaf of seven spears sable braced of a crown argent [D- Tyr-Lynn]

Per pale argent and vert, a spear within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Sable, two spears in saltire Or [B- Noble Order of Crown Guards, Adria]
Quarterly gules and sable, a seahorse maintaining a spear within a border Or, charged
with an orle sable [D- Carpbashark, Espe]

Sphinx-see Monster-Sphinx
Spider-see Arthropod
Spoon
(Fieldless) A spoon inverted azure [B- Blue Spoon Award, Some]
(Fieldless) A spoon Or [B- Order of the Golden Spoon, Adria]
Argent, upon a pale azure an spoon argent within a bordure sable [B- Order of the Silver
Spoon, Bisq]
Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon Or within a bordure sable. [B- Order of the Golden
Spoon, Bisq]
Quarterly azure and purpure, 1st and 4th a needle palewise argent, 2nd and 3rd a spoon
bendwise sinister Or [D- Joanna Galler, Umbr]
Sable, a fork of four prongs and a spoon in saltire in chief a crescent Or [E- Estate of
Infiernos Cocina, AuFj]
Sable, in pale a spoon bendwise upright and a quill bendwise, and on a pale displaced to
sinister argent a length of chain azure [B- Maedb Hawkins (of the) Drakonja, Espe]

Squirrel-see Beast-Squirrel
Spindle
(Fieldless) A spindle Or [B- Fiber Arts Guild, Alha] ( + House of Devon, Some)
Ermine, on a chevron vert, three spindles Or [E- House of Devon, Some]
Vert, a spindle Or [B- Fiber Arts Guild, Alha]

Spurs
Gules, two winged spurs Or [D- Canton of Pembroke, York]

Spur Rowels-see Mullet
Stag-see Beast-Deer
Stag's Attire-see Horns-Animal
Stag's Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Deer
Star-see Mullet
Sun
(Fieldless) A sun in splendor argent [E- Order of the Silver Sun, Alha]
(Fieldless) A sun in splendor Or [B- Isabella Roemer, Glou]
Argent, a sun sable. [D- Vincent Croft, Umbr]
Azure, a bend gules and over all a sun in splendor Or, all within a border embattled
argent [D- Edmond Nahaniel Denton, Mona]
Azure, a sun in splendor Or, within a border embattled argent [B- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Azure, a sun in its splendor, a bordure vert fimbriated argent [E- Summerisle, House of ,
Stir]
Azure, an ankh argent, on a chief tierced in three sable, argent, and sable, a sun in
splendor sable between two suns in splendor Or [E- House Treson, Umbr]
Ermine, upon a pile sable a sun Or [E- Winters Bane, Albi]

Gules, a sunburst proper within a bordure erminois [D- Del Sol Herald, Adria CoA]
Gules, a sun in splendor Or [H- Kingdom of Aragon, Adrian CoA]
Gules, a sun in splendor Or, within a border embattled argent [B- Edmond Nathaniel
Denton, Mona]
Gules, in pale a crown and a sun in splendor Or [H- Kingdom of Aragon, Adria CoA]
Gules, on a bend argent three suns in splendor gules [E- House of Castile del Sol, Some]
Lozengy argent and purpure, a sun in splendor and in chief three crowns Or [F- Brunico]
Or chaussé gules, a sun gules [E- House Lasrach, York]
Per bend vert and Or, a sun in splendor counterchanged [H- Shire of Hanover, Adria CoA]
Per chevron sable and gules, three suns in their splendour and a fleur-de-lys all within a
bordure Or [H- Shire of Burgandy, Adrian CoA]
Per fess sable and vert, a sun in splendor or. [B- Vallis Solaris, Umbr]
Per pale gules and lozengy Or and gules, in dexter a sun in splendor Or [D- Isabella
Roemer, Glou]
Per pale gules and Or, a sun in splendor counterchanged [B- Miguel Alonso Garcia de la
Mar, Some]
Per pale sable and azure, a sun argent [D- Claymore Darkton Lexifer, Stir]
Sable, a sun in splendor Or [D- Madison de Malo, Albi]
Sable, on a sun argent a pellet [D- John Greyshade, Terr]
Sable, on a sun Or a Torteau [B- Asa Lokabrenna, AuFj]
Sable, three suns Or each eclipsed by a Torteau [D- Asa Lokabrenna, AuFj]
Sable, upon a demi sun radiant a horse head couped sable. [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]
Sable, upon a demi sun radiant between three mullets of eight points argent a horse head
couped sable. [D- Suzanne L’Ecuyere, Cash]
Sable, upon a pale vert fimbriated three suns in splendor or [D- Vallis Solaris, Umbr]
Vert, a sun within a bordure Or [D- Aleksandra Von Rothenburg, Bran]

Swan-see Bird
Sword-1 –also see Rapier
(Fieldless) A heart gules cojoined to wings inverted and enfiled by a sword Or [B- Ansel
de Gace, Some]
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent enfiled of a vine vert at the hilt a flower purpure [BErrand Kuss, Umbr]
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent surmounted by a thistle slipped and leaved proper [BIamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Azure, a chapé vert a sword inverted Or surmounted by a rose gules barbed vert [DAldric, Stir]
Argent, a decrescent enfiled in the lower arm of a sword gules [D- Estate of Crescent
Blade, Umbr]
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Argent, an anvil enfiling a sword inverted sable, on a chief vert three annulets Or [DAislynne De Chartier, AuFj]
Azure chape’ gules, a sword enflamed argent [D- Thorin, Pemb]
Azure, on a mound with 3 peaks beneath 7 mullets of eight, in chevron a sword inverted
azure [H- Shire of DunAfton, Adria CoA]

Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable. [B- Bisqaian Wolves (Order of the Crown Guard), Bisq]
Erminois, surmounted on a sword inverted purpure, a heart gules [D- Megan Galbraith of
Blackmoor, Albi]
Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword proper, on a chief embattled Or, three Maltase
crosses gules [F- Roanoke]
Gules, a sword inverted argent [B- Dagr MacGuiness, Espe]
Gules, a sword Or and an arrow argent in saltire [B- Haus der Bogenschutze, Tyrl]
Gules, a sword inverted between a pair of wings Or and on a chief sable three crosses
fleury Or [D- Valiant, York]
Gules, a wild man’s head transfixed by a sword argent [W- Judith (Mundane), Adria CoA]
Gules, a winged sword Or [B- Order of the Sword, Tyrl]
Gules, an angel standing maintaining in dexter a sword and in sinister a scythe, wings
displayed argent. [D- Jaroslav Ilich, CasL]
Gules, on a bend sable, a sword bendwise Or and in bend sinister five swords bendwise
sinister inverted argent [D- Madoc Traushirglan, Malt]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword argent between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [B- Deputy Minister of Joust and War, AuFj]
Gules, two battle axes in saltire charged with a sword or between flaunches argent
masoned in sable [D- Minister of Joust and War, AuFj]
Gules, two pole axes in saltire and overall a sword Or [B- Minister of Joust and War,
Adria]
Per bend argent and sable, a bend and in sinister a lion maintaining a sword and two
arrows inverted gules [D- Rhys Krispin, Espe]
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a dexter hand couped bearing a sword argent [E- House
Lozengy Or and sable, a sword and hammer crossed argent [D- William Russell, Cash]
Du Lac, York]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a pair of wings displayed enhanced Or surmounted by a
sword inverted argent [D- Josiah, Pemb]
Per bend sinister wavy azure & argent, a mermaid Or, finned azure maintaining a sword
in chief argent and a shield azure. [D- Isobel Tecchi, Stir]
Per chevron gules and Or, in base a sword gules [B- Minister of Joust and War, Kent]
Per chevron gules and or, in base a sword sable [B- Field Marshal, Kent]
Per fess gules and sable, a sword between two wings dexter and sinister argent [DHaunsard, Vald]
Per pale argent and Or, a sword inverted and in canton a Maltese cross gules [D- Thomas
Weimer, Stir]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword between two griffins combatant counterchanged [FConnacht]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword counterchanged issuant from a anvil sable [DWorshipful Company of Connacht Smiths, Bisq]
Per pale argent and vert, a sword within a bordure counterchanged [B- Connacht]
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent three roses azure, each charged with a heart
gules and in sinister chief a cup Or pierced bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent
[D-Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Albi]

Per pale azure and vert, a sword inverted argent between a caraval with sails furled and a
triple towered castle Or [D- Rhydderch ap Erwin, IsoC]
Per pale gules and argent, a crescent bendwise sinister enfiled with a sword inverted
within a bordure countercharged [E- House Crescent Blade, Umbr]
Per pale gules and Or, an eagle counterchanged maintaining in chevron inverted an
anchor argent and a sword inverted azure [D- Donovan Foxx, Espe]
Per pale sable and gules, a dragon Or supporting a sword inverted argent hilted Or [DDagr MacGuiness, Espe]
Per pale vert and argent, a sword inverted between five mullets all counterchanged [EHouse MacBruce, Conn]
Per pale vert and azure, upon a bordure Or a sword sable. [D- Edward DuBois, CasL] (x2)
Per pale vert and sable, a winged sword inverted between three crosses flory argent [DValiant, York]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a sword conjoined to a pair of angel wings displayed or.
[D- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Quarterly azure and Or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base
three annulets interlaced one-and-two, all Or [D- Bentwood Raiders, Kinc]
Quarterly in 1 and 4 pean in 2 and 3 Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword Proper, on a
chief embattled or, three Maltese crosses gules [D- Order of the Ermine, Roan]
Quarterly vert and sable, in two and three a sword inverted argent [D- MourngrymArawn De Mordington, Umbr]
Sable, a bend sinister between a sword bendwise sinister and a key inverted bendwise
sinister argent. [D- Oding Vingoe, AuFj]
Sable, a Bengal tiger argent marked sable maintaining a sword bendwise sinister Or [DAerindane McLorie, Ches] (Bishop Rhys McLorie)
Sable, a winged dexter arm maintaining a sword gules [E- Barony of Badenoch, Umbr]
Sable, on a bezant a sword and axe in saltire azure [Dom- Imperial Brotherhood of
Mercenaries, Adria]
Sable, on a pile gules fimbrated an annulet Or enfiled of a sword inverted argent [DSivax WarTongue, Albi]
Vert, a Lion maintaining a sword argent. [B- Pride of Kincora, Kinc]
Vert, a pale argent, overall a lion maintaining a sword bend sinister wise sable, armed,
langued, and orged argent [D- Caer Leon]

Sword-2 or More
(Fieldless) Two swords in saltire sable, overall a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Order of the
Empress` Guards, Adria]
Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and a chief
argent [D- Elizabeth, Kinc]
Azure, two swords and a goblet within a bordure Or semy of Celtic crosses azure [DMikcos Douglas, Alha]
Azure, two swords in saltire and on a chief argent, a dragonfly vert [D- Anne Arwenia
Amidala, Umbr]
Azure, two swords proper in saltire [D- Minister of Joust and War, Cast]
Gules, on a bend sable, a sword bendwise Or and in bend sinister five swords bendwise
sinister inverted argent [D- Madoc Traushirglan, Malt]

Gules, two swords in chevron and another fesswise argent [D- Draconia (E.) DeVona,
Umbr]
Per chevron azure and vert, on a chevron fimbriated argent between three swords gules
five arrows argent [E- Haus der Bogenschutze, Tyrl]
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords in
pale fesswise counterchanged [D- Adelric Drago, Cons]
Per chevron sable and argent, two swords in saltire argent and three gouttes, one and two,
gules [D- Liam Lust, Umbr]
Per fess argent and gules, 3 swords fesswise counterchanged [H- Shire of Grenfell, Adria
CoA]
Per pale gules and azure, three swords proper pallwise inverted in base a crescent argent
[D- Gabriel Lucien Palladino-Delacroix, MaL]
Quarterly or and argent, in saltire two swords inverted overall a wolf's head caboshed
sable. [D- Logan Gewitterwolf, Espe]
Quarterly vert and argent, two swords in saltire within a chaplet counterchanged flowered
Or [D- Lyrica Angeline, Espe] (X2)
Sable, a hippogriff segreant and in base two swords in saltire Or [D- Thomas Daggaric,
Albi]
Sable, five swords mulletwise inverted argent [D- Elric Irondrake, Glou]
Sable, two swords in saltire argent [B- Ministry of Marshallate, Adria]

T
Talbot-see Beast-Dog
Talon-see Leg-Bird
Thimble
Gules, a pair of scissors inverted handled Or and bladed argent between in fess a thimble
and a needle Or threaded sable [B- Willow de Rara, Espe]
Vert, two needles in saltire and in base a thimble Or [D- Alezannah Silfvernal, Cypr]

Thistle
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent surmounted by a thistle slipped and leaved proper [BIamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Argent, a chevron purpure, and three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemed vert [EHouse Na Gael, Kinc]
Argent, a thistle proper, on a chief sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister
argent [D- Aonghus MacRoss, Some]
Argent, a tree erradicated sable and on a bordure gules three thistles argent [D- Ashlinn
Tiernan, Abli]
Argent, between on a saltire azure surmounted by a wolf’s head couped Or 4 thistles
proper [D- Allistar CuChlainn Halliday, Albi]
Argent, a ducal crown purpure and in base a thistle slipped vert and flowered within a
bordure purpure. [D- Duchess Presence Banner, Cypr]
Argent, a thistle proper and upon a chief azure a saltire throughout argent. [D- Catherine
d'Ecosse, Umbr]
Argent, upon chevron between three thistle blooms purpure leaved and stemmed vert
three cross crosslets or within a bordure purpure. [F- Cyprus]

Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure argent an orle of seven
thistles slipped and leaved vert [D- Talliyah Rose Blackhawk, Albi]
Azure, a wolf rampant contourné and on a chief argent 3 thistles slipped and leaved
proper [D- Iamys M’Tamhais, Some]
Gules, on a pale Or a thistle proper [E- House Thistledown, York]
Or, a chevron azure, in chief two thistles proper and in base a sheaf of tree arrows azure
[D- Elspeth Macaffeith, Kent]
Or, a thistle proper, in chief 2 wolves statant and respectant gules [B- Allistar CuChlainn
Halliday, Albi]
Per pale azure and purpure, a thistle argent [D- Kate Macpherson MacIntosh, Umbr]
(Kaitlin)
Quarterly sable and azure, in 2 and 3 a thistle all within a border or. [D- Ana Heinrich,
Wolf]
Sable, two wolves statant respectant argent, on a chevron inverted Or surmounted by five
thistles proper [D- Allistar CuChlainn Halliday, Albi]

Thor's hammer-see Hammer
Thorns-see Wreath-Thorns
Thunderbolts
Per chevron purpure and vert, two Jupiter's thunderbolts Or and a wolf rampant argent
[E- House To`irna Ech Mac Ti`re, Kinc]

Tierce
Azure, an ankh argent, on a chief tierced in three sable, argent, and sable, a sun in
splendor sable between two suns in splendor Or [E- House Treson, Umbr]
Azure, three crosses fitchy tierced per gore gyronny Or and argent [D- Callon BrynCorey, Terr]
Gules, a tierce argent [E- House deAcmd, Cons]

Tiger-see Beast-Cat
Tongue
Sable, a tongue palewise forked at its lower end gules [D- Tremain Kilshannig
O’Doherty, Umbr]

Torch
Argent, a torch sable, enflamed proper within a border sable [B- Order of the Torch,
Mona]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or [B- Cambridge]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or between three fleur-de-lis
argent [D- See of Cambridge, Camb]
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a mullet Or, between three fleur de lis Or
[D- Cambridge]
Azure, on a pile sable fimbriated Or, a torch argent [E- House Anferwol, Cast]
Or, on a pile azure a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or in chief a crown
argent [B- Cambridge]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, a torch argent flamed proper [B- Order of the
Guardians of the Dream, Terr]
Sable chapé Or, a torch enflamed sable [E- House Logi Av Frami, Kinc]

Torteau-see Roundel

Tortoise-see Reptile-Turtle
Tower- also see Castle
(Fieldless) A tower argent [B- Order of the Sage, Espe]
Argent, a saltire raguly gules on a chief vert three towers argent [D- Benito Cabrillo de la
Mar, Cons]
Argent, a tower and a chief sable [E- Schmitt Bailey, Brun]
Argent, three towers gules [D- James the Red, Umbr]
Azure, a tower and on a chief embattled Or three crescents azure. [D- Amon Vonder
Scheisshaus, Roan]
Gules, a chevron between a mullet of eight points, an oak leaf, and a tower, all argent [EBarony of Dinn-Righ, York]
Gules, a tower argent [D- Companion of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Gules, a tower within a border Or [D- House O’Hannan, AuFj]
Gules, three towers one and two argent [D- Commander of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Gules, two towers in fess argent [D- Captain of the Legion of Alhambra, Alha]
Or, on a chevron vert between three dragons gules, a tower argent [D- Patrick Gullidge,
Terr]
Per bend sinister azure and vert, a tower argent [D- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]
Per chevron Or and sable, 2 laurel wreaths and a tower counterchanged [H- Shire of
Bedegraine, Adria CoA] (X2)
Per pale gules and sable, two towers argent [D- Deuce, York]
Per pale wavy Or and gules, an oakleaf suspended above a tower in base Or [E- Barony
of El Palacio Real, York]
Per saltire vert and sable, a tower argent between in cross 4 estoiles Or [E- Canton of
Southkeep, Camb]
Quarterly azure and sable, a tower argent. [B- Order of the Bisqaian Estates, Bisq]
Sable, a tower argent upon a demi-hill vert, in canton an increscent argent [E- Barony of
Ard Atha, Terr]
Vert, a tower argent [B- Terrin Greyphis, Lanc]

Tree
(Fieldless) A pine tree argent [B- Thomas de los ceverceros de tafalla el destructor del
silla de mathe, Glou]
(Fieldless) A withered tree eradicated within and conjoined to an annulet argent [BAscencia O’Tyne, Some]
Argent, a Cyprus tree eradicated proper. [D- Order of the Cyprus Tree, Cypr]
Argent, a semy of pine trees proper and over all two bendlets azure [D- Shaun of the
Forrest, Cypr]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated vert and in chief three mullets of eight points azure
[D- Seraphine MacLaren (of the O’Neill Mor), Roan]
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated within an orle vert [D- Melora, Conn]
Argent, a tree erradicated sable and on a bordure gules three thistles argent [D- Ashlinn
Tiernan, Albi]
Argent, a tree eradicated vert between three triquetra sable [E- House Saint Brides, Blwd]
Azure chapé ploye Or, in chief two fleur-de-lis Or, and in base a conifer tree proper [BCambridge] (+ H- Shire of Crescent Moon)
Gules, an oak tree sable [H- Viceroyality of Crimson Oak, Adrian CoA]

Or, a tree blasted and eradicated sable within a bordure gules [F- Canton of Blackwood at
Carlisle, Espe]
Or, a tree blasted vert [B- Kyra Evaine, Thin]
Per bend Or and argent, a border embattled sable and over all an oak tree eradicated and
inverted proper [D- Ian McDonald of Connaught, Bran]
Per chevron inverted azure and argent, in base on a tree blasted sable a heart argent [DReina of Heartwood, Cast]
Per chevron inverted gules and sable, on a tree blasted argent a heart gules [E- House
Heartwood, Cast]
Per chevron rayonny Or and sable in base a tree blasted and eradicated in chief a comet
fesswise gules. [D- Crysanna Bryanne Jonet Clarendon, York]
Per chevron sable and argent, two mullets and a tree eradicated, all counterchanged [EHouse Fidnemed, Cons]
Per fess argent and sable, a tree eradicated and withered counterchanged [E- House
Craobh Taigh, York]
Per fess embattled azure and gules, an oak tree eradicated Or [B- Order of the Oak Tree,
Terr]
Per fess gules and argent, a laurel tree Or trunked natural [D- Santo Cesario, AuFj]
Per pale argent and sable, an oak tree fructed counterchanged [H- Duchy of Kildare,
Adrian CoA]
Per pale azure and vert, a pile argent overall a tree withered and eradicated sable [DAscenia O’Tyne, Some]
Per pale sable and gules, a chief Or, and overall an oak tree tructed and eradicated argent
[D- Ansel de Gace, Some]
Per pale sable and gules, a withered tree eradicated and a chief argent [D- Ansel de Gace,
Some]
Per pile azure and vert, over all a tree blasted and eradicated argent [E- Silvervale (Estate
of), Conn]
Sable, a lozenge argent surmounted by a tree eradicated gules [W- Rowan del Marco,
Adrian CoA]
Vert, a stag argent lodged at the base of a tree proper, in canton a decrescent argent and in
Vert, a tree blasted Or [D- Kyra Evaine, Thin]
Vert, a tree eradicated within a bordure argent [D- Hawthorn de Talleyrand, York]
(Hawthorne de Tallyrand Perigord)
Vert, an alphyn passant and on a chief argent three fructed oak trees eradicated proper
[D- House Gla’ Morn Adel, Terr]
Vert, an oak tree eradicated and on a chief Or, three acorns proper [D- Marion Leal
Durius, Espe]
Vert, three pine trees in chevron inverted argent [D- Thomas de los ceverceros de tafalla
el destructor del silla de mathe, Glou]

Trefoil
Argent, a sword sable transfixing three lions in pale passant reguardant gules within an
orle sable and over all lying as if on a border a semy of trefoils Vert [D- Allen Maclan
McMahon, Espe]
Azure, a Cornish chough volant contourne and in base a trefoil argent [D- Cagar, Espe]

Per chevron inverted Or and vert, a chevron inverted sable between a trefoil vert and a
crescent Or [D- Margaret Clan Gilleran, AuFj]
Purpure, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a trefoil Or [E- Barony of
Trinity, York]
Sable, a trefoil argent [D- Angylique Mack, Lanc]

Tressure
Argent, a rose proper within a double tressure flory counter flory sable. [D- Josaphine De
Jardin, Mona]
Argent, within a tressure wavy azure, an otter erect proper maintaining a shamrock vert
[B- Treise (Caoifhlionn) nic Giolla Phadraig, Some]
Azure, a dolphin argent finned Or within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [DOrder of the Dolphin, Umbr]
Gyronny of eight sable and Or, a tressure gules [B- Dorn das Schwarz Brause, Tyrl]
Sable, an owl within a double tressure flory counter flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the
Owl, Umb]
Vert, a bow fesswise between three pheons within a tressure or. [B- Order of the Bow,
Umbr]
Vert, a coney rampant within a double tressure flory counter flory Or [D- Order of the
Hare, Umbr]
Vert, a lion crowned within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [F- Umbria]
Vert, a mace palewise within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order of Kings
scepter, Umbr]
Vert, a maneless lion rampant within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order
of Pride of Umbria, Umbr]
Vert, a oil lamp within a tressure or flame proper. [B- Order of DaVinci, Umbr]
Vert, a peacock in his pride within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [B- Order of
Queen’s Grace, Umbr] (x2)
Vert, a stag's head caboshed and in chief a mullet within a double tressure flory counter
flory argent. [B- Royal Order of the Starbuck, Umbr]
Vert, a quill and a trumpet in saltire within a double tressure flory counter-flory Or [BOrder of Heralds, Umbr] (x2)
Vert, an escarbuncle within a double tressure flory counter flory argent. [B- Royal Order
of the Blue Nose, Umbr]

Triquetra
(Fieldless) Three triquerta conjoined in fess purpure [B- Lily Douglas, Alha]
Argent, a tree eradicated vert between three triquetra sable [E- House Saint Brides, Blac]
Azure, on a base argent a triquetra sable [D- Duncan Wallace, Umbr]
Or, a triquerta parted and interlaced vert [D- Moira Pritani, Albi]
Per chevron azure and argent, in base a triquetra sable [D- Duncan Wallace, Umbr]
Per pale purpure and azure, a triquetra interlaced by an annulet Or [B- Sapphyre
(Richardson) McCoy, AuFj]
Purpure, a lily argent in chief three triquerta within a bordure argent [D- Lily Douglas,
Alha]
Sable, a triquerta argent [D- Anne McAlystre, Blac]
Sable flaunched argent, a triquetra Or [B- Kathleen Carey, Tyrl]
Vert, a chevron between two triquertras and a cross of Jerusalem Or [D- Heath, Bran]

Vert, A mullet of eight points Or charged with a triquerta sable within a bordure Or [DEmilie Penrose Blackwell, Cash]
Vert, on a bend sinister argent between two oak leaves bendwise Or, three triquetra vert
[D- Kendra Finster McFadyen, Terr]

Triskelion- also see Leg (Human)
Argent, a triskelion pierced and on a chief potenty azure three oak leaves Or [E- County
of Contae Duir, York]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and an orle argent. [E- Barony of Triskelle, York]
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs between three death’s heads, one-and-two, all argent.
[D- Erik Harbinger, Bran] (Erick Erikson)

Trumpet-see Horn
Tyger-see Monster-Tyger

U
Unicorn-see Monster-Unicorn

V
Vine
(Fieldless) A sword inverted argent enfiled of a vine vert at the hilt a flower purpure [BErrand Kuss]
Purpure, a pale and chief argent overall a vine with leaves palewise vert. [D- Cait de La
Roche, Cons]

W
Weaver’s Shuttle
Argent, a weaver’s shuttle within a bordure purpure, charged with an orle argent [DAlinor E’Arcy du Calais, Bisq]

Wheel
(Fieldless) A cartwheel argent [B- (Al Sayyida Al Farisa) Nisha Rosalia, Cypr]
(Fieldless) A cartwheel Or [B- Yoni Rosalia, Cypr] (x2)
Argent, a wheel within a bordure sable [B- Gataneo Anatolii, Umbr]
Azure, a wheel within a bordure Or [B- Cocah, York]
Gules, a cartwheel between three fleurs-de-lis all within a bordure Or [D- Cocah Anatolii,
York]
Per pale azure and sable, a wheel within a bordure argent [B- Cocah, York]
Per pale vert and argent, a wheel countercharged [D- Silvia (E.) Gustavson, Umbr]
Quarterly azure and argent, four wagon wheels counterchanged [D- Darion Kirikas,
Camb]
Quarterly Or and argent, a wheel within a bordure sable [B- Gataneo Anatolii, Umbr]
Sable, a wheel argent. [E- Nadastati Kumpania Domain, Adria]
Sable, the crown of a Countess Royal between three cartwheels all within a bordure Or
[D- Cocah Anatolii, York]

Wine Cask
Vert, two bears combatant and in chief three wine casks fesswise Or [D- Wilhelmus
Blizce, Some]

Winged Object
(Fieldless) A heart gules cojoined to wings inverted and enfiled by a sword Or [B- Ansel
de Gace, Some]
(Fieldless) A pair of wings conjoined argent surmounted by a cross tapered vert. [BCole O'Lira, Mona]
Argent, a boar sable and on a chief gules a sinister wing Or [D- House Cinghiale Volante,
Conn]
Gules, a sword inverted between a pair of wings Or and on a chief sable three crosses
fleury Or [D- Valiant, York]
Gules, a winged sword Or [B- Order of the Sword, Tyrl]
Gules, two winged spurs Or [D- Canton of Pembroke, York]
Per bend sinister sable and gules, a pair of wings displayed enhanced Or surmounted by a
sword inverted argent [D- Josiah, Pemb]
Per pale vert and sable, a winged sword inverted between three crosses flory argent [DValiant, York]
Per pall argent, sable and azure, a sword conjoined to a pair of angel wings displayed or.
[D- Johann Heinrich, Wolf]
Sable, a winged dexter arm maintaining a sword gules [E- Barony of Badenoch, Umbr]
Vert, two wings displayed and conjoined in base a chalice Or [D- Talen Deschaine, AuFj]

Wings
Argent, wings cojoined abased sable [E- House of Umbra Angeli, Espe]
Azure, five annulets interlaced Or between two wings debased argent [E- House
Seraphina, York]
Gules, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a heart Or [E- House of
Cherubina, York]
Per fess gules and sable, a sword between two wings dexter and sinister argent [DHaunsard, Vald]
Per fess gules and sable, two wings dexter and sinister argent [B- Haunsard, Vald]
Purpure, dexter and sinister wings debased argent and in base a trefoil Or [E- Barony of
Trinity, York]
Sable, dexter and sinister wings inverted and in base a serpent with tail in mouth argent
[E- County of Ouroboros, York]
Sable, a winged dexter arm maintaining a sword gules [E- Barony of Badenoch, Umbr]

Wolf-see Beast-Dog
Wolf's Head/Face-see Head-Beast-Dog
Wolf print-see Paw print
Wreath-Laurel
(Fieldless) A laurel wreath Or [B- Marcus (Euandros) Eneas, Mona]
Per chevron Or and sable, 2 laurel wreaths and a tower counterchanged [H- Shire of
Bedegraine, Adria CoA] (X2)
Per pale argent and vert, a laurel wreath counterchanged [D- Kalimar Kerr Williamson /
Maximus Angeleo, MaL]
Per saltire azure and sable, a trident between in fess 2 laurel wreaths Or [D- Marcus
(Euandros) Eneas, Mona]

Wreath-Oak Leaves

Gules, an owl argent within a wreath of oak leaves Or [D- Josephine Durand, York]

Wreath-Thorns
Argent, a quill within and conjoined at base with a wreath of thorn branches Vert, a base
embattled azure charged with a rose argent azure. [D- Bridget O'Flaherty, York]
Argent, a rose gules barbed and seeded proper within a wreath of thorns vert [D- Enid,
York]
Gules, a rose azure charged with a heart argent within a wreath of thorns sable [E- House
Couer de Rose, Espe]
Gules, a wolf’s head caboshed proper maintaining in its mouth a rose reversed azure
slipped and leaved vert, all within a wreath of thorns sable [D- Thomas Fitzshokes
Paciafex, Espe]
Sable, a cauldron within a wreath of thorns Or [D- Cerridwyn (Emalia Fiend), York]

Wyvern-see Monster-Dragon

